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HEAR DIGITAL MASTERPIECES
THE SAME WAY THEY WERE MASTERED.
No claim Sony could make for these headphones could con-

for the first time. They're also comfortable enough to wear for

ceivably be more impressive than this simple statement: this year, in

extended listening sessions"As Bob neatly summarized: "Everything

the production of nearly 100 state-of-the-art compact discs, the

sounds as

headphones used as a quality control reference during the critical
mastering stage were the Sony MDR-CD999.
In fact, chief

mastering engineer Bob Ludwig of the renowned

Masterdisk studios explains, "The 999's superior isolation allows me
to experience the full dynamic range of these digital master tapes

So

I

intended"

audition the Sony MDR-CD999,

CD777, and CD555

Digital

Monitor Series headphones. And hear digital masterpieces the same

way they were mastered.

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"
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BUILD YOUR COMPACT DISC
THEfCULT,
ÇOLLECTION.-.
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Guns N' Roses-GN'R
376.087
Lies (Geffen)

I

rINLlroaNOCANNOALA

a

4

SONIC TEMPLE

MOON

y FULL

The Cult -Sonic Temple
381.798
(Sire)

-

_

F

.bin Today!

1/11
Fine Young Cannibals-

ANY 8 CDs
FOR ONE C NT
Dirty Dancing -Live In

Badlands (Atlantic)384388

Concert. Org nal
Soundtrack (RCA)

"Weird Al" yankovic-

UHF Soundtrack (Epic)
384.172

Lisa Lisa 8 Cult Jam
Straight To
(Columbia)

The Sky

Aretha Franklin -Through

-

-

The Doobie Brothers
382.457
Cycles (Capitol)

378893

(Virgin)

382.978

Wakeman, Howe (Ansta)
384.115

11

380.253

(Geffen)

Tone.Loc-LOc'ed After
Dark (Delioous Vinyl)

Bonham (WTG)

383.497

Lou Reed -New York (Sire)

Alice Cooper -Trash
382.366
(Epic)

378.216

Bob Mould -Work Book
384.586

(Virgin)
A

Decade 01

Steely Dan (MCA) 341073
Joe Cocker -Greatest Hits
320.911

(A8M)

Jerry Lee Lewis -18

Original Sun Greatest Hits
369.108

(Rhino)

Marla McKee (Geffen)

383.844

Queen -The Miracle
383.547
(Capitol)
Stacey 0 -Nights Like
382.838
This (Atlantic)

19

The Cure-Disinteg citron
382.093
(Elektia)

Night Ranger -Greatest

Blue Murder (Geffen)

383.729

Ghostbusters

II

-Original

Soundtrack (MCA) 383,711

Peter Gabriel

-Passion
383.810

(Getters)

Branford Marsalis-Trio
381.830

Jeepy lColumbra)

Great While-...
Shy(Capitol)

Miles Davis-Amandla
381.756
(Warner Bros)

We've built in
choices.

o

wide range of

You can select from a wide variety

of current hits and classical favorites Our
great introductory offer lets you choose any
8 CDs listed in this ad for IC. Fill in and mail the
application -we'll send your CDs and bill
you for the penny, plus shipping and handling. In exchange, you simply agree to buy
as few as 6 more CDs (at regular Club prices)
within the next three years -and you may
then cancel your membership anytime alter
doing so
How the Club works. About every four
weeks 113 times a year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month...plus many exciting
alternates: new hits and old favorites from
every field of music. In addition, up to six
times a year, you may receive oilers of
Special Selections, usually al a discount off
regular Club prices, for a total of up to 19

buying opportunities
If you wish to receive the Selection of the
will be
Month, you need do nothing
shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response card always provided and mail it
by the date specified. You will always have at
least 10 days al which to make your decision
If you ever receive any Selection without

-it

Don't Tell A Soul
(Sre/Reprise)

The Traveling

378.927

Place And Time (Atlantic)

L;sati

Richard Hera -Repeat
380915
OB nder(EMI)

382960
days to decide, you may return

-so write

in

both numbers.

CIiSrCoIumbia I-Ioutie: Terre Il.wtee I\47fi11-11'n)

-3

Feet High
And Rising (Tommy Boy)

De La Soul

381.160

Bonnie Raltt-Nick of
381.087

Time (Capitol)

Jody Watley-Larger Than
381.061

Lite (MCA)

Jeff Healy Bend -See
The Light (Arista) 375.873
Neal Schon-Lale Night

e

380378

(Columbia)

J(
Wynton Ma nails -The
Majesty 01 The Blues

380.394

375.139

Wilburys-

381.764

Expose -What

You Don't

Know (Arista)

Got Everything
(CBS Associated)

-I've

380.352

The Godfathers-Mae

Wang Chung -The
Warmer Side 01 Cod
(Geffen)

Henry Lee Summer

381.715

Edle Beckett a New

Bohemians -Shooting

Joe Jackson -Blaze 01
381.699
Glory(A&M)

Rubberbands At The Stars
374.835
(Geffen)

Jackson Browne -The

Todd Rundgren-Nearly
Human (Warner Bros )
381.780

Jackson Browne -World
In Motion (Elektra) 383.752

Pretender (Asylum) 292.243

Songs About Love And
380345
Hale (E pc)

The Jacksons-2300
Jackson Street (Epic)
380.337
Robyn Hitchcock And
The Egyptians -Queen
Elvis (A5M)
380.212

Woodstock 11 -Original
Soundtrack (Atlantic)
382.143/392.142

1CBS/Columbia House, 1400 N. Fruitridge

137/F89

P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this advertisement.
Send me the 8 Compact Discs listed here and bill me I< plus shipping and handling for oil
eight. agree to buy six more selections at regular Club prices in the coming three
years -and may cancel rey membership at any time of ter doing so.

-

2

Roll

Volume One (Wilbury)
375.089

Joni Mitchell -Blue
Donna Summer -Another

375.162

.38 Special -Rock 8

Strategy(A8M)

365.411

379.891

(GRP)

(Caumba)

R.E.M.-Green
(Warner Bros)

377t01

it
having 10
of our expense.
The CDs you order during your member
ship will be billed a1 regular Club prices,
which currently are $1298 to $15.98 -plus
shipping and handling, and sales tox where
applicable. (Multipleuntt sets may be
higher.) There will be special sales throughout your membership. Alter completing your
enrollment you may cancel membership at
any time.
Special Bonus Plan: Alter you buy 6 CDs
at regular Club prices, you can build your
collection quickly with our money -saving
bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD al half
price for each CD you buy at regular Club
prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Clubs operation with your introductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason
whatsoever, lust return everything within 10
days and you will have no further obligation.
So you risk absolutely nothing by sending for
your 8 CDs right now!
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one odditional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $6.95.
)is o chance lo get another selection at a
super low price!

Selections with two numbers contain 2 COs and count as

Joumalyr s Groalest
375279
HltsiCol, mt.a)

Side 01 The Mirror
381.103
(Modern)

(Reprise)

Roachlord (Epc) 382.010
Twice
381.178

Stevie Nicks -The Other

Introducing ... The Chick
Corea Akoustic Band

Cyndi Lauper-A Night To
Remember (Epic) 377.687

I

Roy Orbison-Mystery Girl

The Replacements

382.044

10,000 Maniacs -Blind
Man's Zoo (E/ektra> 382-077

Debbie Gibson -Electric
377275
Youth (Atlantic)
(Virgin)

379.404/399.402

Van Halen-OU812
369.371
(Warner Bros )

377.3t7

382 t27

Love (Capitol)

Donny Osmond (Ca

Roy Orbison-The
Time Hits, Vols. 1 8 2
(CO Special Prod) 377.945
The Bleach (Chrysalis)

Peabo Bryson-AII My

De peche Mode -101 (Sire)

-

Biondie-Once More Into

ra

White Lion -Big Game
382.820
(Atlantic)

James Ingram -It's Real
383836
(Warner Bros)
Hhs (MCA)

Philharmonic (CBS Master )
379.289

Pavaronl in Concert
373.548
(CBS Master)

Kool Moe Dee
Knowledge Is King
384.339
(Jne/RCA)

378.190

(Warner Bros)

,r

Luciano Pavarotti-

357.816 39 7 0 812

The Who -Tommy (MCA)
345.223/395.228

Elvis Costello-Spike

373.829

(Columbia)

The Police -Every Breath
You Take... The Singles
348.318
(A8M)

378.406

374.017

Bangles -Everything

363.515

Traffic -The Low Spark 0/
High Heeled Boys (island)
351.924

Head (Virgin)

Placido Domingo -Al The

(Island)

370.833

Best 01 The Doors

From The Closet
(Warner Bros)

It'll

U2-Rame And Hum

(Epc)

(Elektra)

Grateful Dead-Skeletons

382.341

Ways (Epic)

Living Colour -Void
(Warner Bros)

889

Stevie Ray Vaughan &
Double Trouble -In Step

Gloria Estefan-Cuts Both

Little Feel -Dixie Chicken

379.875
The Neville BrothersYellOw Moon (A8M) 38t

Soundtrack (Atlantic) 379.669

Paula Abdul -Forever
374.637
your Girl (Virgin)

XTC-Oranges 8 Lemons

382.374

384.776

Beaches-Original

WITH MEMBERSHIP

(Epic)

(Enigma)

AND HANDLING

PLUS SHIPPING

Adrian Belew-Mr Music

Roper -Root Hog Or Die

379.594

(Seel

Say AnythingQ Orig al
Soundtrack (WIC') 361.871

384.867

11

Madonna -Like A Prayer

The The -Mind Bomb
382.382
(Epic)

Mojo Nixon And Skid

ei

'1111;

n

I.

379.214

The Storm (Arista) 380 873

Bad English (Epc)383.463

P.I.L.-9

381.152

r

II

The Raw And The Cooked

(IRS)

Anderson, Brutord,

n"s

Full Moon
Tom Pe
Few (MCA)
382184

I

SEND ME THESE
8 CDs FOR t<

My main musical interest

o Hard Rock
(wind r

low

R

is

Soft Rock
RIrhord nsilr.

u,

Mc, tonne

rt,

Block Music

(w B Cull
lam Jody Watley

(so

Mr.
Mrs
Miss '.nil

(check one): (But! may always choose from any category
Heavy Metal
Easy Listening
CI Pop
Badiw

SP.eisond.

tarry Mondow

Joe Sample

',Nu,

Reba McEntire

Hoot W ilums

Guns N Roses

Great White

Classical'

Country

Jazz

Cha Correa,

Rat Coro II,
Johnny Maths

Jr

Kin le Kanowa.
Yo Yo MO

mi Nome

rod

Apt

Address
State

City
Do ye Kwe a VCR= (041

I

0 Yes

Zip
No

Do you have a credit card? (03)

Yes

No

FS2/F6
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: Also send me
one more CD right now at the super low price
FS3/F7
of just $6.95, which will be billed tome.
thew'oilen.nia.miobe nPplPOAi,Ya
ie
.nebehµ
eihergnr
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EVOLUTION CONTINUES

maL1

evinson

MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

MONAURAL'
REFERENCE AMPLIFIER

Nº 20.5-=--.

ENGRAVING

In the three years since the

introduction of the Mark Levinson
No. 20 Monaural Reference
Amplifier, advances in circuit
topologies and
components
available to the
Madrigal design
staff have made
it possible to
produce a new
reference. The
No. 20.5 Monaural
Reference Amplifier is an
ultimate statement of our craft
and a benchmark for future designs.

_

-January I989

It enables you to achieve
emotionally complete musical
reproduction in your home.
Owners of the No. 20 may
incorporate these
advancements
through an
exchange of
modules.
Mark Levinson
products are
handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their
high standards. Visit your Mark
Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

SIGNALS & NOISE
Editor: Eugene Pitts Ill
Art Director: Cathy Cacchione

Technical Editor: Ivan Berger
Managing Editor: Kay Blumenthal
Associate Managing Editor: Tony Schemlan
Copy Chief: Marita Begley

Foresight Forsooth
Dear Editor:

Concerning my fanciful piece in this
issue's "Audio ETC" on "What hath
God wrought." and the first Morse
code message, allow me to stave off a
number of indignant letters by noting
that am quite aware of the improbability of the "testing -testing" messages
manufactured for the story.
Not, however, their impossibility. If
am right, the Washington-to -Baltimore
demonstration line was one wire, with
earth return, and thus subject to plenty
of nature's interruptions. A couple of
thunderstorms in the general region
could have set off quantities of spurious dots and dashes, like the clicks
hear today in my rural phone when
there is lightning around. An imaginative and excited mind might well interpret these literally. Spqrfcc? Maybe.
trust that those who set up audio
communications will attest to the validity of the testing -testing concept-Mr.
Murphy, Sr. included.
Edward Tatnall Canby
West Cornwall, Conn.
I

I

I

that they also can degrade the signal.
It is important how the switches are
made. For example, some low -current
switches employ an armature that simply touches the different contacts as it
is switched. These switches can seriously degrade the signal. On the other
hand, in most switches, the armature is

grasped between spring contacts;
these transfer the signal with better fidelity. Probably the closer a switching
mechanism comes to being a continu-

ous wire, the better. In other words, the
best switches will have heavy arma-

tures and heavy contact gripping

springs.
Another factor that can degrade the
ability of a switch to conduct an audio
signal is oxidation. Switches made of
copper, bronze, or silver will tend to
become less efficient as they age. The
best switches will have armatures and
contacts made of gold alloy or gotcplated materials. Spraying with TV tuner cleaning fluid helps reduce oxidation and improve the signal conduction
of all switches.
In view of these considerations, it
seems important that audiophiles
Help Wanted
study the construction of the switches
Dear Editor:
that they are thinking of using. Since
wonder if might make an appeal many switches are mounted in boxes
through the pages of Audio. Older it may be difficult to see the armatures
readers will remember that in the pre - and contacts or to reach them easily
tape era, the very best disc recorders with cleaning fluid. Also, it is wise to
were made by Presto Corp.. last locat- test switches before buying them.
ed in Paramus, N.J. Of course, they
Bradford Lyttle
have long been out of business.
Chicago, Ill.
have a Model 8D Presto recorder
which would like to restore, and am Erratum
seeking any information regarding serIn my article, "Cables and the Amp/
vicing, etc. If anyone can send me Speaker Interface" (August), the disphotocopies of schematics and bro- cussion of a transmission line's charwill happily reimburse the acteristic impedance, on page 48,
chures,
costs. also have a Model 85E record- should have read:
ing amplifier, and again, photocopied
information would be welcome.
The characteristic impedance of a
Peter Newbrook
transmission line is given by:
I
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"Applecross"

185A Newmarket Rd.
Norwich, Norfolk NR4 6AP

England
Ins and Outs
Dear Editor:
In regard to the article "Too Many
Signal Sources" (June). while switch boxes can be useful in multiplying the
number of inputs and outputs of audio
equipment, it has been my experience
4

Zo =

(R+jwL'h
G + jwC)

where R is the line resistance per unit
length, L is the series inductance per
unit length, C is the shunt capacitance
per unit length, and G is the shunt
conductance per unit length. Of the
two constants, j is the square root of
-1 and w is equal to 2'rr times the
frequency.-R. A. Greiner
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We love music so much,we built a monument to it.
What would possess any company to build a four-piece, 71/z foot tall. $54 ,(1111) loudspeaker?
For us, building the Infinity Reference Standard speaker system has always been something
personal. An ongoing quest to push the very limits of technology, to ge. as dose as
possible to the sound of live music.
'
The result: the monumental Infinity Reference Standard V. Regarded
worldwide as die standard by which all other loudspeakers are judged.
And, more important, IRS technology can be found in a//of our
I
more affordable speakers. From the RS and world -acclaimed Kappa
,
Series to the exciting new Modulus, our commitment is to bring

0

the most advanced driier, crossover and enclosure designs to
every price eoive
1
1
All for the loofmusic.
wLatltkalahota.MUsic.
lrackt
Néget
you
"Infinity:.
ll with the name

hIflf'I fity

For literature and the name or your nearest Infinity deader, call (MO) 765-5556.
In Canada. call (416)294-4833, I. Roy Cray. Ltd.
I
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©1989 Infinity tivsten s. Inc.
layman International Company

At Altec Lansing, we think it's time you

had a hand in what you hear. That's
the idea behind the new Altec 511
Tower, the first loudspeaker that gives
you total control of amplification,
tonal balance and imaging for each
midrange, tweeter, upper bass and
woofer. The result is a sound system
that lets you mold the music
precisely to your taste,
Cll
so everything from Mozart to
Motown will sound exactly
the way you want it.
years in the ITV 1J1
making, this towering achievement
lets the discriminating audiophile
choose between single, bi, tri
or quad amplification and
an impressive range of tonal
balance levels, all through a simple
control panel. So now, you can tell
the philharmonic how
to conduct itself.
{ ,
The remarkable 511
Tower is one of twelve
new Altec Lansing
speakers, all designed to reproduce
sound with unheard-of accuracy.
If the new 511 sounds good,
call 1-800-Altec 88 for the dealer
nearest you. Then take a
-pair home and tell them
what you want to hear.
TECF1NOLOGYFive

I
I
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LOUDSPEAKERS FOR THE
WELL TRAINED EAR.

TENUS
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Enter No. 9 on Reader Service card

e
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Ale« Lansmg Consumer Products. Mdfued.

PA
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Test -Tone Anomalies
Q. My

cassette deck has the Dolby
symbol marked on its meters midway
between the 0 and +4 dB points. A
few months ago, I acquired a cassette
containing some test tones, including a
Dolby 400 -Hz calibration tone and left and right -channel 400 -Hz tones recorded 3 dB below Dolby level. When
this cassette is played on my deck, the
meter reading for the Dolby calibration
tone is at the 0 -dB point on both channels; meter readings for the left- and
right-channel tones are at -4 dB, and
readings on both channels sometimes
fluctuate-for example, from -4 dB to
midway between -4 and 0 dB.
What is the correct interpretation of
the meter readings I have described?
What, if any, are the undesirable audible consequences of these readings? I
find it hard to believe that such readings are normal. It seems that a problem exists, or will exist, but I am uncertain if l have encountered it. Is my deck
in need of alignment or other servicing?-Victor S. Zupancic, Kirkland
Lake, Ont., Canada
A. Your deck may be slightly-about
2 dB-misadjusted with respect to
Dolby level. The meter markings, too,
seem slightly off-about 1 dB. Alternatively, the test -tone levels may be off. A
high -quality, accurate test tape is expensive, costing up to $100; inexpensive test tapes can easily be somewhat
inaccurate. The variations in the recorded tones' levels also seem to be
an artifact of the test tape, particularly
since they vary upward. If they were
downward, this would suggest momentary loss of good contact between
the tape and the tape head.
If the meter readings, instead of the
tape, are at fault, they are too minor to
be of real consequence. If you follow
these readings, you may fail to achieve
as high an S/N ratio as is theoretically
feasible, but not by much. On the other
hand, you'll get added protection
against recording at excessively high
levels, which can cause noticeable
distortion and treble loss. In the case
of the meter fluctuations-if these are
slight, brief, and not particularly audible-again, you have nothing important to worry about. Even if they are
audible on single tones, keep in mind
that such imperfections tend to disappear on normal program material. Also,
8

as said before, these fluctuations may
be due to the test tape rather than your
deck.
Your ears are an excellent measuring device. If your deck can produce a
good aural facsimile of the original
source, it is working properly. Remember the maxim: If it ain't broke, don't
fix it.
I

More on Hi -Fi VCR Recording
Reader John H. Markell has more
illuminating information on high-fidelity
recording with a VCR:
I agree with Brent Jessee ("Tape
Guide," January) that operation at the
highest speed on a Hi-Fi VCR is desirable in order to minimize dropouts.
This is the only reason for operating at
the highest speed, because frequency
response and SIN are not affected by
tape speed. Also, for Beta Hi-Fi, L-500
tape is recommended over L-750 because the former is thicker and therefore less subject to dropouts.
However, it appears that the theory
of dropouts should be examined. It
seems to me that a tape dropout's duration is too short to be heard directly
through the audio decoding system.
Dropouts longer than the sync pulses
could cause loss of synchronization,
turning on the muting circuit. Thus,
what would actually be heard would be
the dropping in and out of the muting
circuit, which has time constants in the
audio range. If this is indeed the case,
the type of modulation (PCM or FM)
would make no difference in the number of dropouts heard, inasmuch as
the problem is in the sync circuits. I
suspect that differences in dropout
susceptibility between various VCR
brands are due to differences in their
muting circuits.
I have tried Hi -Fi recording without a
sync pulse, using the simulcast setting
of the VCR with no TV station tuned in.
Needless to say, this resulted in many
dropouts as well as inconsistent tape
speed.
The character of the internally generated sync pulses, when recording audio, may also have an effect on frequency of dropouts. I seem to have
fewer dropouts when recording a TV
signal, which uses the TV sync, than
when recording an audio -only signal,
which uses the internal sync. It could
be that the TV sync is better than the

VCR's internally generated one. Differences in the internal sync generators
might be why audio -only tapes made
on one brand of VCR sometimes will
not play properly on another brand,
even though videotapes will. There
may also be incompatibility between
VCRs if the relative azimuth positions
of the audio and video heads aren't
maintained.

Dolby for Dubbing
Q. Should I use Dolby noise reduction to record CDs onto tape? If so,
should l use Dolby B or C NR?-Alex
Ly, Pasadena, Cal.
A. Definitely use Dolby C NR rather
than Dolby B NR to copy a CD. Dolby
C NR will provide greater noise reduction than Dolby B NR, better enabling
you to cope with the wide dynamic
range of many CDs. Also, it will better
guard against tape saturation in the
treble spectrum.

Skew, Torque, and Speed -Up
From his vantage point as service
manager and then owner of an audio
service shop over a period of eight
years, reader Daniel E. Mull of San Luis
Obispo, Cal. illuminates some interesting tape problems:
I have run across skew and related
speed aberrations on a variety of cassette machines, ranging from minor
skew problems (primarily on dual -capstan decks) to major skew and speed
problems on cheap units. My experience has been very frustrating at
times. Typically, when a deck has excessively high take-up torque along
with worn or glazed pinch rollers or
inadequate pinch -roller pressure, the
fact that most Type I1 tapes have very
highly polished coatings and backings
will cause the tape to skew. If the takeup torque is great enough in this situation, the tape will be pulled past the
capstan and pinch roller, causing tape
speed-up. If a Type I tape of medium
to poor quality is used, these symptoms occur far less often.
Recently we serviced two high -end
dual-capstan decks that exhibited ma If

you have

a

problem or question on tape

recoding, write to Mr. Herman Burstein

at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose

a

stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Denon Studio A:

stands to reason that the cassette decks
built most like studio tape recorders will produce
the highest quality home recordings.
It

l\

A

All ourcomponents
reflect lessons learned
in the recording studio.

The benefits of building home cassette decks with recording
studio technology are even greater when the technology is your own.
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DENÓÑ.
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Since 1910, Denon has
been involved in every step of
sound reproduction: recording music,
making records and CDs, building
studio tape recorders and producing
open reel and cassette tape. In fact,
Denon built the world's first digital
studio tape recorder.
Denon builds this expertise
into every cassette deck. Denon's
proprietary clutchless Non -Slip Reel
Drive produces constant tape tension,
reduces distortion, wow and flutter and
maintains superior performance over
time. SF combination heads, in concert with
Dolby B. C and HX Pro,® extract the most
from today's digital sources by extending
headroom and eliminating noise.
Lest you fear that Denon reserves this technology for its esoteric models, all these features
are found for under $400 on the three -head
DRM-700, the DRW-750 Dual Cassette and the
DRR-680 Auto -Reversing Cassette Decks*
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Why do Denon cassette
decks sound better? Perhaps, it's because Denon
has been making only one thing for over 80 years.
Music.

DENONA
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' DR%1-700 shown

uh the optional side panels available for most Denon models.
Pricesquoed are manufacturer's suggested retail prices and may wary.
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CLASSIC STEREO

Birmingham,

Kalamazoo, MI

AL

CAMPBELL'S

CLASSIC STEREO

Huntsville,

Grand Rapids, MI

AL

Even though the meters of
two decks read the same,
the decks' output levels can
differ appreciably. It's
a question of gain.
jor skew problems, with resultant tape

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

AUDIO PERFECTION

Palo Alto,

Minneapolis, MN

CA

AUDIO EXCELLENCE

SOUNDING BOARD

San Francisco, CA

Ridgewood, NJ

CHRISTOPHER HANSEN LTD.

WOODBRIDGE STEREO

Los Angeles,

Woodbridge, NJ 07095

CA

KEITH YATES AUDIO

WOODBRIDGE STEREO

Sacramento,

W. Long Branch, NJ

CA

LISTEN UP AUDIO

WOODBRIDGE STEREO

Denver,

Princeton, NJ

CO

LISTEN UP AUDIO

AUDIO VISIONS

Boulder,

West Babylon, NY

CO

LISTEN UP AUDIO

Colorado Springs,

LYRIC HI FI
CO

New York, NY

TAKE FIVE AUDIO

LYRIC HI FI

New Haven, CT

New York, NY

SOUND COMPONENTS

LYRIC HI FI

Coral Gables, FL

While Plains, NY

LEE KRAMER'S HI FI SSS

AUDIO ADVICE

Atlanta,

Raleigh, NC

GA

AUDIO CONSULTANTS

HOFFMAN'S STEREO

Evanston, IL

Warrensville kits, OH

AUDIO CONSULTANTS

AUDIBLE ELEGANCE

Libertyville,

Cincinnati,

IL

OH

AUDIO CONSULTANTS

AUDIO ENCOUNTERS

Hinsdale, IL

Dublin, OH

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

DAVID MANN AUDIO

Chicago, IL

Philadelphia,

Conversation Piece
have some questions about
tape recording and equipment for the
purpose of transcribing conversations.
Presently, I am using an old Realistic
tape deck, a Numark equalizer, and an
old self-amplified Ampex speaker. My
objective is to hear as much conversation detail as possible. What do you
recommend?
I also transcribe microcassettes.
Would it be best to copy these onto a
C-60 or C-90 cassette, or would you
recommend just hooking the microcassette deck directly into the equalizC.

I

er?-Herbert Joe, Houston,

Tex.
A. It seems that your best option is
to take advantage of the facilities pro-

vided by your equalizer. Treble emphasis, starting in the range of about 2
or 3 kHz, would enhance the clarity of
taped conversations. Trial and error
will help you optimize the equalizer settings. If you use excessive treble
boost, you may get objectionable ringing. Also try bass reduction below 200
or 300 Hz to improve clarity.
see no advantage in copying microcassettes onto compact cassettes
before transcription; that is, simply go
from the microcassette deck into the
equalizer.
A better speaker system might also
help, particularly if the tweeter level is
adjustable.
I

PA

SOUND PRO

SUMMIT AUDIO VIDEO

Carmel, Ind.

Kingston, PA

SOUND PRO

ON TOP AUDIO

Iowa City,

Rio Pedras, PR

IA

damage, but only when using Type IV
tape; cassette behavior was perfect
with Type II and Type I tapes. In both
decks, the problem was eliminated by
increasing pinch -roller pressure on the
supply side and decreasing the takeup torque back to the unit's original
specifications.

WILSON AUDIO

SOUNDINGS

New Orleans,

LA

Middletown, RI

HI FI EXCHANGE

AUDIO INSIGHT

Falmouth, ME

Dallas,

TX

GOODWIN'S

SOUND DIRECTIONS

Boston, MA

Rutland, VT

MUSIC BOX

DEFINITIVE AUDIO

Wellesley, MA

Seattle,

WALTHAM STEREO

SPECIALIZED SOUND

Waltham, MA

Madison, WI

WA

Variations in Output Level
Q. I have a JVC deck and an Akai
deck. The output level of the JVC deck
is very low compared with that of the
Akai, even though, according to the
record level indicators, they are recording at the same level. Why?-Robert G. Nicolella, Scotia, N.Y.
A. The output of home decks tends
to vary considerably, roughly from 0.33
V to 1 V or slightly more on signal peaks.
Even though the meters of two decks
read the same in playback, their output
levels can differ appreciably, owing to

10

different gain in the stages following
the point at which the playback signal
is fed to the meter. A 2:1 voltage ratio-say, V versus 0.5 V-is a 6 -dB
difference in level, which is quite distinct. A 3:1 ratio is a 9.5 -dB difference,
which is even more profound.
1

Just Plain Dolby
Q. If a prerecorded tape just has the
words "Dolby System," does this mean
Dolby B or C NR or HX Pro?-Nelson
Chin, Wollaston, Mass.
A. If a prerecorded tape just says
"Dolby," this signifies that it was recorded in Dolby B NR. The reason is
that many low -price decks still provide
only Dolby B NR and not Dolby C NR.
HX Pro probably was not used, but this
has no relationship to the Dolby decoding required in playback.

High -Frequency Outage
Q. I have a new deck with auto reverse. Every time I make a recording of
15 minutes or more, I get a very annoying dropout problem. The dropout is
cyclical-about every 3 or 4 S-and
the high frequencies suffer the most.
The longer the recording, the worse
the problem becomes, to the point
where the dropouts convert to a continuous absence of high frequencies, except for an occasional moment of normal response. I take meticulous care of
the deck, with regular cleaning and
demagnetization. Please help me with
this problem.-Douglas J. Bayne, Huntington Station, N.Y.
A. When high frequencies suffer the
most, am inclined to suspect an azimuth problem or poor contact between
the tape and the heads. Inasmuch as
your difficulty is intermittent, at least
early on, poor azimuth alignment
would also have to be intermittent. This
could be caused by skewing of the
tape within the cassette shell, due to a
defect in either the cassette or the
deck. Poor contact between the tape
and the heads could be due to failure
of the cassette's pressure pad to operate properly; perhaps something in the
deck's mechanism prevents the pad
from fully exerting pressure. Other possibilities are improper adjustment of
the torque of the take-up and supply
reels, or a spot of dirt which cleaning
hasn't adequately removed from the
tape head.
q
I
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IDEAL CROSSOVER FOR MULTI -WAY

THE

SPEAKER INSTALLATIONS

Bryston 108 electronic crossover

For More

Information

41254
witiffito

Call 1-800-553-4355
Hryston's Model 10B Electronic
Crossover combines ideal signal

cascades the low-pass and the high-pass

path. All internal buffer and

sections and allows the selection of

amplification stages are Bryston's

handling with an enormously flexible

unusual crossover curves. including.

exceedingly linear and superbly quiet

control function. Simple. direct front -

"dual slopes". where the crossover point

discrete op -amp circuitry. This means

panel sw itches allow any crossover

is

curve to be set instantly. and the signal

stop -band is rolled

purity

thereafter. It also permits the

freedom from noise and distortion

increasingly popular Linkwitz-Riley

unapproached in normal equipment.

is

-

always maintained.

The Model

1013

features independently

selectable crossover points for high-

effected

at a

shallow rolloll. and the

off rapidly

the signal is always maintained as

"Audiophile Quality", with stability and

alignment with steep rolloff curves. 24
From the point of view of adaptability.

or 36 dB/Oct.

flexibility

pass and low-pass. in case the speaker

and signal integrity, the

installation requires slightly overlapped.

All crossover selections

(or slightly staggered). response curves

accurate and repeatable. being

system is the ideal choice for the widest

for the drivers. You can also indepen-

implemented with I% selected metal -

range

dently select crossover slope, from 6.

film resistors and polystyrene

installations.

12. or

I

RdB/Oct.. where one driver

are extremely

gold-plated, for lifetime protection from

same system.

corrosion. The level -controls are precise
I

three internal connections:

2 -way

stereo. 3 -way mono, and

special

a

configuration, 2 -way mono. This last

of multi -way speaker

capacitors. All switches are heavily

requires faster cutoff than another in the

The crossover may he used in any of

Bryston 10B Electronic Crossover

dB increments. also derived from

I%r metal -film
\lost
resistors.
important. however, is

gold-plated switches and

that the Bryston

1013

Crossover uses

NO integrated circuits in the signal
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card
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A portrait of...best sound...best quality
McIntosh Amplifiers are the first and only
amplifiers specially designed to fulfill
Digital Dynamic Range demands. They
outperform all others when listening to
sound derived from digitally recorded
tapes, records and compact discs. Performance comes from this capacity for
overload: 10 decibels of overstress at less
than an average of 0.3% distortion!

average power output per channel, both
channels operating across 1 ohm, 2 ohms.
4 ohms, or 8 ohm loads.

For an amplifer to handle a three decibel
overload, it must have a full-time capacity
of twice its full power. An over stress demand of 10 decibels is a demand for 10
times the full power capacity of an
amplifier. This is the real world of Digital

in Stereo
100 watts minimum sine wave continuous
average power output per channel. both
channels operating across 8 ohm or 4
ohm loads.

Dynamics Range demand. How to achieve
the performance demanded, which often
lasts from minutes to only a few
thousandths of a second, and to achieve
the goal economically, is a real
achievement.

McIntosh amplifiers with POWER
GUARD are the only amplifiers which can
tolerate 10 decibels of dynamic overload,
with distortion breakup. Any sound
source, CD, tape or analog records will he
reproduced with greater accuracy, lower
distortion and maximum fidelity on a
"Mac". For you, that means better sound,
greater musicality, greater enjoyment and
lasting pleasure.

McINTOSII MC 2500 POWER
AMPLIFIER
Power Output
in Stereo
500 watts minimum sine wave continuous
average power output per channel. both
channels operating across 1 ohm, 2 ohms,
4 ohms, or 8 ohm loads.
as a Mono Block
1000 watts minimum sine wave continuous average power output into 0.5
ohm, 1 ohm, 2 ohms, 4 ohms. 8 ohms,
or 16 ohm loads.

McINTOSII MC 7270 POWER
AMPLIFIER
Power Output
in Stereo
270 watts minimum sine wave continuous

Mono Block
540 watts minimum sine wave continuous
average power output into 2 ohms, 4
ohms. 8 ohms, or 16 ohm loads.
as a

A five hand program equalizer adjusts and
improves the loudness contrast of the five
most important frequency ranges. Musical
balance can he adjusted to compensate
for listener preferences.

McINTOSH MC 754 POWER

AMPLIFIER

A precision volume control is electronically trimmed during manufacture to main-

tain channel balance accuracy to a fraction of a decibel (dB). This high order of
accuracy assures continuing program
balance as the volume is changed.

Mono Block (Bridged)
200 watts minimum sine wave continuous
average power output across an 8 ohm
load.
as a

The C 35 SYSTEM CONTROL CENTER
has many useful features to enhance your
listening and video enjoyment. They include: I ligh level imputs to accommodate
the traditional as well as all the latest
audio sources. Any one of nine input
sources can he selected from the front
panel or by the hand-held IR remote.
Electronic tape monitor switches for two
audio tape recorders. or the audio from
two video recorders. or one audio
recorder and the audio from one video
recorder, allow either recorder to he
heard from the main output.

McINTOSII MC 7200 POWER
AMPLIFIER
Power Output
in Stereo
200 watts minimum sine wave continuous
average power output per channel, both
channels operating across an 8 ohm load.
300 watts minimum sine wave continuous
average power output per channel, both
channels operating across a 4 ohm load.
as a Mono Block
600 watts minimum sine wave continuous
average power output across an 8 ohm
load.

The McIntosh MCI) 7007 COMPACT
DISC PLAYER moves performance to a
new pinnacle of technological achievement
producing the highest quality music
reproduction. Every aspect of performance
is improved: focusing and tracking,
decoding, error correction, digital filtering. digital -to -analog conversion. Even
with dirty or damaged discs, even when
the player is humped or knocked, the
music retains its surpassing purity. The
full integrity of the sound is preserved
from the first readout of the compact disc
straight through to the gold-plated connectors on the output.

McIntosh system control centers are an
outstanding expression of McIntosh
research into user desires consistent with
high quality music reproduction.

The C 34V AUDIOIVIDEO.CONTROL
CENTER is the distillation of more than
30 years of technological progress. It is
mind boggling in its usefulness and flexibility. It has a dual preamplifier system
that provides separate listen and record
control. You may listen to one program
while you are recording a different program. With the McIntosh MVS-1 Video
Selector, the C 34V will switch video and
audio signals for viewing, listening and
recording.

=a_`_+.r.-``,

A low noise, electronic input switching
system adjacent to the input jacks gives
greater source -to -source isolation, low
audio distortion, and freedom from noise
and hum pick-up.
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... long life...by
Add a McIntosh R607 Remote
Sensor to provide remote control from a second area.
100 watts of distortion -free
power across 4 ohms or 75

The digital -to -analog converter (DAC) has
been completely redesigned. In conjunction with the improved digital filter, it has
yielded important improvement in
amplitude linearity, right down to the
lowest signal levels. The performance
selected McIntosh "Golden Crown" DAC
delivers the highest achievable
performance.

McIntosh POWER GUARD
protects the quality of the

McIntosh has earned world renown for its
technological contributions for improved
sound. The FM/AM McINTOSH MR 7082
TUNER is continuing evidence of McIntosh technological superiority and integrity and the McIntosh reputation for
durability, long life, and best sound. In a
McIntosh you get user-oriented facilities
and appearance, and a design that provides for ease of maintenance or repair.
These fundamental elements are incorporated in the McIntosh MR 7082
FM/AM Tuner, the easiest to operate yet
with extensive useful features.

programming.
Manual Tuning
Scan up or down either the FM
or AM band.

sound.
Five band tone equalization
controls.
Three pairs of stereo spea<er:
may be played independently
6 FM and 6 AM pushbuttons
with electronic memory fog

McINTOSH MAC 4280 FM/AM
RECEIVER
Three band tone equalization
controls.
Two pairs of stereo speakers
may be played independently or
together.
McIntosh digitally controlled
linear phase FM tuning system
which tunes in 100 kHz
increments.
McIntosh AM digitally controlled
precise center tuning system.
5 FM and 5 AM pushbuttons
with electronic memory for
programming.
Scan up or down either the FM
or AM band.
Separate RECORD and LISTEN
input switching, introduced and
perfected by McIntosh.
Use the hand-held IR remote or
front panel controls to select
the listened -to sound source and
volume desired.

Imagine a McIntosh tuner, preamplifier
and amplifier on one chassis. McIntosh
receivers pack the most value and long
life into the design and manufacturing of
any receivers in the world.

McINTOSH MAC 4300V FM/AM
RECEIVER
Sophisticated -Versatile-Complete
IR Remote Control.
(¡ t"" ' va\\~)
l :llI i Irh'I IIIIIIIII"' ;-t1'll '' 111it111
Use hand-held IR Remote
1111111111
156511 11111 Iiii111111
Control to select sources -FM i í11;11!11r. q
Mier
r III Illillllll
MC 754
or AM- up to three speakerstape or video (audio)
record or playback
adjust volume.
m i.r.ti
100 watts of distortion -free power
across 8 ohms or 4
1-1

McINTOSH CR7/CR8
REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM
The McIntosh Infrared Remote Control
System provides unusual versatility with
operating simplicity. It is a system which
provides remote control in one listenir.g
area, yet can be expanded to provide _ndividaal source selection with independent
volume settings in up to five additional
areas.

The McIntosh MQ 107 custom environmental equalizer is a fourteen channel (seven per side) third octave room
equalizer. The MQ 107 is designed
specifically for the McIntosh speaker
owners who wish to go further in refining
their systems. The MQ 107 has adjustments for room standing waves, extended bass response, different room
gains, and high frequency balance.

MCD 7007
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McIntosh POWER GUARD protects the quality of the sound.

together.

The MA 6200 combines McIntosh's
amplifier and preamplifier technologies into one chassis. This feature packed integrated amplifier is another fine expression of stereo engineering, hand craftsmanship and quality manufacturing by
McIntosh.
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...long life...by
In the never ending search for perfection
in reproduced music, it is necessary to
meet these critical characteristics.
Transparency of sound
Coherence of sound imaging
Definition of musical instruments
Musical balance
Musicality of expression
Absence of typical loudspeaker sound
Each member of the McIntosh family of
music reproducing instruments is designed
to meet these demands.
Each McIntosh loudspeaker is conceived
in total dedication to the pursuit of excellence, the time required to develop the
research program to meet these criteria
has spanned at least two decades. The
elusive combination of variables required
to yield a uniform field has been tantalizing researchers for many years. Finally,
after McIntosh built one of the most advanced and best instrumented acoustical
laboratories in the world was it possible
to follow the many theoretical leads to

their conclusion. Then, after this extensive effort of analyzing so many different

approaches to uniformity of field, was it
possible to synthesize all of this
knowledge and in one flash of intuitive
genius the director of our acoustical
laboratory saw a seemingly simple solution
in the correct matching of diameters,
masses and compliances and what evolved
is a new measure of accuracy and realism.
The intellectual and emotional experience
of listening to a McIntosh is something
you simply musl enjoy in your own home.

The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest expression of the loudspeakers scientist's
endeavors. It is the one right combination
of component parts that has eluded the
diligent searcher for the loudspeaker

bridge to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high -frequency
radiator column is an illustration of the
right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts sine
wave input power at 20 kHz, with the
lowest measured intermodulation distortion. Because each tweeter mechanism
handles a small quantity of the total
power, extremely low quantities of distortion are developed. The total colummn
radiates the energy in a half cylindrical
time co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion, transparency of sound,
coherence of sound images, defin'tion of
musical instruments, and musical balance
is simply a revelation that you must
experience.
Sound images are amazingly lifelike in the
McIntosh XRT 18 system. To reproduce
the power, the clarity, and the pure
musical expression of a triple fortissimo,
the XRT 18 transforms the electrical
energy to acoustical energy through 32
one inch dome tweeters, two six inch
midrange drivers and two twelve inch bass
mechanisms.

The design objectives for the XR 1052
uniform field loudspeaker are directed
precisely to satisfy the requirements for
the maximum in musical performance.
The XR 1052 is a four way system with
exceptionally uniform dispersion. It has a
one inch dome tweeter, a precisely matched five inch midrange, supported in the
bass range by a high power handling ten
inch woofer and a twelve inch passive
radiator.

The McIntosh XD 717 is a three way
speaker system which uses a one inch
dome tweeter, a six inch midrange and

a

low distortion twelve inch woofer. In a
loudspeaker system of this size it is amazing how the sound you hear corresponds
to the message carried by the electrical
signals that drive the loudspeaker.

Excellent dispersion is only one of the
many quality characteristics of the
XD 715 system. The choice of materials
and the acoustical, mechanical and electrical characteristics of each speaker element are adjusted for optimum performance. These high quality elements make
the XD 715 the outstanding loudspeaker
in its price class.

Two active and one passive driver are the
elements of the XL 10. You will hear a
three dimensional sound space and
smooth response. The McIntosh anechoic
chamber provided the ability to adjust
response, amplitude and arrival time to
the optimum in a loudspeaker of this size.
The XL 10 can recreate stereo sound for
you with full depth and spaciousness.
The two way compact loudspeaker system,
XL 1, has a power handling six inch
polypropylene woofer, a complex, true 1
kl-Iz crossover network, and a one inch
you get
dome tweeter. With the XL
depth and spaciousness and low distortion, high quality sound that has challenged the industries for a loudspeaker of this
1

size.

The Je L 1W bass loudspeaker system is a
dual voice coil stereo sub woofer system,
designed to complement and smoothly extend the performance of a loudspeaker
system, not merely cold unrealistic Kass
thumps. Here's high quality music you
can enjoy and not see the source.

The McIntosh WMS wall mount
loudspeaker, is a two way in -wall mounted
loudspeaker system designed to reproduce
with great accuracy for a wall mount
system, the sound from today's digital
sound sources. The WMS 1 has a six
inch iong throw polypropylene woofer and
a one inch dome tweeter made of woven
polyester fabric which is sealed to present
a rigid merging surface.
1

For information on McIntosh products and
product reviews please send your name,
address and phone number to:
McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Department 989A
PO Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904-0096
mr

XL10

by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.

m1
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Adding

a Single Speaker
Q. My receiver will accept

from recordings, don't know anything
about it. Assuming that you have the
necessary equipment, you probably
can do this yourself. If the program
source is stereo but the lead ís placed
on just one channel, all you need to do
is copy the recording with just the
channel which does not contain the
music you want stripped. Of course,
you also lose anything else which happened to be on that channel.
If the music source is monophonic,
there's nothing you can do. If the recording is stereo and the material to be
removed is centered equally on both
channels, you have a fighting chance
of accomplishing your goal. The final
recording will, however, be mono.
What you require is a mixer with at
least two inputs which can be assigned to just one output. You also
need a device that inverts the phase of
one channel of the music source so
that its output is 180° out of phase with
the input signal. Although such an inverter could be made from scratch,
chances are that among the equipment you have on hand, there is either
a cassette recorder, equalizer, or
some other unit which just happens to
invert phase.
To make this system work, connect
the left channel of the music source
directly into one mixer input. Connect
the right channel of the program
source into the input of the device
which will invert phase. The output of
that device is fed into the second input
on the mixer.
Next, send the music to the mixer.
Set the two mixer pots to equal knob
settings, and adjust the master gain to
a suitable level. Start the music. If you
hit it just right, the lead vocal Will be
reduced or removed. If not, move the
I

two pairs
of speakers. I'd like to use an 8 -ohm
stereo pair in one room and a single 8 ohm mono speaker in another. Can I
run the single speaker from one channel, push the balance control to that
channel, and press the mono button?
Can I leave the second channel of the
"mono" room unterminated?-Marc
Richman, Washington, D.C.
A. Yes, you can use a single speaker, and you have two options: One option assumes you will have all three
speakers running at once, and the other assumes you'll just have the mono
speaker running.
First, let's consider the case of all
three speakers operating at one time.
Set your mode switch to mono and
your balance control to center, just as
you normally have it for stereo. Thus,
the listening room serviced by two
speakers will get the benefit of both
speakers and the added "feeling"
which two speakers provide-even
when you are listening monophonically. There is no problem about terminating the unused channel; it is effectively
loaded by one stereo speaker.
If you are mainly interested in having
the single speaker operating, connect
it to one channel and move the balance control to favor that channel.
Again, you don't need to be concerned
about terminating the unused channel
because the balance control probably
kills all signal to that channel. If not,
suggest you terminate it with an 8 -ohm
resistor of suitable wattage.
Even here, one speaker will be "live"
in the stereo room. If the balance control does not completely kill the unneeded channel, some sound will also
be produced by the other speaker in
this room. If you want silence in the
stereo room, add a switch which will
open the "hot" leads to both speakers
in the stereo location.
I

mixer control associated with the
phase-inverted signal up or down. If
this makes no difference, advance the
volume control on the device which
inverts phase. If this device is a casRemoving Vocals
sette recorder, be sure to set its selecQ. I am looking for a device or at tor to monitor the input. Reset the
mixer
least a way to remove or muffle the control to its original position and adlead vocalist or instrumentalist on re- just the volume control on the phase corded music. What can I do to ac- inverting device up or down until you
complish this? I am a musician and hear the least amount of signal from
need to use these stripped tracks for the lead which you are attempting to
practice -Tom Tuttle, San Antonio, Tex. strip. If the lead increases in volume
A. Although have heard of a device instead of decreasing,
chances are
which supposedly strips off the vocals that the device you are using to invert
I

18

phase is not doing so. Try a different
piece of equipment.
Once you get things straight, you'll
notice a distinct decrease in the volume of the lead you are removing. You
may never remove it completely because some of this sound will be found
in the overall reverb, which will have
random phase and hence cannot be
cancelled.
Should the sound be "thin" in bass,
you may be able to use an equalizer to
boost the bass of one channel. Loss of
bass is common because bass is often
centered along with the lead.
If you only expect to strip sounds
from phonograph records, skip the
phase -inverting device and reverse
the leads of one channel of your phono
cartridge. Use the mixer as above.
have been asked to do this trick
many times during my years in the recording field. hate to do it because
the audible results are poor in most
cases and can never be stereophonic.
When possible, purchase specially
prepared background tracks.
The backgrounds for many popular
religious songs are often released with
no vocals. These tracks are recorded
stereophonically and are often of very
high musical and sonic quality. There
is sometimes an "alternate" provided,
with a vocal which you can use for
tutorial purposes.
I

I

Digital Remastering
Of Old Recordings
Q. I've heard a lot lately about old
recordings being remastered digitally
for better fidelity. I am wondering what
is done, aside from transferring the
original performance from analog to

digital.-Joe Mazza, Long Beach, Cal.

A. Much of the digital remastering is
done to permit the performances to be
recorded onto CD. Beyond this, there's
no telling what happens to any given
recording bétween the moment it is
removed from the archives until the
time it finds a new home.
Perhaps the safest answer I can give
you is that what happens to a performance depends on what the producer
you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If
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QINION
Authorized Canton Dealers

Phoenix: Audio Video Specialists, Bruce Wardn 8 Associates
Tempe: Precision Audio Specialists
CA Corona del Mar: Pacific Coast Audio Video Glendale: Crystal
AZ

Sadly, remastering is not
necessarily the salvation
of old recordings. There's
nothing inherently magical
about digital recording.

Soria,

Marconi Radio
La Crescents: Chatham-Bedrer Corp.
Long Beech: Audio Concepts Loa Angeles: Henry Redo, Paris
Audo, Audio Command Systems, Supervision, Robert's Hare
Audio 8 Video, Western 8 Olypit MI Center Mission Viejo: Video
Laser
Newhall: Chaham-Beáer Corp. Oakland: Pro Audio
Electronics Palm Desert: Desert Stereo San Francisco:
Custom Car Alarms, Harmony AN of Rlmae, House of Music,
Peter's Auto Radio San Gabriel: Audio Concepts San Jose:
Paradise Sound San Leandro: Mad Audio Systems San Mateo:
Mateo High Fidelity Santa Ana: Solid State TVAudo Santa
Monica: R Squared Instalas South Lake Tahoe: Actuate TV
Torrance: Dimensions in Stereo Woodland Hills: Pais Audio
CO Aspen: Aspen Audio Boulder: Listen Up Colorado Spring*:
Osten Up Denver: Osten Up
CT Greenwich: F. Stayer Design Hartford: The Stereo Shop
Old Greenwich: C.A R.S.
DC

Washington: Myer-Ernco, Provideo, Inc.

DE Dover: Sound Studio

Sand Studio
FL

Boca Raton:

Sand

Newark: Sound Studio Wilmington:

Plus Wood

Brandon: The Car Stereo
Daytona Beech:

SMppe Coral Cables: Sound Performance

Audio Video Analyst Dunedin: Al States Radio Hollywood:
Audio 2000 Ft Lauderdale: Sound Design & Engineering Ft
Myers: Car Tunes Jacksonville: Behrens Audio Lab, Crusing
Tunes. Miami: Las Fabricas Naples: Stereo Garage New Port

Richey: Stereo Spedalles Palm Harbor:Auto Audio Tampa:
Montirs Rating Said Tequesta: TVtAudo Cs Winter Hawn:
Audio Equalzers

Honolulu: Custom Car Stereo, Hakko Camera 8 Electronics
Cedar Rapid*: HS Industies
IL Aurora: United Audio Centers Chicago: United Audio
Canters,
Hi Fi Huth Northbrook: United Audio Centers Naperville- Hi Fi
Hutch Niles: United Audio Centers Northlake: Guy's Auto
Sand Schaumburg: Hi Fi Huth, United Audio Centers Vernon
Hills: United Audio Centers Villa Park: Hi Fi Huth. Downer
Grove: Salecar Auosond Engineering- Wilmette: Village TV AN
IN Carmel: Tan Doherys Custom Audio Ft Wayne: Classic
Stereo Michigan City: Audio Connection
KS Overland Park: Brands Mail Wichita: Custom Sound
MA Cambridge: Audio Video Environments, New England Audio
Media Systems Medford: Boston Media Design
IA Mount Pleasant Dr. Goodears ludo Pala
MD Gaithersburg: Myer-Emco, East Coast Auto SwnndOwirgs
Mills: Lighting Experience 'Rockville: Myer -Elmo
ProvideoSalisbury: Sound Sodio
MN Brooklyn Center; Audio King Bumavile: Audio King Edna:
Audio King Mankato: Audio IGrgMinneapolie: Audio King, Audio
Systems 8 Design, Audio Video Environments. Blumberg
Communications, Minnetonka: Audio King Rochester: Audio
Kng St Cloud: Audio King St Paul: Audio King St Louie
HI

IA:

Park: Audio by Design
Kansas City: Brands Mart kidwest SL Louis: T. Melodious,

MO

Charlotte: Stereo Showcase 'Winston-Salem: Audio Video
Conceptsrfd Kelys, Inc.
NE Lincoln: Sound Environment Omaha: Sound Environment
NJ Cliiffalde Park: Entertainment Environments Deptford: Hi-Fi
Canrteclan Livingston: Electromedia Design, Inc. Marlton: HiNC

Connection Millburn: Prolesslona' Audio Consultants
Northfield: Sound, Inc. Oceanside: Ocean Celular Paramus:
Stereo Video Warehouse Springfield: Kartunes Malone
Electronics 'Wayside: Studer Standards Ina. West Caldwell:
Conte', Samm Sound West Long Branch: Woodbridge Stereo
Center Woodbridge: Woodbridge Stereo Center
NV Las Vegas: Elie Systems
NY Brooklyn: Rabson's Stereo Warehouse Comm: Sound
Images Garden City: Rabson's Hauppauge: Audio Interiors
Huntington: AB Car Stereo, Total Media Systems' Manhasset:
Autospec New York: Cosmophonic Sound, Harmony House,
Mobile Audio Spedalsts. Robson's Oceanside: Absolute Auto
Sound, Sound Insights Port Jefferson Stn: Designation Rego
Park: Continental Sand Rockville Centre: Audio Command
Systems Syosset: American Sandaalt Southampton: Charon
Custom Sound Staten Island: Clone Audio- Valley Stream:
Stereo Video Warehouse West Nyack: Audio Video Systems, Inc.
White Plains: Audio Design Associates, Stereo Video Warehouse
OK Tulsa: Imperial Sound
OR Eugene: Bradford's High Fidelity
PA Ardmore: AI That Jazz Bethlehem: Canlen Audio Ephrata:
Stereo Bam Lancaster: Stereo Barn. Philadelphia: DavdMam
Ltd., Tappers Autosound
RI Middletown: Soundings
SD Souir Falls: Audio King
TX Austin: Audio Dimensions Houston: Groove Audio Video
Laredo: Jett Sales San Antonio: Bjom's Stereo Designs
VA Charlottesville: Preferred Sound Falls Church: Myer-Emco
Fredericksburg: Contemporary Sands Roanoke: Custom Auto
Sand Virginia Beach: Videorama
WA Bellevue: Home Entertainment by Design
WI Milwaukee: Flamer 8 Halsoos Mequon: Flamer 8 Hafsoos
WV Princeton: The Sand Post
Fi
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thinks should happen to it. For instance,
have recently come upon
some really nice jazz trio performances
which were much better sonically as
analog recordings than they are after
transfer to the CD format.
Sadly, must therefore say that remastering is not necessarily the salva
tion of old recordings. There's nothing
at all magical about digital recording.
Any transfer is only as good as its
engineers and producers allow it to be.
Assuming that the reissue is really
better than the original, the engineer
may bring this about in a number of
ways. He may add bass, for the original master may have been deliberately
left bass -shy to fit the groove limitations on a long LP side. Or the producer may add treble if he believes that
the studio session would likely have
been brighter than the final master
tape showed. This can happen because of the limitations imposed by
tracing distortion of LPs or by treble
saturation on either cassette or open reel tapes. The producer and/or engineer may also kill treble via a filter or by
rolling off all treble to reduce background hiss. (I'll accept hiss, so long
as the music remains intact.)
Many older recordings were made in
very "dead" environments. Thus, the
producer may elect to add sóme reverberation to simulate a real concert hall,
or he may like the sound and just leave
it as is.
have heard many recordings
ruined by overuse of reverb!
I

I

I

Connecting

a TV Set
To a Stereo System
Q. I recently purchased a stereo TV
receiver, assuming that it had highlevel stereo output jacks which could
be used with my component audio system. Instead, it only has two tiny, tinny
speakers about 14 inches apart-obviously unsuitable for stereo!
I am considering adding stereo
jacks to the unit by tapping into the
wires connecting the set to its speakers. I assume that the audio circuitry is
all on printed circuit boards, making it
difficult to tap directly into them. Do I
need to match impedances somehow
and, if so, how? Should I feed the signal directly into the high-level tuner or
tape inputs? Will I need any additional
resistors in the line?-Randy Webb,
Sweet Valley, Pa.

20

A. I surely thought I'd received the
last of letters like this once stereo TV
sets came along. Like you, figured
they'd all contain line -level output terminals so the set could be properly
connected to component or even
"packaged" systems. Oh well....
You must be careful when tapping
signal from the speaker outputs. It is
essential that the "low" side of the
speaker be at true ground potential. I
have seen many sets which were not
designed that way. If your set is not
usable as it is, connect an isolation
transformer between the speaker outputs and the inputs of your audio system. This will prevent damage to either
the TV or the audio system. You should
be able to wire your cables so they will
plug into the high-level inputs of your
sound system.
When you use the loudspeaker terminals, the volume control setting on
the TV set will affect the amount of
audio which actually gets to your main
system. If you set that control too low,
you'll need to advance the main system's gain control too much and will
risk picking up too much background
noise from the electronics in the TV set.
Turning it too high may lead to distortion and may also make it hard to control the volume of the main system.
Experiment to find a good setting, and
mark it for future reference. You will
probably also want to provide a method of turning off the internal loudspeakers when they are not needed.
In some circuits, it is possible to obtain signal by connecting your cable
across the volume control terminals.
Again, you can't count on the designers of TV sets to use standard audio
volume control circuitry. Further, with
modern ICs, volume is often controlled
by negative feedback. Assuming that
you can readily connect to the volume
control and that it is wired in a conventional manner, you may still run into
problems. The volume control could be
wired ahead of high -frequency de -emphasis. think this is less likely with a
stereo TV than with older sets; nevertheless, you may need to supply your
own de -emphasis.
You may also find the impedance to
be fairly high at this point in the circuit.
If so, you may be all right if you use
short, low -capacitance cable between
the set and the audio system.
A
I

I
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oday, there is no reason to compromise your
favorite music by listening to a common
receiver. Because the Adcom GTP-400 tuner/
preamplifier with GFA-535 (60 watts per channel)*
amplifier gives you all the benefits of Adcom's

legendary clear, dynamic sound for
to that of an ordinary receiver.

a

price close

Why Separates?
The limited space in receivers prevents the use
of heavy duty, high -current, high -voltage power
supplies found in the best separate components.
Consequently, the performance of receivers is
compromised for their questionable advantage of
all -in -one convenience.
By dividing the tuner/preamplifier from the
power amplifier, Adcom isolates low -current,
low-voltage circuits from high -current,
high -voltage elements ensuring sonic purity and
demonstrably superior performance.
II

1

Atan

9

Wert
3,13

W

More Sound-Less Money
Many of Adcom's components have been
favorably compared to other components costing
two and three times more. The GTP-400 with
GFA-535 is a combination that promises to keep
faith with this tradition of offering superb
performance at a reasonable cost.
The price of these Adcom separates is close to
that of an ordinary receiver. But no receiver will
deliver the wide dynamic range and musical
satisfaction of an Adcom system.
Ask your Adcom dealer for a demonstration of
these affordable separates. You'll never listen to a
common receiver again.
*Power output, watts/channel, continuous both channels driven
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz <0.09% THD.

Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed
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WHAT'S NEW

Vector Research
Turntable
The Model VT -320 is a

programmable turntable
using a linear tracking arm
design. By "seeing" blank
vinyl between tracks via an
optical sensor in the pickup
assembly, the VT -320 can
be programmed to play up
to eight selections in
random order. A repeat

function allows for multiple
playback of one selection,
of all programmed

selections, or of an entire
LP side as many as 16
times. A muting circuit
prevents extraneous noise

common with lifting or
lowering the tonearm. An
automatic speed and size
selector is also featured
and can be disengaged as
desired. The platter is belt
driven by a motor
suspended .n butyl rubber
bushings for isolation. A
moving -magnet cartridge is
included. Pnce: $199.95.
For literature, circle No. 100

Belles Research
Power Amplifier
Belles Model 450 is a
high -current (over 100
amps peak) amplifier
packaged on a single
circuit board. A solid-state
design, the 450 has a
22 -lb., 1,500 -VA toroidal
transformer, complementary
stages from input to output,
power MOS-FET output
transistors, polypropylene
capacitors, and 1% metal film resistors. Output is
rated at 200 watts
continuous power per

Thiel Loudspeaker
channel from 20 Hz to
20 kHz, with no more than
0.05% THD into 8 ohms
and 400 watts per channel
into 4 ohms. Tiffany input
connectors and gold-plated
binding posts are used.
-

Price: $1,595.
For literature, circle No.

101

The Model CS5 is a five way speaker using Thiel's
Coherent Source design,
which combines a sloping
baffle and electronic
correction to achieve time
coherence. The baffle front
is cast from a rigid, marble/
polymer composite that is
shaped to reduce edge
diffraction. The driver
diaphragms are made of
either aluminum, Kevlar, or
a Kevlar/foam sandwich to
reduce cone breakup. The
drivers include three 8 -inch
woofers with very long
throws; the woofer and the
5 -inch mid-frequency driver
have special distortion reducing magnet systems.

11

;

Specifications include a
-3 dB bandwidth of 20 Hz
to 22 kHz, frequency
response of ± dB from
1

25 Hz to 20 kHz, and
sensitivity of 87 dB SPL at
meter for 2.8 V In. The
1

Parallel Productions
Storage System
Doubling as a picture
frame, the Behind the
Scenes storage cabinet
operates like a medicine
cabinet, opening via a
touch -release magnetic
closure. The picture frame
is designed to hold posters
selected by the user and
22

can accommodate sizes
from 181/2 in. W x 20 in. H
to 32Y4 in. W x 36 in. H.
The storage cabinets can
stow from 36 to 96
Compact Discs or from 63
to 168 cassettes. Prices:
CD cabinets, from $179.95;
cassette cabinets, from
$139.95.

speaker is 13 in. W x
64 in. H x 17 in. D and is
available in oak, rosewood.
teak, walnut, or gloss black
laminate. Price: $9,200 per
pair.
For literature, circle No. 103

For literature, circle No. 102
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Th

Were DesiedTo PkyMusic
Añd Make It Sound Like Music...

This They Do very Well, In A Most
Unobtrusive Way, At A Bargain Price...
It's Hard lb Imagine Going wrong
With Ensemble"
mull nirsch
Stereo

tiem.g Sept. '88

Cambridge SoundWbrks has created
Ensemble;" a speaker system that can provide
the sound once reserved for the best speakers
under laboratory conditions. It virtually disappears in your room. And because we
market it directly, Ensemble costs hundreds
less than it would in stores.

`

}bu can put Drsemble'slowfrrquetttyunitscractlytvlrem tiro* shouldgoforsuperb bass. Ibu can't do this with conventional
spra,trrs becauseyou haw to be concerned a/x'ut the up ,frequenciescornüig from the same enc/ctswrs as the low ones.

Ensemble, on the other hand, takes
advantage of your room's acoustics. The ear
can't tell where bass comes from, which is why
Ensemble's bass units can be tucked out of the
way-on the floor, atop bookshelves, or under
furniture. The satellites can be hung directly on
the wall, or placed on windowsills or shelves.
No bulky speakers dominate your living space,
yet Ensemble reproduces the deep bass that
no mini speakers can.

Not all the differences are as
obvious as our two subwoofers.
-'

Unlike seemingly similar threepiece systems, Ensemble uses

Henry Voss, creator ofthe dominant s7x'ak'r models
ofthc '505 (Acoustic Research), '60stKUI1, and '70s
(Adwntt, briz¡gsjrou Dtsemble, aggccnuine yn wkindof
speaker system r the '90s, available onfrjactory direct
from Cambnc{geSoundNbrks.

premium quality components for
maximum power handling, individual crossovers that allow several
wiring options and cabinets

1

`1

d'

`

At only $499* -complete with all hardware
and TOO' of speaker cable-Ensemble is the value
on today's speaker market.
1 -800 -AKA I IIFI'
(1-800-252-4434)

Call

Our toll -free number will connect you to a
Cambridge Sou ndWbrks audio expert. He or she
will answer all your questions, take your order
and arrange surface shipment via UPS. Your Cambridge Sou ndWbrks audio expert will continue as
your personal contact with us. We think you'll
like this new way of doing business.

tin Canada, call 1-800-525-4434. Audio experts
9AM- IOPM, Sun., 9AM-

are cn duty Mon. -Sat.,

6PM tastem Time. Fax #: 617-332-9229.

r
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The best sound comes in four
small packages.
Ensemble consists

of four speaker units.

ivo compact low -frequency speakers repro-

J

duce the deep bass, while two small satellite
units reproduce the rest of the music, making
it possible to reproduce just the right amount
of energy in each part of the musical range
without turning your listening room into a
stereo showroom.

Your listening room works
with Ensemble, not against it.
No matter how well a speaker performs,
at home the listening room takes over. If you
put a corn entional speaker where the room
can help the low bass, it may hinder the upper
ranges, or vice-versa.

What Henry Kloss tells his friends
Every time I carne out with a new speaker at
AR, Kill, or Advent, my friends would ask me,
"Henry, is it worth the extra money for me to trade

up?" And every time I would answer. "No, what
you've already got is still good enough"
But today, with the introduction of Ensemble,
t tell them, "Perhaps now Is the time to give your old
speakers to the children:'

Ensemble is a Trademark of Cambridge Soundt\0rks. Inc.

.

Unlike seari>;qlystinky

satellite s stems which use asi,glekr
suln+mffr. Drsemblc uses tun scparatc, compact

bass units. llttyfu momgrnccfullyr into tat/lying
e,nim,inreTt, and help minimize the e_(Jttrtsofthe

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
Kum

listeai,ig room s stattiirg ttkzttl.

04N

.154 California St.. Newton.

MA 02158

Send more information and test reports.
Send Ensemble risk-free for 30 days, for

raggedly constructed for proper acoustical
performance. \é even gold-plate all connectors
to prevent corrosion. An even bigger difference
is how we sell it...

I'm paying by

MC

O visa

AmEx
Exp

SigntTntre

Name
'

Wé make it possible to audition Ensemble

Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

Check

Acct. Number

Thousands agree: the best
showroom is your living room.
the right way-in your own home. In fact,
Ensemble is sold only by Cambridge Sound Works directly from the factory. listen for hours
without a salesman hovering nearby If after
30 days you're not happy, return Ensemble for
a full refund.

$499'

Send an Ensemble Gift Certificate for 5499'

ddress

City
Phone (Area code)

State

Zip

Number

FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE: I-800-AKA-Hffl
wé ship worldwide, including APO & FPO.
MA residents add 5% sales tax.

*Plus freight (57-525). Delivery time usually 2-7 days.
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WHAT'S NEW

Advent Indoor/Outdoor
Loudspeaker

.:

rA

_

111111,

ra.CAR -illr

1N

xw

±3 dB. The speaker uses
a high -impact

1

is 110 Hz to 21 kHz,

For literature, circle No. 104
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black plastic
enclosure and is available
with brackets. Rated
sensitivity is 88 dB SPL at
1 meter for
watt input.
Harmonic distortion is
rated at less than 1.5%
above 200 Hz at 1 watt.
Prices: Mini -Advent,
$199.95 per pair; optional
brackets, $59.95 per pair.

Designed for indoor and
outdoor applications, the
weather-resistant Mini Advent loudspeaker can
handle 40 watts continuous
power and 120 watts peak.
The system is a two-way
design, using a 51/4 -inch
woofer and Y2
-inch tweeter.
Rated frequency response

C4

;a9

15
a/d/s/ Cassette Deck
The Model C4 uses
separate record and
playback heads composed
of amorphous metal,
allowing for extended low end resolution with a
response curve that is
nearly flat from 40 Hz to
below 20 Hz. A rigid cast -

Pioneer Elite
CD/LD/CDV Player
Like many of the latest
CD players, the CLD-91
has an 18-bit D/A converter
using eight -times
oversampling and a fiberoptic digital output. Unlike
most, it also plays 12- and
8 -inch Laserdiscs and both
43/4- and 3 -inch CDs and

CD -Video discs. Its CD
features include a Custom
File memory for favorite
tracks on up to 140 discs.
On the video side, it
features an alpha -turn
mechanism that can play
both sides of a videodisc,
and S -video outputs for

To_ t*

alloy transport provides
exact alignment of heads,
guides, and other
components in the tape
path. The two motors are

microprocessor also
determines and sets bias
and equalization. The C4 is
remote-controllable when
used in conjunction with
other a/d/s/ equipment.
Dolby B and C NP and
HX Pro are featured. Price:
$1,250.

microprocessor-controlled
for accurate speed, and
hold -back tension on the

tape is electronically
controlled. The

-

.

For literature, circle No. 105
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better picture quality.
Price: $2,000.
For literature, circle No. 106

R.F. Engineering

Loudspeaker Switchbox
The Model SI -2 automatic
speaker switch allows two
different amplifiers (i.e.,
a stereo TV and a hi-fi
system) to be connected
to a single pair of
loudspeakers. The switch
automatically detects
which source is delivering
a signal and routes the

it)

signal to the speakers.
This eliminates the need
for extra speakers and
for running the stereo TV
through the amp's auxiliary
input. The SI -2 can switch
up to 120 watts, while
another model, the SI -3,
can switch up to 900 watts.
Prices: SI -2, $49.95;
SI -3, $69.95.
For literature, circle No. 107
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"Ease nbk andAmbiance
are trademarks

of Cambridge

Soundwbrks, Inc.

t
TM

Ce
byHenlyKioss
An ultra-compact speaker
that proves high performance,
small size and low cost need
not be mutually exclusive.
Ambiance by Henry Kloss outperforms
if not most, speakers of its compact

many,

dimensions, and is outperformed by none.
VVe think you'll find it an ideal speaker for use
in many circumstances, and it is perfect as
an extension speaker, in surround-sound
systems, and for situations where space is
at a premium.

small systems, which can be costly indeed.
Try Ambiance in your home
So-called "mini" speakers haw developed a
days.
risk-free for
kind of jewel-like cachet, whereby the higher
directly from the
is
available
only
Ambiance
perthe price per cubic inch, the higher the
Cambridge Soundilbrks factory, a method of
formance is assumed to be. That this is not
distribution reflected in its unusually low cost
so with :he application of proper engineering.
(we believe Ambiance competes directly with
as opposed to over-engineering, is amply dem"mini" speakers retailing for hundreds of dollars
onstrated by Ambiance. Ambiance is a twomore). Ambiance is only $109 per speaker in
way acoustic suspension system designed
Nextel or primed for painting; $129 in solid oak
to the same high standards as our Ensemble"
(shipping extra), and comes with a 30 -day
system, with much the same seamless, wellmoney -back guarantee. For literature, expert
speakers
response.
Unlike
most
balanced
advice, or to order call 1-800-AKA-RIF1 Mon of its size, Ambiances response in the
Sat 9AM-10PM, Sun 9AM-6PM (ET). Canada
100 Hz region has not been exaggerated
1-800-525-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229.
at the expense of bass lower down. It has
more output in the 40 Hz region than any
CAMBRIDGE
speaker its size we've encountered. While no
suite to4N
154 California Street, Newton, MA 02158
speaker ofAmbiancec size can provide the
me
more
information on Ambiance.
Send
same wry low bass and total volume as our
(gty.)Ambiancespkrs.(Nextel)
Send me
Dzsemt/c system, it does provide ample weight
for $109 each.'
on the vast majority of recordings. And its high tgry.)Ambiancespkrs. (Primed)
Send me
frequency dispersion permits placing it in a
for $109 each.'
(gry.)Ambiancespkrs. (Oak) for
Send me
location that acoustically suppons low bass
$129 each.'
(such as on the floor against a wall), withoutt
VISA O AmEx
MC
I'm paying by O Check
sacrificing treble response.
Ambiance can accept more power than
Exp
Acct. Number
most systems its size, and can be used with just
Signanue
about any amplifier designed for home use.
Name
while efficiency is moderately low to maximize
Address
can
be
low frequency perfomianceAmbiance
Zip
State
City
comfortably powered in many applications by
Number
Phone (Area Code)
low-cost receivers and amplifiers (a minimum of
15 watts/ch. is recommended). Ambiance is
FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE: -800 -AKA-H IFI
wé ship worldwide. including APO & FPO.
available in three finishes: gun-metal gray
MA residents add 5% sales tax.
primed
so
finish),
suede
-like
(a
durable,
Nextel
Llus freight ($2-$12). Delivery time is usually 2-7 day
that you can paint them, and in solid oak.
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Henry Kloss, creator s%thedanúrantspecrkrrmodels
ojthe 50s (Acoustic Researrh). '60sthlJit. and '70s
(Adrrnt), brbws,}ru Cambridge Soruedl thiks. agrnutixh'
new kúrd o/:+pc akercomprriyforihe '905.

Proper engineering
vs. over -engineering.
Ambiance provides a level of performance that makes it comparable to the costliest

1

Li

Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

WHAT'S NEW

Nakamichi Car Head Unit
The TD -560 has a full -

logic auto -reverse cassette
transport using a Crystalloy
play head with a narrow,
0.6-micron gap, said to
deliver flat response from
20 Hz to 20 kHz in both
tape directions; wow and
flutter is rated at less than
0.08%, wtd. rms, in both
directions. The tuner
section features a
multipath-suppression
circuit. The unit includes a
slide -out chassis, for anti-

theft installation, and a
wireless remote control.
Both the front -panel and
remote controls can also
be used to operate
Nakamichi's CDC -101 car
CD changer; the changer
has analog and digital
outputs, permitting use of
the DAC-101 car D/A
converter. Prices: TD -560,
$895; CDC -101, $895;
DAC-101, $495.
For literature, circle No. 108

***. .........

Jackson Loudspeaker

............_."

The Auralight AU -6 is a

\

Shure Phono Cartridge
Commemorating the 25th
anniversary of Shure's
introduction of the
legendary V15 series of
phono cartridges, the company is offering a limited edition version of the V15
Type V -MR, called the V15
Type V-MRLE. In checking
the specifications of each
V15 Type V -MR before
packaging with a computer
printout of the test results,
Shure is selecting units
which offer optimum

performance for the new
limited -edition model.
These preferred cartridges
come in a plush -lined, solid
wood box with a nameplate
bearing the signature of
founder S. N. Shure; also
included are installation
tools and an alignment
gauge. Shure anticipates
that the collector's Model
V15 Type V-MRLE will
appreciate in value. Price:
$337.

three-way, stand -mounted
loudspeaker using a
6Y2
-inch woofer and an
8 -inch passive woofer. The
passive woofer is externally
damped by a pressure slot
and is internally damped by
a passive network across
its terminals. The 1 -inch
aluminum dome tweeter is
used in conjunction with a
5/6 -inch polycarbonate
supertweeter. A 26 -element

1

For literature, circle No. 109
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48 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB.
Sensitivity is 87 dB SPL for
2.82 V input at meter. The
Auralight's cabinet stands
171 inches tall and is
finished in textured satin
enamel in ivory or black;
faux -stone and other custom
finishes are available.
Price: $1,799 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 110

.

Soundcraftsmen

0123.110

crossover is used. Rated
frequency response is

ViStYPf

VR

CD Player
A CD's full dynamic

range can be excessive for
background listening or
when making tapes for use
in the car; the Pro-CD 750
therefore includes a
compressor circuit which
can provide a reduction in
dynamic range of up to
35 dB. Other features

include a switchable
Spectral Gradient circuit to
reduce high -frequency
harshness, an oversampling
D/A converter, and a
remote control. The unit is
available with a white or a
black front panel, in the
rack -mounting version
shown and in a version
without rack mounts.
Price: $599.
For literature, circle No. 111
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American
Acoustics
Nai :other loudspeaker offers.

thésé.ádválic'éd%átitrés -.:.
,.and á.n0=year warrar`=

'::'

.

'

.Front theiriifiatreseárch apd
..dévelopmcnt t6 finished product, we're
,dédicated to providing the.veíy best in.
soundto our listener!
Fór instance, our new, Dual.
Source FormatLoudspéakers, a .'
:stunnirig culmination of technical
excellence'ánd.pure auditory emotion
bypeople who love music just like you ...
do. Features"like dual bass -- ,-transducers for high level bass clarity,
Symmetric rear port apertures -for-quick
bass reflex at near zero distortion.'
'- Geometric baffle cover configuration
that minimizes sound diffraction and
improves high:frequency dispersion:
Midrange driver positioning (abovetlie
tweeter) for improved time arrival over
the -entire soundspectrum. Discrete.
high-slope"crossovers forsmóoth
:
frequency transition:
And, like all Amé>:itair
Acoustics Loudspeakers, an
industry -leading 10 -year warranty!
A full decade of,listening confidence. ,
,Because we're confident about what
goes into every American Acoustics
product Superior componentry,advanced materials and'construction:
techniques along with qúality
conscious, old-fashioned American
craftsmanship.
Whether you choose the
exciting new DS:Series, our popular
D -Series, or our value -priced
AAL Series, you'll hear the pride:
Today, tomorrow, and for years
to come,
"

-

.

-

-

.

-

"

.

.

-

-

.

:

DS Fbrmát Seriés
.:

American Acoustics
One Mitek Plaza

'

.

"

Winslow, IL 61089

LISTENING FOR THE. FUTURE

.

.

Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

For the dealer neatest you -please call 1-800-223=5266'.
When calling,pfease refer to -number 10977 :
.

WHAT'S NEW

BIC Loudspeaker
The Venturi V830 is a
bass -reflex loudspeaker
with a 1 -inch soft -dome
tweeter, 6 -inch midrange,
and 8 -inch woofer. The
cabinet is segmented into
two sections, one for
midrange and tweeter units,
the other for the bass
driver. This bass section
features horizontal cross bracing to diminish
resonance. Base spikes are
also included for optimum
stability. The Venturi V830s
measure 101/4 in. W x 40
in. H x 11 1 in. D and are
available in medium oak or
black ash laminate finishes.
Price: $799 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 112

These provide a stronger
magnetic field than do
conventional magnet
structures, allowing the
driver element to react
faster to signal changes.
A new Open -Aire
housing design
prevents standing
waves. Rated frequency

t

IV

-gill

p.

Sennheiser Headphones

response is 18 Hz to

The Model HD 520
headphones use a

22 kHz, and sensitivity is
94 dB SPL at 1 meter for

transducer constructed with
neodymium -iron magnets.

For literature, circle No. 113

1

watt input. Price: $149.

Scosche In -Car Portable
CD Player Mount

Q-,.:

While there are many
ways to connect portable
CD players to car stereo
systems, finding secure
places to rest those players
is a problem. The PDS-1
(portable disc shuttle) is a
swivel -mounted platform
with cushioning suspension
that secures a portable
player in place. Price:
$29.95.

1.4ir
tal.

9''

For literature, circle No. 114

Kenwood Surround Sound Receiver
The KR -V9010 is a
130 -watt audio/video
receiver with a number of

interesting features. Among
them is Dolby Pro -Logic
surround -sound circuitry,
enabling proper decoding
of the principal
type of theater
multi -channel
movie sound.
o ®
In addition, the
oo_111)ol
oaoo '
KR -V9010 is
capable of
simulating
"Theater" and
"Hall" environments, thus enhancing standard

28

stereo programs. A built-in
test -tone generator greatly
simplifies the volume
adjustment of surround and
center channels. This
receiver can store preset
information for 20 AM or FM
stations, together with 10
equalization settings. The
video section offers S -VHS
inputs and outputs. video
dubbing with audio

overdubbing, video -through
dubbing, and on -screen
dot-matrix display of
source, function, surround
mode, etc. Also included is
a 160 -function remote
control, which can operate
almost any remote controllable component via
its learning function. Price:
$850.
For literature, circle No. 115
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SUPER DIGIFINE
AUDIO SERIES
JVC Super Digifine Audio Series
In full view

of the possibilities
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Digital Technology is no longer a shimmer on
some distant horizon. We are now in full view
of the possibilities that the technology affords us.
The Super Digifine Series from JVC turns
these possibilities into reality.
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RX-1010VTN AudioNideo System Control Center

CSRP

-Getting

control over the
possibilities
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Audio/Video Inputs and Outputs on Back
(S -Video Terminals Included)

With technologies as advanced as
Digital Acoustics Processing, Dolby
Pro -Logic, electronics equalization

and digital delay processing plus the
variables of front and rear channel
levels, balance, loudness compensation and even room compensation,
the RX-1010VTN is an engineering
marvel. It can quite literally recreate
any acoustic experience, whether it
be a movie in your neighborhood
theater or the sound of a choir in a
great cathedral. But how does one
control the over 10 million possible
settings necessary to achieve this?
CSRP
or COMPU LINK Source Related Presetting
does the chore
completely and automatically. Touch
a single button and all the parameters change to a setting that is
appropriate for the source you've

-

-

selected.
Then if your listening determines
that some fine tune adjustments
should be made, make them. One
more button updates the memory
with your changes and from then on
recalls all the settings everytime you
return to that source.
For example: When you turn on
your hi-fi system and listen to a CD,
you get response specially customized for CD listening. Level and
channel balance are properly
adjusted, a customized equalization
is recalled, and parameters for JVC's
sound field processor
the Digital

-

-

Acoustics Processor
are all optimized for the size and acoustics of
your listening room.
Or, as you switch to video, settings
you've preset for the Dolby Pro -Logic
decoder, such as the center -channel
Example of Fluorescent Display with CSRP Preset
(VCR -1 as a source)
(1) Source selected

31..

VER
(2) Volume, balance,
loudness setting

"1043 -

I

1

-

VOL LINE 742_r

3l.
'"1043

-

(3) S.E.A. graphic EO
setting

.

(4) Dolby surround setting

-r3

31.

"?r7l'IE

11(

'1043

-

1
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PPG

3'.
"104.3 -

(SI DAP setting

_--I

.7..3-.2

_.r THEATER

37.

"9043 -

(6) Normal setting
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mode and center and rear levels, are
automatically recalled.
This also holds true for all program
sources
records, tapes and even
individual radio stations. Since the
RX-1010VTN accepts connection of
up to eight audio and video programs,
and provides presets of 40 FM/AM
stations, this means it can handle
customized control settings for a
total of 48 different program sources
or stations. That's control.

-

1

DAP

- Digital Acoustics Processing

terns to suit the size, "liveness" and
wall type of your listening room. This
ensures that the ambience of your
listening room is completely compensated for so that you enjoy the
reflections and reverberations of only
a desired hall.

the RX-101OVTN, there's a ROM
(Read -Only Memory) that stores the
sound field patterns we measured at
famous halls and theaters all over
the world. Seven patterns, from
symphony hall to movie theater, are
In

programmed in memory for instant

Dolby Pro -Logic

recall.

-- Do,tl

DIGITAL AP

SYMPHONY HALL
RECITAL HALL
OPERA HOUSE
CHURCH
LIVE CLUB
STADIUM
MOVIE THEATER

6
_1
SIZE _1

g0g1.

I
®

JóGai
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LIVE
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PRO

]

DELAY
TIME

WALL

_

E

LOGIC
-

watching videos, it will make you feel
as if you were sitting in a first-class
movie theater, especially since the
digital acoustics processor is already
at work.

The remote is a convenient LCD
touch panel. The amplifier is a stateof-the-art Super -A design.
Our RX-1010VTN simply does
everything and keeps everything
simple.
"Dolby"

and the double -D symbol are trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

WIDE

_
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With sound steering, active matrix
and center channel output, Dolby
Pro -Logic Surround provides yoJ
with an enhanced sense of direction

and sharply centered dialog. When

And you can fine -adjust these pat-
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XL-Z1010TN Compact Disc Player

K2 Interface
Revealing possibilities
at the source
Changing the digital code on a CD
into music requires that a digital -to analog converter choose of 65,536
possibilities every 1/44,100th of a
second.
It's commonly assumed that digital
signal is composed of l's and 0's,
each represented by the presence or
absence of a square -shaped pulse.
But the fact of the matter is, a digital
signal contains ripple
type of
distortion that changes the shape of
a waveform
and jitter, components
that move the timing of a pulse forward or behind.
These "non -code" components
can result in a sound that differs from
the intent of the digital source. The
K2 Interface solves this problem by
completely regenerating the digital
signal. At the heart of the K2 Interface
is essentially an ultra -high-speed
camera with a shutter speed of 20
nanoseconds (20 billionths of a
second). Based on these quick snapshots, it recreates the digital signal as
a perfect square wave.
1
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Data Transmission Waveforms
The clean shape of data transmission waveforms indicates
that the K2 Interface has removed ripple and litter.
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converter units for each channel
four in all. There is a 16 -bit converter
for the most significant bits and a
2 -bit converter for the two least significant bits. Since the least significant bits have greatest bearing on
the sound quality at low level, JVC
uses an elaborate discrete D/A
converter system for these bits to
ensure higher precision. All four
converters operate with 18 bits
"full time" whether the level is high
or low. Our "quadruple full-time linear
18 -bit combination D/A converter"
allows you to enjoy digital sound at its
most delicate and dynamic.

The JVC K2 Interface strips the transmitted signal of ripple
and litter as it travels from the digital to analog processing
Circuit.
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Precision D/A Converter System
Using Four D/A Units
The XL-Z1010TN features two D/A

Comparison of K2 Interface and Conventional
Transmission System

i
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Music seems to acquire more depth
and width, providing clear images of
instruments and voices. Overall,
sound is smoother and more natural
across the audio spectrum.

reproduction of all the nuances such
as sound staging and depth.
As a matter of fact, in many ways
both frequency range and dynamic
range are expanded. High frequencies sound clearer. There is a
heightened sense of the power in
the mid- to low -frequency range.
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The K2 Interface optically decouples the digital from the
analog section

perfect signal to the
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D/A converter allows for accurate
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XP-A1010TN Digital Acoustics Processor

Bringing new
possibilities to the
home
Many of us have already invested in
fine audio systems for our homes.
Even the best, however, sound like
music being played in a home
environment.
A new age is dawning in audio
realism, thanks to the vast advancements in digital engineering. Now it
is possible to simulate the acoustic
ambience of a live music space
and
concert hall or movie theater
recreate it right in your own listening
room.
The new JVC XP-A1010TN Digital
Acoustics Processor is the key. No
other component available today so
accurately brings concert hall ambience to the home.
The processor features a ROM
(Read -Only Memory) containing a
huge amount of data on reflections
"sound field
and reverberations
our engineers measured
patterns"
in actual halls and theaters throughout the world.

Acoustic Response of

a

Musical Space

--

-

-

CHURCH
Sound Field Analysis Pattern

JVC's Unique Advantages of

Acoustics Synthesis

al.s.@

P
.

1:Srephonr Hall
Shoebox Tree

-

ZOE.

-

Symmetrical 6 -Point Sound Field Measurement
Microphone Set

j

excessive reflections and reverberations added by your listening room
can be compensated for, and so can
reverberations contained in the
source program. This means a precise sense of the size and shape of a
simulated space is accurately recreated in any listening room.
Two, the entire process, from input
to output, is performed channel by
channel independently. Therefore,
critical time -related information contained in music is retained, providing
a natural sound field ambience.
Three, the size of the sound source
point, like a solo or a spread,
is precisely
like an orchestra
reproduced.
The XP-A1010TN comes with sound
fields from 20 actual concert halls,
jazz clubs, theaters and stadiums.
You can customize an additional
20 patterns of your own. With the
XP-A1010TN, the possibilities now
include the recreation of the concert
halls around the system in your
home.

-a

The JVC XP-A1010TN offers a
number of unique advantages. One,
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AX-Z1010TN High -Power Class -A Amplifier

Digital Pure -A
New possibilities
for class -A
There's no doubt that an amplifier
operating in class -A mode provides
lower distortion and cleaner sound
than those in popular class-B or
class -AB. Their inefficiency, however,
makes class -A amplifiers require elaborate heat sinking, and still the
amps waste much of their power in
the form of heat. This results in
inflated cost and relatively low power
output. But to enjoy the dynamic
sound of digital programs, you need
a lot of power.
How to combine the low -distortion
sound of class -A with efficiency and
power demanded by digital audio?
Class -A vs. Class -8 Operation
With class -A, combined output from the paired transistors
looks very close to that of the input. With class -B, this is
not so, leading to crossover and switching distortion.

Output Waveform

I

i--7
r'

Class -A

Enter the Digital Pure -A Type

II

-

JVC has the solution
the Digital
Pure -A Type II circuit featured in the
AX-Z1010TN "Digital" Integrated

Amplifier.

The main signal is sent to a time
base processor where it's stored in
memory for a fraction of a second
before it goes to the D/A converter.
The prediction signal is sent to the
bias circuit to optimize bias applied
to the power transistors depending
on dynamics of the upcoming signal.
What you get out of this is low -distortion class -A sound with high
efficiency and high power.
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Block Diagram of Digital Pure -A Circuit Type

Operation of Digital Pure -A

11

This ingenious design takes the
advantage of the fact that digital
signals can be stored in memory
temporarily without changing their
frequency response or phase
response.
In the Digital Pure -A Type II, digital
signals fed directly from digital equipment are split into two: the main
signal and the "prediction" signal.
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The AX-Z1010TN is a "digi'al" integrated amplifier incorporating a D/A
converter system complete with the
K2 Interface, 8 -times oversampling
and quadruple D/A converters.
And the amp features a special
design for analog programs too
Opt Super -A, another JVC exclusive
combining low distortion and high
efficiency.

Class -B
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TD-V1010TN Discrete 3 -Head Cassette Deck
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cassette deck?
A distinct possibility!
When it comes to specifications for
such as wow &
cassette decks
flutter, frequency response and signal-to-noise ratio
we can safely
say today there is only marginal room
for further improvement. This is
because of the steady but sure advances over the years in mechanical
design, heads, noise reduction
designs and tapes.
We have isolated "dynamic"
response as one of the final steps in
ensuring taped sound that's as pure
and transparent as can be. We even
developed a new specification to
measure the degree of purity and
transparency a cassette deck can
provide:acoustic modulation noise.
In this measurement system, the
test deck is subjected to a high
100-phon sound pressure during
recording and playback. More rigorous than conventional modulation
noise tests, this new method better
simulates a real -world situations
where the deck must operate while
speakers are playing music.
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Closed -Loop Dual -Capstan Drive Mechanism

Taped Sound Free of Acoustic
Modulation Noise
Based on what we discovered from

our test, we've developed solid
mechanical designs in order to suppress resonance and vibration. The
result of our efforts is taped sound
that rivals digital.
Moreover, there are other ways
we've improved clarity and purity of
the taped sound of the TD-V1010TN.
A "CD DIRECT" switch lets you route
the signal from your CD player direct
to the cassette deck. We've cut down
wiring to a minimum length using
remote rods and controls. We use
the time -proven closed -loop dual capstan tape transport to suppress
modulation noise. "Fine" amorphous
heads, highly pure PCOCC copper
wire and high bias frequency also
enhance the purity and transparency
of the taped sound.
If you think that taped sound cannot
compare with digital programs, you
owe yourself a listen to the
TD-V1010TN.

"Acoustic Modulation Noise'

Response of Conventional Deck

Response of Rigidly Built Deck
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FX-1010TN Computer -Controlled FM/AM Tuner

Self-adjusting to
the possibilities
The FX-1010TN is a smart tuner
that adjusts itself to the endless
possibilities in the capture of radio
signals.
Our reception servo automatically selects the optimum
operating mode
front-end gain,

-

computer could create to muddy
sound, is cut down by the
"Opticalink" system separating
the digital section from the analog.
The computer is put to use for
special conveniences, too. You
can preset up to 40 FM/AM
stations for one -touch recall, and
give a name to each preset station. You can let the tuner
automatically preset all 40 FM/AM
stations for you. You can "shop"
for stations one by one. Also you
can set the muting level to tune all
stations in your area or only a few
powerful ones.
Add circuitry designed for low
distortion and wide dynamic range
and you'll see that the FX-1010TN
is the tuner that addresses the
practical world of radio reception.

-

bandwidth, stereo mode, etc.
after checking the degree of interference and the strength of the
station you're tuned to. It guarantees you get the best reception
anywhere and from every station.
And yet the digital noise, which a
IF

Flowchart of Optimum Reception Servo System
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longer at the threshold but have passed
well into the world of digital technologies and their
applications. In full view of the possibilities, we have
endeavored to develop products that will endure the
test of time and stand as small reminders that technology can advance while remaining sensitive to the
needs of its users.
We are no

JVC®
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
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Browsing at random through my
alma mater's fancy published

voice, Harvard Magazine,
stumbled third -hand on what must
have been the first communications
snafu by electrical transmission in all
I

history, as well as maybe the first official public message sent over a long
distance by the same.
burst out
laughing and have been chuckling
ever since-so typical! I'll get to that. It
was an astonishingly long time ago,
145 years and some months, on May
24, 1844. In a small but important way,
things were not so different then from
right now.
This was, as you may guess, the
I

inspiring telegraph message pronounced by the fingers of Samuel F. B.
Morse to inaugurate a new age of communication. In his Harvard column,
John Train quotes a young grad student, Edward Widmer '84 (Harvard,
obviously) who dug up, shall say, the
amplified version of the famous text
plus the ancillary confusion that went
along with the well-known official
words, "What hath God wrought?"
Somewhere deep in my ancillary
brain, a bell rang. once read a very
detailed account of Morse's slightly eccentric telegraphic development and,
more important, the publicizing of his
new invention at a place where it would
count-among the influential figures of
the Federal government in Washington. From which place, of course,
Morse tapped out his famous question,
carefully chosen ahead of time for
maximum impact.
The other end of the line was in Baltimore, a lot more than a stone's throw
away from the capital; so this was indeed a miracle, wrought by Morse and
his teammate, God.
I

I
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You'll pardon me if amplify a bit on
this Harvard story. It does have great
implications for us in our several special media and numerous submedia for
the transmission as well as storage of
information And it's funny, too...
Not Morse's humor, you can be sure.
He knew better than to crack jokes in
selling his telegraph to Washington.
This dignified, even professorial character (New York University) was a
splendid portrait painter anc general
experimenter who was in communication (via pen and ink) with most of the
scientific leaders of his time concerning his own and their ideas In fact,
because of this, Morse was the very
first man in the world to set eyes on an
actual photograph-other than, perhaps, the family of his friend Daguerre.
They had exchanged accounts, in Paris, of their respective inventions, and
Daguerre had given Morse a look at a
stack of the new Daguerrotypes at a
time when they were still top-secret. An
absolutely effervescent, if sometimes
rather fuzzy, thinker, Morse was also
an excellent publicist in terms of his
own day. (Otherwise, we probably
would not have known the telegraph as
an American invention-a number of
Europeans were hot on the trail, too, if
not with Morse's brilliant simplicity.) To
launch his new invention and, of
course, to raise cash for further expansion-hopefully from the governmenta "do" had to be put on, with invitations
to all the proper bigwigs (or, rather, tall
hats) with plenty of pomp and circumstance. A show, as we might put it in
public relations.
Morse had to be weighty but also
terse. What to say on this first public
exhibit of electrical communication at a
distance?
I

.

After all, speaking show-wise, there
would be nothing heard at his demo
but the faint clicking of his little machine, quite meaningless to all present.
And not even very convincing, when
you come down to it. A few choice
words then, very short but also very
big, to match the dignity of all those tall
funereal top hats that,
think, were
already becoming the obligatory mark
of eveíy big shot from the President
down to the boss of the tiniest local
business enterprise.
Official language was then flowery
and deadly serious, if often inspiring,
as, say, the Declaration of Independence 50 -plus years earlier. By 1844,
what we call the Victorian age was
rapidly getting underway (Victoria herself came on stage in 1837), and bright
colors everywhere were converting to
black-from formal dress and top hats
all the way to the grand piano. This had
nothing to do with the Civil War, the
coming War Between the States, as
you might think; it just happened. The
already feeble instinct for a good joke
in a public speech, which might have
tempted Jefferson or Washington, was
ruthlessly suppressed. No sense of humor-or so it seems today.
Morse and, presumably, his friends
must have worked a long time on
"What hath God wrought?" It's a top hatted masterpiece of pompous brevity, even unto the Biblical "hath!" If God
were about to pass a miracle, then this
was the perfect message. So like another, more modest message less than
20 years later, when good, honest Abe
Lincoln (in tall black hat) would speak
quietly, in public, something inaudible
about "Four score and seven years
ago, ou fathers brought forth ..." (instead of the much more prosaic "87
I
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Listen to the Technics
Mica CX Speaker Series at
one of these fine stores:
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ALABAMA Mobile Hooper
ALASKA Anchorage
Magnum Electronics

- Kukuk's Stereo
ARKANSAS Blytheville Fayetteville
- Stereo One Texarkana - TapeAudio
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CALIFORNIA Berkeley - Uncle Ralphs
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San Diego - Jacks Sound Centers Fairfield Del Mars Los Angeles - Cosmos San Jose Ouement Santa Ana - Main St. Electronics
COLORADO Aspen - Henry's Stereo Glenwood
Springs - Music Box
FLORIDA Delray Beach - Good Life Fort
Walton Beach - Audio International Key West Audio International Miami - World Of Sound
ARIZONA

Yuma

Mr.

When Morse tapped out his
famous question, chosen in
advance for maximum impact,
it was a miracle wrought by
Morse and his teammate, God.
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years ago"). It is the flavor of the age.
Practically nobody could hear Abe, by
the way. No mikes.
Solemn, if brief. We can easily imagine the assemblage of 1844 dignitaries
clustered around Morse and his machine, the insignificant wire out of it
going forth in the general direction of
Baltimore. The famous four words were
about to be transmitted for all to see, if
not to hear-unless Morse proclaimed
them in a loud voice (as he surely did)
while wielding the telegraph key.
Somebody had to unveil them.
So here is my fanciful amplification
of the conventional story that comes
down to us in all its typical lack of
detail. Who among us hasn't heard
those words, and that they were the
first words transmitted by telegraph?
Inspiring thought; totally fuzzy in terms
of detail! Like Washington and the
cherry tree-though that, understand,
is pure myth whereas our Morse event
actually did happen. Most famous stories of the sort-legends in the making,
even if basically true-tend to shed all
sorts of detail and nobody ever notices. Read up on the Liberty Bell;
that's an interesting one. Even more,
Ben Franklin and his lightning. That
man was remarkably lucky not to get
fried. Another man did, who was
grounded. As see it, Ben was out in
the rain with his umbrella and its pointed iron tip; thus, he was well housed in
reasonably good insulation to match
the bumbershoot. He got the spark but
was spared the funeral. Later, of
course, he figured it all out and invented the lightning rod-a brilliant bit of
deduction, you'll admit.
Famous first words? They became
less fancy, more prosaic, as time meandered on through the late Victorian.
Mr. Bell, whose telephone went merely
from one room to another, spoke that
famous but flatfooted remark, "Mr.
Watson, come here immediately.
want you." (If remember it right.) As
for the emperor of Brazil, when Brazil
actually did have an emperor, he came
to the big show, Exposition, at Philadelphia and was given a telephone to put
to his ear. He, at least, had the dignity
to invoke the deity, just like Samuel
F. B. "My God, it talks!" he said.
In this vein, suppose it is inevitable
to bring in old Thomas Edison-actually, he was fairly young in 1877-and

One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094
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his famous First Words ever to be recorded-though to be sure, not electrically. He was a showman too, and
when he wanted to be, also a bit of an

old-fashioned humorist. His First
Words were not uttered at some big
publicity thing, just in his own lab,
along with his familiar co-workers. So
out came nothing godly at all but, instead, "Mary had a little lamb, its
fleece was white as snow...." Some
comedown from those words that God
had wrought for Morse only one score
and 13 years before.
In my estimation, the bottom was
reached when Thomas A. Edison, in
his old age, was feted upon the phonograph-was it a "do" put on by Henry
Ford?-and was persuaded solemnly
to repeat, in a shaky voice, those same
fateful words into-yes, as remember-a battery of mikes (1927). Edison
made it into the age of electronics that
we know, but his interest was gone
and, indeed, had departed after his
only electronic discovery, the "Edison
effect," which in the end led to the
vacuum tube, amplification, and onwards. Edison developed a dismal
ability to go into the wrong thing at the
wrong time after his final really big invention, the moving picture. In his later
days, he barely escaped ruin in a disastrous coal -mining venture-just as
oil was coming to the fore. (Like Ford
himself, who went heavily into natural
rubber plantations with synthetic rubber on the horizon.) You may have
heard Edison's later "Mary." It is, in a
way, almost pathetic. So old and tired.
Again, audio history.
And so to the payoff. If you will return
to my imagined (but mandatory) 1844
scene when Morse introduced his telegraph with "What hath God wrought?"
will complete the story. Click -click
goes the telegraph instrument under
Morse's hand, supposedly sending its
famous message all the way to Baltimore right at that very instant, defying
time, distance, even common sense.
Now, any audio person will understand, following .my reasonable reconstruction, that long before this vivid
moment, there was the period of fabrication. Not the words, not the telegraph itself, but the remarkable trail of
wire all the way from Washington to
Baltimore. And then, the installation
complete-not the formal opening! Far
I

I
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THE FIRST ROCK GROUP THATACTUALLY
IMPROVESTHE SOUND OF OUR SPEAKERS.
One of the most advanced speakers
on the face of the earth is made from the
face of the earth.
(
Presenting the Technics CX Speaker
,.,. Series. A remarkable 3 -way speaker
system made from one of nature's most
unique sound conductors: mica.
In fact, mica has
just the right characteristics for a speaker.
It's lightweight yet
extremely rigid. 1.5
times more rigid than
titanium. Which means
no matter what type of
music you listen to,
our mica speakers can
reproduce it with
amazing clarity.
More specifically,
the pure mica diaTechnics Mica

phragm tweeter and midrange driver cones provide
incredible accuracy. And the composite mica/pulp
woofer not only delivers a deep, rich bass but helps
eliminate the distortion that can accompany it.
What's more, the CX series is available in a bookshelf and two floor -standing models. The latter uses a
linear comoliance Passive Radiator in the rear of the
cabinet to further improve low frequency reproduction and total
efficiency.
So, if you appreciate
a brilliantly clean sound,
listen to the Technics

r

CX Series.

We don't think you've
ever heard rock sound like
this before.

r

l

CX Series

Enter No. 43 on Reader Service Card

Technics
The science of sound

Most famous stories of this
sort-legends in the making,
even if basically true-tend
to shed all sorts of detail,
and nobody ever notices.
from it. Obviously, there would have to
be what
can easily call the testing testing period. For that breathtaking
moment when Samuel F. B., minus dignitaries but probably surrounded by
assorted assistants, first tried the line
out at, we suppose, a preset time, with
watches carefully synchronized.
I

Our Harvard graduate student says
the man at the other end, in Baltimore,
was Alfred Vail. Not having my own
former source of Morse material at
hand (I filed it somewhere),
am inclined to accept his info. Why not?
He's out for a Ph.D. and this is a scholarly part of it. So, at a given moment in
I

time, Mr. Vail taps out-no, not anything like "What hath God... " More
likely, "Testing. Testing."
If anything at all came out of Morse's
instrument, 30 miles away, on that first
test, would expect it to be more like
"Qrzzzfx mbzzt." Like the tests on the
first transatlantic cable. (They forgot
about capacitance.) You understand
that Mr. Murphy's great-great -greatgrandfather was on hand as a matter
of course. So Morse taps frantically
back: "Hey, try that again. can't read
you." "Ztrsvt," says Vail. "It must be
that section over the stream. Remember? Send Joe to fix it." "Psx," replies
Vail from Baltimore.
Eight days later (we can guess), Mr.
Morse, tired and dishevelled, is back
testing again. Aha! "What hath God
," he taps hastily and gets a quick
answer, "Gotit! You on the wire tryegin." So Morse, once more in Washington, "What hat..." and back from Vail
I

I
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comes, "My God,

it talks. Congratsxsv." Mr. Murphy is still busy.
So, inevitably, the big day comes, all

serene, and all looks well with Mr.
Morse himself, but his heart is jumping.
Last-minute test. "Okay up there?"
Morse sneaks in as the dignitaries begin to arrive. Right back comes, "Yes sir getting signal just fine sqgks all set
to grf."
Too late. The show is on. Remember,

folks, those famous words made a
question, more or less, and the proof
that God had indeed "wrought" would
be a dignified and suitable answer
from the instrument, all by itself, out of
Baltimore. Presumably translated into
spoken words by a reputable code
man. No fakery, please. So we may
imagine a breathless silence as the
multitude waited for the rhetorical indication as to what God had accomplished, all the way from Baltimore. For
a moment, nothing. Then the machine
chattered, briefly. What it said was,

"Yes."

MA1200 GOLD/MD

"After the Monitors, I simply cannot go back to listening to a speaker that is less transparent.

The Monitors make everything sound so interesting, so Involving. They are so good that one
stormy evening, I thought to myself why go out to a concert? I think I'll stay home with my
Monitors." Sam Tellig, Stereophile, May 1988 (Model R952MD).

Hand finished using only the finest real woods available

For information

-

Walnut, Oak, Black Ash, Teak, Rosewood, Mahogany

or the complete line of award winning loudspeakers contact:

IVRO

INTERNATIONAL INC.

IN U.S.A.
P.O. Box 1355

Buffalo, New York 14205
Telephone (4t6) 831-4741
Fax (416) 831-6933
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1755 Plummer St., Unit 20
Pickering, Ontario L1 W 3S1
Telephone: 416) 831-4741
Fax: (416) 8316933

Was this an answer to a previous
testing question, Vail having missed
the big message while, perhaps, tightening a connection or some such? The
dignitaries were surely confused. Yes
what? But it seems that was all there
was to say. The first public communications snafu in history-electrically
speaking-and thanks, Harvard, for
tipping me off.
Q
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Following the enormous success of their Mailer cycle,
Eliahu Inbal and the F-ankfurt Radio Symphony
Orchestra embark upon the complete works of
Hector Berlioz.
11A strong performance...that must assume rank near
the top of the many version; for modern orchestra.
Especially outstanding is tie superior sound, clarity
and balance"
Billboard, on the "Symh rie Fantastique- ICO 732081
The third recording in the stakes, Berlioz'' Requiem.:
will be released during November.

HECTOR BERLIOZ
HAROLD
EN ITALIE
OP.16
YURI BASHMET
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ELIAHU INBAL AND THE FRANKFURT RSO ON TOUR!
October 27
Lewisburg, 'A IBucknell Universityl
October 28
Chatham, NI (Township High School)
October 29
Greenvale, NY (Long Island University)
October 30
New York City (Carnegie Hall)
November I
Detroit (Orchestra Halll
November 3/4 Costa Mesa. CA (Orange County Perf. Arts Center)
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PIANO SONATA No. 2

HÉLÉNE GRIMAUD
A rising young star.
The Times of London called her
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by a master.

Popular works played

Early Mozart in the hands of
renowned Mozart Interpreters.
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Elgar, Saint-Saens, and

- live from the "Proms:'
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ITALIAN!

Baroque masterpieces,
played with Italian elegance.
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LHH1000.

THE PREMIER CD PLAYER FROM
THE COMPANY THAT
PREMIERED CD TECHNOLOGl:
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This limited edition Reference Series LHH1000 is a
direct descendant of Philips' broadcast -standard CD
recording and mastering equipment. In fact, it's the first
consumer model with the professional LHH designation.
With this breeding, no wonder the LHH 1000 is of
exceptional quality, inside and out. For complete
isolation, the transport and D/A converter are housed
separately. This dual -chassis design virtually eliminates
inter -component interference and thoroughly
dampens vibration. And with coaxial or optical fiber
cable connecters between the two units, you get virtually
error -free transmission. The result is pure sound with
absolutely no distortion.
As a fitting complement to this elegant architecture,
its construction is uncompromised. No expense was
spared in utilizing the materials best suited for sound.

s
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---
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v
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For example, Philips' top CDM-1 transport and all
critical chassis components are made of solid diecast
aluminum zinc alloy.

Further, the LHH1000 features Philips' premier
creation -16-bit, four times oversampling. And
the heart of the separate digital -to -analog converter is
Philips' Special Select Grade TDA-1541A-S1 chip,
widely regarded as the premier DAC technology.
The LHH 1000 delivers a high degree of sonic accuracy.
In fact, it has been "recommended... in Class A of
Stereophile's'Recommended Components' listing" Experience firsthand the outstanding stereo
imaging, the articulation and resonance of this
remarkable instrument and our complete line of CD
players Call 1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips
audio specialist. Stereoph,/e, Vol 12 No 6 June 1989

WORLD -CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

NOTHING'S MORE EXCITING THAN
BUYING THE BEST.
Audio/Video Receiver
To optimize and control your
home
entire
entertainment
system.

CPK815 Camcorder

FR980

Top-of-the-IineSuper VHS
model.

"
-'

VR6995 VCR

_2j

Advanced engineeritg, stateof -the -art performarce.
LHH10031

IJA1000 Digital Amplifier
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EXCEPT WINNING
Inagiie :he top-of -the-line, state-of-the-art, lest home entertainment system you can get

-

ITS

right in yotir home! Philips
makes it, you can win :t in the Philips -*Win tine Best" Sv eepstakes. The :ucky winner will experience and enjoy the
.e>citement of owning Al Vco-nponent; that set world standards for techr.ological development.

GRAND PRIZE

(1): The :omplete system pictured_
above- A audiolvicecphile'r dream ceme true. -

t

-

=

SECOND PRIZE

110): Top -of -the -line St_per VHS
camcorder for 10 lucky winners.

THIFD PRIZE
;it work

(300): Phil:ps mugs- for use at now .ear

... a visible way to show you :now the best.

T3 enter the Philips "Win the Best" Sweepstakes, complete
the attached entry card and take it to the display counter at
your participating Philips retailer. Be sure to check complete
rules and details on the back of the en:ry card. For dealer
locators, call the toll-free 800 number on the card. Then
cross your fingers and hope for the best!
.
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1989 Philips Consumer Electronics Company
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

DEMON DEMOS
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bviously, Audio is a specialized
journal, and the people who
read it are often graced with
the designation "audiophile/music lover." For these people, audio is not so
much a hobby as a way of life. The
dedicated audiophile yields to no one
in his zealous pursuit of music reproduced with ever-increasing faithfulness to the live experience. Some people like to denigrate audiophiles,
claiming they have no real sensitivity to
music and are bedazzled by the technology, performance, and appearance
of their audio components. No doubt,
there is a certain amount of truth in
this-we all know the guy who has a
half-dozen demo discs that he plays
endlessly, to compare components.
Audiophiles know that music is the
cornerstone, the raison d'étre, of their
endeavors. Moreover, it is quite natural
that audiophiles have an avid interest
in obtaining recordings of the highest
quality for demonstrating the performance of their system and for maximum enjoyment of a particular piece of
music. This is why receive quite a lot
of mail asking me how evaluate recordings and which recordings use to
demonstrate my audio system.
Of the prodigious number of CDs
issued every month, receive only a
I

I

I

I
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modest amount, which nonetheless
represents quite a few recordings.
freely admit that cull quite a few CDs
purely on the basis of musical content,
along with the standing and reputation
of the artists and performing groups
and the track record of the recording
company with respect to sonic quality.
Even after this preliminary swing,
there usually are still quite a number of
CDs to audition. With CDs averaging
50 to 70 minutes of playing time these
days, that's a lot of listening! So much,
in fact, that it is necessary to ration
time. Listening for a few minutes usually provides enough information as to
balance, dynamic expression, and
acoustic perspective to judge the basic fidelity of the recording. If everything makes a good sonic impression,
may skip to other passages lo reinforce my views. Of course, there are
those recordings which have such glorious music, along with a compelling
performance and outstandingly realistic sound, that get mesmerized and
I

I

I

I

play every note from start to finish!
The factor that carries the most
weight in my decision to fully review a
CD is usually the sonic quality of the
recording. If the playing is of high caliber and the performance gratifying,
that is icing on the cake. believe most
I

readers of Audio who prefer classical
music enjoy their Beethoven Fifth, Dvor2k "New World," and Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto, but they may not have
the abilities required for musicological
evaluations of recordings. Even if
these readers never hear their favorite
works in the concert hall, they have the
aural acuity to differentiate the sonic
attributes of a recording. Needless to
say, people have widely varying tastes
in music, and perhaps some of this is
reflected in their choice of audio components. Someone who is fond of
chamber music might prefer the openness and smoothness of an electrostatic speaker, while pipe organ buffs
would probably opt for a subwoofer to
reproduce the pedal fundamentals.
Those who like large-scale orchestral
works want a system that will handle
the great dynamic peaks of the music
and will have the power-handling capability to reproduce the music in all its
awesome grandeur.
Once a person has established that
a certain recording is of very high quality, an opinion bolstered by favorable
reviews from several critics, he can
feel confident that it is a reliable music
source for component evaluation.
When an audiophile has acquired a
modest library of high -quality recordings in various music categoriesstring quartets; piano, violin, and cello
concertos; organ pieces, and largescale symphonies-he can use them
to test specific sonic parameters in his
system. If this demo library is on CD,
there is the added advantage that no
matter how often the music is played,
the sonic quality will remain the same.
have been accumulating a library
of demonstration CDs for some time.
These discs cover a very wide range of
music, and must say that in addition
to choosing them for their sonic veracity, have, whenever possible, chosen
them for emotional impact as well.
As you might expect, am visited by
many people in the audio business:
Recording engineers want me to hear
their latest triumph, while equipment
manufacturers want me to check out a
prototype of a new product-as do
marketing and PR people, and "visiting
firemen" of all stripes. Depending on
their interests and affiliations, usually
manage to present a music demonstration that blows them away.
I

I

I

I

I
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Are you killing, your records
with a blunt instrument?
Protect your valuable record collection. Replace your phono
cartridge or stylus today. Send for our free brochure.
Shure Brothers. Inc., 222

Before I select music for
a demo, I try to ascertain
the preferences, musical
knowledge, and intellectual
level of my guests.

lartrev' Ave.. Evanston. IL 60202-3696.
(3121866-2553.
1

SNVRE

am a great believer in establishing
mood, an emotional climate, at the
beginning of a music demonstration.
You've greeted your guests, exchanged pleasantries, and indulged in
small talk, aided by a stimulating libation; you've seated them comfortably in
the listening room, and then you let fly,
full -bore, with the electrifying brass
fanfares and gut -thumping bass drum,
the bright, upbeat ebullience of John
Williams' "Olympic Fanfare" on Telarc's Pomp & Pizazz (CD -80122). Believe me, this gets the juices flowing!
The follow-up selections are equally
important in sustaining a mood. After
the "Olympic Fanfare,"
might play
Ravel's "Piano Concerto for the Left
Hand" (London 410230-2-LH). This
starts off with an extremely low-level
passage for contrabassoon and gradually builds up to tremendous fortissimo piano chords, abetted by full orchestra. There is much brilliant pianism, with ultra -fast, clean transient response, lovely melodies, and a rousing
finale. Guests are usually wowed by
the low-level resolution and huge dynamic impact-to say nothing of the
fact that they love the piece.
If your guests are of a more intellectual type and are more deeply involved
with music, you can rivet them to their
seats by playing passages from the
Shostakovich 13th Symphony ("Babi
Yar") on London (417261-2). In the
Fourth Movement largo, they'll hear the
huge subterranean rumbles of the
I

.
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Enter No 38 on Reader Service Card

CD -BOX', TAPE -BOX' & VHS-BOX"

Introducing
Maple
$49.95 & $59.95

Concertgebouw Orchestra's bass
)

The CD -BOX, TAPE -BOX, and VI 1S -BOX
are stand alone units. They fit in the
space intended for l.Ps in audio -video
furniture and shelves. The solid hardwood drawer laces suit any decor. Maple
units offer the quality and efficiency of
our original BO\ES at a lower price.
CD -BOX stores 60 discs in.t wo drawers,

with dividers. Holds multi -CD albums.
TAPE -BOX, tour drawers, hold 64 audio
and 8mm cassettes or 48 VI IS -Cs.
CD & TAPE w 6 3/8", h 12 3/4", d 14 3/4"
VHS -BOX holds 24 VI-IS or Beta cassettes
in two drawers. w 9", h 12 3/4", d 14 3/4"
:

To

order call 800-247-2018.

CD -BOX & TAPE -BOX
Maple
Light & Dark Oak
Black Lacquer & Walnut
Teak

VHS -BOX
Maple
Light & Dark Oak
Black Lacquer & Walnut
Teak
Ship UI'S per unit, in cont. US.

549.95
64.95
69.95
79.95
559.95
74.95
79.95
89.95

55.00
30 day money -back satisfaction guarantee.

Designed and manufactured in the USA
By Hills Products Inc. 603-464-3999
PO Box 1015, Hillsboro, NH 03244
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

drum, with muted brass, followed by
great, menacing sounds from the contrabasses. Next is a terrifying ascent of
the dynamic scale, with massive
chords from full orchestra, punctuated
by the chilling tolling of bells. This has,
quite probably, one of the widest dynamic ranges of any CD, and it usually
raises the hair on listeners' arms!
After the terror of "Babi Yar," the
group becomes more relaxed when
play the wonderful Ashkenazy recording of Rimsky-Korsakov's "Scheherazade" (London 417301-2). They are
impressed with the smoothness of the
strings and woodwinds, and they like
the forward thrust and brilliance of the
brass; the pulse -pounding excitement
of the finale leaves them breathless.
When my guests are organ buffs,
start them off with Bach's famous TocI

I
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For More Information
7;25o

Call 1-800-553-4355
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THE BEASTS
During development they were called "The
Beasts' and when you see their awesome
Before you
appearance, you'll know why.
even rear the Mission 767s, you'll know from
physical size, elegant design and
tfeir
stunnirg finish that 'The Beasts" are like
nothing you have ever experienced before.
Henry Azima, with his gift of constructive
lateral thinking, has developed a unique
design concept for Active Low Frequency
A ignm3nt, and powered it by amplification
based on the award - winning Cyrus.
The
result s a ruler flat frequency response down
t: 20Hz, optimally interfaced with all living
The 767s are capable of
envirorments.
producing undistorted dynamics and realism
only experiencec at a live performance.

115511_111
CLECTROf11Cf

1

INC

-40 DISZOVERV PARK

CANADA

TEL te04) 432 7727

MS&ON CYRUS USA
Et. PNABV

Enter No 32'=n Reader-Service Card

BC

3700 GILMORE WAY
FAX (804)

432 1130

I'm a great believer in
establishing a mood, an
emotional climate, at
a demonstration's start.

cata and Fugue in D Minor, which
recorded with Virgil Fox (Bainbridge
BCD -8104). They are always impressed by the weight and clarity of
the 32 -foot pedals.
follow with the
Saint -Satins Third Symphony (Philips
412619 -2 -PH). It is exceptionally well
recorded, and the great, shuddery
I

I

pedal tones in the Second Movement
are difficult to reproduce on most systems. follow this with Mendelssohn's
Organ Sonata No. 6, as played on the
Rieger organ in Ratzeburg Cathedral
in West Germany (London 414420-2).
It has huge sonorities in a fine reverb
that doesn't cloud the sound, and there
I

ONE OF THE BEST BUYS IN AUDIO:

B&K ST-140
Power
plifier
A

An audio component that
offers both musical sound and
excellent value.
In a field littered with supposed giant -killers (i.e., the field of "inexpensive"
basic amps with perfectionist aspirations), this solid-state amp is the true
standout. The ST -140's sound is musical and wellcontrolled, with good detail
and a degree of smoothness that has prompted many to describe the amp as
being "tube -like". Good. build quality, too
and we've never heard of anyone
having reliability problems with this one. Sure, more money, spent wisely, can
buy more pitch certainty, stronger bass, an "airer" top end, a little less artificial
texture, etc. But then, more money can (and very often does) buy a lot less. For
$500, the B&K ST -140 seems almost unbeatable. reprmteo from HrFI Heretic, Number Ten

-

FEATURES:
Class A pre -driver circuitry driving class
AB Mosfet output stage.
Toroidal transformers for highly efficient
power supply operation.
Differential input stage with an active
current source load, assuring DC stability
and extremely wide band width linearity.
111011

i

5-45 K Hz Frequency Response
95 dB Signal to Noise Ratio, A Weighted
105 Power Rating (1K Hz at less than
.09THD, 8 ohms)
14 Amperes (peak to peak)
1.4 dB Dynamic Headroom

9INHN1itl1ira10lUt\F.\tC>

\

1.111i1~.

i

t B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971

Abbott Road, Lackawanna, N. Y.14218 FAX: (716) 822-8306 NY: (716) 822-8488

1-800-543-5252

gargantuan 19 -Hz pedal tone that
will shake your innards if you can reis a

produce

I

pecially tracks one, three, and 10,
where percussion transients are virtually explosive! Another dmp recording,
The Pugh -Taylor Project (dmp CD 448), provides avant-garde scoring
with ultra -sonorous bass trombone and
super -sharp percussion on track seven. In stark contrast, I next play the
creamy voice of Barbra Streisand from
One Voice (Columbia CK-40788). Her
miraculous phrasing and almost palpable presence are especially notable
in "Send in the Clowns."
Guests who want grand -scale orchestral music are awed by the huge
brass fanfares and visceral bass drum,
with awesome organ -pedal counterpoint, of John Eargle's Delos recording
of Respighi's "Feste Romane" (Delos
D/CD-3070). Following this is London's
monumental recording of Stravinsky's
"Rite of Spring," with Chailly and the
Cleveland Symphony (London 4173252-LH). This incredible recording, which
probes the stratosphere and plumbs
the depths of extravagant dynamics, is
one of the most severe tests for the
best high-powered systems.
For guests who want to hear voice,
play the wonderful Handel "Messiah"
highlights on Oiseau (400086 -2-OH).
Recorded in Christ Church Cathedral,
Oxford, the familiar music manages to
combine an extreme sense of depth
perception with good articulation.
If, after some orchestral blockbuster,
a guest says, "It sure is impressive, but
how does it handle chamber music?"
put on a Denon recording (C37-7830)
of Ravel and Debussy string quartets.
They are exquisitely recorded, with realistic balances and ultra -clean sound.
The immediacy and presence of the
pizzicati in the Second Movement of
the Ravel must be heard to be believed.
On a practical note, remember that it
is important to place self-adhesive labels on your CD boxes. By indicating
track numbers or the timing of passages, as well as volume settings,
you'll save time when guests next gather for a sonic demo.
Q
I

I
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For more pop -oriented guests, I see
their startled reaction when play Tom
Jung's razor-sharp recording of the
Thom Rotella Band (dmp CD -460), es-
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Kinergetics KCD-40

eer

You Can Hear The Beauty Of The Musk Free From Hysteresis Distortion.
In all- audio equipment,

each transistor,

wire and connector adds its own minute
bit of distortion. The sum total of
this is hysteresis distortion. It dulls
the clarity and obscures the.
11112
reálism of the music.
-

Our reputation...
"Kinergetics' KCD-20... "the first CD player to
crack the Class f Sound barrier"
J. Peter Montcriefl
"International Audio Review': Hotline #43-45
CES Winter '87

"Their KCD-20A puts other CD players in the
shade musically... it is a clear first-choice
recommendation among CD players."
Neil Levenson
"Fanfare': Vol.10, No.4

'

CES

-

Summer '87

"Pure musicality is the only way can adequately
describe what heard: no sensation of
electronics or speakers, with believable sound
staging and tonal accuracy... think it would
be safe to say that this represented the most
'music for dollar' at the show."
I

Only Kinergetics' patented hysteresis canceling
circuitry gives you the true quality of the
music free from this distortion. We
have invented a creative merger
of art and technology in
Era
music reproduction.

I

I

CES

-

Lewis Lipnick
"Stereophile" Vol.10, No.5 Aug. 1987

Winter '88

"The Death of Mid -Fi: The Big Chill in Vegas"
Michael Fremer
"The Absolute Sound" Vol.13. Issue 52. page 250

"...I

Summer '88
We weren't there.
CES

Winter '89
am pleased to note that the sound in the
Kinergetics room was stunningly true to the sound
of the original Steinway. Nice one, Ken and Tony!"
CES

Our reputation is built on our obsessionto reproduce music with perfect realism.
J

John Atkinson
"Stereophile" Vol.12, No.3, Mar. 1989

Klnergetks ReseaKh 1989

Kinergetics Research

- "constantly reaching for the final plateau - perfection:'

KCD-20 Compact Disc Player KCD-40 Compact Disc Player KBA-75 Class A Power Amplifer KBA-202 Mono Power Amplifier KBT-1 FM Tuner KPC-1 Passive
Control Center BSC Compusound Systems: SW -200 Sub -Woofer Amplifier SW -100 Sub-Woofer- SW -100.5 Sub -Woofer Music Mate Speaker/Sub-Woofer Stands

III'
6029 Reseda Boulevard

R SEARCH S

Tarzana, California 91356

Phone (818) 345-5339

Fax (818) 609-8576

The RT4 Series
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"They provide smooth, fast and incredibly well detailed sound"

polk audio
The Speaker Speciahsb

"Polk's

RTA Tower Loudspeakers Combine

Legendary Polk Performance with Contemporary Style."
Big speaker performance with an efficient use

RTA

lit

The RYA

lit

is the finest conventional (non-SDA)

speaker that Polk Audio manufacturers. Its extremely high power handling (250 watts) and high
efficiency (9OdB) provide remarkable dynamic
range from both large and small amplifiers. 'the
RTA Ill utilizes the same technologically advanced
fluid -coupled subwoofer design found in Polk's
flagship model. Dual 8" sub-bass radiators are coupled to two 6W mid bass drivers, resulting in a fast,
powerful, deep, and ultra -accurate bass response.
without the hominy. undetailed sound of large
woofer systems.

of space.

Both Polk RTA series loudspeakers achieve the extremely rare combination of good looks and stateof-the-art performance. The tall, elegantly slender and deep "tower" design cabinets allow for
substantial internal volume for high efficiency and powerful bass, but only require less than one

square foot of floor space! The small baffle surface area around each driver minimizes diffraction
(sonic reflections), thereby insuring outstanding imaging and low coloration.

Positioning the I" silver-coil dome tweeter between the two 61/2" trilaminate polymer bass/midrange
drivers achieves what is called "coincident radiation." This means that both the mid- and high frequencies appear to radiate from the same place on the baffle resulting in perfect blending at the

critical crossover point.

(See

illustration, below).

Polk RTA speakers have an uncanny ability to perfectly reproduce the human voice, pianos, guitars,
and every other instrument whose faithful reproduction demands superlative midrange and high frequency performance. Bass and percussion instruments are accurately reproduced with full

visceral power and realism, without the heaviness, boominess, or lack of detail that plague

RTA 8t
In a slightly smaller package, the RTA 8t offers the
same driver complement as the larger. more expensive RTA I It, and thus shares its benefits of superior
imaging, musicality, and detail.

fie

lesser designs.
The discriminating listener who seeks state-

of-the-art performance and design will find
the quintessential combination of both in
Polk's RTA series loudspeakers.

PRINCIPLES OF COINCIDENT RADIATION

Polk Aud oh KR St and Rik
Tower Speakers

The perceived source of sound
of two identical drivers is
centered in the area be-

tween them.

In the Polk RR loudspeaker.
the tweeter is positioned al the

acoustic center of the drivers.

Drivers and tweeter appear to
operate together as an ideal
point source resulting in precise imaging, uniform dispersion and startling midrange
accuracy:

Where to buy Polk Speakers?
For your nearest dealer, see page 164
Enter No. 44 on Reader Service Card

I

polk audio
The Speaker Specialists

®

5601 Metro Drive

Baltimore, Maryland 21215

It High Performance

Power Amplifiers....
Perfect Mates for our new Pre-ceiver on next page...
I

PRO -POWER FOUR
by
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Says Leonard Feldman in. his Test
Report in AUDIO Magazine, Vol. 71,

Pro-Power Four

No.9:

DESCRIPTION: The New PRO -POWER
amplifiers are especially designed for the
e:tended Dynamic Range requirements of
today's Compact Disc players and Hi Fi
VCRs. The ULTRA HIGH CURRENT design
oilers you incredibly high power without
sacrificing distortion -free performance,
superb reliability, and the utmost in sonic
purity. These new amplifiers operate flawlessly under all operating conditions. It is
well known that most of today's highly
regarded loudspeakers exhibit impedance
cr-rves which drop to 1 or 2 ohms at some
frequencies, and in conventional amplifiers
th s results in severe clipping and the triggering of protective circuitry. However, our
new PRO -POWER Phase Control amplifiers
continue to operate even under those,
extremely low impedance conditions. Current limiting had been eliminated entirely
by the use of the latest POWER MOSFET
technology, thus avoiding the sonic degrada:ion typically found when limiting circu try is employed.

"...it brought out the best in all of
the loud speaker systems with
which I tried it. I sensed an
effortlessness about the musical
crescendos reproduced from some
of my CD spectaculars..."
"In my view, you can spend five
times as much as what this amp
costs, but you won't get a better,
more reliable, or more musical
unit."
FEATURES: MOSFET amplification stages
provide the utmost in sonic purity, rivaling
that of vacuum tube amplifiers...PrecisionCalibrated LED power meters (0-400 watts
at 8 ohms)... Speaker switching for two pair
of stereo speakers...
SPECIFICATIONS: CONTINUOUS RMS
POWER: 205 watts per channel @ 8 ohms,
2OHz-20kHz, 300 watts per channel @ 4
ohms, 2OHz-20kHz, 450 watts per channel
@ 2 ohms, 1kHz...THD-less than 0.05%.
19"Wx51/4"Hx12"D, 30 pounds.

Pro -Power One
PRO-POWER ONE: The NEW PRO -POWER
ONE amplifier provides all 2f the perormance features of the PRO-FOWER FOJR in
a smaller, non -rack -mountable chassis.
I
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The PCR800 amplifier is sirrilar to the
PRO -POWER ONE, rated at 205 watts per
channel @ 8 ohms, but with plain overlay
front panel.
at

a

$499.

new low price, only

Pro -Power Ten 2/3/4 Channel 600 -watt Mosfet Amplifier

TWO -CHANNEL MODE

THREE-CHANNEL MODE

i

FOUR -CHANNEL MODE

This mode provides 205 w/p/c for a
stereo pair of satellite speakers for mids
and highs, plus 600 watts to guarantee
optimum sub -woofer bass performance.

The PRO -POWER TEN, used In this
mode, is the ultimate in high current,
hign power amplifiers, and provides a
massiy 600 w/p/c @ 8 ohms.

cS

The ultimate In audio/video systems Is
the Surround Sound system, where the
Theatre environment Is recreated by
stereo front and stereo rear speakers.

PRO -POWER TEN

2/3/4 CHANNEL
MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER

1
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Introducing our new Pre-ceiver©...
... the Pro -PT TWO Preamplifier/Tuner
(570~ OII ~010
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Soundcraftsmen, Americas leader in separate components,
introduces the new PRO -PT TWO PRE-CEIVER. This new
Control-Center/Preamplifier/Tuner combines the outstanding
performance and features 3f our separate tuner and preamplifiers. The PRE-CEIVER offers the sensible alternative to the "allin-óne" receiver, by allowing the freedom to choose a separate
power amplifier to match the needs of the speaker systems. This
intelligent PRECEIVER approach allows you to avoid the inherent problems and compromises found in today's receivers, and
still enjoy the cost -saving of combining the compatible preampliher and tuner stages on, a single chassis.

The PRO-PT TWO's preamplifier section has the quality and
features you need as the zornerstone of your audio system.
:Feather -Touch Digital C-MOS Switching for noise-free and
distortion -free listening end recording. Source selections

include CD/OAT, Phono, uner (built-in), Audio/Video, plus
two Tape Monitors with dubbing. Each source has its own
push-button and LED foreasy selection and verification of
signal source desired.
Two pairs of outputs for Surround Sound applications or
Subwoofer/Satellite speaker systems. Two switched plus one
un -switched AC outlets are provided for powering other audio
components. Our unique Variable Contour Loudness Control
allows precise and easy selection of frequency balance at any
volume level.

PREAMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS

High Level:

CORiOI CENTER

PREAMP/TUPE]

Due to space and technical design limitations, ordinary receivers

.

cannot be ecuipped with the high-current, high -voltage power
stages found in even modestly -priced separate power amplifiers.
In a receiver, these heavy-duty power stages, necessary for high
dynamic range amplification, would generate levels of heat,
hum, and noise unacceptable to the tuner and preamplifier's low
level, sensitive circuits. The new PRE-CEIVER' eliminates all of
these compromises by keeping the low-level preamplifier and
tuner stages completely separate from the incompatible highlevel power amplifier stages; thus providing a near -perfect and
distortion -tree output signal to drive any amplifier.

DIGITAL PLL TUNER SECTION

C-MOS PREAMP SECTION

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION: 0.008%
IM DISTORTION: 0.0084í
FRED. RESPONSE: 20I -100kHz ± 0.5dB
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL: 8 volts
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATID: Phono:

S DIGITAL

The PRO -PT TWO Tuner section's advanced technology incorporates a digitally synthesized, quartz -referenced crystal oscillator
which guarantees unparaleled tuning accuracy and drift -free
reception. Multipath distortion, common in urban areas where
many strong stations exist, has been virtually eliminated by a
.specially designed RF stage. In rural areas, where low signal
levels are common, the PRE-CEIVER'S high sensitivity assures
you of distortion-free and noise -free reception. A Micro -

Computer memory system, coupled with Automatic Scanning
allows erremely simple programming of 32 stations of your
choice (16 °M and 16 AM)..Direct access retrievalof any of your
preprogrammed stations s as simple as pressing one or two
buttons. The Scan Selector provides you with easy access to
strong stations or direct access to even the weakest of stations.
The MonoMlute-Off selector allows noise -free listening of very
weak stereo broadcasts.

TUNER SPECIFICATIONS
IHF SENSITIVITY: 10.3dBf
SIGNAL STRENGTH for 50dB quieting:

Moio:

80 dB
100 dB

2.5mV
INPUT SENSITIVITY for .5 volt output: Phono:
High Level: 200mV
TONE CONTROLS:
±10dB
85HZ
Bass:
Treble:
±10dB-&12kHz
WEIGHT: 14 pounds
DIMENSIONS: 19" x 334" x 111/4"

12.5dB1

36 dBf
Stereo:
CAP-URE RATIO: 1.2dO
ALTERNATE CHANNEL SELECTIVITY: 80dB

SEPARATION @ 1kHz: S+2dB
THD C 1kHz: Mono-.04%, Stereo-.08%
S/N RATIO: Mono -85d3, Stereo-75dB

FREE System/Analysis Test Recording,
Now available on 5" COMPACT DISC!

FREE!

`.r.

-rtnew Instructional Test

Retold

$19.95 SYSTEM EVALUATION KIT, includes your choice 315" Instructional Test/Analysis COMPACT DISC, or 12" LP, plus 2 -sits of Computone Charts, 1 -Connector Cable for comparison test.1-listruction
ION, OR CIRCLE READER CARD,
folder. WRITE TO US FOR FAST
and we'll send you FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS, and 16 -page COLOR

A;

BROCHURE.

2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, California 92705, U.S.A./ Telephone (714) 556-6191 FAX: (714) 6E2-0750
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

International Telex: 910 595 2524

SPECT RUM
JOHN EARGLE

CHOICE CUTS
The practice of unauthorized tape

copying at home has been
viewed with great concern by
the American record industry. On the
other hand, the hardware industry has
downplayed the problem, stating that
consumers have always had the facility
to copy software and that record companies have still prospered.
Last year was, in fact, the
all-time high for profits in the
record industry. While largescale piracy may be a real
problem for the industry,
//
home .copying probably is
not. In any event, there is a
major alternative to home
copying, one which should
make the record companies
quite happy.
Personics, based in Redwood City, Cal., has come
up with an interesting instore method allowing consumers to make personalized cassette copies of a
wide range of program material at reasonable cost-

The music, running into thousands of
titles, is stored on CD -size optical
discs, but not in the normal PCM format. The program material which Personics has licensed has been transferred using Dolby B NR and then converted to an adaptive delta -modulation
code developed by Dolby Laborato-

care when they initially
transfer the licensed pro-

X

and with copyright pay-

ments going to the record
companies! At the present
time, Personics installations 1/
are in selected record
stores in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and New York.
The process has been up
and running only since October 1988.
What you see in the store
is an audition display
counter where you can put
on headphones and sample any item
in the Personics catalog. Over the
'phones, you will hear a short segment
of any item you have picked, simply to
let you verify the choice you have
made. When you have made your selections, you fill out a sheet indicating
the order in which you would like them
taped. You can also create a title for
your cassette, personalizing it with
your name or whatever.
You then take your desired list of
songs to the main counter and give it
to the attendant. The data on your list is
entered via a keyboard that interfaces
with a large rack of electronics. On the
front of the rack is a highly modified
Nakamichi cassette recorder, which
does the actual duplicating.
54

for most of the pop/rock selections and
up to $2 for some of the longer classical items. These are the only costs,
and they include tape, labelling, and
royalties for the record companies.
Some readers may wonder why
there is a complete program storage
system in each store. Would it not have
been possible, even desirable, to have a central depot
from which all program information could be sent out
via fiber-optic links or some
other form of data transmission? This was considered
early on, but abandoned as
too expensive and not as reliable as the current method.
According to Personics,
the company takes extreme

ries for greater storage density on the
disc. (Each disc may hold up to 60 or
70 songs.) A complete set of encoded
software is in each store, and the eventual program capacity will be 15,000
catalog items.
Selected catalog items are then
transferred to a blank cassette. The
copying process is carried out at an
eight -to -one duplication ratio, indicating that an average -length cassette is
transferred in a matter of about five
minutes. A laser printer has, in the
meantime, produced a neat -looking
set of labels for both sides of your
cassette as well as a J -card to insert
into the outer box.
Each item in the Personics catalog
carries a price tag from 500 to $1.50

gram material. When possible, they go back to the earliest unequalized source
material available, and Personics is happy to provide a
mastering engineer to supervise the transfer process.
The Dolby adaptive delta modulation process is itself
a refinement of earlier methods, in that its output converter "knows" some 10 mS
ahead of time any changes
which must be made in order to accommodate sudden changes in signal density or dynamic range. It can
thus avoid problems of clipping or "breathing." The
overall duplicating process is capable
of producing a cassette which maintains, at the very least, a frequency
response from 20 Hz to 16.5 kHz, ±3
dB. TDK Type II tape is used for the instore duplication.
Personics has the basic interests of
the record business very much at
heart; one of their shareholders is
Thorne -EMI, the British parent of Capitol and Angel Records in the United
States. Personics' intent is to enhance
overall album sales by offering only the
main cuts from a given album. This
may encourage the user to buy it,
since it is not possible to copy an entire album in the store.
A monthly publication lists the Personics catalog to date and contains
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989

California Audio Labs
Announces The New
Tercet mkIII CD Player

From the company that
builds the worldwide
reference standard in
CD Players.
rill all new Tercet inklll is
the definitive statement in
solid state CD players from
California Audio Labs. At a
suggested retail price of
only $1,295, the Tercet mkIII
is an affordable player with

an exciting pedigree.The
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At California Audio labs
exceptional sound quality
is a tradition. Now, with
more than eighty dealers
throughout America,
California Audio Labs can
be found in high quality
audio dealers everywhere.
Just phone or write for
more information, or better
yet, call your local audio
dealer and ask them to let
you audition the exciting
new Tercet mkIII.

,

7231 Garden Grove Blvd. #E -F
Garden Grove, CA 92641
(714) 894-9747 FAX (714) 894-6706
For More Information
41232
111111MIN

Tercet mkIN comes from the
people who have the most
successful high end CL players
in the world. Made in America
to exacting standards, the
Tercet mkIII features separate
eighteen bit D/_4 converters
for teft and right channel
with eight time oversa.npling.
Of course, the Tercet mkIII
also features the new CAL
linear drive transport

Call 1-800-553-4355
MOP

Personics stores its tunes
on CD -size discs that won't
play on regular CD gear;
the modulation system is
entirely different.
articles on artists. The catalog listings
are given for major categories, and
there is also an artist listing. The program categories are blues, classical,
country, easy listening, folk/bluegrass,
heavy metal, jazz, oldies, New Age,
pop, rap/dance, reggae, rock, soul,
and sound effects. With mainline rec-

ITS TIME

ord companies participating, and with
their catalogs dating back several decades, it is clear that Personics has
quite an artists -and -repertoire job on
its hands. It is interesting to peruse, for
example, the easy listening section.
Here we find five entries for the Andrews Sisters (going back to the '40s),

YOU EXPERIENCED
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What is SSI's Dynamic Logic?
Dynamic Logic, available only in surround sound decoders
from SSI Products, Inc., is a proprietary logic steering system
designed and perfected by our engineering staff.
Like other logic circuits, Dynamic Logic provides accurate
sound placement within the designated soundfield using center
channel for dialog as a reference point.

What Makes Dynamic Logic Unique?
We have designed our steering circuit to handle the special
parameters and listening habits normally found in a home... not a
movie theater. In a small listening environment like the average
living room or den, special attention must be paid to the room's
dimensions and the available seating arrangements.
What Does Dynamic Logic Accomplish?
Dynamic Logic faithfully reproduces the dynamic levels of
the original soundtrack Dynamic Logic provides improved
imaging with life -like movement and depth, expanding the
soundfield to create the ultimate HOME THEATER experience.
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SSI's SYSTEM 4000 WITH DYNAMIC LOGIC
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SURROUND
SOUNDTM

SSI Products, Inc. 400 South Date Avenue,
Alhambra California 91803 Tel: (818) 282-9419
SURROUND SOUND
is a trademark of SSI Products, Inc.
Dolby" is a registered trademark of
Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

three for Johnny Mathis (from the '60s),
and three for Patti Page (from the '50s).
That's plenty of nostalgia, and a clear
indication that Personics is interested
in tape enthusiasts of all ages! The
jazz section is fairly large and presents
the best of the past as well as current
artists. The largest section by far is
for rock.
The classical section is a problem.
Mainly, it consists of selected movements from various works, including
Bach's Brandenburg Concertos, Handel's "Water Music," Vivaldi's "Four

Seasons," and Brahms' Hungarian
Dances. Sibelius' "Finlandia," Mozart's
"Eine Kleine Nachtmusik," and a
Strauss waltz are offered for good
measure. The longest work listed is
Beethoven's "Moonlight" Sonata
(14:36 for $2). The problem here is that
the repertoire base for classical music
is so broad, and the works basically so
long, that the entire notion of in-store
dubbing is questionable.
Personics proposes to make additions to the catalog biweekly, since this
is about the turnaround time for optical
disc production. At any given time, a
licensor may want to change the product mix, deleting or adding items. Another benefit for participating record
companies is that an accounting may
be made at any time of the units duplicated on a given catalog item. Personics ultimately expects each store installation to generate 10,000 cassettes
per year.
Personics' marketing is aimed both
at major record distribution chains and
major record companies. For the most
part, the record companies have been
very receptive to the concept and feel
that it poses no threat to their album
sales. One adverse reaction has come
from A&M Records, which feels, purely
from an artistic view, that the Personics
approach runs antithetical to the integrity of the album concept, that an album is programmed by the artist and
producer for continuous listening from
start to finish.
In closing,
wish to thank Charles
Garvin, President of Personics, for providing much of the information presented here. Thanks also go to Henry Brief,
of the International Tape Association,
for the loan of taped proceedings of
ITA's technical seminar presented in
May 1989.
I
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The Mirage M- Is have garnered their fair
share of raves from the industry. They've
invoked such comments as "...Pin completely
honkers over this product..." and "...the hest
conventional loudspeaker of the decade"
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
by their sonic transparency. The speakers
virtually seem to disappear. In our view, that's
the mark of a good loudspeaker.

.vvr;,2i,i.cí7.4n471

We've extended
that philosophy to the
Mirage 60 -Series loudspeakers as well. Each
reflects an overall

concern for naturalness, genuine
musicality and
transparency.

'ACM
ti1-1

rSYstem.

For a free
booklet of M-1 reviews
from sewn leading audio publications,
write us or see your Mirage dealer.
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Like the M- is, they're designed for optimum
dispersion. The perceived sound stage is

dramatically extended without compromising
center imaging. The specially -designed woofers
reproduce low frequencies with undaunted

Mirage 60 -Series, you simply can't do better.
Just give -hem a listen.
You'll hear what we mean.

mirage

accuracy.
The mark that Mirage has made on the
audiophile world is substantial. From the
flagship M-ls to the wide range offered by the
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BURST OF CREATIVITY
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IHF/EIA primary power rating was designed to be compatible with the FTC
regulation, and a dynamic headroom
specification was created that, according to the foreword of the standard,
"addresses itself to the power output
capability of an amplifier when that amplifier is called upon to handle music waveform signals, rather than continuous sine -wave signals." Furthermore,
the dBW (power expressed as dB, re:
1 watt) was introduced as "an alternate
recommended logarithmic power -rating scale" (italics mine).
What we were attempting to do-or
at least what
was attempting to do,
since can't now speak for the other
committee members in this-was to
avoid going to the mat with the FTC
(which would have made us appear as
an industry group trying to cover up
deceptive advertising by our members), while leaving the door open for
perceptive manufacturers to create
products that had the headroom needed to reproduce real music at high
listening levels without the gargantuan
and costly power supplies and heat sinks that would be needed for a high
FTC power rating. The committee
chose not to call the new specification
"music power" because that was what
caused the FTC to intervene in the first
place. Nor did we wish to use the term
"dynamic power" because we feared
that two "power" ratings potentially
would be confusing.
Speaking for myself,
had hoped
that specifying dynamic headroom in
dB might convince manufacturers to
start rating power (at least as a supplement) in dBW. Since human perception of the relative loudness of two
sounds is approximately proportional
to the logarithm of their acoustic power
ratio, a dB -based power rating system
seemed to me to make good sense.
Certainly, if dynamic headroom was
meant to indicate how much louder an
amplifier would play music than the
FTC power rating might suggest, a dB based specification would be most appropriate. Hence, dynamic headroom
was born.
The committee now needed to come
up with a suitable test signal and methodology. Of all the members, only Hitachi produced experimental data that
related to the duration of peak levels in
music. Their studies suggested that
1

I

'

the

Summer Coner Electronics
Show
this past June,
NAD appealed to the audio press
to support a movement for the reconvening of the Electronics Industries Association (EIA) Amplifier Standards
Committee. The company's aim was
the adoption of a new power rating
which NAD tentatively called Musically
Effective Burst Power (MEBP). The
company further suggested that "a
new EIA amplifier standard should also
mandate that all power ratings be expressed in decibels, corresponding to
the way the ear hears, rather than in
linear 'watts' " and went on to say that
a "dBW-based rating system would go
a long way toward reducing consumer
confusion and rationalizing amplifier
design." Since both concepts were
originated by me when was chairman
of the Institute of High Fidelity (IHF,
now the EIA) Amplifier Standards Committee,
heartily approve of the concept. It might be a good idea, however, to review how the present standard came to be and what NAD's objection to it is.
During the time when the IHF was
developing its Standard Methods of
Measurement for Audio Amplifiers
(1975 to 1978), the FTC issued its now
(in)famous rules for permitted disclosures of home amplifier power in ads
t

sum -

I

I

60

and spec sheets. The FTC rules stated
that if a power specification were to be
claimed for a home amplifier, the amplifier must be preconditioned for one
hour at 1/3 rated power and the primary
power rating must be based upon the
amplifier's ability to deliver continuous
power, measured in watts, with all
channels driven, into a specified impedance, over a specified bandwidth,
at a specified maximum level of total
harmonic distortion. It was left up to the
manufacturer to choose the impedance, bandwidth, and THD level, but
all three were required to be stated as
part of the power disclosure. Eight ohm loads and a bandwidth of 20 Hz to
20 kHz were so commonly cited that
many thought those numbers had
been imposed by the FTC.
The FTC ruling was issued because
some manufacturers on the fringes of
high fidelity had been taking liberties
with the existing IHF music -power rating and were making grossly exaggerated claims for their products. The
committee
chaired was well aware
that music is not composed of constant -level sinusoids and that the FTC,
in an attempt to protect the music listening public, had neither understood
nor served its needs very well. Nonetheless, the law was the law, and to
write a standard that purposely flouted
it did not seem appropriate. Thus, the
I

I
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NEC sound system, you'd
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Pre -CD studies indicated
that 20 mS of increased
output was reasonable for
dynamic headroom. Now
we're not so sure.
music peaks seldom exceed 20 mS in
duration and occur no more frequently
than once per second. On the basis of
this, the IHF dynamic headroom test
signal was established as a 20-mS
burst of a -kHz sine wave, repeated at
0.5-S intervals, superimposed on and
phase -coherent with a continuous kHz sine wave at a level 20 dB below
the burst. The continuous sine wave
was meant to represent the average
music power; the more stringent 0.5-S
interval (rather than S) was adopted
for ease of measurement.
The dynamic headroom rating was
to be established by observing the output of the amplifier on an oscilloscope
and determining the level at which the
output stage went into clipping on the
high-level portion of the burst. The dynamic headroom rating was then defined as "the ratio of the average power of a sine wave, having the same
peak -to -peak voltage [as the signal at
clipping], to the continuous average
power output rating ... of the amplifier,
expressed in decibels." The committee realized that the accuracy of this
measurement would depend on how
clearly one could establish the clipping
point by visual observation. Since most
solid-state amplifiers clip sharply, visual observation could be quite precise.
For those that do not, the measurement
would be less precise-but it was, after all, an auxiliary measurement, not a
primary one, so some imprecision in
some instances could be tolerated.
As is often the case-especially
when a standard is developed in the
United States and affects products that
are, for the most part, designed and
manufactured in the Far East-publication of IHF-A-202 was greeted with
sublime indifference. Even now, 11
years after publication, certain significant innovations of the standard (notably the input terminations and control
settings to be used when measuring
sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio) are
often ignored. Dynamic headroom did
seem to stick, however, and most highfidelity amplifiers, whatever their origin,
now often carry a specification for it.
This is usually in the range from 1.5 to
2 dB, which is about what one might
expect from a rather loosely regulated
power supply that provides a higher
output voltage when its filter capacitors
are fully charged.
1

1

1
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Unless the power supply is very well
regulated, a dynamic headroom of or
2 dB corres almost automatically. It is
possible, however, to achieve much
greater dynamic headroom by using a
"smart" power supply-that is, one
with two output levels. Normally the
amplifier operates from its higher voltage supp y and can deliver substantial
short-term output power; as the amplifier heats up, it switches to a lower
voltage supply to limit the power dissipation and thus the need to provide
extra heat -sinking and power -transformer capacity. The low -voltage supply determines the continuous (FTC)
power rating; the high -voltage supply
establishes the short-term power output or dynamic headroom. With this
type of supply, one can design for
whatever dynamic headroom is desired, and one can provide that headroom for much longer periods than the
20 mS called for in the IHF/EIA standard. In fact, the designer decides
how long to provide high power; a little
extra heat -sinking and transformer capacity can double, triple, quadruple, or
further increase the short-term power
duration arbitrarily. NAD was one of the
first companies to capitalize on this
concept, which was, after all, the purpose of having a dynamic headroom
specification in the standard. For
years, NAD amplifiers and receivers
have carried rather modest continuous
power ratings but have had dynamic
headroom specifications higher than
most of their competitors. As such,
they represented good value in the
minds of many music lovers.
Back to the present: At the June
CES, NAD made a plea to abandon
FTC continuous power as the "primary" power rating and replace it with a
dynamic power rating based on response to a test signal similar to the
IHF dynamic headroom signal but of
substantially different duration and
duty cycle. For the time being, NAD
suggested a 200-mS tone burst repeated at 2-S intervals and superimposed on a continuous tone 12 dB
lower than the burst. (For the future,
NAD suggested they would develop a
more complex test signal.) The 200-mS
burst is said to correspond to the peak
durations that NAD found to be typical
of music, and the test signal's 15%
average -to -peak ratio is said to impose
1

the same thermal stress on the amplif ier as compressed rock music.
To demonstrate the validity of its proposal, NAD played various selections
through its own 50 -watt (FTC) Model
7100 "Power Envelope" receiver and
through five competitive receivers that
were FTC -rated from 60 to 90 watts per
channel. The outputs from all receivers
were matched and padded down before driving the speakers so that, even
at reasonable listening levels, all devices would be driven into clipping
during peaks. The square of the output
voltage (which, into a resistive load, is
proportional to output power) was displayed on an oscilloscope so that the
attendees could visually observe clipping as it occurred. Indeed, the NAD
7100 did not clip until much higher
output levels than the competitive
products, and the peak duration of the
musical sforzandi often exceeded 20
mS in duration. The demonstration was
so dramatic that one waggish technical editor called for the Standards
Committee to be reconvened there
and then.
As committee chairman (I'm told one
never really gets rid of the job unless
one resigns from it), am in favor of
reconvening the committee to examine
the NAD proposal and the data generated in support of it. The difference
between a 20-mS and a 200-mS peak
duration is clearly substantial and
should be investigated by one or more
I

independent parties.

In

observing

NAD's CES demonstration, t noted that
most often (but not always), long -duration clipping occurred on very low -frequency signals whose period (the duration of a single cycle) exceeded 20
mS. If those signals are present in music at sufficient level to cause clipping,
the peak duration, ipso facto, will exceed 20 mS. The time at which the
Hitachi study was performed implies
that it was based on analog tapes or
discs. so it is quite likely that very low
frequencies were not present in the
recordings at full level. NAD (properly)
used CD recordings, which can carry
arbitrarily high levels of low -frequency
tones. If the above hypothesis is true,
NAD is likely to be on the right track.
Nonetheless, further investigation is
needed. As stated above, in NAD's
demonstration all amplifiers were
forced into clipping on a fairly regular
63

We're Alrea

NAD has shown that
power standards for amps
should be reviewed but not

Fafflous For The Sound

that they must necessarily
be overturned.

That Comes Out Of Our Stereophones.
!.917:13

basis. This is fine for demonstration,
but it is not the ideal way to conduct an
experiment to establish the duration
and recurrence of peak levels in music. (Indeed, upon questioning, an
NAD spokesperson stated that the
original experiments were not performed with the demonstration setup.)
In my opinion, one must perform the
experiment below the clipping point,
and one must categorize the peaks
according to their duration and levelnot a simple task by any means. In the
NAD demonstration, it is conceivable
that short -duration peaks, substantially
higher in level than the long -duration

D\CTRÁK Symphony No. 6
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Now We're Working On

The Sound That Goes In.
Introducing Koss Classics, a collection of audiophile digital recordings made in America. Audition
one of these CD's today, and see how Koss is helping make beautiful music in another way.

DVORAK- Symphony No. 6 and Husitska-\lacal- Milwaukee Symphony.
DVORAK- Symphony No. 8 and Czech Suite -Macal- Milwaukee Symphony

-

BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 9-Macal

-

- Milwaukee Symphony and Choir.

FOSS Ode with Music Strong and Song of Songs- Foss- Milwaukee Symphony.
FOSS -Thirteen Ways Of Looking At A Blackbird Foss Festival Chamber Players.
BRAHMS- Piano Trios in C and A Major- Paganini Trio.

-

-

ones, were occurring and being
clipped even more frequently. NAD's
position, if understand it correctly, is
that short -duration clipping cannot be

KOSS
CLASSICS"'

I

IDIGITAL
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For more information on the Koss Classics Library call toll -free: -800 -USA-Koss. Koss Stewophones,
4129 N. Port Washington Rd.. Milwaukee. WI 53212.
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heard and therefore can be ignored.
Even granting that the NAD tone
burst is more representative of music
than the present IHF burst, foresee
problems using it as the basis of the
primary power rating. It will be difficult
to quantify distortion or bandwidth
when using a noncontinuous test signal (I can conceive of ways to do it, but
they are likely to be of questionable
accuracy), so the NAD proposal may
bring us back to the days of rating
power independently of bandwidth or
distortion. Many would consider this a
step in the wrong direction.
Furthermore, NAD did not make
clear how its proposed test signal
would be used to rate power. The IHF/
EIA dynamic headroom methodology,
i.e., driving the amplifier to the clipping
point on the tone burst, can be justified
to establish an auxiliary rating such as
headroom, but it is not appropriate (in
my opinion) for a primary rating. With
some amplifiers-notably those with
NAD's "soft -clipping" circuit-it is very
difficult to get an accurate reading using a "clipping -point" criterion.
commend NAD's work and believe
the Amplifier Standards Committee
should review it to determine whether
the present dynamic headroom test
should be modified. At the same time,
the committee can decide whether the
results of such a test are or are not
appropriate for use as an amplifier's
primary power rating. Change, in this
regard, would imply a change in FTC
regulations, which presumably would
require political action.
41
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Case your eyes and let the music take
over. Wiere are you? What do you see?
What do you jeep
Mi-sic has the power to transport,
translorrn. and Tanscend. Sc. when you

settle fcr kickluater aardio performance,
you settle for sensory deprivation an
unnecessarily unnatural state of affairs,
which ynur Nakamichi dealer can easily
remedy.
keca-nichi System 4 is a unique collection of audio components, designed
by engineers w -.o are fanatically insistent on musical acct. racy
The CR-4A Cassette Deck features
Nak3--ni.iri's Discrete 3 -Head System

-

!

with a s:mplifiec cal.bration system that
lets y:.;-u fine-tune fa -fat 20-21.000 Hz
frega wy respcInse; men with normal
bias (Type I) tape.
.

The CDC -4A Compact Disc
Changer has Nakamizhi's Dual GlitchFree C)/A Converters and an 8-times
oversarip_ing d.gital zter that ensure
the most natural, mss:cal CD reproduction. YOU can prrsgran up to 50 tracks
on 6 disc. And an intelligent Synchs
Recc- d feature kts you completely
automat a the to _ing ofyour programmed
trac<á not only with be CR -4A deck,
but also with virtual .y every remote controllable Na:.tamid-i recorder ever

Natural Phenomenon

made_

The T.A-4A High Definition Tuner
Amplifier delivers 3 rare combination
of high-?erfonrance technology and
audiolvfdeo corirol flexibility. A superb
100 v+att-per-channel' STASIS** power
ampEfier ensures dynan tic, richly
det2i"ec reproduction with today's finest

ouüo.
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loudspeakers.
The TA-4As System Remote
Control Unit a.so lets you operate a
Naka.-niichi CD player and two Nakamichi
cassette decks. And .3v using up to three
opti-ona RS-7 Remote Sensors, you
can cantrol your system from just about
any room in your horn e- With the TA-4As
Rerrr,AeSpeakerSeleck. it's almost like
having two complete systems in two
different moms.
Superior technology that makes music
all that it should be... exceptional versatility and feat: res that er. hance the
listening experience ... you get it all with
System 4. You can judge this phenomenon for yourself. At your
Nakamichi dealer, naturally.
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Sorne years ago, in the pre -digital

era, my partner and I plunged
into making a binaural recording. We built, almost from scratch, a
complete binaural system, with audio
quality representing the peak of the art
for that time.
We used the system to make recordings of first -rank musicians playing
first -rank music in different acoustic
settings. These recordings amply confirmed the long -recognized virtues of
binaural technique. As far as we know,
they were the first, perhaps the only,
binaural recordings of professional
musicians playing serious music that
were made by independent audio experimenters. We believe that the audio
community will be interested in the story of our project, told here in full for the
first time.
Our story is in two parts. The first
tells how we built the system, with intense efforts to reach a truly state-ofthe-art level of audio performance. Our
master tape still exists, and it can hold
its own for high quality, even in this
digital era.
Of course, the audio experimenter
who follows our lead will have a decidedly easier time of it today: Digital is
here at moderate cost. But the user
must learn how to employ digital
equipment for truly top performance.
He can learn the importance of top
audio performance by listening to excerpts from our master tape, which
were transferred to cassette in realtime duplication (as described in the
accompanying sidebar). The cassette
not only demonstrates binaural technique in full application but will surprise many listeners by showing the
superb quality that was possible with
top-notch analog recording even then.
The second part of our story is about
our experiences in making the recordings: What we learned about the system's advantages for the recordist, as
well as what it brings to the listener.
The benefits for the recordist are so
marked that we have to remind ourselves why binaural sound has never
entered the mainstream. The require-
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r
ment of headphones for the full effect
is one reason; the commercial and
technical advantages of multi -track recording are others.
But the technical advantages of binaural recording have slowly resulted in
a modest body of use in the music
industry of late. We'll look at that trend
in some detail further along.

13uilklin tlu' Systvni
We built our system because we did
not have, before we started, top -grade
audio recording equipment. We believed we could build key elements of
the system to higher performance
standards than those of any equipment
we could rent or find available in most
pro recording studios.
Our confidence was based largely
on the very high skills of my partner
(anonymous here at his request), a
graduate engineer with long professional involvement in advanced audio
design. He was the technical leader
and designer. I, as a journalist who
had been an amateur builder of ham
radio gear and home hi-fi systems in
my early years, was a good backup
with the soldering iron but was more
useful to the project for alertness to
sources of music and acquaintance
with professional musicians. A third important skill was supplied by my wife,
Madi, a sculptor with years of professional experience. Madi was the key to
our production of the dummy head, the
centerpiece of any binaural recording
system.
Building this head was our first construction assignment. A dummy head's
main requirements have long been established: Real -life size, realistic
shape, and especially important, "real"
external ears. We also felt that the outer material should at least approximate
human skin's elasticity.
To get us started, my wife produced
a realistic head and shoulders in clay,
with carefully delineated external ears.
This new individual quickly assumed
the name "Max." His eyes were
closed, and his head was slightly forward-an intent listener.
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Max's metamorphosis from clay to
his mature stage followed steps familiar to sculptors. Around his head, he
received a coating of plaster that
closely followed the contours of the
clay. The plaster coating was divided
into sections so it could be removed
after it hardened; the sections could
then be reassembled into a hollow
mold with a negative of Max on the
inside surface.
For the mature Max, we chose General Electric RTV silicone rubber, a
wonderful material that is an inert,
somewhat viscous liquid until a curing
agent is added. Then, in a short time,
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the material becomes a very tough
rubber, permanently taking whatever
shape the container gives it.
We poured the silicone rubber aria
the curing agent into the reassembles
mold. When the rubber was hard, we
took off the plaster cocoon and hac
our dummy, with lifelike ears and skin.
The hardened rubber had a grayish blue cclor, so we changed the dummy's name to "Blue Max."
The underside of the dummy, somewhat below shoulder level, got a wooden base, to which we attached an adjustable stand holding Blue Max at any
height up to about 5 feet. He is still
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Blue Max
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standing in my partner's
laboratory, unfazed by the tF
passage of time.
Ears lot Blue flax
To complete the dummy, we had to give him
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gates for the real thing. We
used two small condenser
mikes-the brand name
has been obliterated from
my memory-that had
been damaged. These microphones got new dia- t,
phragms of ultrathin plastic, metallized on one side, and
stretched to the proper tension. We also
cleaned and tightened the assemblies.
These refurbished microphones, by
our careful tests, performed extremely
well-above the standards of the period's commercial units. Frequency response was very flat to 20 kHz, with a
slight rise around 18 kHz.
Installing the mikes required some
surgery on Blue Max. We drilled holes
through the representations of the ear
canals, into the interior of his head. The
holes were sized so that they would
hold the microphones tightly. We inserted each mike so it was flush with
the exterior rim of the ear canal.
This placement made it certain that
sounds reaching the mikes would be
subjected to all the influences of the
head and external ears: The blockage
and diffractions of the head, the frequency discriminations of the ears,
and especially the differences between the two ears in all these factors.
These differences would be preserved
for the listener by feeding each mike
separately to the corresponding ear
via headphones, the essential delivery
scheme of the binaural technique.
With these complex signals corresponding closely to those a real ear
canal would get at the reception point,
and delivered to the listener's ear at a
point corresponding closely to the
mike pickup point, the listener would,
in effect, be taken back to the original
musical event.
This offers distinct advantages. Stereo localization, for one, is truer and
very stable. The elements in the reverb, moreover, are well reproduced
with respect to frequency character.
amplitude, direction, etc., so the hearing system gets truer ambience and
can deal with it in a "real" way, exercising its well-known power to focus on
the signal through ambience and
noise.
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From all this, the listener gets a
sense of instruments in a real space, a
re-creation of reality that is one of the
hallmarks of binaural reproduction.
There is some variation in response to
binaural sound from one individual to
another, but the majority of listeners
with normal hearing, including reasonable sensitivity to the high frequencies,
hear the instruments as though they
are "outside" the head, disposed in the
space around and in front.
I

1.:11.i.1 mules
My partner designed all the electron-

ics for the system: Mike preamplifiers,
line amplifiers, two recording amplifiers, and two playback amplifiers. The
mike preamps used a very low -noise
circuit developed by my partner some
time before. The two preamps went
into small tubular enclosures that could
be clamped to the Blue Max stand, just
below the base, and connected to the
mikes through fittings on the base.
The two line amps went into one
small enclosure that could be put
down anywhere between Blue Max
and the offstage position of the tape
recorder. These line amps allowed us
to use very long cable runs.
The recording amps incorporated
several no-compromise ideas. For one,
they provided recording bias at the
highest frequency that could be forced
through the recording heads-about
200 kHz. The distortion in the bias signal was virtually unmeasurable.
Performance of the electronics chain
as a whole was up to our hopes: Dynamic range, greater than 80 dB; S/N
ratio, about 83 dB; frequency response, very flat from 25 Hz to 20 kHz,
with a slow roll -off at each end, and
distortion in the electronics, around
0.01%. Digital recording has made
such figures banal, but at that time,
they were very far from common-they
represented the peak.
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The recording and playback heads
were top -of -the -line Bogens, made for
three tracks on half -inch tape. We
planned to use the two outside tracks
for the two stereo channels and leave
the center blank. The heads performed
superbly.
The tape drive evolved from a custom-built drive which we had inherited
from an earlier project. The drive
checked out well for the 30 ips we
planned to use but had more unevenness of motion than we wanted, including flutter and some stick friction leading to modulation noise.
Reduction of the motion problems
required remachining and refining a
number of parts. We installed a better
balanced flywheel on the capstan,
eliminated stationary tape guides in
the tape path in favor of low -friction,
high -inertia rollers (especially on both
sides of the head), and made other
changes to obtain smoother tape -drive
motion. For this work, my partner and
had available a high -precision machine tool (a combination lathe, miller, and drill press) which we owned
jointly.
-The flutter finally came down to
about 0.05%, which was very low for
that time period, when smoothness of
motion depended mainly on mechanical refinement-not, as it does now, on
the frequency stability of digital circuits. Modulation noise was also very
low as a result of our work on friction in
the tape path.
With the tape drive in good shape,
we had our complete system, genuinely at the peak of the art for that period.
The immense effort that went into the
system was inspired, in part, by a delight in super -fine audio performance.
It was equally a financial necessity:
The total cost was a fraction of the cost
of a complete top -line pro audio system. In this case, low cost and high
quality went hand in hand, making our
project a viable one.
I

Recording tlic \lusic
The accompanying sidebar, "The
Blue Max Binaural Cassette," gives details on the music from our original recording which is currently included on

the cassette. Described are the
pieces, composers, performets, recording locations, and other relevant
information.
The first job we tackled was recording the organ in Manhattan's Riverside
Church, a huge interior space which
houses one of the most powerful organs in the world.
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While Frederick Swann, the organist, pretty evenly reproduced, from the top
ran through soft and loud passages for of the scale to the bottom.
A second important asset was the
us, we moved Blue Max around in the
forward part of the church to find how handling of the tremendous reverb in
he would react in our first for -real job. the tremendous space. We could hear
One of the great virtues of binaural the reverb, but it did not overwhelm the
technique was quickly apparent. We music at any of the center area posigot a good balance of sound at any tions. Anyone who has made stereo
spot within a wide range of distances recordings in a highly reverberant
from the front of the church, along the space will realize what a gift this charmain center aisle. Blue Max was at acteristic is to a recording engineer.
home everywhere in this area. We Getting set in large churches, for excould hear increasing distance from ample, has usually meant moving sevthe high-pitched pipes in back of the eral microphones around a lot, somechancel, but all the music was there, times to odd positions, to get a reason-
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As noted in the main text, the equipment used for this binaural recording
was then at the peak of the analog art.
(Editor's Note: It still sounds pretty
good!-E. P.) The electronic system
had a dynamic response greater than
80 dB, distortion below 0.01%, and frequency response flat beyond the limits
of hearing. Recording was on half -inch
tape moving at 30 ips. The audio quality of the master tape fully reflects these
high levels of performance.
The recordings have been newly duplicated by In Sync Laboratories in
New York City, in real time, using the
original master tape and applying the
very best of today's duplication techniques. The 22 minutes of music are
complete on one side of a C-60 cassette tape.
If you order the cassette by mail, as
outlined below, it will bring you three
interwoven audio experiences:
The phenomenal acoustic realism of
binaural recording, demonstrated in
three different acoustic settings-a listening experience virtually unavailable
elsewhere;
The ultrafidelity of the original master
tape, which can hold its own for superb quality even in the digital era,
brought to the cassette listener via the
transparency of today's finest duplica methods, and
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splendid example of mainstream jazz.
The performers, in addition to Roullier
on piano, are: Joe Newman, trumpet;
Morty Lewis, tenor saxophone; Wayne
Andre, trombone; Joe Beck, guitar;
Russell George, electric bass, and Ed
Shaughnessy, drums. The setting was
the Rutgers Presbyterian Church on
Manhattan's Upper West Side.
The second set of selections includes an excerpt from the First Movement of Beethoven's Quartet No. 1,
Opus 59 (3:00) and the First Movement
of Schumann's Piano Quintet (6:28).
The performers are the members of
what was then Hofstra University's
quartet in residence: Harry Glickman
and Raymond Kunicki, violin; Jack
Braunstein, viola, and Seymour Benstock, cello. On the Schumann Quintet,
they were joined by Jascha Zayde, piano. The recording venue was a recital
hall at Hofstra University.
The third and final section of the
tape features Bach's Prelude in G Major (3:04) and the Trumpet Voluntary
attributed to Purcell (3:25). Frederick
Swann, organist of the Riverside
Church in New York City, played these
two familiar organ masterpieces on the
church's powerful organ. As noted in
the main text, the binaural technique
makes it possible for the listener's
hearing system to get a clear account
of the music on the recording, through
the tremendous reverb in Riverside
Church.
Copies of the binaural cassette are
available for $11 each from In Sync
Laboratories (2211 Broadway, New
York, N.Y. 10024). Simply note that
your check or money order, payable to
In Sync Laboratories, is for the binaural
cassette, and include your name and

First-class music extremely well
played by first-class musicians specifically for these recordings.
The music is in three groups of two
pieces each. The first section features
"The Sound of Change" (2:48) and
"Space Virgin" (3:42). Ronnie Roullier,
jazz pianist, composer, and group
leader, wrote these pieces especially
for the binaural project. The first is a
typical rock number, the second a add ress.-R. L.
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able balance between music and reverberation.
Blue Max produced a good balance
by his very nature, allowing the hearing
system to deal with the reverb in a
"real" way-a major asset, as. already
noted. He made microphone placement an affair of great simplicity. We
ended by leaving him about 30 feet
from the chancel, in the main aisle. We

could hear everything there-the

voices of all the pipes and the full
acoustic power of the church.
There was one unexpected result of
our drive for very wide frequency response. The lower pedal notes came
through with such power, as a result of
their truly enormous acoustic power in
the church, that we had to reduce the
recording level about 10 dB to avoid
overloading the tape. We did not want

_,

--r-_-

5

to roll off the bass substantially, relative

to the higher frequencies, so we accepted a small loss in S/N ratio, which
the powerful music rendered inaudible
through virtually the entire recording.
In the other recordings, no such reduction in signal level was necessary.
When you listen to the organ recordings, you should keep the headphones
tightly sealed against your head to
avoid loss of the low bass. Also, as
with all our recordings, you should set
the perceived volume at the highest
comfortable level for the "truest" space
re-creation. It should be comparable to
what the listener would hear at the

original performance.
In fact, we believe that listeners will
discover that the volume can be very
high without any discomfort, if high quality headphones are used. This results partly from the very low distortion
in the recorded signal but also from the
hearing system's opportunity to deal
with a "real" signal, the gift of the binaural technique.
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Our second recording, of jazz and

rock music, also took place in a
church. One rock and one jazz piece
were composed for the project by Ronnie Roullier, pianist and jazz orchestra
leader. "The Sound of Change" is the
rock piece, and "Space Virgin" is the
jazz.
We had arranged to make the recordings in the Rutgers Presbyterian
Church on New York City's Upper West
Side. This space has been used for a
long time by independent recording
engineers who like its very smooth reverb and the resulting clarity and definition in the music. Roullier assembled
the group-six men from the army of
talented and skilled pop/jazz recording
sidemen available in New York City.
We had some of the stars.
None of them had seen Roullier's

music before sitting down in the

church's chancel. The composer led
the musicians in unpressured runthroughs of some passages while we
moved Blue Max back and forth along
the center aisle of the church.
Again, Blue Max showed his mastery
in a wide range of positions. We did
rearrange the seating of the group
somewhat, to put the powerful trumpet,
trombone, and saxophone a little further back so their volume would be
more even with that of the piano. The
setup, from left to right, was: Piano,
guitar, and electric bass; drums in the
middle, and then trumpet, saxophone,
and trombone.
Finally, we put Blue Max in the main
aisle, about 20 feet from the raised
chancel on which the musicians sat.
Every instrument could be heard perfectly there. When we gave Roullier the
signal that the tape was moving, he
and the group took off in a display of
superb musicianship. They played with
a verve and give -all to the music that
still remember with intense pleasure.
In the recording, all the virtues of
I

binaural technique work especially
well for the music. If the volume is set
high, the result is just very strong, very
clear sound, with the musicians seeming "right there." (Of course, if you like
a lower volume, follow your inclinations
but try the high volume first.) Being
"right there" is exciting when listening
to this group. The work by trumpeter
Joe Newman, for example, is moving
and strong. Ronnie Roullier's piano is
splendidly in the spirit of mainstream
jazz in "Space Virgin"; note especially
his solo break about two-thirds of the
way through the piece.
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989
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Nlas's Third Triumph

We made our final recording, of
chamber music, in a recital hall at Hofstra University, using musicians who
were then the quartet in residence. The
room is quite large but without the very
high ceiling that gives churches their
strong reverb. Getting a good "live"
tone could have been problematic with
separated microphones and probably
would have required a good bit of
moving mikes around.
Yet there was absolutely no problem
for Blue Max. He gave us a decent
sound from anywhere in a wide area in
front of the musicians, who were on a
raised platform at one end. We settled
on a position about 15 feet from the
front of the platform. The string players
were in standard quartet positionsfirst violin to the left, cello to the right,
etc. For the Schumann Piano Quintet,
we put the piano a little back and to the
right, to get it in reasonable balance
with the strings.
Again, the performances seemed to
us totally first-rate, with complete commitment to the music and high skill. To
double-check my decade -old high assessment of the work these musicians
recently compared their Schudid,
mann with the same music performed
by Leonard Bernstein on piano with the
Juilliard Quartet (Columbia MS -6929).
My judgment is that our players did
just as well and maybe a little better.
Moreover, with no fuss at all, Blue Max
produced a satisfying room tone, with
all the performers in proper position.
The Columbia recording is no better on
these counts-the room tone is maybe
a little thinner. We can assume it was
made in a megabuck studio with controlled acoustics, artificial reverb if that
was wanted, and plenty of mikes carefullly disposed to get the performers
front and center.
I

By raising the volume to a high but
comfortable level, the listener will move
close to the actual scene. He can get
the thrill of being right next to highly
skilled professionals giving an all-out
account of fine chamber music. Of
course, it is not as good as really being
there, but it will make an excellent substitute for those many nights when a
close approach is not possible.

(;urrr nl Ilse of Binaural Ite orrlirlg
The strengths of binaural technique
are evident in these three examples of
recordings made more than a decade
ago. Recently, there has been a growing interest in binaural technique, especially in Germany, where the Neumann company has developed a series of dummy heads which they use
and sell commercially. Called "Fritz,
the Neumann head is a near cousin of
Blue Max but uses a somewhat different approach to microphone placement. The mikes are deeper in the simulated ear canal and work with an
elaborate acoustic filter for needed
equalization.
Neumann says their latest filter has
made the recordings fully usable on
loudspeakers as well as on headphones. This has evidently opened the
way to the use of dummy heads in
commercial music recordings-especially those made in highly reverberant
spaces (for reasons this article has
made clear). Our own recordings
seemed to us, from the beginning, very
effective on loudspeakers, though the
full space and reverb effécts were obviously lacking. Present in both modes
of delivery are great dynamic range,
very low distortion, and extra -wide frequency response. The recordings
seem excellently balanced on speakers, and the performances are completely enjoyable.

Masquerading as
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In addition to music, our
original recording included
a full side of demonstration
material-city sounds, moving voices, etc. For these
recordings, we used an en-

tirely different system in
which studio-grade elec1,:Y44
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favor of portability.
We did search for the
best small portable recorder we could find at the time,
which turned out to be a

',
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Uher. This unit recorded two tracks on
the full tape width of 4/a inch, at 71/2 ips.
For that tape speed (and that time), the
quality was excellent, though obviously
not up to the studio quality of our larger
recording system.
To get binaural input, we used my
own head as the dummy head (no
spent about
coarse humor, please).
I

two months going around Manhattan
with small condenser mikes in my ears
and the recorder under my coat.
Though the resulting recordings lack
the appeal of the ultrafidelity on the
music recordings, they do further illustrate binaural technique in action.
The demos on the original recording
included: A college basketball game in
an enclosed arena whose tiled walls
turned the crowd's roars into oceans of
reverb (through this din, the binaural
system pulled nearby voices, referees'
shouts and whistles, and other individual sounds); the bird house at the Central Park Zoo, gently echoing with a
mixture of children's voices and eerie
bird calls; an exuberant crowd watching New York City's Puerto Rican Day
Parade, with many far and near voices
around my position and the marching
band's music passing in front; a beautiful antiphonal service in a Greek Orthodox Church, with the sonorous
priest high on the left, the excellent
choir high on the right, and the congregation's responses all around; and
rush hour in the Times Square subway
station, with loudspeaker announcements competing with massive train
noises, voices in the crowd, and shuffling feet.
These and other demo recordings
capped our experiment with binaural
technique, a most satisfying voyage in
Q
so many ways.
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the last decade, more than 200 million

stereo headphone sets have been sold in
the U.S. alone. While the majority of these
'phones are attached to Walkman -type portable cassette, CD, Or FM units, improvements in larger, home-type stereo headphones have made headphone listening an
important part of many home music systems.
Yet none of the source material being listened to by these headphone wearers was
recorded for proper playback via 'phones!
Standard recordings usually suffer from an
exaggerated separation which concentrates
sounds at the two ears and inside the head,
rather than providing a natural placement
outside the head, across the stereo stage.
Further, ordinary two -channel recording fails
to take into account the complexities of human hearing, especially the transfer function
characteristics of the pinnae-i.e., :he frequency -response and arrival -time differences caused by the outer ears.
For those unfamiliar with the concept, I'll
start by defining binaural sound. It is a system employing two microphones, preferably
mounted in an artificial or dummy head but
often merely spaced the same distance
apart as human ears or placed on or in the
recordist's own ears. Two completely independent channels are used, and the two
signals are fed, at the end of the chain, to the
separate sides of a pair of stereo headphones worn by the listener; the original left
mike feeds the left ear, and vice -versa.
At heart, this is the simplest possible method of reproducing sound (after, perhaps, the
tin -can telephone). And this may be why it
was invented only a few years after the phonograph: In 1881, Clement Ader experimented with transmissions from the Paris Opera
using pairs of early telephone transmitters.
Lately, binaural recording has benefited from
the interest in spatial aspects of psycho _

acoustics that has led to such developments
as Dolby Surround, Carver Sonic Holography, Hughes/Sony SRS, and various ambient -surround systems.
preIn the March 1986 issue of Audio,
sented a history of binaural sound. In Part of
this article, I'll look at the inherent problems
of binaural sound, research projects going
on now, some still -unanswered questions,
and various approaches to dummy head design, including the most recent improvements. In Part II, I'll explain the effects of
.differences in headphones, equalization,
and noise-reduction methods (not to mention
differences in listeners' hearing); new methods of achieving binaural reproduction via
loudspeakers and binaural effects with ordinary, two -channel material on headphones;
binaural motion -picture sound, and some
suggestions for do-it-yourself improvements
in binaural listening.
The biggest drawback to binaural sound is
obvious-one normally has to wear stereo
headphones, with their logistical problems
and their limitation of the number of listeners
who can hear the same source. Loudspeaker
playback of standard binaural recordings results in a distant, off-mike sort of sound with a
lack of stereo spatiality. There is too much
ambience, which seems to muffle the original
sounds, and the bass lacks fullness. A second limitation: Only recordings that have
been binaurally made can be heard binaurally-and very few recordings have been
made this way. Bert Whyte has pointed out
how simple and inexpensive it would be for
most recording companies to set up a dummy head and make a binaural recording at
the same time they make the main stereo
master: with multi -track sessions, it could
even be placed on two spare tracks of the
master tape. However, the only label that has
done this, to my knowledge, is Sonic Arts.
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THE IDEA OF BINAU"RAI. SOUND IS TO PUT

MADE, FOR

A basic binaural recording, made with a
standard, unimproved dummy head, poses a
number of problems for a totally realistic portrayal of the sound field at the recording
location. The idea of binaural sound is to put
your head where the recording was made-a
total sound -recollection experience. Yet direct front and rear spatial localization is not
as accurate as lateral localization (Fig. 1).
Frontal sounds also usually seem elevated
from their placement at the original recording. These effects differ from one listener to
another; many people, in fact, have difficulty
locating natural sounds that are in the same
plane.
The ability to distinguish locations in the
vertical direction is also relatively poor with
basic binaural recordings. When a moving
sound-such as a person walking by in a
straight line in front of the dummy head-is
played back, many headphone listeners
hear the sound describing an arc in front of

Fig.1Localization and movement
sensitivity plot, showing
asymmetry in natural
binaural hearing process.
(After Ron Cole.)

Fig.

2-

Paths of first major
coherent reflection in
pinnae for sounds from
various elevations.

(After Rodgers.)
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TOTAL SOUND

them, rather than the accurate straight line.
Discrepancies of frequency response sometimes cause not only audible deviations from
flat response but also confused spatial cues.

Differences in headphones, equalization,
and hearing are all factors. All of this has
been summed up as the problem of the compatibility of production and reproduction in
binaural sound.
Standard stereo recording and reproduction are based on the theory, held for many
years, that the relative positions of sound
sources are cued by interaural (between the
ears) differences in the time of arrival, intensity, and phase. The phase differences are
used to localize sounds between about 200
and 700 Hz. Above 1,500 Hz, amplitude differences are felt to be the main contributors.
Between 700 and 1,500 Hz, both phase and
amplitude differences are used to determine
direction of sounds. In fact, most mixing consoles work only with intensity differences to
place sounds in the horizontal plane between the speakers. Work with four -channel
sound, in the 1970s, made it clear that intensity cues alone were not sufficient to give
proper side and rear images.
Localization cues by means of amplitude
were found by investigators to be insufficient
to define source positions such as "directly
in front" or "directly behind," where the
sounds produced at each ear have the same
phase, intensity, and arrival time. Out of this
came research showing that additional localization cues are created as the incident
sound is reflected by the convolutions of the
pinna of the ear. The theory is that these
convolutions act as minute reflectors to create short time delays, causing a comb filter
effect in the frequency response (Figs. 2 and
3). More information about these pinna transfer functions has been the goal of many researchers trying to fully understand auditory
imaging, the cocktail party effect, the Haas
or precedence effect, and other phenomena.
Not all of these efforts are directed toward
improving binaural recording and reproduction. but they all make useful contributions
toward the recording arts.
Another discovery was the importance of
the envelope of the signal as a localization
cue. It was found that transients are more
easily localized than continuous sounds.
Some of the cues could also be omitted
without serious effects on localization as
long as other cues were present. The problem of in -head localization was shown to be
not limited to headphones; it could also be
created with loudspeaker reproduction by
preventing the listener from learning the
76
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acoustics of the listening room-i.e., confusing his short-term memory. Three Japanese
researchers found that this effect can be
greatly reduced during headphone listening
by simulation of the room's acoustic properties through delaying a portion of the input
signal.
G. Plenge, at the Institut für Rundfunktechnik in Munich, found bone conduction within
the head to be one of the causes of in -head
localization. It occurs during recording with
some dummy heads and all human heads
but does not occur during playback with

F.

headphones.
Another researcher in Germany, where the
greatest interest in binaural sound exists, developed what he has called the Association
Model (Fig. 4). Gunther Theile, who is also
with the Institut für Rundfunktechnik, assumes a two -stage function of the hearing
process. His model builds on the fact that
each hearing event has two different aspects: The sound source itself and the location of the source. These two aspects, therefore, have two correlates in the perception of
sound: The location determination stage and
the determination of the source itself (i.e.,
recognizing its gestalt). Without these two
stages of signal processing by the brain, our
sense of hearing would be unable to determine whether details of spectra are due to
the transfer functions of the pinnae or to the
sound source itself.
Theile found that the spectrum of a sound
source changes depending on its location so
that, together with the time delay between
the two ears, there is a binaural correlation
pattern set up. These patterns can be compared with others stored in the brain during
the acquisition of hearing ability. One researcher even investigated the changes in
these patterns during childhood: As the
child's head grows, the distance between
the ears, as well as around the head, increases, and the brain has to readjust the
binaural correlation to maintain correct localization.
Theile's work is just one of many efforts
during the past quarter century to demonstrate the importance of the localization cues
provided by pinna filtering, as well as their
role in establishing out-of -the-head character
of sounds in the environment. Experimental
manipulation to reduce or remove pinna
cues was carried out by scientists (at some
discomfort to subjects!), including filling the
pinna folds with putty, covering them with
blocks, and inserting tubes into the ears. All
researchers, as expected, reported various
degradations of localization acuity following
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pinna deformation. Wightman and Kistler recently conducted more precise tests simulating the free -field listening experience, using
digital techniques to synthesize headphone presented stimuli. They measured their subjects' free -field -to-eardrum transfer functions
deep in the subjects' ear carals using tiny
probe microphones (Fig. 5). The measurements obtained were shown to be consistent
with previous data.
In addition to the pinna's frequency -contouring effect, the auditory canal, through
which sound must pass on its way to the
eardrum, also constantly filters the sound
(Fig. 6). This gross coloring of the spectrum
is common to all that we hear. Our brains
make allowance for it with a sort of multi band automatic gain control.
Jens Blauert pointed out, in his 1983 book,
Spatial Hearing, how we associate certain
directions with certain timbres (Fig. 7). The
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AP"I'ER THE TIN -CAN TELEPHONE,
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perception of a sound's location can be
changed just by changing its equalization.
The most familiar example of this is adding
"presence" to a sound by raising the frequencies in the vicinity of 2.5 kHz. The plots
clearly show that the main characteristic of
frontal sounds is just this peak-the strongest frequency in the sounds we perceive
from the front. So a peak at that pitch increases our feeling that the sound is close in
front of us-increases, in other words, its

MICROPHONE
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ELASTC HRACES
IwIRE SPRINC,CWERED wITH PLASTIC)

A

B

Fig.
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Probe using Knowles'
miniature mike (A)

and its placement
in the ear (B).
(After Theile.)

Fig.

6-

Filtering effect of
the ear canal, based on
mean value of canal
transfer functions
measured by Shaw et al.
The most effective
frequency bandwidth for
aural localization is
from 625 Hz to 2.5 kHz;
the point of greatest
360° imaging uniformity
is 1.25 kHz, and the
most sensitive point
for image perception
occurs from about
2.5 to 2.7 kHz. The
resonance of the ear
canal is at 7.5 kHz;
the reference frequency
(0 dB) is 315 Hz.
(After Shaw.)
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"presence." Similarly,

a peak at about 7.5
kHz in the sound source will be heard as
coming from above one's head, no matter
where the actual sound is located.
C. A. Rodgers observed that the spectral
cues from pinna filtering were probably assisting the brain in resolving difficulties in
differentiating sources directly in front from
those directly in back. She also states that
there is much yet to understand about the
decoding mechanism of the pinna transfer
functions. We do not know where the "location code" is contained-in the spectral nulls
and peaks, or in a gestalt of the entire frequency spectrum. Also, it has been assumed
that each person learns the localization cues
provided by his own ears and localizes best
with those specific cues. However, one study
suggests that some pinnae provide more adequate cues than others. Will high -end binaural buffs one day actually cover their outer
ears with putty and put on special headphones with flexible plastic "optimum ears"

attached?
The pinna transfer functions are also felt
by Rodgers to be important to better understand the Haas, or precedence, effect, which
states: "If two sounds that are nearly alike
follow each other in close consequence, they
will be heard as one sound." She points out
that the key phrase here is "nearly alike."
Early reflections often come to the ears from
many directions, and because of the spectral
filtering of the pinnae, when they reach the
eardrum, they are no longer nearly alike.
One study by Plenge went beyond the
usual assumption that the subject's head
would be fixed in hearing tests involving
loudspeakers. He concluded that the listening sense does not use all arriving acoustic
stimuli but makes a reduction by an appropriate choice process. It attaches the continuous information stream to gestalts, which it
recognizes by using stored/learned perception patterns in the brain. Stimuli which cannot attach to these learned and stored patterns in a plausible arrangement with other
stimuli are ignored. Another researcher's theory is that an entirely different process in the
brain decodes recorded or broadcast binaural sound as compared to the process used
in normal hearing.

The listener's brain is merely the final stop
in the chain from the origin of the sound
source to the experience of hearing its trans-

mission or its delayed reproduction. There
are variables in the transfer function at every
step: The room in which the original sounds
are made; the microphones in the dummy
head; the construction of the head, pinnae,
78
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and torso (if there is one) of the dummy
head; the headphones placed on the dummy
head and tested with probe microphones
(preferably the same model headphones to
be worn by the listener), and the transfer
function with the listener's 'phones, pinnae,
and ear/brain processing which concludes
the chain.
A number of amateur binaural sound enthusiasts have made their own artificial binaural heads by using permafoam or wooden
wig heads and drilling holes in the ears to
mount small omnidirectional mikes. As we'll
see, these two materials are just about the
least suitable because they don't have any of
the physical characteristics of the human
head. Others have gone the route of mounting small electret mikes in, on, or near their
own ears, sometimes using a spring headband such as that found on earmuffs.
For a time, JVC and Sony manufactured
stereo headphones with built-in binaural
mikes. This was a compromise solution because the low frequencies had to be filtered
out to prevent feedback from the headphones. However, recording binaurally with
small mikes in one's own ears often can
provide the greatest realism, especially
when the same person who made the original recording listens to the playback via
headphones.
There are a number of obvious drawbacks
to actually wearing the binaural mikes. Great
care must be taken to keep the head perfectly straight and still during recording. If the
head is turned to the side even a little, when
one later listens to the recording, the entire
musical group will seem to suddenly shift
position in front of the listener! One must also
be extremely quiet, since whispering, coughing, even heavy breathing will be clearly
picked up by the mikes. A portable recorder
.is, of course, a necessity for this type of
recording. use a Sony Pro Walkman; others
are having success with one of the portable
DAT recorders. Since the recordist has to
have the machine on his person, however, it
cannot be a large studio model. If one can
keep still, some astounding recordings of
shorter musical selections and sounds can
be made wearing the microphones.
However, for serious use, and especially
for laboratory testing of the binaural hearing
experience and improvements in the recording process, an artificial or dummy head is a
necessity. In Germany, this is known as a
Kunstkopf (Kunst is German for "artifice,"
Kopf for "head"). A number of such artificial
heads are available for experimental, acoustic research, and recording purposes.

One of the most ingenious and, at the
same time, affordable to advancec amateurs, is the Sennheiser MKE 2002 (Fig. 8).
Recognizing that a professional head with
cuality mikes mounted in it is very expensive,
Sennheiser came up with their triaxial stereo
microphone, which looks something like the
acoustic headphones used on airlines. The
two sensitive condenser mikes at the end of
the "Y" yoke fit close to the ears but do not
actually enter them. The power supply is in a
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timbre and perceived
source location can be
inferred from these
graphs, which show
variations in the ear's
sensitivity, at various
frequencies, for source
locations from front to
back along one side of
the head (top right).
Solid curves represent
the near ear, dashed
curves the far ear.
Note that the ears'
responses do not mirror
each other. (After Hiraga.)
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Fig.
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Sennheiser's MKE 2002
triaxial stereo mike.

ORDINARI' TWO-CHANN EI. RECORDING
OF OUR HEARING, ESI'E('IALLY

small attached box with leads running to a

portable recorder.
The developers of this system, which has
been available unchanged for over a decade, recognized that the binaural effect
would not be as good when this mike is used
with the dummy head they supply for concert

Fig.

9-

Neumann's KU 81i
professional artificial
head with condenser
microphones.

Kalifi, an ensemble from
Ghana, being recorded
with a Neumann dummy
head for a West German
CD on the AudioStax label.

recording and other situations where the
mike cannot be worn by the individual.
While the gray, rubbery -surfaced head
with mike-stand screw mount has an appropriate consistency, the pinnae are not detailed and cannot be expected to give the
same sophisticated location cues as your
own ears.
To use the Sennheiser dummy head, the
"Y" yoke mikes are simply fitted into the ears
just as on your own head. There seems to be
greater high -frequency content when recording with the dummy head as opposed to
wearing the mikes; perhaps this is due to the
lack of hair and finished pinnae. Sennheiser
urges binaural listeners to employ open -air type headphones for best results, but as
we'll see later, equalization factors seem to
affect results more strongly than differences
between closed- and open -ear designs.
The Neumann KU 81i (Fig. 9) has been
widely used by professionals for binaural recording, as well as some lab work, for a
number of years. The original models had
the condenser mikes buried deep in the
head, which was split side to side to access
the mikes. However, it was learned that locating the mikes at the end of the artificial ear
canal, where the human inner ear would be,
caused equalization anomalies: In the listening process, the sound passed through the
ear canals twice instead of just once! So
most dummy heads now mount the mikes
with their diaphragms as close as possible to
the plane of the human eardrum.
A number of improvements have been
made in the Model "i" version, primarily
based on Theile's Association Model. Its improved pinna forms have all the pleats and
cuts of actual human ears, as well as a similar texture and consistency. The head is
equalized for flattest response as measured
in a diffuse field, which is a different concept
from the free -field approach of some other
binaural researchers.
Free -field measurements of audio transducers are frequently made in an anechoic
chamber-one which is free of all reflected
sound. Only direct, frontal, acoustically flat
sound is dealt with. In a pinch, measurements are sometimes made outdoors, where
due to the lack of reflections, the results are
similar to those obtained in a free -field environment. Adherents of this approach feel that
dummy heads and mikes equalized for the
free field provide the correct tonal character
of sound for images directly in front. They
also believe that for loudspeaker reproduction, these binaural recordings are superior
to those made with diffuse -field EQ.
80
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Diffuse -field conditions take into account
not only the direct sounds but also their reflections. The further away the mikes are
from the sound sources, the more diffuse the
sound is because the ratio of reflected to
direct sound increases Followers of this
method point out that natural hearing conditions are nearly always diffuse -field and that
this approach thus seems more realistic
when listening on properly equalized headphones. A gentler equalization is required
than with free -field, which means that many
standard headphones are closer to diffuse field parameters than to free -field. These
'phones require an adjustment in their high frequency response to flatten the sound arriving from some directions.
The calibration procedure for both approaches (after calibration of the dummy
head) is to insert the small probe mikes 4 mm
inside the ear canals of the listening -test
subjects and, without their wearing headphones, to make an equalization chart. (For
free -field calibration, the sound originates
from directly in front; for diffuse -field, the
source speaker is rotated in various directions around the listener's head.) The probes
are then left in the ear canals, and the same
equalization is carried out while the listener
wears the headphones. The idea is to
achieve the same flat response as without
headphones-the total response must be as
flat as possible. David Griesinger feels that
the claims of free versus diffuse fields may
be moot because of the wide range of equalization in individual listeners' hearing. In other words, if an overall average transfer function is decided on as a universal standard, it
will be so generalized that the smaller differences between free- and diffuse -field conditions will be unimportant. Griesinger proposes a standard somewhere between the
two, with an off -axis front angle from 0° to 20°
as the important direction.
The Brüel & Kjaer Type 4128 head and
torso simulator (Fig. 10) is an expensive unit
designed for objective measurements on audio communications devices such as telephones, headsets, and hearing aids; evaluation of hearing protectors and noise -cancelling microphones; testing of headphones; investigation of room acoustics and speech
intelligibility; evaluation of stereo sound
fields, and motor -vehicle noise -control work.
Its proportions are said to replicate those of a
median adult human. Brüel & Kjaer 1/2 -inch
condenser mikes are mounted in the realistically formed silicone rubber pinnae. The unit
even comes with a low -distortion "mouth simulator," used for testing communications
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mikes, telephone equipment, and sound -reinforcement systems.
While some of the dummy heads I've mentioned look like body parts for a Star Wars
robot, the Knowles Electronics Manikin for
Acoustic Research (KEMAR) is scary in its
nearly human appearance (Fig. 11) It is an -

Fig. 10
B & K's Type 4128

head and torso simulator.

1";

Fig. 11The KEMAR mannequin,
with a zero -static -force

restraining yoke holding
headphones under test.
(From Russotti, Santoro,
and Haskell.)

IN THE PAST 25 YEARS, RESEARCHERS
THE LOCALIZATION CUES GIVEN

A

8

C
Fig.
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Construction of the
"Mr. Aural 11" and the
"Lady Aural" dummy heads.
In overall view (A), the
left skull has synthetic
internal packing-brain,
tongue, ported nostrils,
and sinus cavities-in
place. Right skull is
plaster cast of skull on
left, but with all open
areas-nostrils, mouth,
eyes, etc.-built up,
to be used as a form for
constructing an outer
facial mask to be placed
over head on left. The
close-up (B) shows mike
transducer in auditory
canal area. Completed
"Lady Aural" version,
with microphones in
place, is shown on its
stand (C). (Photographs
courtesy of Ron Cole.)

thropometrically proportioned in fiberglass reinforced polyester; some of the interior is
hollow to allow for cables, mikes, and other
equipment, while the rest is coated with lead pellet -filled resin to reduce resonances. The
ears are removable, as with the Brüel & Kjaer
unit, and there is also an ear -canal extension
for tests requiring ear canal/eardrum simulation. The method of attachment permits other
sizes and shapes of pinnae to be used if
desired.
In 1986, KEMAR was used by researchers
at the Naval Submarine Medical Research
Lab in Groton, Conn. to establish testing procedures for circumaural (on -the -ear) headphones. Prior to this, the only measurement
standard was specifically for supra -aural (insert) headphones. Digital conversion -function techniques were used to measure the
frequency response of several popular stereo headphones from Sennheiser and Stax.
Even with this highly accurate dummy head
and torso, it was found that the rubber pinnae did not compress under normal headphone headband pressures, as human ears
do, so bass response was less accurate than
could be expected in actual use.
Ron Cole, a researcher in Southern California, has been evolving dummy head designs
for some years, calling his process Biophonic Sound. Cole's desire to replicate, as
accurately as possible, the softness and
hardness of various skull areas, as well as
the head's interior density, led him originally
to experiment with actual human skulls! (At
the risk of being mundane, should point out
that Cole obtained his skulls from a medical
supply house.) He soon found such wide
variations in the real thing that he opted to
start from scratch and build his own; he now
uses a proprietary latex/polymer material,
chillingly fleshlike to the touch, to cover his
heads (Fig. 12). The interior is packed variously with polyurethane foam and cotton to
imitate the brain and other tissues-all of
which Cole feels contribute to the perfection
of binaural localization.
Cole's latest Biophonic design, which has
resulted in "Mr. Aural" and "Lady Aural"
heads, exaggerates certain facial features to
compensate for faults in the microphones
and for phase anomalies in the recording
electronics. This has resulted in lateral frontal
imaging that is vastly improved over the elevated and indistinct frontal image of some
other binaural systems.
Cole identifies several conditions for
achieving the most effective binaural replica
of actual hearing. First, the passive response
characteristic of the ear canal must exist, but
I
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the real time delay of the canal cannot. Second, phase mirroring must be used to cancel
out phase summing in the listener's ear canal. (Cole accomplishes this by critical tuning of the passive -equalization amplitudes
and responses.) Third, the surface travelling wave effects of the cranium, together with
the resonance of the ear canal, must act as a
single, unified, tuned instrument at mid- and
high frequencies (Fig. 13).
He has further learned that extremely flat
phase response is vital to the binaural effect.
For example, a 30° phase lag at 2 kHz can
shift an overhead sound source in the rear to
an unnatural, overhead -in -front location,
while a 30° phase lead will create the inverse. Because of such phase sensitivities,
Cole feels that transformers should not exist
anywhere in the signal path.
Binaural recordings often begin with identification of the left and right channels; this is
much more important than with ordinary stereo. Left and right orientation cannot be reversed between the making of a binaural
recording and its reproduction. According to
Cole, localization processing is "a function of
differential level sensitivities between the two
ears and brain, plus the associated phase
relationships summing to the original amplitude differentials."
His tests involved 30 right-handed subjects (response patterns are different for lefthanded subjects, though their brains make
the proper correction). The top -view response sensitivities create a "Big D" pattern
(Fig. 14) due to the right ear being about 7 to
7.5 dB greater in sensitivity. A similar plot for
a dummy head would be quite different, correlating more closely on the left side but with
a major "difference region" on the right and
around the back, due to the sensitivity being
mirrored on both sides equally.
The Aachen Kunstkopf (Fig. 15) of Dr.
Klaus Genuit of Aachen, Germany uses a
special processor whose circuitry removes
the pinna's transfer function. Genuit's processor achieves flatter response and makes
playback of binaural recordings successful
through speakers. With exact free -field
equalization, playback through headphones
is even better, but for many 'phones, results
are good without additional equalization.
The Aachen head is similar to the popular
ORTF stereo microphone, which places two
cardioids 17 cm apart, at an angle of 110°.
(The 17 -cm separation simulates normal
spacing of the ears, while the angle simulates the ears' directional pattern.) Thus,
ORTF recordings are well suited to listening
with headphones and with speakers. The Aa-
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chen head equalization results in fewer errors in the low frequencies than does the
ORTF, and the actual head reproduces all
the phase and surface -wave characteristics
pointed out by Ron Cole.
The Kugelflachenmikrofon (Kugelflachen
is German for "spherical surface," Mikrofon

for "microphone") is a spherical dummy
head system developed by Gunther Theile to
improve loudspeaker reproduction. It has
neither features nor pinnae, and surface
mikes are embedded in it. Its response is
very close to that of a standard dummy head,
without need for special equalization. Even
with headphones, many listeners find it difficult to tell its recordings from those of a true
dummy head.
Fig.

13-

Airborne and surface-wave
sound paths to the ears
and the order of arrival
times. (After Cole.)

Fig.
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Lateral-plane left/right
sensitivity is shown for
right-handed listeners.
This curve's "Big D"
shape, with the typical
7.5-dB difference in
sensitivity between
ears, shows why channels
cannot be interchanged
in binaural recording
and listening. The shape
would be different for
a dummy head (because
left/right sensitivity
is basically mirrored
the same on both sides)
and for left-handed
listeners. For this
plot, from an average
of 30 subjects tested
in 1983 and 1984 by Cole,
an acoustic source with
a constant level of
0.25 watt at meter
was kept at a constant
distance from the
listener around the
measurement circle.
(After Cole.)
1
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P(7RTABI.E TAPE RP:CORUER ANI) BINAURAI. AIIKE III:AI)SI?'I',
YOU CAN MAKE ASTONISHINGLY GOOD RECORDINGS.

A

There are several other quasi -binaural
mike arrays in current use. One of these,
from Crown International, was originally offered as a binaural microphone. In its latest
version, however, it is referred to as a Stereo
Ambient Sampling System (SASS) designed
for highly localized stereo imaging in loudspeaker reproduction, with a successful
summing to mono (impossible with widely
spaced mikes). The SASS (Fig. 16), said to
accurately convey the ambient environment,
is available with either a pair of Brüel & Kjaer
4006 omnidirectional studio mikes or a pair
of Crown International electret PZM mikes.
Swiss recording engineer Jürg Jecklin, the
head of a small classical record label, has
developed a special microphone configuration based on the dummy head concept.
Jecklin calls his special mount the O.S.S.
Disc ("optimal stereo signal"). He wished to
achieve three things: A balanced sound
source, the proper acoustical environment,
and a sense that the source and the environment belong together. His configuration is
designed to record the sound at the one
point in the room where the balance between
direct and reverberant sound is optimal. The
system consists of omnidirectional pressure-

Fig. 15The Aachen dummy head,
which is compatible with
loudspeakers, and its

associated hardware.

Fig.

16-

Crown International's
SASS quasi -binaural mike
configuration, using
PZM microphones.

zone mikes spaced 165 mm apart to produce the proper time -delay differences between channels. They are acoustically separated by a disc 280 mm in diameter, damped
on both sides to avoid reflections. A similar,
but rectangular, configuration was offered by
Bang & Olufsen in the 1960s, with ribbon
mikes in a figure -eight pattern. Both of these
types would be considered quasi -binaural. A
coherent, 360° stereo signal is the result,
incorporating intensity, time -delay, and frequency -response differences between the
channels. Other types of omnidirectional
mikes may also be used with the O.S.S. Disc.
Headphone listening is excellent, though not
truly binaural. This configuration has found
considerable use for recording classical music and jazz in France and Switzerland.
have found that European engineers sometimes refer to such a configuration as an
artificial head pickup. In fact, it is not actually
a dummy head.
Some years ago, the French recording engineer A. Charlin used what he referred to as
a téte artificielle, and some of his recordings
are still available on CD. This "head" is actually two convex discs, much like shallow
bowls, fastened together and covered with
fur. The mikes are mounted on opposing
sides, protruding some distance from the
fur's surface. The Charlin head was used in
1958 for recording some of the first French
stereo discs. The French label, Harmonic
Records, uses the Charlin head in recording
CDs. Headphone listening derives very little
actual binaural localization from these recordings, but they sound fine on loudspeakers. French Harmonia Mundi reports that
many of their recordings of early music are
made with a basic artificial head system,
often with judicious use of additional spotlight mikes for certain soloists.
If the Audio reader is moved to try his hand
at building a dummy head-or binaural microphones to fit on his own ears-I suggest
two do-it-yourself articles: Gene A. Nelson's
"Build a Binaural Mike Set" (Audio, May
1976), in which Nelson uses a headband to
hold two Panasonic electret mikes, and
Thomas Krehbiel's "Build a Binaural Mike set" (Hands -On Electronics, April 1987).
Krehbiel's unit is mounted in a permafoam
wig head, which Ron Cole's work suggests is
unsuitable because its density is nothing like
that of the human head. would prefer to see
Sony, JVC, or others bring back their simple
binaural mike/headphone systems, given the
current rebirth of interest in binaural sound.
In Part II, we'll delve further into the recording end of the binaural chain.
ál
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J
A Charlie Parker Compilation
JON W. POSES

In many ways, the much publicized

10 -CD

set, Bird: The Complete Charlie Parker on
Verve (837-142-2), defies description, rating systems, and the usual methodology
we critics employ when going about our
business. Based on quantity and thoroughness
alone, assessment here becomes difficult. The
issue is further clouded because this presentation involved a jazz cornerstone and an American musical folk hero of near -legendary proportion. Such status tends to skew opinion and to

allow for excuse and rationalization in instances
of less -than -perfect execution.
In the end, however, attempting to absorb
what's been preserved and organized here and
attempting to elucidate the magnitude of this
set, which covers the
years 1946 to 1954,
has been nothing
short of exhilarating

and

tun-as much

fun as when was a
child and my mom
let me run loose in
I

F.A.O. Schwarz, the gent midtown -Manhattan
toy store, or when my dad took me to Coney
Island to eat Nathan's famed hot dogs and fries.
There is little doubt, what with the many partial and complete takes of individual compositions (for example, up to nine in the case of "Old
Folks"), that this multiple -disc set is aimed, to a
certain extent, at the Charlie Parker/be-bop fanatic. At times, the retakes and slight variations
of specific cuts can become distracting; you
might find yourself saying, "Let's get on with it,
okay?" Still, all in all, the novice jazz listener will
gain and learn much about Parker from this
deep, deep investigation of his music and the
work of his associates.
If you know the reputation of the project's

producer/compiler,
Phil Schaap, then

1'..'

11

you will know why
this set is the way it
is, why it is so complete, so painstakingly put together,
with take after take

Birdied, 1950:
Photograph:

frank Driggs Collection

Charlie Parker and
Dizzy

Gillespie.

Dirdland, 1951:

,r

Tommy Potter,

Charlie Parker,

Biuy Gillespie,
and John Coltrane.

Photograph:

frank Origgs Collection

Al%

r

L

Hank Jones

Photograph:.
Michael

Ochs Archives

of whatever was available or could be
dug out of the vaults and made available. Schaap is an analyzer, and he
has been an archivist of this music for
years. As a radio announcer, first on
Columbia University's WKCR-FM and
then on the Newark, New Jersey based National Public Radio affiliate,
WBGO-FM, Schaap has made Parker's
music a pet project for much of his
career. Those listening to Schaap's
five -day -a -week morning show know
that they will hear at least an hour of
Parker every day. Schaap's fixation
surfaced long before the conception of
this set and, clearly, this project was a
labor of love. Further, Schaap is obsessive/compulsive. Consequently, he
would not-or, should
say, could
not-deliver this package without explaining his every move and decision,
even to the point of self-critic'sm. Fortunately for us, it's all a necessary part
of Schaap's modus operandi.
Among the materials Schaap presents in the accompanying 34 -page
booklet-which has an aesthetically
pleasing rather than an overdone or
I
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pretentious layout-is a biographical
intro written by Parker's most noteworthy cohort, John Birks ("Dizzy") Gillespie. The booklet also contains an annotated discography (including names,
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989

Roy Eldridge

Photograph:
Michael Ochs Archives

dates, personnel, and recording sites),
the players' personal recollections,
and a legend-yes, a key-explaining
master and alternate takes, false
starts, incomplete and complete takes,
previously unreleased material, etc.
Additional explanations cover, if you
will, potential asterisk situationsnamely, one-time aberrations or quirks.
Schaap wants you to understand
everything he understands about this
set and about Parker. For instance, under the heading "Audio and Editorial
Notes" sits the subhead "Sound Disclaimers," which offers such tidbits as:
"The superior sound source for 'Segment' was unfortunately scarred during
the 1950s. Although restored, you may
still hear the damage." And, "Max
Roach's final cymbal 'sting' was not
included in any microgroove issue of
could go on with
'Star Eyes' ...."
more such examples, but you get the
point-Schaap's need for exactitude.
Compact Discs and the ensuing
technological advancements are in full
swing here, and, again, Schaap lets
you in on the project: "We have identified this set with the SPARS code ADD
since all selections have been transferred directly from their original analog disc or tape source to the digital
domain without any intervening mixing
step." As musician/writer/critic Stanley
Crouch correctly noted in his essay,
"Bird Land" (The New Republic, Feb
ruary 27, 1989), the CBS soundtrack to
Clint Eastwood's movie Bird, which
combines the present-day work of current musicians with Parker's original
solos, falls quite a bit short of what
Schaap accomplishes here.
Bird: The Complete Charlie Parker
on Verve is a sizable and ambitious
exhibition to be viewed over and over
again; simply, there's just too much to
feel and touch in one visit-hell, in dozens of visits. The more you listen, the
more you hear; the more you hear, the
more you want to listen. This compilation is a museum piece, a coffee-table
item, an oversized pictorial-but utilitarian, to be sure. It is presented in
much the same way co -producers Michael Cuscuna and Charlie Lourie deliver their Mosaic efforts: The package
is informative, manageable, and aesthetically impeccable.
I
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Charlie Parker on Verve is a useful
document. It is a compendium that celebrates the interactions of many of the
world's best jazz players in their
primes. Among the partic pants: Miles
Davis, Max Roach, Johnny Hodges,
Ben Webster, Lester Young, Coleman
Hawkins, Roy Eldridge, Kenny Clarke,
and, of course, Diz.
To delve into this set is one way to
learn Parker's genuinely profound role
in the development and exposition of
later 20th -century music. "Charlie
Parker was a pied piper," begins Diz's
essay on Bird's early years. Indeed, it
was Parker who brought together and
served as the centerpiece for this tal -

The Complete Charlie

Parker

is sizable and

ambitious. There is too
much here to feel and

experience in one listen
or dozens of listens.

ented cast of initially experimental and
later terribly influential characters.
While Parker may have been the cleanup hitter, the lineups of small combos,
large ensembles, and full orchestras
are to jazz what Murderer's Row, the
Gas House Gang, the Reggie Jackson -led Oakland A's of the mid -1970s,
and The Big Red Machine are to baseball: Multi -dimensional, all -pervasive,
dominating.
All told, the 10 discs, packaged in
three groups (1-4, 5-8, and 9-10), represent a large chunk of Parker's worknot only in terms of different backdrops
and collaborations but also with regard
to his elongated, extended solos and
his driving, relentless musical battles
with co leagues. Swing, blues, be -bop,
and ballad all are woven into myriad
selections.

r.

Disc 3, for instance, is a 68 -minute
excursion, recorded in Carnegie Hall
at midnight on September 17, 1949 as
part of Norman Granz's Jazz at the
Philharmonic Series, which Granz emceed. The first two tracks of the eight
on this disc, "The Opener" and "Lester
Leaps In," jump at you as 12 -minute
be -bop barn burners in a septet setting
that includes Eldridge on trumpet,
Tommy Turk on trombone, Flip Phillips
and Lester Young as tenor saxophonists, and a rhythm section that doesn't
know how or when to quit (Hank Jones
on piano, Ray Brown on bass, and
Buddy Rich on drums). The set continues with a luscious version of the classic ballad, "Embraceable You." As
raucous as this band is, they kill quietly
here, with dramatic subtlety, before
countering with 10 minutes of "The
Closer." A truly formidable Ella Fitzgerald. whose scat and harmony undersccre a rendition of "Flying Home,"
now enters the proceedings. The first
of her three selections on this disc can
only be matched, not surpassed, by
Phillips and Young's voracious saxes.
"How High the Moon" and "Perdido,"

both previously unreleased takes,
close out this group of compositions.
To think that this disc represents a
me'e 10% of the total package boggles the mind-my mind, anyway.
When the industry starts talking Grammys, Bird: The Complete Charlie
Parker on Verve should strut its stuff
anc swagger proudly to the podium.
Jazz history and Charlie Parker are
inseparable, and this set is invaluable
to all modern jazz lovers. don't know
when I've digested a more varied and
delectable multi -course meal. There's
a feast here. Dig in.
I
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Weight:

351/4

Analog Line Input Levels for
-18 dB Recording Level: 50

lbs. (16 kg).

Digital Audio Processor
Sampling Frequencies:

NAKAMICHI
1000 DAT
RECORDING
SYSTEM
Manufacturer's Specifications
DAT Recorder
Sampling Frequencies: 48, 44.1,
and 32 kHz.

Drum Revolution Speed: 2,000
rpm.

Digital Inputs:

75 -ohm coaxial/opti-

cal (switchable).

Digital Outputs: 75 -ohm coaxial/optical (parallel).

Power Requirements:

120 V a.c.,

50 60 Hz, 40 watts.

Dimensions:
x

171/8 in. W
149/16 in. D (43.5 cm

x 37 cm).

x

51/4 in. H

x 13.3 cm

pling rate; D/A converter alone,
0.0005% at 44.1 -kHz sampling rate.
Channel Separation: Greater than
85 dB after A/D and D/A conversion
at 48 -kHz sampling rate; D/A converter alone, greater than 106 dB at
44.1 -kHz sampling rate.
Digital Inputs: Three optical and 75 ohm coaxial (switch -selected).
Digital Outputs: Two optical and
75 -ohm coaxial (parallel).

Analog Line Input Impedances:

Balanced, 40 kilohms; unbalanced,
25 kilohms.

To Nakamichi must go the credit for delivering to this
country the first "consumer" DAT recording system, despite
the threats of litigation posed by certain record companies
and the RIAA. Admittedly, it was not likely that the RIAA
would sue someone who sold a DAT recording system for
$11,000, but Nakamichi's dedication to technology went
beyond politics. They even went beyond the interim recommendations of the DAT Conference and allowed digital input
recording at 44.1 kHz.
can remember when bought my first Nakamichi Model
1000, the designation given to their then state-of-the-art
analog cassette deck. That unit quickly became the cassette deck against which all others were compared. suspect the same will hold true for the Nakamichi 1000 DAT
recording system. By the time you read this, the three-year
battle between the audio component makers and American
record companies will have been resolved. The new requirements called for by this accord can probably be easily
retrofitted into a Nakamichi 1000 DAT system, since the unit
is constructed and designed to allow changes or enhancements to the DAT format without expensive modifications.
I
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mV, balanced and unbalanced.

AID converter, 48 kHz; D/A converter, 48,
44.1, and 32 kHz.
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 22
kHz, ±0.5 dB after ND and D/A
conversion; D/A converter alone, 5
Hz to 20 kHz, ± 0.5 dB.
S/N Ratio (EIAJ): Greater than 95
dB after A/D and D/A conversion;
D/A converter alone, greater than
106 dB.
Dynamic Range (EIAJ): Greater
than 95 dB after A/D and D/A conversion; D/A converter alone, greater
than 100 dB.
THD at 1 kHz: 0.001% after AID and
D/A conversion at 48 -kHz sampling
rate; D/A converter alone, 0.0005%
at 44.1 -kHz sampling rate.
THD + N at 1 kHz: 0.003% after ND
and D/A conversion at 48 -kHz sam-

.
-PC
ó0

Analog Line Output Impedances:

1 kilohm, balanced
or unbalanced, for fixed or variable out-

puts.

Analog Line Output Levels for O.
dB Recorded Level: Fixed -level
outputs, 2 V, balanced or unbalanced; variable outputs, 2 V maximum, balanced or unbalanced.
Headphone Output: 100 mW for 0 dB recorded level, 40 -ohm load.
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,
50/60 Hz, 70 watts.
Dimensions: 17'/8 in. W x 51/4 in. H
x 149/16 in. D (43.5 cm x 13.3 cm
x 37 cm).
Weight: 381/2 lbs. (17.5 kg).

Remote Controller
Power Supply: 3 V d.c. (two AA batteries).

Dimensions:
x 4t3/16 in.

121/16 in. W x 13/4 in. H
D (30.7 cm x 4.4 cm x

12.3 cm).

Weight:

2

lbs. (0.92 kg).

General Specifications
Price: Entire system, $11,000; recorder alone, $5,900; processor and remote, $5,100.
Company Address: 19701 South
Vermont Ave., Torrance, Cal. 90502.
For literature, circle No. 90
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The system consists o' three separate units: The Nakamichi 1000 DAT recorder, the 1000p digital audio processor,
and the 1000r remote control. Because the processor and
remote can control up to two recorder units, users can add
a second recorder section, which can be purchased separately. You can also buy just the processor for use as a
stand-alone converter with other DAT recorders or CD players equipped with optical or coaxial digital interfaces.
The consumer and professional versions of the 1000 are
substantially identical, but the pro version has 19 -inch rack mount handles and a wiled remote. It also allows recording
at 44.1 or 48 kHz from analog sources (the home version
only records at 48 kHz from analog) and conforms to studio standard analog line input and output levels. Both versions
feature balanced (XLR-type) as well as unbalanced analog
inputs and outputs.
There are so many unique features in the 1000 system,
one hardly knows where to begin. Nakamichi's F.A.S.T.
(Fast Access Stationary tape guide transport) mechanism is
included. According to Nakamichi, it offers greater tape travel precision than other DAT mechanisms which derive
91

This is the first and only
consumer DAT deck with
off-the -tape monitoring
like that in three -head
analog tape decks.
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their tape transport systems from VCR technology, and it
akes less than 2 S to load a tape. This system also permits
a "half -load" position, in which the tape is lifted off the rotary
head drum. This permits fast winding at 400 times normal
play speed (twice as fast as with most other DAT machines)
and reduces head and tape wear as well.
Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the 1000, from
the user's point of view, is its four -head design. This is the
first and only consumer DAT recorder to permit true, off -the tape monitoring much like that found in three -head analog
tape recorders.
The 1000p processor unit uses an eight -times oversampling, 20 -bit D/A converter. There are no sample -and -hold
circuits in any portion of the D/A circuitry. The required
precision in the D/A converter is achieved through the use
of calibration ROM chips. Two low -glitch, 16 -bit converter
integrated circuits are used for each channel, each pre measured at the factory, according to Nakamichi. Error data
is recorded on the ROM chips, which are then installed in
each 1000p along with their corresponding converter ICs to
provide compensation data. Digital glitch -cancellation circuitry is another contribution from Nakamichi's design staff,
as is an automatic calibration technique used with the ND
converter. This circuit compares and trims the values of
successive bits through a novel additive process. Other
refinements in this system will become evident as we discuss the control functions on the system's two main units.

Control Layout
A power switch, timer switch (used with an external timer),
"Auto Play" switch, and "Eject" button are all at the left end
of the recorder's elegantly finished silver-gray front panel.
The door-loading cassette compartment accepts DAT cassettes oriented vertically, rather than by the usual horizontal
drawer arrangement. When the door is closed, windows

92

permit you to view the slowly rotating tape (a DAT moves
along at a mere 8.15 mm/S) and also let you see the
spinning head drum mechanism in action.
Large, light -touch pushbuttons handle "Stop," "Play," and
"Pause" functions, while above these are smaller buttons
used to rewind, fast forward, reverse skip, or forward skip
the tape from selection to selection. Above and to the right
of the cassette door are a counter display and three small
associated buttons. The counter will display as an arbitrary
five -digit counter, in program time (from the start of the
current selection), in remaining time available on the tape,
or in absolute time from the tape's start. Indicator lights
above the display tell you which counter mode is currently in
use. Other small indicator lights nearby show the current
digital sampling rate, whether the current signal was recorded with pre -emphasis, whether it is a digital source, and
whether the digital signal contains a copy -prohibit subcode
flag bit. (Other home DAT decks will not go into recording
mode when they detect this bit, but the Nakamichi will
continue to record the entire signal-including the copy prohibit flag and other subcode bits.)
Just below these indicator lights are "Down" and "Up"
buttons for a digital fader. This allows digital signals to be
faded in and out as you record them. (DAT decks' analog
level controls do not affect the digital input bit stream.) Two
fading speeds are available-slow if you just tap the button,
faster if you hold it down-but the automated fades cannot
be stopped halfway.
Moving a bit to the right, a second display window shows
the number of the selection being played and, during
search modes, the number selected by the numeric keys to
the right of the display (or by the forward and reverse "Skip"
buttons). If playing a program, this display shows how far
along you are. Just below this window are a "Repeat" button
and indicator light, a "Memory" LED, and a "Call" button
(which is used to display the memorized program). Farther
to the right are the numeric buttons for programmed playback and direct accessing of numbered tracks.
Below the display area and programming buttons are the
source/monitor button and, farther to the right, three rows of
controls and switches for setting and erasing start and skip
IDs and end marks. The top row starts with the "Start ID"
indicator LED, followed by the "Auto" switch and buttons to
renumber, write, and erase ID codes. The switch sets the
unit to record start IDs whenever the level falls for a time
below -40 or
60 dB (not all DAT decks offer this choice),
or turns the auto -ID feature off. The "Skip ID" row has a
switch to enable or disable the skip -ID mode in playback,
plus buttons to write and erase codes. The bottom row,
controlling end marks, features an on/off switch for automatic rewind, a "Search" button which finds the end ID marking
the last recorded portion of the tape, and buttons for "Write"
and "Erase."
The rear panel is equipped with digital inputs and outputs
but no analog connections (analog signals must go through
the 1000p processor or an equivalent). A switch between
the jacks selects either the optical or coaxial digital input,
but both the coaxal and optical outputs are live simultaneously. Above these jacks are "Remote" input and output
jacks for the pro version's wired remote, plus a "DAT 1/DAT 2"

-
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The music begins and a window
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as a unique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to

share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.
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The tape transport has
more precise tape travel,
loads faster, and rewinds
twice as fast as designs
derived from VCRs.
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right -channel curve was
displaced for clarity.

address -selector switch. The 1000r remote control has a
similar switch so that, when two decks are used at once, it
can operate both decks together or either one separately,
depending on the switch settings used. This remote control,
supplied with the recorder, duplicates virtually all the control
and transport functions found on the front panel of the
recorder itself.
The companion 1000p digital audio processor is styled to
match the recorder component. At the left are its power
switch, a headphone jack, and a headphone level control.
94

Vertically oriented peak -level LED meters (which read the
signal in the digital domain) are nearby. Further to the right
are sampling -rate and pre -emphasis indicator lights and
toggle switches for source selection (digital or analog), DAT
dubbing, meter indication (off, on, or peak hold), and pre emphasis on/off (used when making recordings via the
analog inputs). An output level control and left and right
record level controls are positioned above three light -touch
buttons that select "DAT 1," "DAT 2," or "Source." At the
right is a large master record level control.
The rear panel carries coaxial and optical digital input
and output jacks for two DAT recorders, plus optical and
coaxial inputs for a CD player or other digital source; a
switch selects the optical or coaxial input, in each case. On
the analog side, there are both balanced (XLR-type) and
unbalanced (phono) connections; a switch selects either
the XLR or phono inputs. The output section has both fixed level and variable phono jacks, plus a switch to select fixed
or variable operation of the balanced connections. Also on
the rear panel are tvvo unswitched a.c. convenience outlets
and the power cord.
Nakamichi supplies one pair each of glass optical cables
and coaxial digital cables, and two pairs of coaxial analog
cables; all coaxial cables are of linear -crystal, oxygen -free
copper. A music cassette, a blank R-120, a cleaning cassette, and a cleaning cloth are also provided.

Measurements
In some ways, measuring a DAT recorder is very much
like measuring a CD player. In fact, many of the same tests
found on my standard CBS CD -1 test disc are useful in
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Sony proudly presents theTA E1000ESD Preamplifier,
incorporating the most advanced Digital Signal Processing in high fidelity.

recordings for your car by raising soft passages above the road

Seven years ago, Sony engineers astonished the world

with the Compact Disc, the first giant step for digital high fidelity.

noise. And DSP expansion brings your analog sources closer to

Now, the Sony ES Series is pleased to introduce the second step:

digital standards.

bringing the digital technology of the Compact Disc to the rest

Bass and treble controls

of your system.

were never like this.

Sony's new TA-E1000ESD Preamplifier incorporates Digital

Signal Processing (DSP) to maintain the integrity of Compact Disc
sound from input to output. This incomparable circuitry not only
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quencies and four slope settings, you have a choice of over three

trillion
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curves. Which is more than enough boosting, peaking,
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shelving and tweaking to overcome acoustical deficiencies.
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If you don't like your
listening room, change it.

TAPE.

1

factory preset combinations of digital soundfield-plus-equalization ore at your disposalready to be adjusted for literally trillions of alternate settings.

handles digital sources in the digital domain, it even converts
analog sources to digital. So all your music can receive the full
DSP

tion. It's simple, effective, and free from the distortion, phase
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sistent. That's why Sony developed digital parametric equaliza-

shift, and noise of analog equalization. With any of

1~0M11.
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Conventional tone controls tend to be inaccurate and incon-

treatment, including digital expansion, digital compression,

Because listening rooms were never designed to contain the

Vienna Philharmonic, Sony's digital surround sound places you in

your choice of symphony hall, movie theater, stadium, studio or
small club. Unprecedented digital adjustments let you choose

digital parametric equalization, digital reverberation, digital delay,
i....

i

and digital surround sound encompassing ten digital soundfield

parameters. Now you can heighten sonic performance digitally,

obtaining optimum ambience and brilliance without enduring the
veil of conventional signal processing.

room depth, width, wall absorbancy, reflection times-even the

Unprecedented technology from the company
with a precedent for introducing it.
To

Don't settle for surround sound processors that simply give you a choice of concert halls. Sony
gives you o choice of seats within each hall.

row and number of your seat! You get acoustic environments so

detailed, so authentic, they have

create the TA-E1000ESD, Sony overcame formidable

obstacles in high-speed conversion and computation. Our research
produced two landmark integrated circuits. One Sony

IC

a

palpable presence. And for

Dolby Stereo' movies, our six -channel Dolby Pro Logic'M Surrounc
Sound projects a more vivid soundstage than most sound stages.

under-

Emu

h

takes equalization, compression, and expansion while the other
provides the most extensive reverberation, delay, and surround
sound processing ever.

For the

ultimate in surround sound processing of Dolby Stereo'. movies, the TA-E1000ESD
incorporates six -channel Dolby Pro logic" circuitry.

Direct the Dynamics.
Oh yes,

The numerical prowess of DSP puts you in full digital control

of dynamic range, with nine discrete steps of compression or
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preamplifier.

With all these digital attainments, you might forget that
the TA-E1000ESD is a preamplifier. But we didn't. We included five
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At last, you can take control of dynomic range. The TA-E1000ES0 offers both digital dynamic
expansion and compression.

low -noise audio inputs, three digital inputs, seven audio/video

inputs and

a

programmable remote control to let you run your

entire A/V system from a comfortable distance.
All of which leads to an inevitable conclusion. The company

expansion. So you can finally do a proper job of fitting live music

that wrote the book

within the limitations of analog cassettes. You can also optimize

new chapter.
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As singular an achievement as the new Digital Signal Pro-

output power in casual disregard of speaker loads that would

:essing Preamplifier undoubtedly is, it has a natural place among

cause

he singular components of Sony's ES Series. Since the inception

Tuner, whose Wave Optimized Digital Stereo Detector extracts the

)f

full benefit from today's improved

ES,

every model has challenged long -accepted compromises,

iefying the status quo.
Today's

ES

a

lesser amplifier distress. Then there's the ST-S130ES

FM broadcasts. And the

TC-K730ES Cassette Deck emphatically disproves the notion that

Series components are proud inheritors of this

analog recording is immune to substantial improvement.

radition of rebellion. Take, for example, the CDP-C8ESD Compact
)isc Changer. It embodies the Sony carousel mechanism that

is

Finally, contemplate the

ES

three-year limited parts and

labor warranty. (See your authorized

ES

dealer for details.) It's

iow the object of fevered imitation. Incorporating generous help-

ringing confirmation of the outstanding quality that brings per-

ngs of technology from Sony's reference standard CDP-R1, the

ceptive audiophiles to their nearest ES dealer.

:hanger is admirably

fit for audiophiles.

dealer and to receive a free White Paper on Sony

Consider the TA-N55ES Power Amplifier, which produces

1989 Sony Corporation of America. All Rights Reserved. Sony and The

locate that
DSP

technology,

call 201-930-7156 during East Coast business hours.
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THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"
leader in Digital Audio are trademarks

of Sony. Dolby, Dolby Pro

a

logic and Dolby Stereo are trademarks of Dolby laboratories Licensing Corp.

You can use two transports
with the 1000p processor

and control them together
or independently with the
remote transmitter.
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recording level for record/
play via digital and analog
inputs, using a CD player
as a source.

Motse vs. frequency,

Dtstort,on

measuring both. Some time ago, managed to obtain a DAT
equivalent of the CD -1 test disc and have used it in checking car DAT players. Because the Nakamichi 1000 is able to
record program material at 44.1 kHz through its digital
was able to measure the performance of this
inputs,
would a three -head tape
magnificent system much as
recorder. In other words, was able to record the contents
of my CD -1 test disc onto digital tape and, while doing so,
measure the playback of that tape using the tape monitoring
feature of the Nakamichi 1000. In addition, felt it necessary
to assess the performance of the system using its analog
inputs. For these tests, employed two types of program
source. First, played the CD -1 test disc on my reference
CD player and connected its analog outputs to the Nakamichi's analog input jacks. Then used the generator portion
of my Audio Precision test system as a source. In each
case, the 1000's tape monitor let me plot test results as the
tape was being recorded.
Now, recognize that when taped from my CD player,
was really reading the combined performance of the D/A
conversion system of my reference CD player plus the
performance of the ND conversion system in the Nakamichi
processor. My purpose in making these measurements,
however, was to show how much degradation the resulting
recording would contain if users were permanently restrained from making digital -to -digital recordings. As we
now know, the compromise reached between software and
hardware makers a few months ago will make it possible for
those of us who buy DAT recorders to make digital -to -digital
recordings.
To show the analog input performance of the Nakamichi
alone, ignoring the impact of any possible defects in the
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Fig. 4-Record/playback
THD + N vs. frequency at
0-dB level, for CD via
analog and digital inputs
(A) and fcr the test
generator via analog
input (B).
analog source signal, used the test generator in my Audio
Precision system to simulate an analog input source other
than CD. This enabled me to illustrate the difference in
quality between recordings made wholly in the digital domain and those made via the analog inputs.
Figure 1A shows the record/play frequency response of
the Nakamichi 1000 system, using the digital inputs to
record the contents of my CD -1 test disc, in the digital
I

99

For record/play via the
digital inputs, THD + N
was only 0.001%, which is
about as low as my test
system can measure.
domain, from the digital outputs of my reference CD player.
Response was down .7 0.27 dB at 20 kHz for both channels.
(Upper curve, for the right channel, was deliberately displaced for clarity.) By way of comparison, Fig. 1B shows the
response when the analog line outputs from my reference
CD player were connected to the analog inputs of the
Nakamichi DAT system. Response, while still relatively flat
across the audio spectrum, was now down a bit more than

0.5 dB at 20 kHz. A separate measurement at the output of
my reference CD player revealed that much of the difference (the added roll -off) could be attributed to the CD
player providing the signal.
Figure 10 was plotted using the signal generator of the
Audio Precision test system. Measurements were made in
much the same way as they would be for a three -head
analog tape deck. Since the sampling frequency was
48 kHz in this test, you will notice that response actually
extends very slightly beyond 20 kHz before the steep roll off, which is required to prevent aliasing, occurs.
measured the phase difference
Just for the record,
between the two channels, using the digital -to -digital interface (Fig. 2A) as well as the analog inputs (Fig. 2B). There is
virtually no difference between the two curves, though to be
precise, there is a bit of phase error (no more than a degree
or two) at 20 kHz when the test was made via the analog
inputs.
Figure 3A is a plot of THD + N versus recording level.
Values of THD + N are expressed in dB, relative to maximum level (0 dB). For levels of -20 dB and lower, THD + N
via the digital inputs measured about -100 dB or less, or
0.001%-about as low as my test system can measure. At
0 -dB levels, the analog output stages must have contributed
a slight amount of extra THD, so the reading increased to
about -98 dB, or 0.00125%. Compare these results with
those obtained when played the test disc via the analog
outputs of my CD player connected to the analog inputs of
the DAT recorder: Typically, the readings were about
-89 dB at 0 -dB level, or around 0.0035%.
Once again, must remind you that much of this added
distortion may well be coming from the CD player and not
from the record/play cycle of the DAT recorder. As proof of
this, and in order to illustrate the "brick wall" limitations of
overrecording in the digital domain, used the Audio Precision test generator to plot THD + N versus recording level
in Fig. 3B, from -10 dB to +6 dB. At 0 -dB recording level,
THD + N was 0.003%-less than when measured using the
CD -1 test disc as a source via the analog inputs to the DAT
recorder. But more significantly, notice what happens to
THD + N at about +0.6 dB: It rises steeply as the system
runs out of bits with which to describe the increased level.
Here is harder clipping than you've ever seen from an audio
amplifier! As professional users of digital recording equipment have learned, and as we amateurs will have to learn as
we make the transition, digital recorders are completely
unforgiving of any overrecording. One of the nice things
about being able to transfer program material in the digital to -digital mode is that you don't have to worry about level
setting; the "zeros" and "ones" of the original recording are
simply dubbed to the copy.
Figure 4 shows how THD + N varied with frequency for
recordings made at 0 -dB level when feeding digital to digital, taping CD via the analog inputs (Fig. 4A), and recording
from an external generator via the analog inputs (Fig. 4B).
The reading obtained for the digital -to -digital recording is
the lowest have ever measured for this test, whether for a
CD player or a DAT machine. As expected, THD + N was a
bit higher when the analog inputs were used, but it was still
so low at all audio frequencies as to be audibly insignificant.
I
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My biggest delight was
being able to monitor my

taped results. I should have
known Nakamichi would
figure out how to do that.
Measurements of S/N proved particularly interesting. With
the "silent" track of my CD -1 test tape recorded digitally and
played back by the Nakamichi 1000, obtained A -weighted
S/N figures of 113.4 dB for the left channel and 114.0 dB for
the right. When the "silent" recording was made via the
analog inputs -again combined with any noise delivered at
the analog outputs of the reference CD player -the readings dropped to 94.5 dB for the left channel and 93.6 dB for
the right. Spot measurements of EIAJ dynamic range yield
ed similar differences between digital -to -digital and analog to -digital tests. For the all -digital tests, EIAJ dynamic range
measured between 101.4 and 101.7 dB. When fed the test
signal from the analog outputs of my CD player to the DAT's
analog inputs, dynamic range decreased to between 87.1
and 89.1 dB. measured SMPTE-IM distortion cf 0.0029%
on both channels for digital -to -digital record/playback; using analog -to -digital record/playback, SMPTE IM increased
to 0.01%.
Some interesting data is revealed in Fig. 5, which shows
spectrum analysis plots of residual noise versus `requency.
In the lower plot, for playback of a digitally recorded test
tape, you can see that noise level hardly varied with frequency and was generally better than 120 dB below maximum recorded level. By contrast, a recording of the CD -1
test disc's "silent" track, with the digital outputs of a CD
player hooked into the Nakamichi's digital inputs, yielded a
noise characteristic which increased with frequency, reaching the -100 dB level at 20 kHz (top curve).
Figure 6 is a plot of separation versus frequency and was
actually plotted two ways: While making (and monitoring) a
digital -to -digital recording and while feeding signals into the
DAT machine from my CD player, using analog outputs and
inputs. was somewhat surprised to find that the results of
the two tests were identical. This suggests that any crosstalk
observed at the higher frequencies can be attributed either
to capacitive coupling within the output analog stages and
circuitry of the Nakamichi 1000 or, more likely, capacitive
coupling between the twin audio output cables connected
to my test equipment. In any case, separation at 1 kHz
measured more than 100 dB in both tests, decreasing to
around 78 dB at 16 kHz.
Deviation from perfect linearity in playback, using undithered signals from my CD -1 test disc recorded digitally onto
a DAT tape and played back by the Nakamichi 1000, is
shown in Fig. 7A. The results are as good as have ever
seen from a CD player. Bear in mind that, in this instance,
only the D/A conversion system of the Nakamichi 1000 is
being exercised, since the ND portion of the 1000p processor was not involved. repeated the test, this time using the
analog outputs of my CD player to feed the analog inputs of
the Nakamichi 1000 system (Fig. 7B). The resulting departure from perfect linearity should not be attributed solely to
the Nakamichi unit under test. Remember, the D/A converters of the CD player are involved, as are the ND converters
of the Nakamichi recorder.
Figure 8 shows how minimal the deviation from perfect
linearity was when low-level dithered signals were recorded,
in the digital -to -digital mode, from
70 to
100 dB. Having
already seen how great an influence the CD player's analog
outputs were when measuring deviation from linearity for the
I

higher level undithered signals, saw no point in repeating
the corresponding analog -to -digital test for these lower level
dithered signals.
The only other spot measurement made before turning to
more pleasurable DAT recording pursuits was to check
clock -frequency accuracy of the recorder/player by recording a 20 -kHz test tone using digital -to -digital transfer. Even
though this test was made entirely in the digital domain, it is
I

I

I

I
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If you want the definitive
DAT recorder and money
is no object, the one to buy
is the Nakamichi 1000.

possible that the minute error in clock accuracy observed (it
was -0.0159%) might be a combination of CD player
clock -frequency error and any error in the clock frequency
of the DAT recorder/player. In any event, an error of this
magnitude means that a 440 -Hz tone (middle A in a musical
scale) would be reproduced during playback at a frequency
know of no musician who can detect so
of 439.93 Hz.
insignificant a pitch change.
I

Use and Listening Tests
My biggest delight in making a few recordings with this
superb system was in being able to monitor the taped
results, as do with the reference Nakamichi 700ZXL analog
cassette deck that has served me so well over the years.
confess that when first started testing DAT recorders a
couple of years ago (when we thought they would be reaching these shores at any moment), one of my chief disappointments was that, as great as this new recording technology was, there was little hope we would be able to do
monitoring in the same way we had with three -head analog
open -reel and, later, compact analog cassette decks. The
rotating -head technology of the DAT format was primarily
borrowed from VCR des.gn, and no one had ever built a
VCR that permitted tape monitoring as recordings were
being made. It seemed to me that, given the digital recording system's intolerance for overrecording, monitoring
I

I

I

would be an especially useful feature for a consumer DAT
recorder. should have known that Nakamichi would figure
out a way to mount four heads in the rotating drum of their
DAT recorder system, and so they have.
The graphs and numbers speak for themselves. Everything was able to record while in all -too -temporary possession of this magnificent digital recording system sounded
great when played back on my reference system. My regret
was that the Nakamichi recorder/player is so big and heavy
that it was not practical for me to take it to a concert where
might have gotten permission to do some live instrumental
recording. As it was, was only able to transcribe a few of
my favorite CDs-using the digital -to -digital interface-onto
tapes now will be able to play in my car. (Yes, my car has
been equipped with a DAT player for more than a year now,
and no pothole or bump in the road has ever caused me to
miss a note of music!) Now that the DAT controversy has
been resolved to the satisfaction of both the record companies and the hardware makers, the latter can look to the
Nakamichi 1000 for inspiration as they gear up for second and third -generation DAT recorders that more of us will be
able to afford. Still, if you want the definitive DAT recorder
and money is no object, the one to buy is the Nakamichi
1000. This equipment definitely merits the "1000" model
designation Nakamichi has reserved for its very best efforts.
Leonard Feldman
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Whether you are building a car audio system
for corncetition or just want to get the most out of
the system Ln your everyday car, StreetWires' is a
must. Only StreetWires' gives you the performance, fit
and finish you need for a competition quality installation.
Only StreetWires' has -he unique advantage of in house prod-

uct research, innovative design and engineering. And only
StreetWires' guarantees superior material selection, 100% quality
control and "state of the art" manufacturing. StreetWires' is more than
just wires. StreetWires' provides you with all the innovative accessories
you need to create a system hat will interace better, perform better,
look better, and last longer. That's why virtually all competition show
cars and car audio manufacturers use StreetWires' in their demonstration vehicles. They know StreetWrress are the pest money can buy. Visit
your local StreetWires` dealer and make the "StreetWires' Connection"...
and let your system be the best it can be!
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: Analog, 10

-3 dB; digital,
-3 dB.

Hz to 100 kHz, +1,
10 Hz to 16 kHz, + 1,

THD: Less than 0.05%

at maximum

level, all channels.

Minimum Input Level: 300 mV rms.
Maximum Output Level: 3.5 V rms.
Input Impedance: 50 kilohms.
Output Impedance: 500 ohms.
S/N Ratio: 85 dBA, referred to maximum level at

1

kHz.

Power Requirements:

LEXICON CP-1
DIGITAL AUDIO
ENVIRONMENT
PROCESSOR

PERM 11010 EryypqN4[Ni PNOOl590N

120 V a.c.,

60 Hz.
17 in. W x 21/2 in. H x
(43.2 cm x 6.4 cm x

Dimensions:
121/2 in.

D

31.8 cm).

Weight: 11 lbs. (5 kg).
Price: $1,295.
Company Address: 100 Beaver

St.,

Waltham, Mass. 02154.
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The CP-1 incorporates the first completely digital Do'by
Lexicon is well known for its many recording -studio and
professional sound -reinforcement products. The CP-1 sur- Pro -Logic surround decoder. It is the only processor with
round processor is its first home high-fidelity product, how- automatic correction of azimuth and channel -balance erever, and an interesting one it is. Sophisticated processors rors, which are the most common problems in currently
from other manufacturers have programs that are based on available films. Lexicon has also included a "Stereo" logic
program for playing stereo music through a surround -sound
a series of acoustical measurements at specific performance sites. The CP-1, on the other hand, has programs speaker setup and "Mono" logic for expanding monaural
that are based on fundamental characteristics of good per- film soundtracks.
All of the preset programs discussed above have paramformance halls in general. Lexicon reviewed the work of
many people (Manfred Schroeder, A. H. Marshall, Michael eters that can be modified for storage in any of 12 user
Barron, and others) to aid in pinpointing the important fac- program positions; the CP-1 has a front -panel LCD display
for programs, parameters, and level changes. An input -level
tors that needed to be understood.
A rough summary of the conclusions from this analysis is meter helps you set maximum levels which are high enough
that the best halls generate large differences in sound for good processing without causing distortion. The main,
between the two ears of the concert -goer. Michael Barron side, rear, center. and subwoofer outputs have level -set
found that this characteristic was created by lateral, side- pots. The unit has a switch to get a phantom -center mode,
ways -moving reflected sound, and he defined it as "spatial in case a center speaker is not used. An unusual and
impression" (SI). Only the reflections moving from side to valuable feature of this Lexicon processor is that it can be
side produce SI; those from other directions actually muddy internally configured to match any of 12 speaker layouts in
the sound. The CP-1 is designed to increase SI from the the listener's home.
original recording or to generate a new acoustic environment. (Some readers might like to refer to "Early Lateral Control Layout
The Lexicon CP-1 has a relatively simple front panel with
Reflections in Some Modern Concert Halls," by Lothar Cremer, in the March 1989 issue of the Journal of the Acoustical easily read white designations. From the far left are three
pairs of mechanically interlocked pushbuttons: "Source"
Society of America.)
("I" and "II"), "Monitor" ('Source" and "Tape"), and "Tape"
In the CP-1's "Panorama" programs, SI is extracted from
the recording and processed to increase its effect; the ("Pre" and "Post"). "Pre" means the tape deck gets the
choices are "Normal," "Wide," and "Binaural." "Binaural," a signal unaltered, or pre-processing; "Post" applies processprogram unique to the CP-1, creates a realistic sound field ing to the tape output 'rom the CP-1, thereby including
from a source that was recorded for binaural headphone effects in what is being recorded. For such recording, the
listening. When a listener is in the correct spot, these pro- unit must be in its two -speaker configuration mode. (These
grams provide an almost ideal re-creation of the original
recording space. Digital processing is used to cancel the
crosstalk between the listener's ears from the different loudspeakers. The cancellation is high-order-much better than
the first -order approach used by some processors and
loudspeakers. With the CP-1's "Panorama" program, the
sound is effectively spread from the two front loudspeakers
in a wide arc in front of the listener. Adding speakers
increases the realism of the illusion.
The Lexicon's "Ambience" and "Reverb" programs, three
of each type, provide signals for driving widely spaced side
and rear speakers, directly exciting sideways sound and
heightening the impact over a large listening area. When
there are no side speakers, these programs can be set to
include a "Panorama" effect, to move the stereo image
outward, past the main speakers. The "Ambience" and
"Reverb" programs transform the listening room into a new
acoustic space, providing six choices of environment to
match the music and the listener's mood. Unlike some other
hall simulators, the Lexicon provides full stereo processing.
The "Ambience" programs generate side and rear reflection patterns like those of idealized rooms and concert halls.
The "Reverb" programs are similar, but they place more
emphasis on rich, dense reverberant decay than on early
reflections. Large, highly reverberant spaces are well simulated. Choices of "Small," "Medium," and "Large," for both
"Ambience" and "Reverb," provide considerable flexibility
in finding the desired hall depth, liveness, and realism to
match classical, popular, jazz, or rock music.
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The "Binaural" program in
the CP-1 creates realistic
sound fields, via speakers,
from recordings made for
binaural headphone use.
modes will be discussed later.) Next on the right is the
"Input Level" control, with a handy bar -type knob. Above is
the very useful horizontal input -level meter, with 11 green
LED segments and one red segment for each channel.
Input meters are essential for units with digital circuitry, to
ensure that the level is high enough for the best processing
but not so high as to cause overload.
To the right of the meters is the two-line alphanumeric
display. Each line can have up to 16 amber characters
announcing programs, parameters, levels, and other useful
information. When you turn on the CP-1, the software's
version number and copyright date, and then the speaker
configuration, are displayed for 2 S each. The last -used
program is then shown until changes are made. (Details of
what is displayed will be provided when the remote control
is discussed.) Further to the right are three square LEDs.
The first, which is green, goes on whenever a button is
pushed on the remote control. The red "System Mute" LED
is next, followed by the orange "Effect Mute" indicator. The
"Power" on/off switch is at the lower right end of the panel.
From right to left, on the back panel, are gold-plated
stereo pairs for "Inputs" ("I" and "II"), then the tape input
and output jacks. Further to the left are the jacks and trim
pots for the "Center," "Sub Woofer," "Main," "Side," and
"Rear" outputs. The trim -pot knobs are very small, but their
good knurling makes them easy to turn. Having convenient
trims on all the channels makes matching levels much
easier, and I'm glad Lexicon provided them. To the right of
the subwoofer jack is a "Center/Out, Phantom/In" pushbutton. This switch ensures that centered information, such as
dialog, is fed to the center output only if the channel is
operating with a speaker.
removed the top and side cover to get a look at the
internal construction. What at first appeared to be one high quality, chassis -size p.c. board was actually two boards.
They are separated by a front -to -back stiffening rail which
also provides mounting for the power transformer. This
transformer was barely hot after hours of operation with the
cover in place and the manual and some other papers on
top. All of the parts and adjustments are identified. could
pick out elements of the circuitry which demonstrated the
stereo processing capability. A Lexicon VLSI chip caught
my attention, as did the Zilog Z80 CPU. The label on the
socket -mounted Lexicon software chip showed that it was
Version 1.04. This is a very interesting and potentially important feature: If there is an update in the programs to improve
performance, a simple chip replacement is possible for all
owners. As mentioned earlier, the user can check the software version of his unit just by watching the display when he
turns the CP-1 on. A small touch, perhaps, but a good one.
A small board for the trim pots and associated circuitry is
well supported at the back panel. noted two fuses in clips
near the transformer. The combination of the center rail and
two side rails establishes good rigidity for the unit; it's even
better with the cover in place. Rack adaptors are available
for the CP-1. According to Lexicon, these are trays which go
almost all the way back to the rear of the unit. That's an
improvement on the usual mounting ears, which are only
acceptable for use in systems that aren't moved around
much. For use in a rack that's transported frequently (admitI

I

I
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tedly unlikely, for a home unit like this), I'd prefer to see the
unit anchored at the back as well, to minimize front -panel
stresses.
All program selections and parameter changes are made
with the remote control unit. The Lexicon controller is smaller
than those for some other surround units and is easily held
and actuated. Its 26 buttons are positioned in a logical
arrangement. From the emitting end are four columns of
buttons, in six rows, and then a final two -button row.
The first four rows are for programs and parameters. The
program buttons are in the first three columns, with "Panorama" in the first row, "Ambience" in the second, "Reverb" in
the third, and "Surround" in the fourth. "Panorama" provides
programs with enhanced lateral sound for either music or
films. It is effective even when using just two front loudspeakers. The choices are, from the left: "Normal," "Wide,"
and "Binaural." "Binaural" is a program specifically designed for loudspeaker reproduction of recordings made
with a dummy head. This program is unique, as far as
know, and would be very useful with such music.
The "Ambience" programs are "Small," "Medium," and
"Large" and simulate concert halls of different sizes, generating reflections of appropriate directionality, delay, and
spectral shape and sending them to side and rear speakers. "Ambience" has an adjustable liveness parameter. but
"Reverb" is preferable when you want long reverberation
times. "Reverb" has "Small," "Medium," and "Large" programs for simulating rooms of three sizes with the use of
side and rear channels. The "Surround" programs are
"Mono," "Stereo," and Dolby Pro -Logic, indicated by the
standard double -D symbol. "Mono" logic expands the music and effects on monaural films while leaving the dialog in
the front center. "Stereo" logic enhances music by bringing
in the surround speakers, and it allows adjustment of parameters that are fixed in the Dolby Pro -Logic program,
which provides the same decoding used in Dolby Stereo
theater systems and uses up to eight speakers.
The fourth column of the remote's program section has a
"Bank" button to switch between two program memory
banks (for 12 factory -preset programs and 12 user -modified
ones), a "Param" button to cycle through the adjustable
parameters, and a pair of buttons to adjust each parameter
up and down.
When "Bank" is pushed, it switches to the other set of
memories without changing program number, rather than
switching to whatever program was last used in that bank.
Because store my modified programs in the same memory
positions as the preset programs derived them from, find
that Lexicon's approach makes comparisons between preset and user versions easier.
Holding "Bank" in for a few seconds puts the CP-1 into
configuration mode. "LCD Contrast Adj" appears in the
display, and the parameter up/down buttons are used to set
the contrast to personal preference. Pushing "Param" while
the above words are still displayed will get the current
speaker configuration.
There are 12 such configurations, and a change to any
other one is a simple matter of pushing the up/down buttons. The choices are: Two main speakers; two main and
one center speaker; two main and one rear speaker; two
I

I

I

I
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'Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system. It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal into sound
and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your
stereo system will simply not sound like music.
The search for musicaly satisfying speakers, however, can lead to
some very expensive prcducts. And if you have already bought those
high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms. But if
you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from the time they
were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability utterly
amazed listeners.... bu.. what caused even more amazement was the
unprecedented low price.

Now you can settle for more.... without more expense. Visit your
authorized Paradigm dealer.... and listen.

The critics agree:

"... the Paradigm is

no more colored than speakers costing up to two or
three times its price, and gave a consisten_ly musical performance...
Conclusion: the Paradigm offers excellent performance..."
- Stervopi.le Magazine

"... natural, open and clea-...excellent depth... lots of hall sound... big.
expansive soundstage... we defined... a rare achievement for any
loudspeaker, but when the price is taken into account the Paradigm's
performance must be considered as nothirg short of remarkable."
- Sound & Vision Magazie
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music ... above all.
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Pure and simple?
Hardly the words you'd expect to describe what may well be one of the world's
most technically superior compact disc
players.
But while you may find the Elite PD 71
compact disc player's specifications impressive, we think you'll truly appreciate its
reason for being.

It's the one compact disc player designed
and dedicated to the true music lover. Clearly
when your only design criterion is musical
excellence, there's no place for compromise.
This single-minded devotion to the
music purist has yielded a number of refineinents in both construction and circuitry
of the PD 71. For example, it employs a true
18 -bit converter with linear envelope technology to provide the highest accuracy at even
the lowest signal levels.
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Significant advancements are also evident
in the new laser pickup on the PD71, induding a specially designed floating base for

cleaner reproduction. And shorter optical
paths to ensure a distortion -free signal.
Sonic purity is further enhanced by extensive anti -resonance construction and direct
wire connections hroughout the unit.
The PD71 also features defeatable display
circuitry full random play and full remote
control. Even the ergonomically designed

panel displays and controls are testimony
to elegant simplicity.
The Elite PD -71 compact disc player Now
nothing can come between you and your
music. That's the.pure and simple truth.
For your nearest Elite dealer, call
1-800-421-1404.
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The CP-1's Dolby Pro -Logic

surround decoder section,
totally digital and with
automatic correction, is
the first of its kind.
main and two rear speakers; two main and two side speakers; two main, one center, and one rear speaker; two main,
one center, and two side speakers; two main, one center,
and two rear speakers; two main, two side, and two rear
speakers; two main, one center, two side, and two rear
speakers; two main, one center, two side, and one rear
speaker, and two main, two side, and one rear speaker.
Whatever choice is made, the front -panel display shows
what the combination is-i.e., "Configuration: 11, 2FR 1CT
2SI 1 RE." The CP-1 automatically responds to whatever
configuration you select by changing its internal connections and processing to get the best results with both the
selected program and the actual speaker complement being used. It is very easy to make changes in the surround
system, adding speakers or moving them and reconfiguring
the system electronically by pushing buttons.
Modifiable parameters, primarily for the "Panorama,"
"Ambience," and "Reverb" programs, can be stored in the
user program bank. (All of the programs also have "Set
Program Name" and "Memorize Program" commands.) In
the following discussion of parameters and their possible
values, the factory-preset default values are shown in parentheses. In a "Panorama" program, the first push of
"Param" gets "Input Balance," which has ± 16 steps relative to center zero ("0"). Next are "Listener Position," with
254 steps ("127"), and then "Speaker Angle," with 12 values from 29° to 90° ("49"), which are set when calibrating
the "Panorama" program. "LF Width," with unit steps from
" 25" to " + 25" ("0"), controls the ratio between the low frequency information in the sum and difference channels;
this varies the sense of warmth and spaciousness in the
signal. "Rear Level" has unit steps from "0" to "32" ("16").
"Rear Rolloff" has 15 choices from 329 Hz to 14.1 kHz
("2.9 kHz"). "Rear Delay" has unit steps from 0 to 32 mS
("16"). Pushing "Param" until the display shows "Calibrate"
puts the CP-1 into "Panorama" calibration mode. (I'll say
more later about adjustments for best listening.)
The first "Ambience" parameter is "Room Shape," with
"Rectangle" the default and "Fan" the other choice. "Liveness" has steps from "0" to "6" (default is "4"). "Rolloff" has
15 choices, from 329 Hz to 14.1 kHz, with 5.9, 3.6, and
2.9 kHz the defaults for "Small," "Medium," and "Large,"
respectively. "Panorama Eff," used for image expansion
when side speakers are not used, has steps from "0" to
"32" ("28"). Next are "Listener Pos," with 254 steps ("127"),
and then "Speaker Angle," with 10 values from 33° to 91°
("51"). These two parameters are normally set to match the
results obtained in the "Panorama" program calibration.
Because of a difference in processing, the "Speaker Angle"
values of "Ambience" are not exactly the same as those for
"Panorama"-a minor discrepancy. The "Speech Detector"
is normally on to detect monaural speech, which makes
announcements with music programs sound much better; it
can be switched off, if desired.
The first adjustable parameter for "Reverb" programs is
"Mid RT," which stands for midrange (mid -frequency) reverberation time. Default values are 0.46, 0.92, and 2.16 S for
"Small," "Medium," and "Large," respectively. Each range
has 10 values, from 0.32 to 2.8, 0.64 to 5.6, and 1.28 to
11.2 S for "Small," "Medium," and "Large," respectively.

-
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"Bass RT" is the low -frequency reverberation time; its values are in terms of ratios to "Mid RT." The choices for all
three room sizes are "0.7," "Equals," and "1.25." The default values are "Equals" for "Small" and "1.25" for the other
two room sizes. "Treble" is the roll -off parameter, with a
range of 329 Hz to 14.1 kHz; defaults are 5.9, 4.2, and 3.6
kHz for "Small," "Medium," and "Large," respectively. "Panorama Eff" has unit steps from "0" to "32"; default is "0" with
side speakers and "28" without. "Listener Pos" and "Speaker Angle" are the same as for "Ambience" programs. "Pre delay," with 8-mS steps from "0" to "120 mS" ("0 mS"), delays
the start of reverberation, making the hall seem larger.
The only adjustable parameter for the "Surround" program's "Mono" setting is "Treble," which has a 2.3 -kHz
default and a range of 329 Hz to 14.1 kHz. The first two
parameters for "Stereo" are "Front Effect" and "Rear Effect," which both have defaults of "8" and a range of "0" to
"16." The settings determine the amount of signal steering,
with higher values for more steering. "Rear Rolloff" has a
default of 14.1 kHz and the standard range of 329 Hz to
14.1 kHz, plus an "Automatic" mode. In this mode, the rear
channels are rolled off above 7 kHz, until the logic steers a
sound effect to the rear channels, at which point the bandwidth opens up to beyond 15 kHz. "Bass Blend" takes low bass energy from the center and shifts it to the main left and
right speakers. The range is from "0" to "16" ("0").
The next "Stereo" parameter, "Auto Azimuth/Bal," is normally off, as it should be for music. When turned on for
movies, it will automatically adjust the level and time offset
of the two incoming channels, eliminating the need for an
input -balance control for Dolby -encoded material. "Rear
Delay" has a range of "0" to "32 mS" ("8 mS"), with 2-mS
steps. "Rear Noise Chip" is normally off, which is best for
music; it is turned on to get the special Dolby B NR used in
Dolby Surround. "Calibrate" is used to check and adjust
channel levels in multi -speaker systems and is not the same
mode as "Calibrate" in the "Panorama" program. (The "Surround" program "Calibrate" will be discussed later.) The
first Pro -Logic parameter is "Rear Delay," which has a range
of "16" to "32 mS" ("20 mS"). Other parameters for Pro Logic that are the same as "Stereo" are "Calibrate" and,
except for defaults, "Auto Azimuth/Bal" ("On") and "Bass
Blend" ("6").
Below the program and parameter sections on the remote
control are the two rows of level controls. The far -left column
has the "Effect" up and down buttons. Next are the "Balance" "F" (front) and "B" (back) buttons and the "R" (right)
and "L" (left) buttons. The "Volume" up and down buttons
are in the far -right column. A little arrow next to each level
button minimizes confusion. The display of effects levels
has figures from "1" to "63" for "Panorama" programs and
" 64" to " 00 dB" for other programs. The horizontal
bargraph-type display conveys the effective level immediately. Front/back and left/right balances are indicated with a
left/right shifting bar. "Volume," which controls all channel
levels simultaneously, goes from " 64" to " 00 dB." In the
remote's last row are buttons to mute the entire system or
the effects channels alone.
The front -panel LCD display always presents information
in an easily understood form. The current program selection

-
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To begin with, forget any comparison to - which bypasses all major controls except
ordinary passive line -stage controls. The active Gain-and provides a degree of resolution that
LS1 goes far beyond them-in musicality, in- - challenges the best preamps in the world.
technical innovation, in quality of manufacture. Its The LS: features Audio Research's own
pedigree, in other words, is pure Audio Research.
oxygen -free Litz wire in critical drcuit paths,
as well as audiophile -grade connectors selected
But far from being an expensive, limited -audience
$300
less
for their sonic purity. And' for audiophiles who
assault on an esoteric ideal, the LS1 costs
than our popularly priced SP9 Mark II preamplifier. own signal processors or who bi-wire, the LS1
And, it includes Audio Research's famous hybrid offers two main outputs
tube/solid-state drcuit technology, unstinting If you've forsaker vinyl records, if you collect
parts and manufacture, and service backed only rapes or digia1 source material, audition an
by 20 solid years of leadership in audio."is
LSl at your nearest Audio Research
dealer today. It may seem too good to
The IS1 offers owners the exceptional
convenience of seven inputs, including classic y ears be true, but we promise: the LS1 will
make a believer out of you.
the new Direct Gain Path,
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Judging spatial effects is
easiest from the listening
position, so the CP-1's
programs are selected and
varied from its remote.
Amplitude (dB) versus frequency
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continuously shown, except when parameters and parameter values are being changed. Non -program information is normally displayed for 5 S after the last instruction.
noted some items of good protocol while using the
remote. Parameters with on/off functions are turned on with
its "Param" up button and off with its down button. The last
parameter checked or changed can be shifted immediately
with a push of the up or down button, without pushing
"Param" first. The white labels on the remote control are
very easy to read against the black background.
is

'-.Y.-..

Measurements
Let me first point out that all measurements were made
after the listening and viewing. With the aid of the CP-1
service manual, was able to defeat the normal processing
so I could make instrument tests. The CP-1 was set, with the
input pot, for close to maximum level (red LEDs just off) for
an input of 316 mV. The main -channel response was down
0.09 dB at 20 Hz, 0.04 dB at 20 kHz, and 3 dB at 3.0 Hz and
140 kHz. The input voltage was increased to 1 V, and the
pot was turned down until the red LEDs just turned off. The
side -channel responses were then taken in "Surround" Pro Logic, at input voltages of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 V. The reference level (0 dB) in Fig. 1 was the output voltage at kHz
with the V input. The response at this maximum input level
has a high -frequency roll -off which is less significant than it
first appears. The test signal was a stepped sine wave, and
the test -signal level above 2 kHz was much higher than
spectral levels of music would be for the same frequencies
at the same overall input level. The responses at lower,
normal levels were close to 0 dB down at 20 Hz and less
than 3 dB down at 16 kHz, showing agreement with specifications. The subwoofer-channel response curve is shown in
Fig. 2. The roll -off above 100 Hz is at 12 dB per octave.
With the pot settings used for the listening tests, the S/N
ratio was 100.5 dBA for the main channels, relative to V in
and out. The S/N ratios (re: 1 V in and out) for the side and
rear channels, respectively, were 113.7 and 85.1 dBA for
the "Panorama" program's "Wide" setting, 85.3 and 95.8
dBA for the "Ambience" program's "Medium" setting, 89.6
and 90.7 dBA for the "Reverb" program's "Medium" setting,
and 82.2 and 80.6 dBA for the "Surround" program's "Stereo" setting. Overall, these figures are very good, to say the
least; with the specified 3.5-V reference level, all of these
figures would be 10.9 dBA higher. Figure 3 shows THD + N,
across the band, for the right main channel at 3 V output.
The results are typical for any of the channels, with very low
distortion over most of the band.
The input sensitivity was 270 mV for maximum acceptable
input level, with the input -level control at maximum, just
below red -LED turn -on. The level for input clipping above
the LED's turn -on varied with program selection. Waveform
distortion seemed to appear with "Panorama" just about
turn -on, but perhaps that was from level -sensitive processing. Input levels could be noticeably higher for other programs, but setting the control for prevention of red -LED turn on makes sense for all programs. The maximum input level,
with the control turned down, was greater than 31 V. With
red -LED turn -on as the 0 -dB reference, the green segments
turned on at
50,
43,
37,
32,
24, -19,
28,
I

Fig. 1-Frequency
response of side channel
at several input levels;
see text.
Amplitude (dB) versus frequency
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SPEAKER
OF THE HOUSE.
When they call the roll for the finest in bass the majority in
specialized speaker systems
your"house" will vote for kni Loud Speakers, inc.
Smooth, deep bass ... unparalleled dynamic
range and minimum distortion.

-

Quite simply...
The System Works.
Call today for

a

free brochure.

To order factory direct, contact:

kill Loudspeakers, inc.
588 McKnight
West Fork, Arkansas 72774
Phone: 1-800-637-5753

The processor is easily
configured for optimum
results with any of twelve
common speaker setups.

Use and Listening Tests
The reference processor for the listening and viewing
tests was the Yamaha DSP-1. A Yamaha AVC-50 amp was
used for switching among the various sources: A Yamaha
TX -900U AM/FM tuner, a Magnavox 1041 CD player, a
Sanyo VCR -7200 Beta VCR, an Akai VS -555U VHS VCR,
and a Yamaha LV-X1 videodisc player. For power amplification, used the second section of the AVC-50 for the main
stereo channels, a JBUUREI 6210 for the center channel,
and a Yamaha M-35 four -channel amp for the side and rear
channels.
The speakers were two JBL 4301s (main stereo), a
JBL 4408 (center), a self -powered Triad Design HSW-300
(subwoofer), and four Dynaco A -25s (surround). The Akai
VS -555U VCR was used as the stereo TV decoder.
connected a two -channel oscilloscope across the left and right
inputs and operated it in X/Y mode to show the existence or
lack of stereo and surround information on the incoming
signal. Figure 5 shows the arrangement of the system for
evaluating the CP-1. The processor's subwoofer output was
not used, as my subwoofer is designed to be connected
across the main speakers. Two listener positions are shown
because moved back and forth, depending on the program selected and the speaker configuration used.
The owner's manual provides much useful information in a
friendly page format with lucid text and well-done illustrations. Many pertinent comments throughout help the user to
operate the unit and to understand what happens. The
instructions on channel balancing and calibration of the
"Panorama" program are well written. The sections on
speaker setup and configuration and on programs and
parameters are particularly good-the manuals for too
many surround -sound units do not provide the detailed
guidance needed. A 16 -page section on theory and design
is a good tutorial on certain aspects of concert halls, the
design of the CP-1 programs, and how to get the most out of
them. Lexicon also supplies a handy, single -sheet reference
guide on stiff paper.
When setting up the CP-1, first adjusted the contrast of
its front -panel display for easiest viewing from my main
listening position. Then, moved around with the remote
control to check its range. Up close, commands were received up to ± 150° off axis horizontally and up to at least
±30° vertically. Control response was reliable out to ±45°
at 25 feet and to greater than 30 feet on axis.
tried
"Panorama" with just the center and front speakers (configuration 2) and was impressed by the spread possible in this
mode. The calibration process worked well, and found the
specific parameters for my listening area quite speedily. I
used the default "127" for the listener -position setting, but
preferred a speaker angle of 55° over the default "49." did
find that the best results in "Panorama" were secured with a
listening position closer to the main speakers than for the
other programs, particularly if the side speakers were off.
The "sweet spot" did require sitting in the exact center: It
was quite amazing to hear substantially nothing in the right
ear with the "Calibrate Left Only" signal.
During the majority of the listening, used two speaker
configurations: Two front, two rear, and one center, and with
two side speakers added.
checked all of the speaker
I

4-Output from
surround channel, in
"Reverb" program's
"Large" mode, for a 1-mS
burst (one cycle) of a
1 -kHz sine wave. Note the
smooth decay; see text.
Fig.

I

(Horizontal scale: 0.2 S/div.)

-15.4, -11.2,

- 7.3,

I

-

and
3.3 dB. The level range of the
meter is certainly wide, which is good, but smaller steps at
the top would be of some help. The red LED turned on with
a 1-mS, 5 -kHz tone burst at a continuous level 1 dB above
indicator turn -on. The LED indicating -19 dB turned off 245
mS after the signal stopped-a shorter decay time than a
peak -detecting meter should have. The Lexicon's meter will
detect very short peaks, so the user should respond to any
red flashing by reducing level. The output level for clipping
was at least 4.7 V.
Figure 4 shows the output from a surround channel in the
preset "Reverb" program's "Large" mode, with a single cycle, 1 -kHz burst. The smooth decay can be observed
over the 2-S sweep of the oscilloscope, which is very close
to the 2.16-S "Mid RT" default. The output polarity was the
same as the input in the main channels. The main -channel
output level was the same as the input level when the preset
"Reverb" program was in "Medium," with the input level set
for red -LED turn -on, the back -panel trim at maximum, and
the main volume control at -11 dB. This relationship varied
from program to program. The input impedance was
41 kilohms. The output impedance was 490 to 500 ohms for
the various channels.
The two sections of the input -level pot tracked within dB
from wide open down to -47 dB. The master volume
control's sections tracked within fractions of a dB for 55 dB.
Each of the level steps were within ± 0.03 dB of the indicated 1 dB. With a monaural input, left and right rear channels
were down 25 and 27.5 dB, respectively, in the "Surround"
program's "Stereo" mode and greater than 31 and 45 dB,
respectively, in Pro -Logic mode. The delay adjustment
range was from 0 to 32 mS. Each of the 2-mS steps was
accurate within ±0.2 mS. The residue of the 33 -kHz sampling frequency was down over 96 dB in the main outputs.
The spectrum of the calibration noise used for channel
balancing was centered at 800 Hz, with roll -offs at 400 Hz
and 1.6 kHz.
1
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Anyway you look at it, or listen to it.
Proton's 600 Series Stands Apart.
Sculpted for dramatic impact, and designed for
of use, Proton's 600 Series components fit
elegantly into any environment. Seldom used
controls are concealed, yet revealed at the touch
of a button. Cables, hidden by rear panel covers,
disappear into the pedestal of this sleek, freestanding unit..
And naturally, the sound is pure Proton. With
high performance technologies like Dynamic
Power on Demand (DPD), the new Schotz 11
tuner circuitry and the exclusive Aphex® Aural
Exciter," 600 Series components provide
absolute clarity and realistic reproduction for
incomparable listening pleasure.
ease

The series includes the AM -656 Integrated
Amplifier, the AT -670 Tuner, the AV-646 AM/FM
Receiver, the AI) -63() Auto Reverse Cassette
Deck, the AC -620 Compact Disc Player and the
matching AB -600 pedestal. Each component can
he controlled with 'the versatile AH -681 remote,
which also controls select Proton video products.
Proton's new 6(X) Series. A rewarding
investment for the discerning listener.
From every point of view.
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For a free brochure and the
Proton retailer nearest you,
call (800) 772-0172
In California, (800) 428-1006. ---Or write to 5630 Cerritos Ave.,
Cypress, CA. 90630.
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Exp

sive Car Stereo.

Introducing the Canton Mainframe system,
the most extraordinary amplifier in auto sound history.
The

Emitter -Follower Circuit
Design. This design-common
to home power amps-allows
minimal negative feedback, a
high level of thermal stability
and superior musicality.

Fast, Accurate Thermal

Mainframe System. With a Mainframe

Base Unit and plug-in Module Amplifiers anyone can
configure a sophisticated,actively-driven autosound system. Easily, quickly. Mainframe's unique modularity allows for limitless future expansion possibilities, with a minimum of installation fuss and muss.

CANfON1

Tracking. Each Module

Amp
cools down as soon as the music
does. An important plus in
cramped, hot car trunks.
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Triple Fuse Protection.
The Mainframe guards your
autosound system with fuses at
the battery, at each amp input

and electronically within each
amp.

Active Electronic
Crossovers. Mainframe

odq
in

I
Jt

Multiple Crossover

Modes. With each Module
Amp choose the crossover
characteristic you need for that
channel -midrange, woofer, sub woofer, full -range, tweeter, mid
+ high, mid/high or center channel (S 30 only).

Module Amps contain no
passive'circuitry to rob amplifier
power.

ground and on battery.

Monophonic and
30,Stereo Power

Two Base Unit Sizes, Un-

Amplifiers. The plug-in M 50

and S 30 Module Power Amps
are exceptionally compact.
Thanks to advanced SMD technology, they're packed with
variable active electronic
crossovers, fully regulated
power supplies and an audiophile sound quality that belies
their diminutive size.

limited Configurations.

The MF 3 accommodates three
Module Amps, the MF 5 five
Module Amps. Multiple Base
Units can be daisy -chained to

accommodate any number of
actively -driven speakers. Bi- or
tri-amplify. An unlimited variety
of configurations is possible.

e

Balanced Transformerless Output Topology.
This provides high immunity to
electrical vehicle noise, both on
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Exceptional Auto

und.

Mounting Points on

Sophisticated Electronic
Monitoring Circuits. Each

Ten

Module Amp monitors its operating temperature and current

you have the option of extra flex-

consumption, and intervenes to
prevent anomalous conditions.

-

Base Units. With this feature
ibility in installation p'acement.

cilg`ova

True Plug -In Modularity.
Module Amps snap f"rmly into
place, but are easily removed
when you need to mcke
changes. The only tool
required is your hand.

Ultra -Secure Speaker
Connections. PL 2 plug-in
speaker connectors eliminate
any chance of intermittent
amp/speaker connections.
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Mainframe Cable Posts
and Ties. For the neatest

Classic Canton Fit and
Finish. The Mainframe System

speaker cable layout possible.

features award -winning good
looks and construction quality
built to withstand years of
rugged use.

Adjustable Amp Level
Controls. Achieve precise

is

dards of performance, manufacture and appearance as our
critically acclaimed home and
automotive loudspeakers.

o

4-t_ I_

The sophisticated straightforwardness of the Mainframe System makes complex installations
easy.

The Canton Mainframe System
built to the same exacting stan-

dynamic command of each
driver, for perfect level
balancing.

Compatibility with All

Simplified Installation.

..

Canton Automotive Speaker
Systems are available in a
variety of preconfigured sets to
match any budget, and as individual drivers for unique custom
applications.
See our dealer list on page 20
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

Future Canton Modules.

You'll be assured of perfect fit
and function, whether it's the
M 50 or the new S 30 Stereo
Module Amp.

audition the Canton Mainframe System and Automotive
Speakers, visit your nearest
To

Canton dealer today.
Canton North America, Inc.
915 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415-1245
Telephone 612/333-1150
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Unlike many other units,
the CP-1 can provide very
satisfying sound fields with
only two speakers.

LEXICON CP-t
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5-Listening setup
used in evaluating the
Lexicon CP-1. Two
listener positions
were used; see text.
Fig.
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levels by using the calibration mode of "Surround" Pro Logic. It was very easy to trim the levels with the back-panel
trim pots as the shaped -noise signal stepped from speaker
to speaker. Then ran through all of the programs to review
the effects of varying the parameters. changed a number
of values and stored all of the modified programs in the user
memories.
I

I

Television
The first source tried was television, with Tour of Duty,
the CBS series, received in mono on the channel used.
"Surround" in "Mono" was the only acceptable program,
made better with some reduction in effects level. Dialog
centering was good, without any of the spread or diffusion
that occurs with systems lacking center speakers. The results were similar on Dance with a Stranger, a movie on the
Arts & Entertainment channel featuring Miranda Richardson
and Rupert Everett. In both of these cases, effects were well
handled, and found some benefit in adding some voice I

I

I

presence EO.
Fine Romance (ABC), 48 Hours (CBS), and Different
World (NBC) all showed stereo on applause and effects but
with all the dialog monaural and right in the center. preferred "Panorama" in "Normal" and "Wide" when was in
the close listening position and "Surround" in "Stereo" and
Dolby Pro -Logic when sitting in the regular position. The
oscilloscope monitor showed that some television programs
which turned on the stereo TV's detector had no stereo
information, real or synthesized.
I

I

Videocassettes and Videodiscs
The videocassette of Bull Durham, the Orion film with
Kevin Costner and Susan Sarandon, had a more pointed
dialog sound with "Stereo," but Pro -Logic delivered a better
voice quality and a superior sound quality overall. The
steering of off -screen sound was very good, and the impor118

EFFCTS

tance of the center speaker for dialog was demonstrated
again and again. The videodisc of MCA Home Video's
'batteries not included, with Hume Cronyn and Jessica
Tandy, was very satisfying with Dolby Pro -Logic. This program was definitely the best, with a combination of stable
dialog centering and good spread of the effects, particularly
when the little spaceships were zipping around. This movie
had good changes in voice presence to go with the action in
each scene.
Runaway Train, an MGM/UA Home Video videodisc with
Jon Voight, Eric Roberts, and Rebecca DeMornay, was very
good with both speaker configurations mentioned above.
Many effects were very well positioned: The crowd during
the boxing match, the panning of the sound of the passing
train, the fast change in scene and sound localization whén
the runaway train hits the caboose, and the creative positioning of music. Yelling, off screen and to the left at the
start of the movie, was well localized. Occasional effects
actually seemed too far right or left with either speaker
setup. The distraction was very minor and very much outweighed by all the evidence of good steering. Pro -Logic
was the preferred program, but "Stereo" was more exciting
with some scenes, including a few with the runaway locomotive. The subwoofer helped to give a solid bottom to the
sound.
Star Trek IV, a Paramount Pictures videodisc with William
Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, and DeForest Kelley, also benefited from the subwoofer. The whale rescue had good surround, as did a number of other scenes. "Stereo" was the
better mode for this movie; Pro -Logic seemed to be more
echoey. More and more, came to the conclusion that the
excessive liveness was a property of the soundtrack on the
disc. Then tried a Pioneer laser videodisc of Carole King,
One to One. The amount of good surround information
varied from track to track. The user versions of "Ambience"
in "Small" and of "Surround" in "Stereo" gave the best
I

I
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The CP-1 is the first unit
I've reviewed that creates
both good hall illusions
for music and well -steered
movie surround and dialog.
results overall, but for some of the tracks,
"Panorama" in "Wide" better.

I

liked the preset

have heard the BeaLx Arts Trio almost every year over a
period of 30 years, have very definite ideas on what they
and the hall should sound like. For a different piano style, to
say the least, listened to The Joint Is Jumpin', with Fats
Waller (Bluebird 6288-2-RB). Preset "Panorama" in "Normal" and "Ambience" in "Small" were pretty good, but user
"Surround" in "Stereo" was the best for this CD, which had
very little stereo information on any track. was surprised by
the amount of the improvement, considering the age of the
original source material.
Air Supply's Love & Other Bruises (Columbia CK-35047)
was a good match for "Panorama" in "Wide," both the
preset and user programs. Infrequently, the spread was
almost too wide with these programs. "Surround" in "Stereo" and Dolby Pro -Logic weren't as good as the "Panorama" programs overall, but they had a larger good -listening
area. Preset "Panorama" in "Normal" and "Wide" were both
good choices for the "Italian Concerto Presto" track of Don
Dorsey's Bachbusters (Telarc CD -80123). They weren't
pleasurable earlier, however, and overall, liked user "Ambience" in "Small" for most of the tracks. The Police's
Synchronicity (A&M CD -3735) was very ggod with both
preset and user "Panorama" in "Normal" and "Wide," as
long as stayed right in the center. "Ambience" in "Small"
was the best choice for a larger listening area.
as

I
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Compact Discs

I

The first CD tried was Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante,
K. 364, with lona Brown and the Academy of St. Martin -in the -Fields (Argo 4 1 61 3-2-ZH). The user "Ambience" in
"Small" or "Medium" gave me the best illusion of the hall
sound wanted. "Ambience" in "Large" was not good, but
"Reverb" in "Small" and "Panorama" in "Normal" were
possibilities that others might prefer. High-level trumpet
notes showed some obvious modulation distortion in The
Extraordinary Roger Voisin: The Baroque Trumpet, with the
Kapp Sinfonietta (MCA Classics MCAD2-9807). The improvement over regular stereo was still very obvious with the
preset "Panorama" in "Normal" and "Ambience" in "Medium." "Ambience" in "Small" was the best of my user I

1

I

I

modified programs.
Debussy's La Mer, with Slatkin and the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra (Telarc CD -80071), was particularly appealing
during the early, quiet parts with "Panorama" in "Normal." In
later parts, favored the illusion generated with "Ambience"
in "Large" or with "Reverb" in "Medium." For Tchaikovsky's
Capriccio Italien, performed by Kunzel and the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra (Telarc CD -80041), it was a toss-up
between "Panorama" in "Normal" and "Ambience" in
"Large." "Reverb" in "Medium" provided a fairly good illu- Conclusion
A great deal of pleasurable listening was obtained with
sion, but "Reverb" in "Large" was unacceptable-more so
in the user version. The Music of Waldteufel, with Kunzel the smooth surround sound from the Lexicon CP-1. did not
and the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra (MMG MCD-10025), was detect any limitations would ascribe to the 33 -kHz sammuch the best with "Panorama" in "Normal." A few spots pling rate or the related 16 -kHz roll -off in the surround
with the bass drum were particularly realistic with this pro- channels. The "Panorama" programs are different from
gram. "Ambience" in "Small" was good for its tone color, those available from stored -measurement -type processors
and the other "Ambience" programs were also satisfactory such as my Yamaha DSP-1 reference unit. The "Panorama"
programs can provide a class of very satisfying sound
choices.
The Fauré Requiem, with Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony fields-even with just two speakers-that are not even posOrchestra and Chorus (Telarc CD -80135), had a lovely, sible with other processors. The ease with which the internal
operation of the CP-1 can be changed to match any of 12
detailed sound quality with "Panorama" in "Normal," but
preferred the more large-church sound of "Ambience" in speaker configurations is unique and could be a very impor"Medium" and all the "Reverb" programs. In the "Sanctus" tant feature for some users. The CP-1 is the first unit have
and "Agnus Dei" sections in particular, felt "Reverb" in reviewed that provides good performance -hall illusions with
"Large" was best of all, with "Medium" my second choice. music and also delivers well -steered surround sound and
"Reverb" in "Small" was rated just below "Ambience" in properly localized dialog with movies. (I should note that
"Medium." Mozart's Opera Arias, with Te Kanawa, Davis, did not evaluate the Yamaha DSP-1 or DSP.-3000 with the
and the London Symphony Orchestra (Philips 411148-2PH), DSR-100 Pro decoder for Dolby Pro -Logic.)
The CP-1 almost always delivered a nice -sounding illusounded better with the preset programs than it did with my
envisioned before
versions. "Ambience" in "Small" and "Panorama" in "Nor- sion, even if it wasn't exactly what
mal" were the best, according to my ears, and "Ambience" selection. From one choice to another, the sound character
in "Medium" and "Panorama" in "Wide" were the only othdid not usually change as noticeably as it did with the DSPers liked for some pieces. found it interesting that also 1. However, other listeners, using different parameter setpreferred the same basic programs for much of uccini's tings, might not agree. Whatever high-performance surTosca, with Milanov, Bjoerling, Warren, Leinsdorf, and the round processor is evaluated by the potential buyer, the
Rome Opera House Orchestra and Chorus (RCA 4514-2- demonstration arrangement should correlate.to the particuRG). With the opera, however, the user versions created lar design of the unit. The Lexicon CP-1 performs best with
better illusions for most of the scenes, and "Ambience" in side loudspeakers, but it can be set up for operation in a
home listening space that might not accept this conf igura"Small" was the best overall.
Beethoven's Piano Trio No. 11, with the Beaux Arts Trio tion. Its limitations are minor, and its price is quite reason(Philips 420231-2PH), immediately seemed to be a good able for its features and performance quality. For music and
match for "Ambience" in "Medium," with the preset pro- movies, the Lexicon CP-1 is worthy of comparison to any
gram the better one. This was very satisfying listening, and other units currently on the market. Howard A. Roberson
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 20

Power Requirements:

kHz, ±0.3 dB.
S/N: 115 dB.

Dimensions:

100 dB (EIAJ).
kHz, 0 dB.
Separation: 115 dB at

THD: 0.0015%

Channel

at

1

Wow and Flutter: ± 0.001% weighted peak (EIAJ).
2.0 V into 50 kilohms
for unbalanced (fixed and variable)
and balanced outputs.
Digital Output: Coaxial (SPDF), 0.5
V peak to peak; optical (EIAJ), -18
dBm, 660 nm.
Headphone Output Level: 28 mW
into 32 ohms.

Output Level:

_
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CD w
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s"

x 415/16 in.
(47.5 cm x 12.5 cm

1811/16 in. W

143/4 in. D

x 37.5 cm).

1

kHz.

sou

x

H

Dynamic Range:

120 V a.c.,

50/60 Hz, 22 watts.

Weight: 37.4 lbs. (17 kg).
Price: $2,000, including remote.
Company Address: Sony Dr.,

Park

Ridge, N.J. 07656.
For literature, circle No. 92

Number of Programmable Se-
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A few months ago, Sony introduced a no -holds -barred
CD player that represented the very best digital technology
they had been able to come up with. The R-1 CD player was
delivered as a two-piece component and carried a suggested retail price of $8,000! Needless to say, a CD player at
that price was not expected to be a runaway best seller. It
was designed and produced more as a reference unit
against which other CD players could be compared.
Now Sony has come up with a CD player at one -quarter
that cost. Amazingly, the CDP-X7ESD not only incorporates
much of the advanced technology found in the R-1 but is
loaded with many of the convenience features Sony has

120

invented over the past year or two. Custom File lets you
maintain your personal program bank for up to 227 CDs, so
you can listen to those selections you like best on a disc, in
any order you prefer. Up to 20 tracks can be selected for
each disc you "file" in this data bank. You can even select
points within a track-regardless of whether or not the disc
has index divisions-at which to begin playback.
"Program Custom Editing" provides automatic editing of
selections according to available tape length. Should you
have to cut a selection at its midpoint when recording it onto
tape, you can designate the time of the selection in advance, and the player will gently fade the recording level
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989

POWER AMPLIFIER DESIGN...
byjeff Rowland

'designs. This `editing' of the circuit ensures that the
integrity of the musical signal is maintained. A single, direct coupled gain stage, located close to the
input terminal, comprises the entire gain block in
each Jeff Rowland Design Group amplifier.

.

t

"The goal of Jeff Rowland Design
Group is to design and manufacture the finest, most
musical sounding audio produCts by incorporating
innovative yet simple solid state circuit topologies.

t

A design should not depend upon
'textbook' technology but rather should bring origi-

.

nal thinking to the entire range of available options,.
Since the late 1970s, the tl'rust of.My research has
been to determine the'ability of any device or.
topology to recognize increasingly finer degrees
musical information.

1,,1).

Musical signals appear at the input
of an amplifier -as a changing vciltage, Bothvacuum
tubesand field effect iesistors (FETs) are voltage
sensing devices; ,therefore both have inherent
advantages at 'the 'input gain stage of an amplifier:
But only FETs are transCónductance (voltage
rent -out) devices, and:thus have the idealtransfer
function at the.criticalTow-level input section of a
solid state design. Bi-polar transistors are current
operated devices andáre thus better suited for use
.in the output stage of an amplifier..hfeel that this:'=
synergy of different solid mate technologies (FETs
and bi-polars) produces the most musical results.

-

-

parts:( capacitors, resistors, wire, Materials andconriéctors)is vital to an
amplifier's musical accuracy. I
"make every effort to minimize the use of these..
(imperfect) passive parts
1

SPEPLFICATIÓNS: in my.

..

Ótitp:it power

..a

Hi to

HMS continuous, 2 ohms
3')0)

70 -volts per microsecond'

THIS trtd"Noise.'

Less.íhait .(í259o; 1 tHz,;8. ohin, 20 watts
Less than .03.54; 1 kHz.; 8.dhmá; 60 watts

Greater.rLa; iÓ0120 Hz to 20 kHz, 8 ohrns
'Greater than 85,-100 kHz, 8 ohms

c&n

22 amps. peak;
t uods55 amps peak, 0.1 ohm, 20 ms c,-1 kHz

_Óutl)ut Current

: lnput Imkdañcé :, "Selectab e
.

ComrornMcxlé

0k, 20k;,3k.óhms

Greater ttrah 90

d13

.

°

'Rejection Ratio:. ;
.

.

kHz. --3

Slew 3ate

o

.

Bridgtt Mono

"Oittpat PoWer

.'

120 watts INS continuous, 4 ohms.
.215 -Watts

".;Í)amqinl¿'Fáctor

-

-

60 waits'EMS:córninuous, 8 ohms
a

. Power Bandwidth
f.

..

'

,t.tjt,Critical selection:"of all component

°MDEL

.

'

.

,

A plug-in module contains key circuitry and could be considered.the `heart' of Jeff
Rowland Design Group products. This circuitry is
.encapsulated in a thermally -conductive epoxy,
providing optimum temperature and mechanical
stability..I.orig term reliability and_easy prodúct
date -are. thereby ensured:,.
dur amplifiers incorporate
Differential. ModeTm-technologyr This technology,
clevelopedby Jeff RowlandDesign Group, offers
several advantages:over traditional balanced operation. Orie important benefit ishigh common -mode
rejection over a wide bandwidth: Significant types
of noise and distortion are reduced in nOt only the
amplifier hut-interconnect cables as well. Differential
Mod&'!" also allows the customer to select an opti.mum a plifier input impedance, -Which permits the
.use of-diverse associated equipment and cables:
Jeff Rowland Design Group circuit
1).1=1,
topologies utilize no negative feedback. Rather than
listing the many benefits of a low or no feedback
design, .1 will just say that my goal was to find a
topology which permitted stability and simplicity.
Our products.have proven reliable in many varied
and dei2landing applications around the world and
ire backed with a-5 year transferable warranty.
1=1).1,t
t t Jeff RowlandDesign Group equipment has always been recognized for its impeccable
workmanship and.technical innovation. More
importantly, it continues to be described by reviewers and-custoiñers as being -simply musical.".

:=
á`

240:watts RIu:S cool nuous, 8 ohms
360 watts 1,1/S coot nuous, 4 ohms
500watts IRIM]S corn nuous, 2 ohms

To audition any Jeff Rowland Design Group
amplifier or preamplifier, contact one of

our authorized representatives. '
:These dealers and distributors are among the most
knowledgeable in.
the world.
'

The D/A converters in the
CDP-X7ESD are as good as,
or better than, those of
any stand-alone converter
I have yet measured.

2.

Fig. 1-Frequency

response; right -channel
curve has been slightly
displaced for clarity.

Inlerehannel Phasr (deg.) versus Freyuency (Rz). Sony CDP-X7ESD
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Seeolruw Analysis of Residual Ho1se
-120.0

(dB)

versus Freyueney

Sony CDP-X7ESD

-120
1

-170.0

(11z):

,

130

.

-140.0

-130.04

;

4

...

..

-160.0.20

3-Residual noise vs.
frequency for "silent"
Fig.

track of CD -1 test disc.
In this and subsequent
figures, left channel is
solid curve and right
channel is dashed.
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about 5 S before :he end of the designated time and then
pause automatically. "Shuffle Play," which first appeared on
a Sony CD player a few years ago, is also available on this
unit, as is direct track selection using the multi -function
remote control supplied with the unit. There are, of course,
the usual assortment of repeat modes as well.
For all the convenience features found on the CDPX7ESD, the performance of this outstanding unit impressed
me even more. Among the technological design innovations
that distinguish this player from others is Sony's Digital Sync
System, which helps provide highly accurate, jitterless playback. Dual, 18 -bit, linear D/A converters are used, along
with an eight -times oversampling, 45 -bit, noise -shaping digital filter.
The Digital Sync System synchronizes the signal -processing IC just ahead of the D/A converter with the master clock
that controls the converter circuit. This reduces time -based
error (jitter) in the decoding of the signal, for more faithful
D/A conversion and accurate phase relationships.
Thanks to eight -times oversampling, the audio signal is
well separated from noise modulation components, which
are now all the way out at 352.8 kHz. As a result, a very
gentle analog low-pass filter can be used after the D/A
converter, for improved group -delay characteristics. The
45 -bit digital filter and noise -shaping system used in the
CDP-X7ESD asswe extremely good signal resolution, particularly at low frequencies.

2ék -160

Control Layout
Despite its sophisticated design, the Sony CDP-X7ESD
has a relatively simple front panel. The usual power on/off
switch, headphone jack, and line/headphone level control
are at the left end of the panel, near the CD tray. Below the
tray is a display area that can be turned on and off by
means of a nearby button above the tray's "Open/Close"
button. When activated, the display shows a variety of data
besides the usual track, index, and time. Included are
displays for repeat mode, custom index data, Custom File
data, and the familiar track "calendar." Major operating
controls are grouped at the right end of the panel and
include buttons for stop, pause, play, audible fast forward
and reverse, and track advance and reverse. A button
labelled "Output Selector" (analog or digital) is augmented
by LEDs that show which output is active.
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IJ Your Best

Friend Breaks Them,

WII Repair Or Repla(eThem.

things: outstanding sound and extraordinary durability.

And that's something to think about the next time
you're in the market fora pair ofphones. After all, it'd

But nobody's perfect. That's why Koss is pleased to pre-

be a shame

sent something literally unheard of in the audio business.
Introducing the industry's first lifetime warranty.
From now on, if any pair of Koss Stereophones should ever
fail for any reason, we'll repair or replace them. No
questions asked. From the smallest portable model right

up a good friendship.

Koss Stereophones have become world- renowned for two

up through Koss' infrared Kordlesstm systems.

fora broken pair of stereophones to break

For more information and the name

of your nearest

dealer, call toll free: 1-800-USA-KOSS. Or write: Koss

Stereophones, 4129 North Port

Washington Road, Milwaukee,
WI 53212.

Ross'No-Questions-Asked limited lifetime Warranty.
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

®KOSS"
stereophones

How, I wondered, could any
component deliver Sony's
claimed 115 dB S/N? To
my surprise, it measured
about 3 dB better!
TND

Nose

(dB) versus Aptylilude
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The rear panel of the CDP-X7ESD is equipped with fixed
and variable unbalanced line output jacks as well as balanced XLR-type output connectors. Coaxial and optical
digital output terminals are also included. The digital outputs can be used with separate, stand-alone D/A converters
or with some of the newer preamplifiers and integrated
amplifiers that have direct digital input facilities. Frankly,
after measuring the performance of the CDP-X7ESD and
listening to it, can't imagine why anyone would want to use
a separate D/A converter; the D/A conversion provided by
this Sony Compact Disc player is as good as, if not better
than, the conversion of any stand-alone converter
have
measured to date.
Most of the convenience features described earlier are
accessible only via the wireless remote control, which has
20 numbered keys for easier direct access of tracks or
index points. If a given disc has more than 20 tracks, simply
press the ">20" button, which then allows you to input dual digit numbers.
I

signal level for 1 -kHz
test frequency.
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Measurements
Figure
shows the frequency response of the CDPX7ESD CD player from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. The left -channel
output was flat to within better than 0.1 dB out to 20 kHz; the
right channel was off by no more than -0.18 dB at that
frequency. (The right -channel trace is slightly displaced for
the sake of clarity: this displacement does not imply any
1

Fig.

5-THD

+

N

vs.

frequency for signal level
of 0 dB.

measurable channel imbalance.)
Interchannel phase difference is shown in Fig. 2. To make
have adopted a new display
this plot more readable,
format for this test, showing frequency on a linear, rather
than logarithmic, scale and eliminating the duplicate frequency response curve which used to be superimposed on
the phase curve. Although the frequency scale extends
down to 5 Hz, only the portion from 2 kHz up is significant.
For this Sony player, expanded the vertical scale so that it
extends only from -4° to +4° (instead of my usual ±900).
This is because the maximum phase difference between the
channels of the CDP-X7ESD was an unbelievably low 1.8°,
even at 20 kHz!
used the "silent" track of my CD -1 test disc to measure
the S/N ratio of this player's analog section. Frankly, expected the player to fall short of the published S/N specification of 115 dB. How could any audio component deliver
that low an S/N ratio, referred to 2.0 V output? If it met spec,
that would mean a noise output of only 0.0000035 V, or
3.5 µV. Imagine my amazement when measured an S/N
ratio of 118.2 dB for the left channel and 117.6 dB for the
right!
An unweighted spectrum analyzer sweep of the residual
noise at the analog outputs of the player (Fig. 3) confirmed
my spot S/N readings. Even in the third -octave band, in the
vicinity of 20 kHz, the noise reading was more than 120 dB
below the output reference level.
Figure 4 is a plot of THD + N, expressed in dB, as a
function of output level. This test was conducted using a kHz signal and all readings are referred to maximum recorded level (0 dB). While there is a very slight tendency for THD
to increase near maximum output levels (probably due to
the characteristics of the final analog output stages), even at
I

I

I

I

I

Fig. 6-Interchannel
separation was virtually
identical in either
direction (left to right or
right to left).
124
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ONLY ONE COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEM CAN COMPETE WITH GLENMONITOR BLOCKHEADS

... GLENMONITOR CUBITS
At times, the competition is extremely tough. Fortunately for us, GlenMonitor is the only competition.
After all, if it weren't for our Cubits, our Blockheads Nould be the only compact speaker system worth listening to.
The power and precision of our Blockheads and Cubits allows them to compete with the best large scale home
speaker systems. And with their unique design and finishes they are also the only contenders for the hest looking speakers.
Because at GlenMonitor we want our speakers to look as great as tl-ey sound-don't you?

while other companies are busy shouting about how good they are why don't you hear how good a compact
speaker system can sound. Hear GlenMonitor Cubits and Blockheads, and start listening for the whisper
between the shouts. For more information about Glen Monitor's Cubits, Blockheads and their complete home line,
And in Canada contact GEM-SEN (416) 660-3110.
contact Glens' onitor USA (518) 393-5077.
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It was once rare for a CD
player to handle 0.7 -mm
data gaps on a disc; the
Sony only mistracked when
the gaps reached 1.5 mm!
Sony CDP_y7ESD

Deviation from Perfect Linearity, 9nditM,.ed Signals;
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Fig. 7-Deviation from
perfect linearity for an
undithered, 1 -kHz signal;
see text.
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maximum output level, THD + N was in excess of 92 dB for
the right channel and was 94 dB for the left. That 94 -dB
reading corresponds to a THD + N percentage of 0.002%,
which almost precisely matches the -kHz readings for THD
+ N as a function of test frequency (Fig. 5): 0.0018% for the
left channel and 0.0019% for the right. Even lower THD + N
figures were obtained at lower test frequencies. At higher
frequencies, though the curve does bulge upward at 10
kHz, my THD + N readings at that frequency and at 20 kHz
were about the lowest have ever measured for any CD
player: 0.0036% and 0.0015%, respectively. I measured
SMPTE-IM distortion at maximum output and obtained readings of 0.0036% for the left channel and 0.0035% for the
right.
Stereo separation (Fig. 6) also exceeded published
specifications by a wide margin. At 1 kHz, channel separation measured 126.5 dB in either direction (left to right or
right to left). At 16 kHz, where most other players exhibit a
fair amount of crosstalk, this player's separation still measured between 107 and 108 dB! Of course, no one really
requires 120 dB or more in the real world of typical listening
rooms. Even 30 or 40 dB would provide most listeners with a
more than adequate stereo soundstage.
The next measurements
made, however, were of extreme significance and served to differentiate this player
from much of the competition. As shown in Fig. 7, using
undithered test signals from maximum recorded level to
-90 dB, linearity was by far the best have ever measured.
At -90 dB, where even the best D/A converter systems are
off by at least a couple of decibels, this remarkable unit's
deviation from perfect linearity was a negligible 0.2 dB.
Using dithered signals for an evaluation of ultra low-level
linearity, maximum deviation from perfect linearity was no
more than 0.3 to 0.4 dB at -100 dB (Fig. 8).
As I might have expected by now, the fade -to -noise test
produced equally impressive results. Notice, in Fig. 9, how
even at levels below -100 dB, as the noise begins to
dominate the graph, the trace is still perfectly centered on
the 0 -dB axis. From this test, was also able to determine
that this unit's dynamic range (measured in accordance
with the EIA Standard which is soon to be approved)
reached the theoretical maximum of just under 115 dB!
Sony's published specification for dynamic range, measured in accordance with a different standard suggested by
the EIAJ specifications, is 100 dB. Using that method,
could only come up with a reading of 98.3 and 98.2 dB for
the left and right channels, respectively.
To complete my study of the Sony's linearity, used the
special monotonicity test track of my CD -1 test disc. This
track has recorded square waves repeated at levels from
the least significant bit (LSB) to a level 10 bits higher. In a
perfect player, each step will be equal in amplitude, in both
polarities, and each step will increase positively (or negatively), with no regressive or partially regressive steps in the
"staircase." The steps shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 10
come as close to that definition of perfect monotonicity as
any have ever seen.
pretty well knew in advance what to expect from 'scope
photos of a 1 -kHz square -wave test signal (Fig. 11) and a
unit -pulse signal (Fig. 12) reproduced from test discs. How -
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front panel contains all the controls and displays needed for effective day-to-day use.
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The rear panel contains additional controls and connections, including the Soft Clipping switch,

speaker impedance selector, gold-plated phono-in jacks, heavy-duty binding-post speaker
terminals, and preamp-out/main-in jumpers for system expansion.

Lately you have been hearing a lot about our take it -to -the -limit Monitor Series components. We ask
you to consider now a new member of the NAD
Classic Series: The 7225PE Receiver. It is compact,
shockingly powerful, and entirely affordable..
Simply put, a "25 watt" receiver is not expected
to perform and sound like the 7225PE. Experienced
listeners, in blind tests against receivers rated at
twice and three times the power, have been moved
to such comments as: "More open;' "more dynamic;'
"richer sound" It was not news to us.
To obtain a glimpse into the reasons for this,
ask your dealer to take the 7225PE off the shelf. Pick
it up yourself. You will realize at once that you are
holding a very substantial component. As you would
expect from NAD, every ounce is there to enhance
listening and ease of use.
For example, NAD's renowned Power Envelope
amplifier design uses a two -stage "smart" power

supply that provides higher power for musical
peaks. Up to 85 watts of clean dynamic power. And
our Soft Clipping'M circuit (which is defeatable)
prevents harsh distortion when the demands of the
music exceed most other amplifiers' limits.
In short, the 7225PE is a prime example of
NAD's "no -compromises" design philosophy. And,
we think, a product destined to become a standard

in its class. The

ultimate judgment, however, should

be made by listening. We invite you to do so at one
of our carefully selected dealers. You may be
surprised at what you hear.
Call us at (617) 762-0202 for your nearest

dealer, or send the coupon for detailed product
literature, to: NAD(USAI, Inc., 575 University Avenue,

Norwood, Massachusetts 02062.

NAD
For the music, pure and simple.

Please send 7225PE Receiver information and
dealer locations to:
Name

Address
City
Zip

State
A

-1t

a,1988 NAD

'NC 5.
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The sound quality delivered
by this Sony CD player was
absolutely beyond criticism,
regardless of the program
material I chose.

a.

Fig 10-Mcnotonizity
test; see tent.

' :SON'Y';
;ICCO PLAYER

0

ever, just for the record, went through these tests anyway.
Both 'scope photos depict reproduction of these signals
that is virtually as perfect as the CD format can deliver.
Before disconnecting the player from my lab bench,
played my newest CD "defects" disc-the one that taxes
the ability of a player to track out -of -spec digital pit tracks
and disc sections where missing data occur in increasing
lengths. There was a time when it was rare for a CD player
to handle data gaps exceeding 0.7 mm in length. This Sony
player only began to mistrack-and slightly, at that-when
data gaps reached 1.5 mm in length!
I

I

Fic. 11-Reproduction of
1 -kHz square wave.

a

Use and Listening Tests
As with other Sony CD players I've tested recently, the
CDP-X7ESD's access time to any track or index point is so
fast it was difficult to time it accurately with a stopwatch. The
sound quality this player delivers is absolutely beyond criticism, whether the program material is a solo vocalist, a jazz
or chamber music ensemble, or a full symphony orchestra.
For auditioning the CDP-X7ESD, used a wide assortment of
these types of program material. Among the newer Compact Discs played were recordings of three Beethoven
piano sonatas (Telarc CD -80185), jazz selections by Turk
Murphy and his band (Bainbridge BCD501), and Mahler's
monumental "Das Lied von der Erde" (Denon C072592).
When listen to an important Mahler work on a CD player
such as this, can't help but think that this musical giant
would have been pleased to know how magnificent his
works would sound, more than half a century later, on such
superb equipment.
Leonard Feldman
I

I

I

I

Fig.
128

12-Single-pulse test.
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RX-1130 RECEIVER
125 watts per channel into 8 ohms from 20-20,000

Hz at no more than 0.015

TH D

Low impedance drive capability provides 360 watts
per channel into 2 ohms dynamic power

Additional amplifier section for two rear channels
with rear channel level control
Five digital Surround Sound modes (Dolby*
Natural, Hall, Simulated Stereo, Live)
Computer Servo Lock tuning

MM/MC Phono Selector
Banana plug compatible speaker connection

terminals
24 -segment signal quality meter

Continuously variable loudness control

Learning -capable multi -function remote control
Eight audio inputs, three video inputs
Four audio outputs, three video outputs
S -VHS compatible

Separate front and rear pre -main coupling

terminals
Eight -mode R EC OUT selector
Continuously variable delay time control
CD Direct switch

Motor-driven volume control with LED indicator
Sleep timer
Center defeat bass/mid-range/treble tone controls
16 -station random access preset tuning with multi status memory
Absolute Linear Amplification (ALA) circuitry
Preset indicators with preset number and station
frequency

Front panel headphone jack
Tone bypass switch

High -gain AM loop antenna
Manual or auto IF Mode selector (wide or narrow)

Auto search tuning
Manual up/down tuning

Ifany of these features compromised its sound, this is the first thing we'd remove: YAMAHA®
e 1989.

Yamaha Electronics Corp.. USA. Fur the dealer nearest pm. call 1-800.662.6800. Dolby. Surround is

n

registered trademark of Dolby laboraorries.

EQUIPMENT PROFILE.

Manufacturer's Specifications
Dimensions:
Power Output: 50 watts continuous
7 in. H (48.3
average per channel, both channels
operating into 2, 4, or 8 ohms.
Power Bandwidth: 17 Hz to 100
kHz.

Distortion:

CLASSIC AUDIO
CA260
DUAL MONO
AMPLIFIER

lii

Less than 1.0% THD at
any power level to 50 watts per
channel, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, both
channels operating; typically 0.1%
or less, diminishing with output.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ± 0.25 dB.
S/N: 90 dB referenced to rated output;
A -weighted, greater than 100 dB.
Input Impedance: 100 kilohms.
Input Sensitivity: 0.75 V.
Power Requirements: 120 V, 50/
60 Hz, 4 amperes.
Power Consumption: 200 watts at
zero signal output (idle); 400 watts at
full rated output.

Company Address: 238 Liberty
Ave., New Rochelle, N.Y. 10805.
For literature, circle No. 93

\ili\\\\\rr1:_

Dual

130

Front panel, 19 in. W x
cm x 17.8 cm); chassis, 17 in. W x 61/2 in. H x 16 in. D
(43.2 cm x 16.5 cm x 40.6 cm);
depth, including handles, 179/16 in.
(44.9 cm).
Weight: 56 lbs. (25.5 kg).
Price: $1,665; factory direct, $1,299.

Moo Tube

Amplifier
CA
Limited Edition
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What would you think of a tube amplifier that you could
buy on approval? Classic Audio is so confident you will like
their amp, they are offering it on a free 10 -day home trial. If
you decide you don't want the amp, you can return it. Such
a deal! Classic Audio is a relatively new company run by
George Kaye, the engineer who designed the products for
the now -defunct New York Audio Labs.
Looking at the CA260, you find a reasonable package for
two independent 50 -watt tube amplifiers. Construction is of
moderately heavy -gauge steel and consists of a main bottom chassis piece, a top and side cover, and a front panel.
With the top and side cover screwed on, the package has
good mechanical integrity ánd probably would be okay to
rack mount.
The front panel's only control is an illuminated rocker
power switch. Within the amplifier are two circuit boards and
two pairs of transformers, power and output, for each channel. On the rear panel are two a.c. line fuses, a common a.c.
power cord, two gold-plated RCA signal input jacks, and a
four -screw terminal strip for each channel's speaker connections. Impedance taps for 2-, 4-, and 8 -ohm loads are
provided. There is no provision for matching a 16 -ohm load
in stereo operation, and this reflects current thinking among
some tube amplifier designers that 16 -ohm matching is not
relevant or needed with today's speakers. A 16 -ohm match
can be accomplished in the mono mode of operation.
A handy feature of this design is that the amplifier boards
are easily removable for service. This could save a lot in
shipping costs, should a problem develop.
On the two p.c. boards are all the parts needed for the
amplifier circuit-except, of course, the power and output
transformers. The most tubelike of these parts are the tubes
themselves, a dual -triode driver (12BH7 or 12AU7) and two
6550 output tubes.
The CA260 reviewed was a "basic" unit, with two optional extras available at $100 each. The first is the inclusion of
polypropylene coupling and bypass capacitors; the second
option is a pair of toroidal booster transformers that, in
conjunction with the existing power transformers. raise the
high voltage to achieve a higher power output of some 70
watts or so.
I

Circuit Description
George Kaye has created an interesting hybrid here. The
circuit starts out with a pair of N -channel junction FETs,
connected in a common -source differential amplifier as a
first stage. A third N -channel junction FET serves as a
constant -current source for the input differential amp and is
tied to a regulated -5 V source. A balance pot is connected between the sources of the input FETs, with its center tap
going to the drain of the current -source device. Adjustment
of the source resistor in this current -source circuit allows the
operating point of the composite stage to be changed; this
is one adjustment for distortion in the circuit. The drains of
the FETs are connected to the cathodes of the driver tubes
through resistors of fairly high value, on the order of 100
kilohms or more. Additionally, the FET drains are direct but
cross -coupled to the driver -tube grids. From each driver tube cathode, a parallel RC network is connected to ground.
The capacitance is on the order of hundreds of microfarads,
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989
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bypassed by 0.1-1.1,F film units, and the resistance is 15
kilohms. Most of the tube plate current goes to ground
through the 15-kilohm resistors. The amount of current going through the FETs is on the order of 100 µA or less. The
plates of the driver stage have their load resistors fed from
separate hybrid voltage regulators! (I've never seen this
before.) One plate -load resistor is fixed and the other is
variable, thus permitting an a.c. balance function at this
point in the circuit.
The driver plates are also capacitor -coupled to the output
tubes' control grids through the usual small (about kilohm)
grid -stopper resistors. Incidentally, the term "grid stopper"
comes from the use of such resistors to stop parasitic high frequency oscillations in output stages. This output stage is
operated with fixed bias, a method whereby the output
tubes' grid -leak resistors are returned to a negative supply
voltage and the output tubes' cathodes are connected to
ground, either directly or through small -value resistors (for
measuring plate current by the voltage drop across them).
In the other common kind of output -stage biasing, called
cathode or self -bias, the cathodes are returned to ground
through separate resistcrs or share a common resistor to
ground. The grid -leak resistors are also returned to ground.
The nature of tubes is to be normally on, meaning that they
conduct most heavily when there is no potential difference
between control grid and cathode. (Junction FETs are also
like this, so most tube topologies will work for junction FETs
too.) If you have the control grids at ground and some
appropriate resistance is placed between cathode and
ground, the current flaw through the cathode resistor
causes a voltage crop, creating a negative grid -to -cathode
voltage or a negative bias for the tube. This reduces the
tube's conduction below its zero -bias value.
There is a difference between the way fixed -bias and
cathode -bias output stages behave in regard to bias voltage constancy versus power output. In cathode bias, as the
plate current increases from its idle value in the usual Class AB operation, the voltage drop across the cathode resistance increases, thereby increasing the negative grid bias
and tending to cut the tubes off (sliding bias, if you will). The
net result is that the bias voltage for the output stage is not
constant but increases for full output, and the available
power is less than with fixed bias. In the CA260, each output
tube grid -leak or return resistor goes to a separate bias pot,
1
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You can feed a signal
to both inputs and connect
the outputs in series into
one load-try that with
most solid-state amps!

50 WATTS
10 WATTS

50 WATTS

---------

10 WATTS

--_
ii

yf,

Fig.

1-THD +

N

vs.

frequency at several
power levels, for 8 -ohm
load on 8 -ohm output
taps. Solid curves are for

1

1

WATT

WATT

left channel, dashed
curves are for right.

thus allowing adjustment of each tube's current-a common
arrangement in fixed -bias tube amps.
In his literature. George Kaye says that "the output circuit
is derived from the famous McIntosh output circuit and
output transformer with the tertiary feedback cathode winding." From what can see, the output circuit and transformer
of the CA260 are of a simpler type, used in some of Mclntosh's integrated amplifiers. They are not as complex as the
output circuit and transformer used in such McIntosh power
amplifiers as the MC40 and MC275. Those McIntosh tube
power amplifiers of yesteryear had output stages that operated with equal loads in their plate and cathode circuits,
thereby requiring tremendous drive voltage to the output
stage. This voltage was achieved by bootstrapping the
plate -load resistors for the driver stage from appropriate
points in the output stage. Further, the output tubes were
operated as true pentodes, with a special winding to drive
the screen grids in order to keep the screen -to -cathode
voltage constant (a good definition of pentode operation).
Since the plate, cathode, and screen circuits all had about
the same amount of a.c. swing-and, consequently, the
same number of turns in the output transformer-these
transformers could be and were made with all these wires
wound together. This gave tremendous coupling quality to
the transformer, with resulting low leakage inductance and
interwinding capacitance. In fact, McIntosh amps were operated virtually Class B. remember that you could put your
hands on the output tubes and not get burned. Don't try this
on any other tube amp!
Anyway, on to the output circuit actually used in the
CA260. The tube cathodes are tied to a grounded centertapped winding on the output transformer. This connection
provides some local output -stage feedback, said to be on
I

I
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the order of 10 dB. The output tubes' plates are connected
to a winding which has a center tap connected to an
unregulated +475 V supply. There are no screen taps on
this winding; the screen grids are tied together and connected to a regulated +350 V supply.
"Aha," you say, "pentode operation of the output tubes!"
Not quite. Pentode operation, by definition, requires constant screen -to -cathode voltage. In this circuit, the screen
voltages don't move with respect to ground, but the cathode
voltages do. In effect, the moving cathodes cause negative
feedback in the control -grid circuit and the screen circuit by
making the relative screen -to -cathode voltage increase or
decrease in phase with the plate -to -cathode voltage. (This
is what happens in normal "ultralinear" operation, where the
screen grids move in phase with the plates, but by a lesser
amount, and the cathodes are at ground and not moving.)
There are two more windings on the output transformer.
One of these, the output to the speaker connections, is
floating-i.e., not connected to ground. This would allow the
user to drive both inputs of the amp in parallel and to
connect the outputs in series to a single load. Try that with a
half- or full -bridge solid-state design! The last winding on
the output transformer is used for the negative feedback
which encompasses the whole circuit. One end of this
winding is grounded, and the other feeds a resistor that
goes back to the inverting input of the input differential amp.
A shunt resistor to ground at the inverting input sets the
overall gain in concert with the series feedback resistor.
The CA260's power supply has some out-of -the -ordinary
features right in the primary circuit of its transformer. First,
the power switch works on both sides of the a.c. line.
Second-and more significant-a solid-state surge limiter,
in series with the primary winding, limits in -rush current at
turn -on. This device's resistance is relatively high when cold
and then becomes much lower, almost negligible, when
warmed up first by the draw from the tube filament and
then by the plate -current draw of the amplifier. This surge
limiter will undoubtedly increase the life of the CA260's

power -supply components. Another solid-state device, a
metal oxide varisto' (MOV) placed across the primary winding, helps to limit the effect of transient line spikes entering
the power supply.
The power transformer has two secondary windings, one
for high voltage and the other for tube filaments. The high voltage winding feeds a two -diode, full -wave voltage doubler terminated in two banks of photoflash capacitors connected in series. Each bank consists of four 800-µF, 330-V
capacitors in parallel; the composite high -voltage filter capacitance for the two banks in series is 1,600 µF. That's a lot
of energy storage in a small volume. This unregulated high
voltage, +475 V, directly feeds the center tap of the output
transformer. Additionally, this supply feeds a solid-state
regulator that provides +350 V to the output -stage screen
grids and to the inputs of two more high -voltage regulators
that feed the plate resistors in the driver -tube stage.
The first regulator for the screen supply consists of two
regulators in cascade or series. First, a zener-followed pre regulator, using two Darlington -connected NPN transistors,
stabilizes the d.c. voltage at something between 475 V and
the final output of 350 V-I'd guess about 360 to 370 V. As
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989
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CALIFORNIA 92675 (714) 661-7558
Outside CA (800) 582-7777 FAX (714) 240-4995

Canadian Distributor: Aralex Acoustics ltd., 33W. 8th Ave.
Vancouver, B.C. VSY 1548, (íO41 873-4475
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Distortion vs. power was
about the same on both
the 8- and 4 -ohm taps. This
is not always the case with
other tube amps.

SMPTE IM
THD + N

/

with its positive supply connected to 350 V and its negative
supply connected to the bottom (ground) end of two zener
diodes in series from the +350 V supply. The resistance to
ground that provides the zener current is split into two
separate resistors in series, to share heat dissipation. The
midpoint of the upper zeners, which are probably 15-V
units, is connected to the positive input of both sections of
the dual op -amp and provides a reference voltage of about
335 V for the two regulators. Two N -channel junction FETs
act as source followers, with their drains connected to 350
V. The output of the op -amps drives the gates. Finally, the
sources are the outputs of these regulators and are also fed
back to the negative inputs of the op -amps to form the
negative -feedback regulating loops.
A little philosophical point here: Could the seeming advantage of using separate regulators to feed the plate resistors be a disadvantage sonically? What mean by this is, if
the regulators' "solid-state sound" signatures got into the
output stage, those signatures might not be cancelled by
the output circuit's push-pull action, because the signatures
of two separate regulators are not identical. On the other
hand, the sonic signatures of a single regulator feeding both
plate-load resistors would be cancelled in the output -stage
transformer.
The last little detail of the power supply concerns the tube
heater supply. This is quite conventional, with about 6.3 V
a.c. being applied to the tube heaters from the low voltage
winding of the power transformer. One side of this winding
is grounded, and a half -wave rectifier (along with a filter
capacitor and a three -terminal regulator) creates the -5 V
supply that is the current source for the J-FET input stage of
the amp.
I

Fig. 2-SMPTE IM and
THD + N vs. power
output for 8 -ohm loads on
8 -ohm taps. THD + N is
for 1 -kHz test signal, with

measured from 400 Hz to
80 kHz. Solid curves are
for left channel, dashed
curves are for right.

distortion products

Measurements

Fig. 3-Response to
10 -watt, 1 -kHz sine wave.

Distortion products
shown are for left channel
(top) and right channel
(bottom).

The instruction manual that comes with the CA260 is
pretty good and contains a rather detailed section on maintenance. To adjust the amplifier for best performance, the
manual suggests adjusting the individual output -tube bias
pots-along with the first -stage current -source and driver
plate -load adjustment pots-for minimum distortion, using a
1 -kHz test frequency. This implies that the static
plate currents for each output tube may be different when such a
procedure is completed. The result would be some amount
of unbalanced d.c. in the primary of the output transformer.
The effect of unbalanced d.c. is to push the flux in the core
off center so that saturation occurs sooner in one half -cycle
than in the other. This makes low -frequency distortion and
SMPTE-IM distortion increase. When received this amp for
review, connected it into my system and measured the
output tubes' idling currents after a suitable warm-up time.
was surprised to find that the plate currents were quite
low-around 20 tc 30 mA per tube. also noticed that all the
trim pots in the amp had their adjustments sealed, presumably at the factory. I decided to just listen and measure, with
no trim pot tweaking.
In the lab, after testing the amp, the individual output -tube
plate currents were measured and found to be 29.2 and
24.2 mA for the two tubes of the left channel and 22.9 and
20.9 mA for the two right -channel tubes.
Figure shows THD + N as a function of frequency and
I

I

I

I

the final part of this two -stage circuit, a three -terminal regulator is floated up with a voltage divider between its output
and return terminals and ground to provide the final regulated output of 350 V.
For the 335 V for the driver -tube plates, another kind of
regulator circuit is used. A dual bi-FET op -amp is powered
134
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Let Aragon save you from Digital Hell.
The D2A will Convert you.
An Interview with Anthony Federici, President of Mondial Designs Ltd.

I'Y

Q. What is "Digital Hell"?
A. There are three forms of digital hell. 1) Having to spend thousands of dollars to
get the highest technology CD player. 2) Discovering there has been another
major improvement in digital two months after purchasing a CD player. 3)
Trying to decide what to do, while the recording industry is trying to decide
what to do with DAT.

does the Aragon D2A save you from all this?
the least expensive CD player using the same digital converter, over sampling and filtering chips is over $4,000. The D2A is even superior because
of Theta Digital's reclocking circuitry, which reclocks the digital bit stream to
better than one nanosecond accuracy. Second. to protect you from the rapid
advancements in digital. the D2A uses a separate circuit board for the digital
portion and the 1C's are inserted with plug in modules. Therefore, no matter
The least expen; hey`
what advancements or changes occur in digital. the D2A can be easily
sive CD player
upgraded to new technology. In other words it's a convertible converter.
using the same
t
9r
Third, the D2A will also convert, with the same quality and accuracy, CD's,
digital convertor,
DAT's or the audio portion of satellite transmissions or video discs. CD players
oversampling and
with digital bit stream outputs are available for under S300.
filtering chips is
over S4,000.
Q. What do you have to pay to get all this?
to
We
are
struggling
A. At present, you can be saved from digital hell for 8995.
maintain the price in the future, but cannot guarantee it.

Q. How
A. First,
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a.

A.

Since the D2A has Theta Digital designed circuitry, IC's found
only in over $4,000 CD players and it's only $995 you must have
skimped on the analog portion?

Oh ye of little faith. When it comes to Aragon quality, We don't compromise.
Knowledgeable audio reviewers, from around the world, have deemed
Aragon components the biggest bargain in high end audio.

a. O.K. prove to me you didn't compromise?
A.

No matter what

advancements or
changes occur in
digital, the D2A
can be easily upgraded to new
technology.

power supply is in a separate chassis to eliminate
magnetic radiation and noise. It mates with the main chassis via a swiss made
connector with gold plated contacts. Only fully rectified and filtered D.C. voltage enters the main chassis. 11 separately regulated D.C. power supplies are
employed, giving completely separate supplies and dual mono operation to
the DAC's and the analog section. The unique analog section employs no op amp IC's. It is Cully discrete and class A. This analog section actually utilizes
Aragon phono circuit topology. The result is exceptionally musical with wide
dynamic range and very low noise. The sonic integrity of the analog section
is then maintained by encasing the digital circuit board in a zinc chromated
metal shield to prevent RF1 radiation. The input and output connectors are
chassis mount gold plated. from Tiffany. The D2A accepts any combination of
three digital bit stream sources, two coaxial inputs and one optical fiber input.
In addition, it has a digital tape output and the absolute phase can be inverted from the listening position via remote switch. The D2A is manufactured
by a U.S. medical and military contractor to one of the most stringent standards in the world. We then take a component which sonically belongs in
the world's finest audio systems and machine a 3/8 inch aluminum faceplate
so that visually and aesthetically it also belongs in the world's finest systems.
O.K. try this litany. The AC

The unique analog

section employs
no op -amp IC's.
It's fully discreate
and class A.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502
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Square -wave performance
was similar on all taps,
which is a testament
to the output transformer's
coupling quality.

Table I-Hum

and noise, with inputs terminated by a
1-kilohm resistance.

Wideband

Left
Right

105 µV
158 p.V

400 Hz to
20 kHz
46 µV
43 p.V

A -Weighted
43 µV
42 µV

IHF S/N
97.5 dB
97.5 dB

power output for both channels, with 8 -ohm loads on the 8 ohm taps. As power levels increase, the right channel has
more distortion than the left-due mostly to its lower idling
current. Figure 2 shows 1 -kHz THD + N, along with SMPTEIM distortion, for 8 -ohm loading on the 8 -ohm taps. Studying
these curves and, more informatively, looking at the harmonic and IM residues as a function of power, concluded
that the dominant ronlinearity is of the type caused by low
gain at the origin, or underbiasing.
measured distortion versus power, for 8- and 4 -ohm
loads, on their respective matching taps. I found the distortion to be about the same for each-not always the case in
other tube power amps. Shown in Fig. 3 is the harmonic
distortion residue for 10 watts output at 1 kHz for the two
channels. The top distortion trace, at 0.15%, is for the left
channel; the other, at 0.37%, is for the right. Neither residue
waveform is very simple or low order.
To see how distortion might vary as a function of mismatching, measured 1 -kHz THD + N at 30 watts output for
a 4 -ohm load on the 2-, 4-, and 8 -ohm taps. The results were
0.38%, 0.35%, and 0.96%, respectively, for the left channel
and 0.2%, 0.55%, and 1.25% for the right. Next, measured
the maximum -kHz power at visual onset of clipping for the
same loading conditions and found these power levels to be
40, 53, and 55 watts for each channel. With this amp, there
is considerable latitude for mismatching, but best performance is likely when using the tap closest to the rated
nominal impedance of your speaker.
Since the Classic Audio CA260 has such low overall
feedback, its voltage gain will vary with how it is adjustednot radically, but somewhat.
obtained readings that
showed 25.8 and 25.5 dB of gain for the left and right
channels, respectively. IHF sensitivities were 145 mV for the
left channel and 150 mV for the right.
Next,
looked at crosstalk between channels. "What?"
you ask, "How can there be crosstalk in a dual mono
design?" Well, there is a tiny bit at high frequencies. With
8 -ohm loading on the 8 -ohm taps, the undriven input terminated in kilohm, and a reference drive level of 10 V rms,
crosstalk in the righ:-to-left direction was essentially down in
the noise. In the left -to -right direction, however, crosstalk
rose above the noise by about 3 dB at 5 kHz, increasing to
10 dB above the noise at 20 kHz.
Hum and noise measurements appear in Table for various bandwidths and for the left and right channels. Inputs
were terminated in 1 kilohm.
Since the CA260's output impedance was initially found to
be rather high, decided to measure it by comparing open circuit to loaded -output voltages and then computing the
output impedance from this information. For once, even
though the output impedance is high, it is essentially constant over the whole audio frequency range. Output impedance is roughly half the tap impedance, thereby resulting in
a damping factor of about 2. Output impedances and
damping factors are shown in Table II for the 2-, 4-, and 8 ohm taps.
Frequency response, measured with 8 -ohm loading on
the 8 -ohm taps, is plotted in Fig. 4 for both channels. Figure
5 shows square -wave performance of the CA260 at its
8 -ohm taps. Results were similar on the other taps with
I

I

Table II-Damping factors

and output impedances.
Damping factor is essentially flat from 20 Hz to 10 kHz
and is slightly lower at 20 kHz.

Output Impedance,

Damping

Factor

Ohms

Tap

Left

Right

8 Ohms

3.4

3.8

Left
2.4

4 Ohms
2 Ohms

1.8

1.9
1.0

2.2
2.2

0.9

Right
2.1
2.1

2.0

I

I

1

I

Fig. 4-Frequency
response at 1 watt output,
for 8 -ohm load on 8 -ohm
taps.

I

1

I

.
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Fig. 5-Response to
square wave. Top trace is
10 kHz with 8 -ohm
resistive load on 8 -ohm
taps. Middle trace is
10 kHz with 2-µF
capacitance across 8 -ohm
load. Bottom trace is
136

40 Hz with 8 -ohm load.

Scales: Vertical, 5 V/div.;
horizontal, 20 µS/div. (top
and middle) and 5 mS/div.
(bottom).
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At last.
A new listening experience.
Ohm speakers provide a
fully -balanced, 3 -dimensional
stereo image no matter where
you sit or stand in the room.

reproduction everywhere.
Speakers you can afford.
Speakers you'll love.
Speakers the critics love too.
Here's what
they have to

Speakers that deliver
exceptional overall sound

say:

"This speaker is sonicly invisible at
most times, and only a rare few times
was I able to distinguish the output of
a speaker as opposed to the music files
as a whole...This speaker is the most
group friendly speaker I have ever

"...the CAM 16
managed to sound
larger (and considerably higher priced) than it is.
We suspect

few, if any,
speakers of

that

Ohm FRS Series
Ohm XO Series
Coherent Audio
$450 to $1,400
$750 to $7,100
Monitors
comparable size
per pair
a pair
$300 to $575 a pair
and price can
match it, let alone outperform it."
auditioned, bar none...the sound stage
presentation remains constant over a
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review"',
large area. I rate the Ohm 4X0 a
April 1989
`must buy'"
"...the Ohm's smallest Sound CylinAudiophile File151
ders are a reasonable value for your
"Ohm Walsh 5...they are a masterdollar. That value goes up if you need
piece of the speaker designer's art..."
a speaker that can perform well in a
variety of room placements. ... head
David L. Clark, Audio Magazine's',
straight for your Ohm dealer."
June 1988
Bob Long, High Fidelity121, June 1989

Ohm's Full Room Stereo.

"The effects attainable by judicious
aiming of the tweeter give this
speaker an uncommon degree of
acoustic versatility. ...Good stereo
imaging can be achieved almost
anywhere in the room. ...there's no
telling from the sound that this is
basically an inexpensive speaker."

Ohm Sound Cylinders
$650 to $1,200 a pair

Instruments
recorded left stay
left... no matter
where you move
in the room

Our full family of speakers
make it easy for you to enjoy.
Visit your Ohm retailer soon
and hear the difference Full
room Stereo can make in the
way you listen to music.

Hans Fantel, The New York Times"',
May 14. 1989
"...a speaker with a basically neutral
tonal balance that will work well with
inexpensive receivers and amplifiers,
that will go quite loud, and has reasonable bass extension, you needn't
look much farther than this Ohm."

John Atkinson, Stereophile"',
April 1989

241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY 11205

You'll find Ohm products at the following locations:
ABC Warehouse, FEDCO, Hammond Electronics, Highland Super Stores, McDuff Electronics, Macy's (Northeast),
Sight in Sound, Video Concepts, West Coast Sound and many selected independent dealers.
Call 718-783-1111 for other locations.
1

r.

© 1989 Stereo Review 2 © 1989 High

Fidelity

3

C 1989 The New York Times
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C 1989 Stereophile 5
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could nit-pick the CA260's
sonics as being a bit on
the bright side, but this amp
really sounds pretty good,
particularly at its price.
I

equivalent loading; this is a testament to the quality of the
coupling between the secondary windings and the other
windings in the output trans`ormer. The top trace of Fig. 5 is
for a 10 -kHz square wave at 10-V peak -to -peak amplitude
loaded by 8 ohms. Rise- and fall -times, with 8 -ohm loading,
were about 4µS and pretty constant right up into clipping.
In the middle trace, the effect of paralleling 2µF across the
8 -ohm resistor is seen. Increasing the capacitance merely
rolls off the response more; there is no ringing, just increasing rise- and fall -times. This behavior is different from that of
most amplifiers, whose square -wave performance usually
looks textbook -perfect with resistive loading but shows ringing with capacitive loading. The CA260's nice performance
with capacitive loading suggests that it would be great for
driving electrostatic speakers. The bottom trace of Fig. 5 is
for a 40 -Hz frequency. Evident here is a good, extended
low -frequency response.
Output power levels for dynamic and clipping headroom
were found to be 64 and 56 watts, respectively, yielding a
dynamic headroom figure of 1.07 dB and a clipping headroom of 0.5 dB.
Use and Listening Tests
Equipment used to evaluate the CA260 power amp included an Oracle turntable fitted with a Well Tempered Arm
and Koetsu Black Goldline pickup, a California Audio Labs

Tempest CD player, a Nakamichi 250 cassette deck, a
Technics 1500 reel-to-reel recorder, a Cook -King reference
tube preamp, a Sumo Athena preamp, a Goldmund Mimesis 7 preamp, a Dyna PAS -2 preamp, and YBA3, Goldmund
Mimesis 6, and Motif MS100 power amplifiers used to drive
Siefert Research Magnum Ill speakers and Stax Sigma
headphones.
Operationally, the CA260 worked flawlessly; there were
no glitches or surprises.
To me, the CA260 doesn't sound like the usual older tube
amp, in the sense of being mellow and nicely musical on
most program material. Tonally, the sound is a bit on the
bright side. Definition and detail seem quite good, although
get the feeling that this comes at the expense of some
edginess and irritation. The sense of air around instruments
is good but not excellent. Depth delineation is not as good
as on other amplifiers have on hand, and get a distinct
sense that room or hall reverberation dies out too quickly.
Bass punch and impact are very good for an amp rated at
50 watts per channel.
Nit-picking aside, this amp really sounds pretty good and,
considering the price, it probably is well worth looking into.
As Classic Audio says in a brochure included with the amp,
"It's got more watts, more iron, and bigger tubes than the
competition." So y'all c'mon down and give it a try, ya hear?
Bascom H. King
I

I

a new generation of sonic
excellence and inherent value
from Hailer. This new series
of affordable components will
he available this fall. For the
nearest authorized dealer
call 1-800-366-1619.

SE,

lafler

"The A/prdaóle High End"
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YOU'RE INVITED
TO THE EXPANDING WORLD
OF DIGITAL AUDIO!
SEE AND HEAR THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
The world of digital audio is now larger
and more sigrificant than ever.
That's why Audio Magazine, Sony® and
leading audio specialty dealers have joined
forces to host a series of informative seminars. Len Feldman, Senior Editor of Audio
Magazine will review the fundamentals of
digital audio.

(206) 623-7872

OCT 19

PARIS AUDIO

(818) 999-14571

OCT23

STEREO LAB
AUDIO KING
UNITED AUDIO
STEREO WEST
HIFI BUYS

(614) 457-6800
(612) 920-0505
(312) 205-1950
(402) 393-2100
(404) 333-9932

BJORN'S

(512)646-6991

THE GROOVE

(713) 523-2900
(516) 475-1857
(212) 575-0527
(401) 521-0022

OMAHA, NE

OCT 26
NOV1
NOV 2
NOV 3

HOUSTON, TX
PATCHOGUE, NY
NEW YORK, NY

PROVIDENCE, RI

Simply contact the sponsoring dealer
nearest you for the exact time and location.
Don't miss this date with the future.
MAGNOLIA HIFI
SOUND GOODS

OCT 17

SAN ANTONIO, TX

And...it's free!

OCT 18

SEATTLE, WA
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA
WOODLAND HILLS, CA
C_OLUMBUS,OH
EDINA, MN
NORTHBROOK, IL

SMYRNA,GA

He will also demonstrate the latest
digital signal processing components and
explain their impact on the present and
the future.

OCT 24
OCT 25

NOV 6
NOV 7

NOV 8

A

SQUARE DEAL
HARVEY'S
STEREO DISCOUNT CENTER

(415) 949-4000

cooperative effort of

1uJuo

SONY
THE

©1989 Sony Corporation of America. Sony and The Leader
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Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony.
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The true performance of a loudspeaker

15

FOR PEOPLE

WH

can only be measured in the real world.
Not the ideal environment of an anechoic

chamber. Jven though Energy loud-

IOIC CHAMBERS.

speakers are the result of highly -sophisti-

cated CAD/CAM modeling and anechoic
testing, we take the extra measure of
fine-tuning them through an exhaustive
series c,f real -world listening tests. That's

why Energy is the preferred choice of
thousands of demanding listeners.

r

unique tweeter design is case -in -point.
It provides ideal off -axis frequency response for superior imaging, extended

soundstage, and exquisite transparency.
The "dual hyperdome" configuration

dramatically increases low -frequency

power handling when compared with
conventional designs. It allows the low frequency transducer to roll off naturally
for a smoother transition to the tweeter.

Our tc -of-the-line model utilizes a triple chamber vented woofer enclosure that

greatly extends bass response and
acoustically cancels output non- linearities between the two woofers. The
7th -order bandpass design provides

exceptional woofer damping for flatter
response across the entire woofer range.

A I this "technospeak" is fine-and
necessary for understanding why all
Energy models sound so amazing. But

the real test is your ears.

nergy loud-

speakers are more natural no matter

what the listening room is like.Owhere
the speakers are placed. D your senses
a favor.

eke time to include them in your

listening comparisons. You:ll be immediately convinced of their sonic faithfulness and uncanny musicality.
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AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP.
3641 MCNic)II Ave Scarborough. Ontario, Canada

MIX 105 (416) 321-1600
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
FIFTYSOMETHING
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Steel Wheels: The Rolling Stones
Rolling Stones Records CK-45333,
CD; DDD; 53:03.
Performance: A
Sound: A
The Rolling Stones Singles Collection-The London Years
Abkco, three CDs; AAD; 66:57, 68:35,
49:45.
Sound: A

Performance: A

Sputtering with macho aggression,
stray egos locked in that rough but so
polished groove: It only takes the first
slashing chord on Steel Wheels to know
the bad boys are back in top form.
The time off must have been good
for them because this record is almost
a distillation of what they've done best
for a quarter -century now. That is, play
a brand of basic rock which nods
slightly to contemporary tastes without
ever straying far from its blues/R&B
roots. The dozen tunes (no bonus CD
cuts) range from vintage Stones ("Sad,
Sad, Sad") to more recent, glossier
styles (the Undercover-ish "Mixed
Emotions"), plus stylistic blasts from
142

the past like "Blinded by Love," whose

acoustic folkiness
evokes Brian Jones. The Stones try
their hand at heavy metal on "Hold On
to Your Hat," though Keith Richards'
leads feel closer to The Yard birds than
to Joe Satriani. Most curious departure: The obligatory -for -aging -rock stars worldbeat number, "Continental
Drift," which takes its inspiration from
Moroccan and North African music.
Though featuring a number of African
musicians, it is still stamped with The
Stones' personality.
Richards takes over vocals on two
songs, "Slipping Away" and "Can't Be
Seen," which could easily be outtakes
from his solo album, Talk Is Cheap.
They're also the only two songs on the
record whose lyrics show linear thinking-i.e., they're about a discernible
topic (missing your baby and dating a
married woman, respectively). The others feature those classic painted -black
Jagger lyrics whose ironic images convey lots of feeling but little apparent
meaning, touching your emotions without really saying anything. In "Rock

psychedelicized

and a Hard Place," for instance, the
aura of political relevance ("And the
city gets bigger as the country comes
begging to town") becomes totally obscure when you read the lyrics.
Jagger's singing, unlike some of his
recent solo work, is energetic and expressive, notably on the exquisite,
jazz -tinged groove of "Terrifying."
Richards' guitar gets more prominence
here too, and you can hear just where
his reputation as a rhythm player
comes from.
Sonically, the digitally recorded album sparkles. It's curious to note how
The Stones have gone from the primitive musical technology and recording
techniques of the early '60s to preserving their trademark grunge with digital
effects that let both the distortion and
the tinkly acoustic guitars come
through, paradoxically, crystal clear.
You'll enjoy the presence and the mix,
mostly due to the co -producing work of
Chris Kimsey.
What we've got here is a fine record,
sure to please old fans and win over a
bunch of new, younger ones to a
sound that is, if not absolutely timeless,
certainly a major part of the soundtrack
of the 20th century.
Which brings me to topic number
two-the forging of that sound. Capitalizing on the "Steel Wheels" tour, The
Rolling Stones Singles Collection-The
London Years repackages every
Stones U.S. and U.K. single from 1963
to 1971, A and B sides, in a three -CD
boxed set.
Talk about memory lane! Included
are 58 songs and a 72 -page book with
lyrics, sleeve repros, notes, and photos. All the hits, plus some obscure
material: The 1963 cover of Lennon/
McCartney's "I Wanna Be Your Man";
the first Stones composition released
as an A side ("Tell Me"), and Brian
Jones playing slide guitar on "Little
Red Rooster." Rarer still are three
tunes never officially released in the
U.S., though available on imports:
"Come On" (their first single, by Chuck
Berry), "I Want To Be Loved," and the
quasi -instrumental "Stoned." Long out -of -print tracks include "Jiving Sister Fanny," "Try a Little Harder," "Out
of Time," "I Don't Know Why," and
"Memo from Turner" (featuring Ry
Cooder on slide guitar, from the film
Performance).
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The Soúnd with
the Midas Touch.

aq

The 24K gold answer in the quest for

optimal compact disc reproduction.
Original Master Recordings that
demand Intelligent Engineering and
Proprietary Mastering Technology.
Exacting Technical Specifications
satisfied by aprocess that offers
a compact disc with the Highest
Reflectivity and Enhanced
Longevity. Current releases
on ULZ dD!XC:The
Police, Def Leppard, The
OH/GlNlal

AVISTE/9

Beach Boys & more.
Upcoming titles oñ
D5C: :Sting,
ULZ

RECORDING.

lwm1

The Band & more.
The ULZ dD!X'"is

,,

protectively packaged
in the "Lift -Lock"
jewel box
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sound lab
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For a complete free Original Master Recordings
catalog, call toll free: 800-423-5759, or write:
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, 1260 Holm Road,
Petaluma, CA 94954.
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While continuing to exhibit
his way around a melody,
Paul McCartney offers some
mature sentiments and
reasonably tough tunes.
All cuts have been digitally remastered; clean and equalized, they sound
as if they were meant to be heard together as an album. All original mono
recordings are presented in mono. As
on other collections of early material
(e.g., The Beatles), there's a startling
presence and clarity on many of the
songs, although generally speaking,
The Stones never pursued state-of-theart recording values.
So is this set for you? It does bring
together some great music, and there
are a few gems, but most of these cuts
are available on individual albums. The
booklet has good information but also
leaves out some discographical information (e.g., record numbers) and is
only printed in one color (black, on
multi -colored paper). And who reads
Stones lyrics, anyway? A package of
obscuranta and rarities might have
been just as interesting. Still, this collection does document the definitive
canon of what most people remember
as The World's Greatest Rock 'n' Roll
Band, so guess it depends on how
flush you're feeling. Michael Wright

It

-

Indigo Girls
Epic EK-45044, CD; DAD; 43:53.

Performance: A
Sound: AHearing a new Paul McCartney record is like catching a whiff of onions
frying in the pan. The fragrance is familiar, pungent, and sweet, with the
promise of delicious things to come.
The familiarity comes from all of those
riffs and melody snatches that still bear
the tang of The Beatles. The rest
comes from McCartney's way with a

1

144

-

Sound: B +

I

Flowers in the Dirt: Paul McCartney
Capitol C1-91653, LP.

sample Flowers in the Dirt in the present, you'll find that Paul McCartney
can still cook with the best of 'em.
Paulette Weiss

song-his obvious ease

in the studio
and mastery of several instruments
and their delicate balances.
Despite more than two decades of
an active career, which has included
major successes with his band Wings
and a solo stretch of some note,
McCartney will always live with the
Great Expectations thrust upon an exBeatle. He was the group's tunesmith,
the melody maker, the Beatle who experimented with instrumentation, adding the odd wooden flute here, the unusual effect there. Without the bitter
balance of John Lennon, McCartney
reveals his penchant for pretty, simple
tunes, and his lyrics frequently lack a
sufficiently hard edge.
Still, Flowers in the Dirt is an album
of reasonably tough tunes, with some
satisfyingly mature sentiments. "My
Brave Face" shows off McCartney's
quest for innovation with its off -the beaten -track chanted introduction. He
continues to exhibit his way with a melody on "Motor of Love," "This One,"
and "Put It There," and presents a
tasty variety of flavors throughout, from
the bluesy "You Want Her Too" to the
lugubrious, hymn -like "That Day Is
Done."
If you can excise memories of the
glory days of The Beatles and just

Performance: B
Elliptical lyrics, off -kilter harmonies,
and more haunting regret than a Flannery O'Connor story: You can take all
that two ways on this major -label, self titled debut by the folkish duo of Amy
Ray and Emily Saliers. After several
listens, I'm still undecided as to whether these ingredients mean Indigo Girls
is obtuse or abstruse.
I'm assuming the latter, since Ray
and Saliers sing, talk, ache, and rage
their lyrics so proudly and passionately
that the meanings must be clear to
them-if to no one else. (This from a
T. S. Eliot buff who's managed to decipher as much of "The Waste Land" as
the next guy.) Lines like "Feeding the
cancer of my intellect the blood of love
soon neglected" would be at home,
think, in any college coffeehouse.
Not to say the subject matter isn't
depressingly grown-up. The raucous,
rocking "Closer to Fine" is about the
path to self-discovery-through gurus,
aimless wanderings, analysts, and other touchstones. "Love's Recovery" is
an elegy to friends lost as we grow
older and apart. "Kid Fears" is an
adult's wistful lament for the days of
simpler, more innocent monsters. The
songs are all so heartfelt could puke.
Actually, no. like heartfelt. think it's
because Indigo Girls are so humorless
and pained. Every other song has a
preoccupation with spilt blood. Aside
from the previously mentioned excerpt
(from "Love's Recovery"), the lyric protagonist says her "blood is running
dry" ("Land of Canaan"), her heart has
"bled upon my sleeve" ("Prince of
Darkness"), and "in the ink of an eye"
(whatever that is), she "saw you bleed"
("Secure Yourself"). Why doesn't it surprise me to find a song titled "Blood
and Fire"?
This thematic sameness is partially
redeemed by Ray and Saliers' often
beautiful delivery of their hard -edged,
unusual voices and by songwriting
high -dives that don't give a damn
about AM radio. Once they get past
I

I

I

I
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B&W Salutes its
NYC MATR[XDealer

Stereo Exchange

802

Matrix-$3,600

801

Matrix-$5,000

"I was not prepared for what heard the first time I played the (Matrix) 801's...We sat silent
throughout the entire performance (something that has never happened before).."
"...recovering from the initial shock...someone quietly said 'I've just got to have those speakers"
"In my opinion, the B&W 801 matrix 2 represents the pinnacle of current full -range dynamic speaker
design"
"...for the emotional involvement only live performance can provide...with absolute sonic
honesty...the B&W 801 Matrix 2 Monitor is musically, the end of the road"
I

Lewis Lipnick-Stereophile, Vol. 10, No. 9
Come anytime to hear the entire line of B&W Matrix 2 Monitors, or call for an appointment.

STEREO
ERCHANGE
The Block -Long Store
Authorized Dealerships:
Apogee, Arcam, Ariston, ASC Tube Traps, Audioquest, Boston Acoustics, B&K (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), B&W, California Audio Labs, Cambridge (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Carver, Celestion SL,
Chicago Stands, conrad-Johnson, Counterpoint (#1 U.S. Dealer), CWD, Duntech, Eminent Technology, Grado, Infinity, Kimber Kable, Luxman, Magnum Dynalab (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Mod
Squad (#1 E. Coast Dealer), MIT, NAD, Nitty-Gritty, ProAc, Rogers, Sony ES, Sota Cosmos, Spica (#1 E. Coact Dealer), Stax, Straighwire, Sumiko, Sumo, Target, Threshold & Forte (#1
N.Y.C. Dealer), Tice (#1 U.S. Dealer), Van Den Hul (#1 U.S. Dealer), VPI (#1 U.S. Dealer), Velodyne, Vendetta, VTL (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Wadia, Well Tempered (#1 E. Coast Dealer), etc.

NEW LOCATION: 627 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10012
OUR OTHER LOCATION: 687-A BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10012
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505.1111

800 833.0071
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MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Maria McKee wails. There's
raw passion in her voice,
plus a naturalness that
can be awfully appealing.

Incidentally, one selection, the sassy
"Drinkin' in My Sunday Dress," is a
bonus cut that does not appear on LP
or cassette.
Michael Tearson

this whiny, bloody stage, Indigo Girls
should have a lot to say. With any luck,
they'll learn from the album's interminable closer, "History of Us," and not
keep going on with their point after
they've made it over and over and over
and ov....
Frank Lovece

Maria McKee
Geffen 24229-2, CD; AAD; 45:06.
Performance: B+
Sound: B
The big difference between Maria
McKee's work on this, her solo debut,
and the two albums she cut as lead
singer/chief songwriter for Lone Justice is focus. The result is her best
recorded work to date.
Maria wails. She sings as if hellhounds were on her heels and her very
life depended on her vocals. There is a
raw passion in her voice and a "real
person" naturalness that is awfully appealing.
Producer Mitchell Froom, one of the
busiest guys in the industry these
days, has assembled some stellar
players for Maria. Guitarists include
Lone Justice alumnus Shane Fontayne, Marc Ribot from Tom Waits'
band, and Richard Thompson. Bassists Tony Levin and Jerry Scheff and
drummers Jim Keltner and Jerry Marotta make up some mighty rhythm sections. The occasional fiddle, recorder,
or krummhorn provide welcome textural variations.
Maria goes totally solo at the piano
for the one cover of the set, Richard
Thompson's bleak "Has He Got a
Friend for Me?" It is a scary, intense
performance. This is not to detract
from the excellent work she does on
the fine batch of songs she has written.
They are terrific songs and are rendered beautifully.
Maria McKee is an album that care
more about as her songs and singing
get more familiar. Each time through,
find myself drawn to different songs,
and I've found that to be a sure sign of
a top -shelf album.
I

I
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Tin Machine
EMI CDP-91990-2, CD; 56:50.
Sound: B
Performance: C
Tin Machine is a band that includes
David Bowie as singer and chief song -

-

14

9

much anyway in the world these songs
are about. So, it fits.
This is not an album expect to return to very often in the way
keep
coming back to Scary Monsters or The
Man Who Sold the World. The wit
which was the hallmark of those albums is not much of a factor on this
humorless new one, and its post -punk
harshness leaves little room for enjoyment. In the end, Tin Machine is as
much fun as an exercise bike.
Michael Tearson
I

I

Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman, Howe
Arista ARCD85-90126, CD; AAD;
59:25.
Sound: A

Performance: A

By any other name, Yes can be

called Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman,
Howe, which highlights a strange situation. On one hand, Yes is still making
records under the established nameeven though musical similarities to the
original band are tenuous and only
bassist Chris Squire remains. On the
other hand, we now have the rest of the
original members recording as Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman, Howe, and
sounding like classic Yes. Curiouser
writer, Reeves Gabrels as lead guitarist, and veteran rockers Hunt and Tony
Sales (Soupy's kids) as rhythm section.
By the band's own dictum, this is to be
taken as a band album, not a Bowie
album. They declare themselves a true
collective.
Tin Machine is a harsh, bruising album of as paranoid and dour a batch
of songs as Bowie has ever written.
The one cover included is a punching
go at John Lennon's most bitter song,
"Working Class Hero." The core theme
of the album is the ongoing uglification
and brutalization of the society we've
built: Heroes are whores who will betray you. Love is no better. Hope is
delusion. Yes, Tin Machine plays grim,
frenzied music for an even grimmer
world and uses language that is as
hard as it needs to be.
Gabrels, the instrumental star here,
runs apocalyptically amok on his leads
while the Sales boys drive the rhythm
home for Bowie's declamatory singing,
his most direct and least mannered in
years. The sound is in -your -face, no stops rock, with no tenderness and little grace-qualities that don't mean

and curiouser.
Despite the naming confusion, all
the elements that made up the old Yes
are still here, musically speaking. Or-

J,

J

Ir
chestral progressive -rock instrumentals unfold with tightly balanced interplay between Rick Wakeman's multi keyboard cathedral washes and percussive piano and Steve Howe's
impeccable, soaring electric and finger -style acoustic guitars. Songs are
arranged in mini -suites ("Quartet" and
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989
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Elite 5000'
$180.00 pr.
Plus Shipping
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Elite' series

is designed exclusively for people who
recognize and appreciate quality that cannot be
found in any ordinary speaker. These speakers are
designed to be compact, 3 way systems which have
the capability of 150 and 200 watts peak

Mini-Mag'
$105.00 pr.
Plus shipping

Magna'
$95.00
Plus shipping

Our Magna- series is exclusively designed for people
who enjoy high quality sound in their automobiles.
A power capability of 150 watts peak.

AWP SOUND
4041 W. Ogden
Chicago. IL 60623
TO ORDER CALL
1.31 2.521.1051
VISA-M.C.-AMEX.

JEFF ROWLAND
ABSOLUTE AUDIO, Orange, CA, 714-5384434. ADVANCED AUDIO SYSTEMS,
Tacoma, WA, 206-472-3133. AUDIBLE
ELEGANCE, Cincinatti, OH, 513-793-3737.
AUDIO ART, Richmond, VA, 804-644-8903.
AUDIO DEN, Van Nuys, CA, 818-781-4700.
AUDIO NEXUS, Summit, NJ, 201-277-0333.
BEASON'S HI FI, Carlsbad, NM, 505-8854035. CUMBERLAND AUDIO GROUP,
Nashville, TN, 615-297-4700. dB AUDIO,
Berkeley, CA, 415-548-8733. ESOTERIC
AUDIO, Scottsdale, AZ, 602-946-8128.
ESOTERIC SOUND SYSTEMS LTD., Stony
Brook, NY, 516-689-7444. GOLDEN
GRAMOPHONE, Akron, OH, 216-864-4411.
GOLDEN STEREO, Prairie Village, KA,
913-648-3750. MUSIC BY THE SEA,
Leucadia, CA, 619-436-7692. OEM AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, Silver Spring, MD, 301589-1191. OMNI SOUND, Dallas, TX, 214931-6664. OPTIMAL ENCHANTMENT,
Santa Monica, CA, 213-393-4434.
PRECISION AUDIO, Moorpark, CA, 805523-3005. ROSINE AUDIO, Skokie, IL, 312677-0050. SALON ONE AUDIO, Wisconsin
Rapids, WI, 715-421-5910. SELECT
AUDIO DESIGN CORP., Ft. Lauderdale,
FL, 305-564-0772. SOUNDEX
ELECTRONICS, Willow Grove, PA,
215-659-8815. SOUNDINGS, Denver,
CO, 303-759-5505. THE SOUND SHOP,
Colorado Springs, CO, 719-636-1684.
THE STEREO SHOPPE, Boise, ID, 208344-7603. THE ULTIMATE SOUND,
NY, NY, 212-571-3108. NEW ENGLAND
AUDIO CO., INC.,' Cambridge, MA,
617-661-9500.
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"Order of the Universe") interspersed
with singles material ("The .Big
Dream"). Literate vocal songs -with
trademark metaphysical lyrics -feature Jon Anderson's distinctively raw
piping (time shows a bit on the edges
of a few phrases) and Bill Bruford's
thunderous double drumming. Even
the artwork is by Roger Dean. Ex -King
Crimson bassist/Chapman Stick ace
Tony Levin tills in the bottom end. The
only musical departure from the classic sound is the contemporary Afro/
Caribbean -inspired "Teakbois," which
integrates easily into ABWH artiness.
As you might expect, the production
is state-of-the-art ear candy-everything from sophisticated electronic effects to doubling and ping-ponging
voices. The assembly of this music reflects high art. Production is by Anderson and Chris Kimsey; mixing is by
Steve Thompson and Michael Barbiero. Plan to listen under optimal conditions, without disturbances.

Anderson,

Bruford,

Wakeman,

Howe. The name has changed, but
you still say "Yes" to the music.
Michael Wright

Dancing with the Lion: Andreas Vollenweider
Columbia CK-45154, CD; AAD; 39:15.
Sound: A

Performance: B

It's been three years since Andreas

Vollenweider's Grammy Award -winning album Down to the Moon. Dancing with the Lion deviates little from the
concepts he refined on that recording
and its predecessor, White Winds. Like
his previous records, this CD is centered around Vollenweider's electro acoustic harp. The ostinato rhythms
and simple, lyrical melodies he plucks

-

out are the basis of all his music
extended, elaborated, and sometimes
overblown by his ensemble and an orchestra of guest musicians.
The most compelling aspect is the
rich, world -music textures of Vollen-

weider's arrangements. His poly rhythms chirp and rustle in a jungle of
woven percussion, laced by bird -like
whispers and calls that come from
bamboo flutes, Turkish saz, and synthesized/sampled wind instruments.
148

~

Love and Rockets
Vollenweider liberally borrows from all
cultures without directly referencing
any, creating a lush and almost surreal
environment of sound.
Much of the credit should go to producer/engineer Eric Merz. He brings
this mix of over 38 instrumentalists and
vocalists together in a spatial field full
of depth and movement, with each detail clearly etched but adding greater
textural depth to Vollenweider's compositions.
Despite the presence of so many
musicians, including guests stars Mark
O'Connor, David Lindley, Badal Roy,
Patti Austin, and Janne Schaffer,
Dancing with the Lion shows no new
directions for Vollenweider. All the
tricks are there: The dynamic crescendos, spacey interludes, corny sound
effects, and loony celestial women's
choirs. But despite the often cloying
sweetness of his music, Vollenweider's
folk -like lyricism, reinforced by his environmental arrangements, still carries
you through his optimistic, exuberant
music.
John Diliberto

Love and Rockets
RCA 9715-2-R, CD; AAD, 41:53.

-

Performance: B
Sound: B
From Bauhaus (the band from which
this group evolved) to your house
comes Love and Rockets. With this,
their self -titled fourth album, the group
takes on an almost architectural
style -simple structural lines (a trio
with vocals, guitar, bass, and drums)
and a machine -age sensibility (e.g.,
the industrial percussion on "No Big
Deal") that is actually a more experimental posture than their three previous recordings. Take, for example,
"The Purest Blue," which mixes the
faintest organ -like guitar way back,
while minimalist lyrics and percussion
punctuate the near silence. Or
"""(Jungle Law)," with its bathtub
sound and bleeped -out words. Elsewhere, the sounds of distorted, psychedelic guitars bounce spacily from
channel to channel and build crescendos of feedback. If you're interested in
music that will stretch your thinking
and your ears, check out Love and
Rockets.
Michael Wright
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989
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A revolutionary new speaker
system gives you stereo imaging
no matter where you sit.
Introducing a very big idea of very small dimensions:
the ADC Soundshaper Speaker System.
For the first time ever, a compact speaker system
delivers balanced stereo imaging, left to right, from
practically every listening point in the room. Unlike
most speakers, large or small, that require you to sit
almost dead -center in front to hear them properly.
Here's another big idea: the performance. You'd
never guess a speaker system with sound so full, so deep, so powerful could be small enough
to fit in a suitcase. Or could sell fol under $500.
All of which makes the ADC Soundshaper
Soundshaper
Speaker
A
Speaker System a remarkable value, from
System
wherever you sit.
You'll believe it when you hear it.

D C

© 19119

ADC, Sunnyvale,

California Phone (-108) 7211-9834
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS
BOWLED OVER BEETHOVEN

ú

L
{1

A

and faint, a travesty of the strong harpsichord sound we know.
In this splendid Beethoven, the piano is far and away the leader. It thunders, roars, bangs, speaks in muffled
tones or whispers, then glitters like a
very loud xylophone-a range of sonority and volume you can scarcely
believe. The player is the same Lambert Orkis who manned the huge 10 foot Chickering of 1865 in another
Smithsonian recording recently reviewed here. He is fantastic! In the
flesh, a mild -looking man with a simple
grin (and no long hair); on the keyboard, he is a genial maniac, right from
the very opening blast of the "Ghost,"
which will knock you out of your seat if
you are unprepared. Wow! What Beethoven. Throughout, it is the piano we
hear-the two strings, violin and violoncello, add only a modest, if definite,
surround and exchange of ideas.
Is this an artifact of the recording? Is
it, rather, in the performance itself? Or
is it Beethoven? have faith in the recorded sound. The string players, on
the unreconstructed type of instrument, are unobtrusive-as am sure
they were in the live sound. The writing, moreover, definitely subordinates
them, in the written notes. Beethoven,
remember, was a big pianist and solo
performer before deafness stopped
him. So our Mr. Orkis is a Beethoven the -pianist re-creation, and a decidedly splendid one.
If you want to hear what "period instruments," along with recording, can
do for the loudest and most strenuous
early Romantic music, here's the
chance. It's an epoch-making Beethoven recording, far more powerful in
sonic impact than any "modern" performance, whoever the artists.
Edward Tatnall Canby
I

Beethoven's big middle -period works
Beethoven: Piano Trio in D Major (even if strings might break and some("Ghost"), Opus 70, No. 1; Piano times did). But does it sound like a
Trio in E Flat, Opus 70, No. 2. The Steinway? A Bdsendorfer? Far from
Castle Trio (Lambert Orkis, fortepiano; the thing is startlingly unlike those
Marilyn McDonald, violin; Kenneth suave and monochrome later instruSlowik, violoncello).
ments. With this piano, a violin and
Smithsonian Collection of Record- cello, both much older, also play.
ings ND -036, CD; DDD; 59:16.
These are the unrevised versions, as
These two trios, the first popularly all the Stradivarius instruments and
known as the "Ghost," are standard such originally sounded. This is a
fare for chamber music and have been Guarneri, no less, which is a big name.
ever since 1808. At least for a century, It has the now -familiar, typical, earlier
they have been played on what pass, violin sound, thin and wiry, a silvery
today, for "modern" instruments, and effect, almost wistful at times, never
this sound, like that of most other Bee- loud or guttural, as the rebuilt violins.
What we hear, then, is very much the
thoven, is that which is familiar and
taken entirely for granted by most mu- sound that those in Beethoven's day
heard, and is it potent! One of the
sicians and audiences.
The enterprising Smithsonian- astonishing things that recording can
which has the august Library of Con- do, you understand, is to re-create the
gress next door all beat and far be- loudness and nearness of such instruhind-gives us here a fascinating ments that was taken for granted then,
"new" sound. The piano dates from long before our enormous concert
Beethoven's later years and is contem- halls. In recorded form, thus, the music
porary with one of the same make pro- can be as "big" as it ought to be and
duced for Beethoven himself-that in- was, which is wholly impossible in a
strument had four strings per note, in modern concert hall, unless with elecan attempt to make up for the compos- tronic amplification. (Even then, it
er's deafness. A Graf, from Vienna, doesn't work for most close-up music.)
The familiar sound of the harpsiwhere Beethoven lived and worked. As
restored here, this one is a splendid, chord, for instance, is virtually inaudistrong instrument, clearly able to ble in Carnegie Hall. And in most
"take" the unprecedented force of smaller halls (today's size), it is wispy

it-
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Beethoven: The Complete Quartets,
Vols. 1 & 2. The Orford String Quartet
(Andrew Dawes and Kenneth Perkins,
violin; Terence Helmer, viola; Denis
Brott, cello.)
Delos D/CD-3031 and D/CD-3032, two
CDs; DDD; 71:10 and 62:36.
The classic string quartet-beginning with Haydn and still continuing to
this very day, well over 200 years later-has always been taken to be the
ultimate format for pure musical think -
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Say "No"
To Oatmeal
I've been a studio drummer for eight
years. So, I'm very critical about

4

I

speakers, mostly because I know what
drums are supposed to sound like.
Most speakers make a kick drum
sound like someone's playing a howl
of oatmeal. I don't even like the way
oatmeal tastes, let alone how it
sounds.
One day, a friend and I stopped
at a hi-fi store to pick up some
cassette tapes. Off in one of the
listening rooms, I heard some music
that sounded live. It was the drums I
noticed first. Forget oatmeal, what I
heard was a really tight, clean,
punchy sound.
We strolled into the room
halfway expecting to find a jam going
on. But it was a recording. I looked
at one of the speakers. It was a
KLIPSCH' CHORUS®.
This was a new KLIPSCH
speaker. A speaker with professional
drivers in a real dressy cabinet. A
speaker with a surprisingly good
price. A speaker good enough to
qualify for the home of a most
critical musician. Good enough for
me. And that's very, very good.
For your nearest KLIPSCH dealer,
look in the Yellow Pages or call toll free,

1-500-223-3527.

kIipsch
ALEONOIUN

P.O. BOX

688

HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
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Riccardo Chailly leads the
Concertgebouw in a new read
of Tchaikovsky's "Manfred."
The result is outstanding:
A rare, landmark recording.
ing, with minimal interference from extraneous pleasures such as banging
drums and clashing cymbals or, if you
wish, clashing tone colors. This does
not recommend the string quartet to
most owners of high -end equipment.
But they are wrong. Music speaks in
its own way, and by no means entirely
in highs, lows, and transients. The
more basic problem for us has always
been the way the music is played and
the way it is recorded. Try this series,
and you'll understand what mean. It's
a model for good listening.
The earliest quartet recordings inherited a 19th -century musical attitude
that made things tough for audio engineers and for listeners.
can trace
three phases from then to now. The
very first recordings are dim in the
memory and strangely styled-some
acoustical attempts and a few early
electrics; the Léner Quartet was one.
Thin, distant in sound, the music
played in a curious style (Beethoven's
own? who knows?), full of odd slides
and wavers yet truly reflecting the playing of the early years of the century,
when this was the norm. Doubly difficult on the old "phonograph"; even
more difficult for us today. Then came
the "Grand Period" of the recorded
quartet, out of a new, tough breed of
players who took the 19th -century reverence for the quartet literally and did
their best to make it sound symphonic
in scope. There were many, but only
one matters-the Budapest. Great
playing. Harsh, strident playing, forcing the instruments beyond their very
nature. It was hard to record and tough
on the ears as well. The mikes did not
like those heavy string swipes, nor the
frequent out -of -tune eloquence that
was a part of the tremendous power of
the Budapest. Distortion in the loud
passages merely made things worseyet we listened, fascinated! This was
super -Beethoven, especially the formerly "unintelligible" late quartets, at
last brought in hand and as big as life.
Then, postwar, came a typical
change: Quartet playing went in the
other direction, into a no-nonsense,
tough, polished professionalism, like a
faceless corporation. Strong, yes, but
as impersonal as a subway station. It
was here that dropped out of quartet
listening. didn't enjoy the corporate
approach, hi-fi or no.
I

I

I

I
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And now, what a change! We are
back to Romanticism, to emotional
playing, delicacy, gentleness, all sorts
of things that were taboo in the terrible
'50s and '60s. Often wrong-mindedly.
Some neo -Romantics merely drool, in
all the wrong places. Inevitable. But
some hit it right, a whole new way of
playing old music for current -day effectiveness. And for recording, too.
The Orford String Quartet is all that is
best: Gentle, but strong where strength
is needed and always very much
aware of the musical shape and sense.
Their phrasing and shaping of the lines
are impeccable, and best of all, they
play in tune, rigorously, even in the
most stridently demanding chords.
blessed them as listened.
This group, too, reflects a whole new
I

I

attitude toward early Beethoven, which
used to be considered as merely 18th century leftover frilliness. The Opus 18
quartets here are a revelation for me,
after those earlier stylings. They are
Beethoven, for real. It has to be right.
As for the late -late quartets, they lack
the incredible force of the Budapest type playing, but only because they
are played as quartets, not as wouldbe towering symphonies. As for distortion, the string quartet bugbear in the
past-if it's there, it's your system.
Edward Tatnall Canby

Tchaikovsky: "Manfred" Symphony.
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Riccardo
Chailly.
London 421441-2-LH, CD; DDD.
Of the thousands of classical CDs
that have been issued, comparatively
few are so outstanding in terms of musical performance and sonic verisimilitude that they have achieved the status
of a landmark recording. Without question, this new recording of Tchaikovsky's "Manfred" Symphony, with
Riccardo Chailly conducting the Concertgebouw Orchestra, deserves this
kind of recognition.
Most people are familiar with Tchaikovsky's six symphonies, but the infre-

quently performed "Manfred" Symphony remains relatively obscure. More is
the pity, for despite its brooding overtones, the work is extremely exciting
and dynamic, with much colorful orchestration and Tchaikovsky's unique
melodic effusions.
made the first stereo recording of
"Manfred" with Sir Eugene Goosens
and the London Symphony Orchestra,
using three -channel 35 -mm magnetic
film-state of the art, in those days.
The recording was widely praised for
its fine sound, but I'll be the first to
admit that, good as it was, it was merely a faint harbinger of the awesome
sonic grandeur here.
Engineer John Dunkerley, who has
given us all those splendid recordings
of the Montreal Symphony Orchestra
made in the flattering acoustics of St.
Eustache Church, also engineered this
"Manfred" Symphony. think it is safe
to say that, in this recording, Dunkerley
has captured the essence of what a
great orchestra sounds like in a large,
acoustically superior hall. The sound stage is huge, with layered front -to back depth. The Concertgebouw is arrayed in just the right position to provide stunning detail.
Every orchestral element is fully resolved with a most natural perspective.
High strings are sweet and smooth;
contrabassi thrum with resonant authority; woodwinds float magically in
the soundstage, and the bass drum
has massive impact. Throughout the
work are flamboyant fanfares for trumpets, trombones, and French horns,
and their fortissimo projection is simply
enormous.
Fortunately, it appears that the Concertgebouw Orchestra and their new
conductor, Riccardo Chailly, are enjoying a happy marriage. Chailly's performance is fully up to the magnificent
sound. It is a broad, expansive reading-very expressive, with a strong
emphasis on dynamics. The playing he
elicits from his musicians is as splendid for its precision as it is for its tonal
beauty.
Be warned that if you set the volume
controls on your audio system so that
the pianissimo passages are just barely audible, you had better have a lot of
power handling to accommodate the
other end of the dynamic scale!
Bert Whyte
I

I
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The most tun, most entertaining show in the
Washington, p.c. area is here!
Come see and.,héar the latest and best
in stereo and eider,. Don't miss this one!

SPECIAL SHOW PRICES
ON HUNDREDS OF:
Pre -amps
Tuners
-Receivers Compact Disc Players
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Mánufaéturers' Representatives on hand.
Meet audic expert Len Feldman
Win a Lúxman DAT-valued at $2,800.
Seminar from industry experts on
speaker desi jri, our digital future,
surround scun&,, the 'smart home' concept,
and many more.
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/2 pr'ee tickets at all Myer-Emco locations.
Geacetown 342-91)0

Rockville, MD 468-2000
Baileys Crossroads, VA 379-8800
'Beltsville 'Laurel, MD 595-7900.
$6.00 tickets at the show.

FRIDAY, "OCT: 27 - SUNDAY, OCT. 29

Sponsored by

Fri.-5PM-9PM; Sat. -10AM - 9PM; Sun. 12 - 5PM.
HOLIDAY INN ITYSONS CORNER BALLROOM
Across from Tyson's IL, Exit #11 B off the Beltway.

yV r-Ernco 4mtb
Washington's Leadlrg Starer Store

Magazine.

This is too much Corelli
for one sitting, but it is
so beautifully recorded
that it warrants listening,
bit by bit.
struments, beautifully recorded for. CD
and beautifully, impeccably played
This one is not for continuous listening,
unless you want a mere backgroundlook at the length! And the works are
all, relatively speaking, of a similarity,
so that the mind is soon overstuffed.
Corelli himself couldn't take all of these

Corelli: The 12 Trio Sonatas of Opus
(1689). The Smithsonian Chamber
Players.
3

Smithsonian Collection of Recordings ND -035, CD; 74:51.
Here is another of the splendid
Smithsonian re -creations on period inSTEREO RECEIVERS,]APE DECKS
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at one sitting. So play them in seg-

ments, using the excellent and quick
indexing provided.
Corelli, we realize ever more clearly,
was the Italian founder of the baroque
music that is so popular today-on
through J. S. Bach, Telemann, Vivaldi,
and so on. These works were published when Bach was four years old.
They serve as a bridge, along with the
larger Corelli Concerti Grossi and
such, between the earlier, pristine baroque of Schütz and then Purcell and
the familiar type noted above. On modern instruments, with a bit of extra orchestral heft added (as is still the usual), Corelli just sounds like solid baróque-a bit bouncy and variable, the
movements fairly short, but otherwise
entirely in a familiar and nonexotic harmonic idiom. He invented it.
Curiously, as played on the original
types of instrument in this recording,
Corelli suddenly sounds much "earlier." This is purely because of the very
different tonal effects in these "authen-

tic" (within rather loose bounds)
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the violin family was just en-

tering its great age, to shape music
right up to the present.
Edward Tatnall Canby

Weill: "Threepenny Opera Suite";
Varese: "Octandre"; Bowles: "Music for a Farce"; Martinis: "La Revue
de Cuisine." Chicago Pro Musica.
Reference Recordings RR -29, CD;
DDD; 55:08.
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playings. The violins are of the old configuration, silvery, metallic, sweet; the
continuo on the organ sounds breathy,
as it should, and the cello is like the
violins, though not as noticeably, since
its tones are lower in pitch. But the
most unusual sound here is the
theorbo, an "arch" lute (like an archbishop), a big instrument that plucks
on a great many strings and plays
wide -spaced chords with bass.
Two of the players here are the same
two who play Beethoven Trios on another CD along with Lambert Orkis, the
fantastic pianist. He's not present
here-there was no piano in Corelli's

day-but
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This is a welcome addition to the
small, worthwhile number of Chicago
Pro Musica recordings. Many will first
be attracted to it, and ultimately buy it,
for the Weill Kleine Dreigroschenmu-

1
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Although the Weill suite
will attract most listeners,
three other composers offer
their gems, all soul children
from the 1920s.
sik, and not without good reason, but
there are three other composers on
this release, and three further gems.
The works are soul children of the
1920s. Not our Roaring Twenties, the
time of Duesenbergs, coded -knock
speak-easies, and wondering if income tax would live up to its promise

to stay around. "Threepenny" (1928),
"Octandre" (1923), and "Kuchyñská
Revue" (1927) are from Berlin, New
York via Paris, and Prague. Paul
Bowles' "Music for a Farce" (1938) is
American but very much the product of
the composer's expatriate wanderings
during the two interbellum decades.

,TOTAL ACOUSTIC CONTROL,
ASC TUBE TRAPS"

There were dark and ominous currents
afoot when these expanded chamber
pieces were assembled into suites:
Anti-semitism, fascism, life after the '29
crash, the final rout of the 19th-century
idiom in music and its replacement by
something more cutting.
The Chicago Pro Musica, an ensemble of Chicago Symphony soloists, has
often tackled early 20th -century works
for virtuoso chamber forces. They've
had the good taste to do so in front of
the fine microphones of Keith Johnson,
in the Medinah Temple auditorium of
their city. The sound is open, big, unencumbered. Hearing what these guys
(and one gal) do cleanly and with such
impact, one wonders why some of the
much larger companies simply fail to
aim for this sort of audio. Yes, it's fairly
costly to do initially, but the results are
so eminently listenable and such a

marvelous setting for the music.

The most effective'
devices for control
ing listening-room
Resonance, Revert,
and Reflections.
Remove low fregt)ency resonance- :
AND the effects of standing
waves without pumping more
11
acoustic energy into the room.

'

Create diffusion without colorati Rtg
Get,the acoustic control you need

your listening room.
Find óut why:hi end manufacturers,
reviewers,and dealers are using-Tube Traps
more than any other type of acoustic treatmen
psC'ACOUSTIC

n'

C

CORPORATION

P.O. Box ;189
Eugene. OR 97440
(503) 343-9727

APPLIED ACOUSTICS -RESEARCH, DESIGN 8 DEVELOPMENT
TUBE TkAPT`' is

a

registered trademark of ASC Patented In the I.S.A., U.K., Canada, Italy, Hong Kong.andSingapore,

Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

There's not a hint of studio dryness,
nor is there the sense of any control
over the balance other than the performers' own.
The little MartintJ "Kitchen Revue" is
humorous, as are Paul Bowles' eight
untitled numbers (each 0:48 to 2:30
long), and they rattle along in a way
that draws heavily on both early jazz
and, to my ear, pre -Great War Stravinsky. The textures are unambiguously
clear and non -symphonic. The sweet
and sentimental elements always end
up getting sandwiched between lemon -tart sections with biting sarcasm.
Most enjoyable stuff! "Octandre" was
a milestone at the time of its writing
and still commands respect, especially
as played here.
The eight movements of the Weill
suite may never have been played so
smoothly and tunefully, and therein lies
my one regret about the album. Do you
know the recording of the same suite
(coupled with Milhaud's "Création du
Monde," 1923) by Arthur Weisberg's
Contemporary Chamber Ensemble,
admirably taped by Marc Aubort for a
1973 Nonesuch LP? It has more bite,
more bounce, and a rollicking pungence that the Chicago Pro Musica
just misses. But this Reference Recordings performance is still too good
to miss, as these folks do have their
own very personal view of this music
and the other delightful works.
Christopher Greenleaf
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-Lecnard Feather,

Celebrated Jazz Critic
for the L.A. Times, Washington Post News
Service and Author of many books including
"The Jazz Years-Earwitness to an Era.".
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audio system sound better
than I ever dreamed possible!"
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performance. I was therefore skeptical when told
that BBE could make a dramatic improvement to

virtually all audio systems and I had to hear it

"I was amazed
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for myself.
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important advances in the electronic
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lifetime. Bravo, BBE! Encore!"
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JAZZ & BLUES

KILLING HIMSELF SOFTLY
mer Bob Neel get a wonderful groove
established on "Stella by Starlight."
This Mosaic release ought to be
most welcome, as Baker's passing in
1988 marked the end of an era. Luckily, we have his recordings-and there
aren't many-to remind us of his talent.
Frank Driggs
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Chet Baker Sings and Plays from the
Film "Let's Get Lost"
RCA/Novus 3054-2-N, CD.
Performance: BSound: Amust be the only one out there who
has trouble with Chet Baker's vocal
quality and delivery, not to mention his
(lack of) range. It's not that I'm cynical;
at heart, I'm a romantic, but this nostalgia thing is out of hand. By all accounts, Bruce Weber's recent film documentary on the now -late Baker deserves the heaps of praise it's receiving. Still, can't help but think that this
album pinpoints our society's uncanny
ability to play the capitalistic role of
predator. Why not promote a guy when
he's alive?
There is little debate that the purveyors of jazz's 1950s "West Coast Cool
School" left their mark on the idiom.
Overall, the importance of Baker's fine
work with Gerry Mulligan, the Southern
California Limehouse bunch, and others has been underestimated or,
worse, overlooked.
Still, don't enjoy being manipulated.
While Let's Get Lost (the soundtrack)
has many fine moments, it is not a
great piece of work. Baker's voice
I

1

I

The Complete Pacific Jazz Live Recordings of the Chet Baker Quartet
with Russ Freeman
Mosaic MR4-113, four LPs; MD3-113,
three CDs.

-

-

Performance: A
Sound: A
Probably more than any other musician, Chet Baker epitomized the cool,
soft, laid-back sound that became
known as "West Coast Cool" jazz in
the 1950s.
According to Joe Goldberg's exceptionally well -written liner notes, Baker
developed his own trumpet soundvery, very soft and well modulatedbefore he ever heard Miles Davis play.
That soft sound and bop -oriented style
enabled him to work, for a time, with
Charlie Parker in California and Canada. Basically, Baker remained an introspective player, using the middle
register of his horn with minimum
execution.
He reached his peak with Gerry Mulligan's quartet in 1953 and 1954, winning both the downbeat critics' and
readers' polls ahead of Miles Davis.
Most of the quartet's recordings were
not released in the U.S. but in Europe.
where Baker later developed a following as a singer. This release comprises
three 1954 dates; only the Ann Arbor
set was ever released in its entirety by
Pacific.
158

These dates capture the full range of
Baker's work. Although the point is
made over and over again that he had
precious little knowledge of chords
and really couldn't read music very
well, it's evident that Baker was a highly intuitive player who could grasp
what was needed from a song or composition almost as he played it.
"My Funny Valentine," long associated with Mabel Mercer, is one of Baker's most compelling statements. "Stella by Starlight" was done by Baker
long before it became associated with
Miles; dig it and compare. "Everything
Happens to Me," a superior song, suits
Baker's introspective muse well. There
are a number of Latin -tinged tunes,
including "Frenesi," which will remind
everyone of Artie Shaw; Baker and pianist/arranger Russ Freeman and company handle it with complete ease, as
they do everything else in their repertoire. On Jerome Kern's classic "All the
Things You Are" (which Freeman calls
one of the greatest songs ever written),
Baker's lack of formal training leads
him way out on a limb, but with his
superior skill, he manages to resolve
his solo as a complete entity.
Freeman, who today is a prominent
conductor and studio arranger in California, is very well recorded, and this
set represents some of his best work
He, bassist Carson Smith, and drum-

I
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cracks; at times ("Imagination" and
"Blame it on My Youth"), he either
sounds like he's jammed his mouth full
of marbles or he slurs, which merely
serves as an aural reminder of his excesses. While Baker's presentation of
Elvis Costello's "Almost Blue" has
been called a stroke of genius and a
demonstration of Baker's scope and
breadth, can't help but think of it as a
marketing ploy.
There is a plus side here, though.
"Moon and Sand," for instance, is de
livered cagily and smoothly. The
phrasing in "Every Time We Say Goodbye" is excellent. Throughout, Baker's
trumpet seems strong, lyrical as always, sensitive, and accurate-all
trademarks.
Each accompanist works well, too:
Pianist Frank Strazzeri (particularly on
"I Don't Stand a Ghost of a Chance
with You"), bassist John Leftwich, and
guitarist/flutist Nicola Stilo. Baker had
worked with drummer/percussionist
Ralph Penland many times previously;
their intuitive communication is readily
apparent.
But in the end, Let's Get Lost comes
across as a series of slow, slower, and
slowest compositions. Perhaps it's an
accurate portrayal of Baker on his last
legs.
hope not, because if so, it
makes me all the sadder.
Jon W. Poses

\111

Cadillac Daddy-Memphis 1952:
Howlin' Wolf
Rounder SS -28, LP.
Sound: BPerformance: AWith a voice that always sounded as
if he'd swallowed the microphone,
Howlin' Wolf projected a singular and
uncompromising blues. His was a
rough-and-tumble music that became
one of the mainstays of the Chess catalog. Before his great fame with Chicago musicians and the Chess label, the
Wolf made some rather obscure recordings which surfaced only recently
due to the resurgence of interest in the
blues.
This particular LP not only demonstrates some of the crudest blues Wolf
ever made but also shows the development of his voice. There are several
moments where he reveals a different
voice than the growl we are most familiar with; he ventures into a higher
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Otis Rush
range and practically falls out of character. For a second, it sounds as if two
people are singing, and then you realize that Wolf actually had another voice
besides his trademark, low-down and
nasty self. "Color and Kind" and "I Got
a Woman" give you a glimpse at that
other Howlin' Wolf, somewhere between the man and the legend, and it's
a revelation.
Some of the playing on the record is
not up to the songs anc the singer, as
this was recorded before Wolf teamed
up with Hubert Sumlin, whose distinctive guitar lines and cranky tone added
much to Wolfs recorded persona. In
fact, the `aint-hearted might find themselves put oh by Willie Johnscn's guitar, which often drifts into cff-key territory on side one. But no matter. The
singer is never thrown by the litter of
bum notes or by a missed snare hit.
Finally, a good word should be put in
on behalf of producer Sam Phillips for
making these tapes in the first place.
And kudos go to Colin Escott, Frank
Green, and Dr Toby Mountain for re-

Howliñ'

Wolf:

storirg them to a completely listenable
state. These recordings stand with the
best of the Chess works and belong in
any serious blues collection.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Tops: Otis Rush
Blind Pig BP -3188,

LP.

-

Sound: B
Performance: A
fans
Blues
may argue forever over
who's the best living blues guitarist,
but inevitably Otis Rush is acknowledged as a master. The cover photo of
Tops reveals a spectacled, middleaged man, but the music is that of the
youngster who took Chicago by storm
with a flurry of hits in the late '50s.
Unfortunately, he's been recorded less
than any other bluesman of his stature.
If you've never heard Otis Rush,
"Gambler's Blues" is worth the price of
the album. It's indicative of Rush's talent that this B. B. King number is now
more closely identified with Rush than
King Rush remains a concise, economical guitarist who draws on deep
reservoirs of technique and emotionat once sophisticated and raw. As with
his few peers, Rush's music can be
identified by a single solo, and sometimes even by a brief phrase.
When Tops is viewed against the
background of Rush's few recordings,
however, the album is a bit of a disappointment. Cut live at the 1985 San
Francisco Blues Festival, all the tracks
save one have been previously recorded, and two appeared on his last live
set, the wonderful So Many Roads on
Delmark. The title track on Tops, a new
instrumental, rates as a work in progress. This album is also a victim of
Rush's decision to employ local
groups when he's touring rather than
maintain his own band. The backing
Bobby Murray Band may be sympa159
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IF YOU DON'T SEE IT LISTED-CALL!
+

...

90 Wt/Ch Receiver

FiDfid

...

AMP/PREAMP

SAE A202
5229
100 Wt/Ch AMP

5239

$389

Computer Direct Line PREAMP

SAE P102

SAE A502
200 Wt/Ch AMP

SOUND CRAFTSMAN ProPower 4
205 WATTS/Channel SPECIAL

8

-Input Preamp SPECIAL

.

5199

5219

11

For expert recommendations

CALL US TOLL FREE

+

* For product information

* TO ORDER PRODUCT

CASSETTE DECKS

SAE C102
2 Motor, Dolby

ttttttri=

SAE D102
$289
4X
Oversampling, Remote

3-Head, Dolby B/C/HX PRO

JVC TDV711

....

SPECIAL

3249

B+C

5249

JVC XLM7UI .. SPt61AL
6+ 1 Stacker, Best Buy

3 -Head, Dolby B/C/HX PRO

TeAC V670X

MAGNAVOX CD8586 SPECIAL
6 Disc Changer

TEAC V285CHX
597
Dolby B/C/HX PRO

..

SPECIAL

..

JVC XLZ611 .. SPECIAL
18 Bit, 4X. Digital Outputs

SPECIAL

Dual 18 Bit, 4X, 3 Inch Ready

.

5269

SPECIAL

Dolby 8/C with Auto -Reverse

JVC TDW501

Dubbing Auto -Reverse REC/PLAY

TEAC W660

TEAC V570X
5169
Dolby B/C/HX PRO

JVC TDW801

Dubbing Auto Reverse REC/PLAY

587 pr

..

laEmail

.

.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

3 -way

.

Subwoofer System

Design Acc PS -30

5399

British 8" 2 -Way Bookshelf

CELESTION DL8 II

Top -Rated 10"

DESIGN ACCOUSTICS PS -10

Floor Standing Tower

CELESTION DL12 II

SPECIAL
One of the Best British 10' 3 -Ways

CELESTION DL10 II

JVC TDV621
SPECIAL
3 -Head, Dolby B/C/HX PRO

CALL

JVC XL2411 .. SPECIAL
Dual 18-Bit, 4X

..

SPEAKERS

..

PYLE P201
SPECIAL
"The Pounder" Box Speaker

...

PYLE KP6940 . SPECIAL
High Power 6 X 9 Two Way

JVC CSX6936 . SPECIAL
135 Wts, 6 X 9 Three Way

6 X 9 Three Way

CLARION SE9350

50 Wts/Ch, 100 Wts Mono

ALPHASONIC PMA2050

CAR SPEAKERS/AMPS

TEAC PD700
5239
6 Disc, 4x, Dual D/A'a

MAGNAVOX CD3000 SPECIAL
6 Disc, 4X. and Dual D/A's

JVC XLM401
.CALL
6 Disc Stacker

....

PIONEER CLD1070 .. 5499
Combination CD Player

JVC XLV211

JVC TDR421
CALL
Dolby B/C/H%Pro, NR

DISC PLAYERS

Central Time Zone

SUN

M -F 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
SAT 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
a.m. - 5 p.m.

PHONE HOURS

u::111i1lib1i
Returns accepted within 10 days (must be called in for prior
authorization). Products must be in original condition. Returns
subject to restocking tee. Shipping and handling not refundable.

30 -DAY GUARANTEED NO LEMON
EVERY PRODUCT BRAND NEW-FULL WARRANTY

Buyer Protection Plan-FREE
*
*

CALL US

RECEIVERS

IF YOU FIND A BETTER PRICE

1?

TURNTABLES & CART.

1.800.356.9514
-

or COD

DISCMEN

<

RATING

FIVE STAR

+

Most Major Brands

We get the BEST volume discounts
LOW OVERHEAD-To sell at best discounts
We shop the competition to ensure the best price

WDS Rated #1 for S ERVICE and PRICE
Guaranteed Low Price 10Day Return

x.111

WISCONSIN
DISCOUNT
STEREO

SOME ITEMS CLOSEOUTS

2417 W. Badger Road
Madison, WI 53713
1-608-271-6889

mm

SPECIAL

CAMCORDER

8

....

CANON Al
HiBit

..

SONY CCDF70 . SPECIAL
Call for Sony Camcorders
PANASONIC PV520

Audio Monitor, FEH
HITACHI VM5200 . SPECIAL
Audio Monitor, 8X Zoom

...

JVC RX701 ... SPECIAL
80 Wt/Ch Receiver

JVC GRS77
SPECIAL
Super VHS-C with 8 Heads

Walnut Base Turntable

DUAL CS5000

...
SONY D2
Sony Quality

SPECIAL

JVC GFS550 .. SPECIAL
Super-VHS with 8X Zoom

5159

SPECIAL

JVC HRD840
SPECIAL
Brand New 4 -Head MTS Hifi
PANASONIC PV54980

SHERWOOD S27701I . $225
74 WUCh Receiver

...

SHURE V15VMR
5129
Micro Ridge Cartridge

....

JVC RX901

PROTON 940 . SPECIAL
DPD Circuitry Receiver

85 WUCh Receiver

SPECIAL

SONY D160
CALL
Home and Car Discman

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

...

SONY CCDSP7 . SPECIAL
Water Resistant 8mm

.

Super VHS MTS Hifi
PANASONIC PV4960

SPECIAL

...

Fully Automatic, Quartz
THORENS TD318 MKII

SPECIAL

JVC RX501

JVC ALF0555

.

SONY D25
CALL
Mega Bass Circuit

MTS Hifi, w FEH

5249

JVC GR60
SPECIAL
VHS -C with FLYING ERASE

4-Head

...

...

Audiophile Belt Drive

CAR STEREO

THORENS TD320 MKII

Audiophile Belt Drive

CAR STEREO

SHERWOOD CRD350
5179
DIN with Dolby B/C

SPECIAL

SONY D9
5189
Mega Bass Circuit

MISCELLANEOUS

CLARION 8302
5124
12FM/6AM, NR, Scan

...

DIN. A/R, High Power, Dolby

CLARION 9730

...

DIN, NR, Dolby B+C, High Power

Sherwood XR1604

JVC KSR490
SPECIAL
Removeable Din, AIR

....

4

HEADPHONES

JVC PCX200 .. SPECIAL
CD Boom Box

CLARION 8671 ... 5199
Removeable DIN, NR
High Power. Dolby. CD Input

5199

5149

High Power, Dolby, NR
.

Dolby BIC, CD Inputs

SHERWOOD CRD210

CLARION 9770
5225
Removeable DIN, Dolby

E

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN ProControl

MISCELLANEOUS

SONY MDR1FSK .. 5149
Wireless Headphones

JVC KSRX1010 SPECIAL

SPECIAL

MEMOREX CPs
569
Universal Programmable Remote

JVC PCX 300 .. SPECIAL
Top -rated CD Boom Box

UNIOEN RD9
Radar Detector

Auto -Focus 6X Zoom

5109

SONY MDRV6
567
Professional Headphones

CLARION 9700

529.95 cs
Metal Audio Tapes

MAXELL MX90

RECOTON 100's . 5149 set
Add-on Wireless Speakers

...

SHARP WIZARD
5209
Pocket Computer

....

SONY MDRCD6
579
Professional Headphones

KOSS JCK 200S
597
Wireless Headphones

....

...

KOSS JCK 300S
5197
Wireless Headphones

SONY WMF100 III
Walkman

....

Watchman

SONY FDL230

PROTON A13000

Complete Stereo System

SPECIAL

596

5119

AM/FM Disc Player

TOSHIBA XRP9458

SPECIAL

5569

JVC GRA30

PANASONIC PV120
5659
Flying Erase Heads

SONY SLV70
SPECIAL
4 -Head MIS HA with Effects

SPECIAL

JVC HRD850
SPECIAL
Brand New aHead MTS HiFi

...

TV'S

SONY KV27XBR10

SPECIAL

Best 27" made
JVC AV2059s

...

20" Monitor/Receiver
PR 40745

...

SPECIAL

40" Stereo Projection TV

PANASONIC

..

Best Buy 27"

JVC AV2759S

PANASONIC CTL2770S

27" Stereo TV

viii

Steps Ahead is miles ahead
of what passes for fusion
these days, but on this
album they're only walkin'.

thetic, but their arrangements are tentative. Rush's own musicians, however,
drove him to new heights with aggressive arrangements. imagine that it's
well-nigh impossible for the members
of Murray's band, who grew up cutting
their teeth on Rush's 45s, to challenge
their temporary leader. The band parI

ticularly falls down on "Keep on Lovin'
Me Baby," one of Rush's first hits.
Rush has so rarely recorded that
Tops qualifies as a blues event. Yet his
fans can only wonder why his first album in a decade is a live set that's
over three years old upon its release.
Roy Greenberg

HPC
CPC

HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

M

COPLANAR COPPER

i

r

N.Y.C.: Steps Ahead

Intuition/Capitol C1-91354,

LP.

Performance: C +
Even with the departure of drummer
Peter Erskine and saxophonist Michael
Brecker, Steps Ahead still plays smart,
high-tech fusion, bristling with insistent
rhythms and catchy melodies. Mike
Mainieri, the only remaining original
member, assumes a more dominant
role on N.Y.C., especially with his expanded palette of MIDI vibes triggering a Synclavier. Mainieri sets up cycles of percussive vibes echoed by
electronic sounds and samples, and it
is this melodic -percussion approach
which drives pieces such as "Well, in
That Case ..., "Senegal Calling," and
"Get It."
With Steve Smith on drums and Tony
Levin on bass and Chapman Stick,
there's no lack in the rhythm section.
And the production maintains their
high-tech sheen with clever arrangements interweaving acoustic and electronic colors.
It's in the front that Steps Ahead falls
behind. Guitarist Steve Kahn and saxophonist Bendik don't have the distinctive voices of their predecessors. In
particular, although Bendik has a more
raw, textured sound than most fusion
clones, he is a predictable soloist, usually climaxing with some guttural midregister growls. The writing, which falls
to Mainieri and Bendik, is like a sketchbook of interesting but largely underdeveloped ideas-the lovely Bendik
ballad, "Red Neon, Go or Give," notwithstanding.
Steps Ahead is miles ahead of what
passes for fusion these days, but
they're still just walkin'. John Diliberto
Sound: B +

Superblue
Blue Note B1-91731,

LP.

Sound: AOver two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do a better job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests'making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high -purity copper with
teflpn insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.
Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system.
HPC and CPC cables aredesigned by. and manufactured exclusively for
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

Madrigal Audio Laboratories,

Performance: A
Here's an octet of powerful players,
many of whom are just hitting their
stride. Trumpeter Don Sickler arranged
seven of the pieces, and alto saxophonist Bobby Watson arranged the
other, his own "Conservation."
This is a group of musicians whose
careers have often intersected in the
last decade, and the tightness and interplay here underscore that fact. Tenor saxophonist Bill Pierce and Watson
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NATURAL BEAUTY.

I

we/'s

ti

É

-Model OCD-100

Our natural oak cabinets are a beautiful solution for home
storage of CDs or cassettes. These quality cabinets feature
sturdy inserts which align discs or cassettes individuals.
Music collections stay clean, organized and easy to access in

these handsome storage units. Sold at fine audio and record
stores everywhere. From Case Logic, the quality leader!

DASE LOG/G
Case Logic, Inc., 6930 Winchester Circle

/

Boulder, Colorado 80301 / Phone 800-447-4848 / FAX 303-530-3822

Enter No. 45 on. Reader Service Card

Stylistically, you could
not find a more compatible
jazz band than Superblue,
an octet of brash upstarts
and wily veterans.
are early -1980s graduates of The Jazz
Messengers; pianist Mulgrew Miller,
now a leader in his own right and a
mainstay in Tony Williams' elegant
quintet, also did time with Art Blakey.
The band's other brass players, trumpeter/fluegelhornist Roy Hargrove and
trombonist Frank Lacy (a 1989 Mes-

senger), perform regularly with Watson
as part of the altoist's cohesive group,
Horizon. And bassist Bob Hurst, a Blue
Note prodigy who was part of the label's original OTB (Out of the Blue)
enclave, has a wealth of mutual credits
with the others, not to mention a sustained stint with Wynton Marsalis.

Where to buy Polk Speakers
AUTHORIZED HOME DEALERS
CANADA Call Evolution Technology Taonlo la
nearest dealer 1-416847-8888
AK Anchorage: Magnum Electronics Fair.

banks: Hind's
AL Birmingham: Audition Dothan: International
Audio Huntsville: Sound Distributors Mobile:
Hi Fi Zone Montgomery: The Record Shop
Tuscaloosa: Kincaid Stereo A. IV
AR FayettevlllarFl. Smith: Stereo Doe Little
Rock: t esure Electronics Searcy: Soymart
AZ Phoenix/Mesa: Hi Fi Sala Tucson: Audio
Emporium Yuma: Warehouse Stereo
CA Bakersfield: Casa Moore Campbell: Sound
Goods Canoga Park: Shelley's Carpinteria:
Creative Stereo Chico: Sands By Dave Corona
Del Mar. Pacific Coast Audio Video Escondido:
Doiwid Company
Eureka: Eureka Aud o Video
Lancaster Cardin a Srsatdwucks Longbeach:
Audio Concepts Mountain View. Sand Goads
Napa: Futon son Orange: Absolute Audio
Penngqrove: Cali'nrna S7eo Redondo: Systems Des gn Riverside: SpeakeraaltSacramento: Good Guys San Diego: Sound Company
San Francisco & Suburbs: Good Guys, Performance Audio San Gabriel: Aud o Concepts
San Jose: Good Guys San Luis Obispo: Audio
' Santa
Ecstasy Santa Barbara: Cr
Stereo
Cruz: Sound Wake Santa Marla:
Santa Monica: Sheller s S!cre, Stockton:
:

I% UpGluskirts Thousand Oaks: Creal.e
land: Audio Haven Ventura: Creative Skim
Victorville: Incredible Sands Visalia: Metro
Stereo Westminster. Videoek Stereo
CO Boulder Soundtrack Colorado Springs:
Suadr ne Aud o Denver & Suburbs- ,a-rdtrack
Glenwood Springs: Stereo linlanded Grand
Junction: Sound Company Mlntuen: Custom
Audio Video Pueblo: SuNnrte Audio
CT Avon: Hi Fr Stereo House Danbury: Carston's
Fairfield: Audio Design Greenwich: Al FrawIio s Hartlord: AI Franklin s New Haven: Audio
Etc Newington: Hi Fi Stereo House New London: Robert's Norwalk: Au01o1,on0 Waterbury Zino Music
DE

Wilmington:

Bryn Maw Stereo

FL Daytona Beach: ggermmes Ft. Myers:
Stereo Garage FI. Lauderdale: Sand Advice
Ft. Pierce: Sand Share Ft. Walton Beach:
Audio International Gaansville: Electronics World
Jacksonville: Audio Tech, Spedrun Home Thea
ter Key West: Audio International Lakeland:
Sound F; cloy Mary Esther. Palm Audio Vain
Merrill Island: Southern Audio Miami: Electronic Equipmr,M Cu , Sound Advice Naples:
Stereo Garage

Panama City Watlsound Stereo

Pensacola: An Pro Sound Sunrise: Sound Advice St. Petersburg: Cooper for Stereo. Sound
Advice Tallahassee: Stereo Store Tampa:
Sound Advice W. Palm Beach: Electronic Connection, Sand Adue
GA Athens: Hi Fi Buys Atlanta & Suburbs: Hi
F Buys Augusta: Stereo City Brunswick: B&B
Service Slam Columbus: Men TV Gainsvllle:
Audio Dimensions Macon: Georgia Music Savannah: Audio Warehouse Valdosta: Stereo
Connection
HI Honolulu: Honolulu Audio Video
IA Davenport: Griggs Music Des Moines: Audio Lacs Dodge City: Sound Wald Dubuque:
VenRrs Iowa City: 1lawkeye Audio Mason City:
Sand World Sioux City: Audio Visions Waterloo: learn
ID Boise: Stereo Stoppe Moscow: Stereo
Shoppe Sandpoint Elearacratl Twin Falls:
Audio Warehouse
IL Alton: Reliable Stereo Aurora: Stereo Systems
Carbondale: Southern Stereo Champaign:
Good Vibes Chicago 8 Suburbs: United Audio
Decatur. Team Electronics Highland Park: Columba Joliet: Stereo Systems Kankakee: Barret s Enteru ranee Naperville: Stereo Systems
Normal: Sundown One Peoria: Tear Electronics
Rockford: Columbia Springfield: Sundown
One Spring Valley: Audio Laos Sterling: Ste,
ling Electronics
IN Bloomington: Campus Audio Bluffton:
Eley TV & Applarve Evansville: Risley's Ft.
Wayne: Classic Stereo Indianapolis: °ration
Lafayette: Good Vibes Marion: Classic Shaeo

Michigan City: Audio Connection Muncie:

Clas-

South Bend: Classic Stereo Tene
Haute: Stereo Crafters
KS Junction City: Audio Junction Kansas
City: Brands Man Overland Park: Audio Elecsic Stereo

tronics. Brands Man

Wichita: Audio Visions

Topeka: Nelson's
KY Bowling Green: Audio Center Lexington:
Ovation Aud o Louisville: Audio Video Buy
Design Owensboro, Paducah: Risley'S
Pikeville: Mayo Inc

LA Alexandria: Simpson Electronics Lafayette:
Sound Electronics Metairie & New Orleans:
Alterman Audio

MA Boston: Goodwin. Waltham Camera 8 Stereo
Fitchburg'. Fitchburg Music N. Dartmouth:
Sound

II

Pittsfield:

H B

S

O'Coins
ME Bangor: Sound Source

Stereo

Worcester.

Camden: Harbor

Portland: New England Music
MD Baltimore: Soundscape Gaithersburg:
Audio Buys
MI Ann Arbor Hr Fi Buys Birmingham: Almas
Hi Fr Dearborn: Aireas Hi Fr Farmington
Audio

Grand
Armes Hi Fi Flint: Stereo Center
Rapids: Classic Stereo Iron Mountain: Sound
Nam Kalamazoo: Class c Stereo Lansing/

Hills:

Midland: Hi Fi Buys Petoskey: Kurtz Music
Saginaw: Court SI Listening Roam Traverse
City: Kunz Music
MN Alexandria: Sand Shop Duluth: Mel s TV
Mankato: Aldo King Minneapolis &
A. Audio
Suburbs: Audio King Rochester. Audio King
SI. Paul: Audio K ng
MO Cape Girardeau: Stereo One Columbia:
Johnston Audio Kansas City: Brands Mart Si.
Louis: Sound Central
MS Hattisburg: McLelland TV Jackson:
Hoopers Pascagoula: Empress
MT Billings Vireo Sat A Sound Bozeman:
Thirsty Ear Great Falls: Rocky Mountain Hi Fr
Kalilspell: Audio Visions Missoula: Aspen

Said
Boone: Hollons Chapel Hill: Stereo Sound
Charlotte: Audio Video Systems Conover TrtGreensboro: Stereo Sound HendersonCiry
ville: Pro Sound Kinston: Stereo Concepts
Moorehead City: Anderson Audio New Bern:
Anderson Audio Raleigh: Audio Buys Stereo
Sound Rocky Mount: Microwave Audio Wilmington: Atlantic Auaho Wilson: Modem Stereo
Winston-Salem: Stereo Sand
ND Bismarck: Pacific Sound Fargo Today
NC

Electronics
NE Kearney. Midwest Audio Lincoln: Stereo
West Omaha: Stereo West York: Midwest Audio
NH Concord: Audio or New England Laconia:
North Hampton: The New AudiLakeside Stem
opn le. Salem
cards
NJ East Brunswick: Atlantic Stereo Maple
Shade: Bryn A aw Stereo Montclair Perdue Ra-

dio Paramus: Haney Electronics Raritan: AC
Audio Ridgewood: Saad.rg Boar ] Shrewsbury: Monmouth Stereo Toms River Rands
Camera Wall Twp.: Monmouth Stereo West

Caldwell: Peril Radio
NM Alamogordo: D&K Electronics Albuquerque: West Coast Sass Carlsbad: Beason s
Clovis: Towne Crier Santa Fe: West Coast
Sass
NV Elko: Elko Audio Las Vegas: Upper Ear
Reno: Good Guys South Shore Lake Tahoe:
Audio Video Den

Albany: Clark Music. Sounds Great Amherst: Speaker Shop Batavia: Unicorn Audio
Buffalo: Speaker Shop Corning: Chernu g
Elmira: Crmurg Fredonia: Studio One
Goshen: LongGlens Falls: Aud o G
r_ b Sound Image
Platers Steno Ithaca: I
Manhasset Audio
Jamestown: Stud Or
Breakthroughs Massena: H Fr Shop Newburgh: Audio Expresso -is New Hartford:
Adirondack Must New York City: Audio Break
doaighs, Electron c Workshop Haney Electronics
NY

r

Plattsburgh: Alpha Stereo Rochester JB
Syracuse:
Sound Scarsdale: Listening Ram
Clark Music Vestal: Hart Ekttren cs White
Plains: Harvey Electronics Woodbury: Audio
Breakthroughs

Akron: Audio Crab Canton: Belden Audio
Cleveland 8 Suburbs: Audio Crab Cincinnati:
Stereo lab Columbus: Stereo Lab Dayton:
Findlay: Audio Craft Lima:
Stereo Showcase
Classic Stereo Toledo: Audio Cray
OK Lawton: Hi F Shop Oklahoma City: Audio
Dimensions Shawnee: Rave Sounds Stillwater: Canunes Tulsa: Audio Advice
OR Eugene: Unrvervry Hi Fi Grants Pass:
Smells Medford: Sheckells Salem: Kellys
OH

Home Center
PA Allentown: Bryn Mara Stereo Blakely: Han
Electrons BrynMawr: Bryn Mawr Stereo
Camp Hill: Bryn Mawr Stereo Chambersburg:
Sunrise Electronics Erie: Studio One Harrisburg: Bryn Mawr Stereo Johnstown: Gary s
Enlertarrvrterll Kingston: Han El ' o cs Lancaster. GOT Stereo Langhorne: Bryn Mawr
Montgomeryville: Bryn Maw Step Natrona
Heights: Stereo Lend Philadelphia 8 Suburbs: Bryn Mawr Stereo Pittsburgh: Aud o Junc-

Quakertown: Bryn Maw Stereo Reading:
T Stereo
Selinsgrove: Stereo Snoope State
College: Paul B Tony S' an Stroudsburg:
Main St Audo Video Wedord: Audio Insight
Iion
G'n

Williamsport

r

RotK1 M
PUERTO RICO Rio Piedras: Precision Audio
RI N. Providence: Eastern Audio
SC Anderson: Music Machine Charleston: Au
dio Warehouse Columbia: Music Machine
Greenville: Music Machine Greenwood: Stereo
Shoo Spartansburg: Steno Sr
SD Aberdeen: EnoC Meat Rapid City: Team
E'
G Sioux Falls: Aud o King
TN Chattanooga: RAM T V Cookeville: Liodset Ward Jackson: New Wove Electronics
Kingsport: Audition Knoxville: Lindsey Ward
McMinnville: Lindsey Ward Memphis: New
Wave Electronics Nashville: Hi Fr Buys
TX Amarillo: Sound Systens Ltd Arlington:
Sound Idea Austin: Mariam Eleceomc College Station: Audio Video Corpus Christi:
Tape Town Dallas: Hdkrest Hi Fidelity El Paso:
Sandguest Ft. Worth: Sound Idea Houston:
Sneltrel0 Audio Hurst: Sound Idea Laredo:
Melt' International Longview: Audio Techniques

Lubbock: Electroncs Superanter McAllen:
H Fi San Marcos:
Meter San Antonio: Mob
Discovery Audio V deo Sherman: Worldwide
S'ereo Temple: Audio Tech Texarkana: Sound
Towne Victoria: Dyer Electronics Waco: Audio
Tern
UT Logan: Stokes Brothers Sall Lake City:
Broadway Music SI. George: Boulevard Hare
Furnishings
VA Bristol: Audition Charlottesville: Holdrens
Sound Machine Falls Church Manassas: Audio
Buys Han isonberg: Ace Muse N Electronics
Richmond: Gary's Stereo Roanoke: Holdrens

Virginia Beach: Digital Sand
VT Brattleboro: Sc entire Stereo Essex Junction: Ceative Sound Rutland: Mounlarn Music
WA Bellingham: OC Stereo Chelan: Muse
Store Oak Harbor: DC Stereo Center Seattle!
Bellvuellynnwood: Magnolia Spokane: Etatra_ra i (Hal si Tacoma: Mayo a
WI Appleton: Sound Worn Eau Claire: EME
Green Bay: Sound World Lacrosse: Sound World Madison: Happy Medium
Marinette: Sound Seller Milwaukee: Audio
Er-unum Oshkosh: Audio Plus Wausau:
Aud o Sys'ems

Sound World

AN Barboursville, Beckley, Charleston: Pied

,per Clarksburg: Audio Visual Concepts
ituntington: Pied Piper, Video Warehouse Piedmont: Sound Gallery Wheeling: Stereo Lab
NY Cheyenne: Elecuonres Unlimited Gillette/

iherldan:

Star Video Library

yo lk

4aúd

o.

the Speaker Specialists

Stylistically, you couldn't ask for a
more compatible group. Choice of material, such as Tina Brooks' hard -driving affair, "Open Sesame," pays tribute to and is reminiscent of two of Blue
Note's legends, Kenny Dorham and
Horace Silver. Curtis Fuller's "Time
Off" demonstrates Watson's ever-increasing prowess and depth; he's
ready to take, and hold, center stage
at any given moment. As for Watson's
"Conservation," it presents us with a
big band feel while showcasing not
only the solo work of Watson, Miller,
and Pierce, but also drummer Kenny
Washington, who gets better and better with every record. The only ballad is
Benny Golson's much -travelled but
never tiresome "I Remember Clifford,"
which spotlights the phenomenal talent
of trumpeter Hargrove. (The standard
ballad, "Summertime," also makes an
appearance, but its atypical, offbeat
arrangement is a bit too quick -paced
for my liking).
Superblue is a superb effort by a
group of already -developed young upstarts and keen mid -career veterans.
Jon W. Poses

Live in the Whispering Gallery: The
Persuasions
Hammer 'N Nails HNCD-1988, CD;
DOD; 34:41 (Available from Hammer
'N Nails Records, c/o North American
Digital, 215 Englewood Ave., Englewood, N.J. 07631.)
Performance: ASound: B
That sublime a cappella group, The
Persuasions, returns in vintage form
from a long recording absence with
this live performance from April 1988,
recorded direct to DAT. Sadly, it is
their final recording with charter member Herbert "Toubo" Rhoad, who has
since passed on. As always, their repertoire is soulful standards and some
gospel-songs like "Get a Job,"
"Place in the Sun," "Sea of Love," and
Otis Redding's "Amen." After more
than 25 years together, the camaraderie is a joyous thing to hear. The Persuasions have always made uplifting
music with nothing more than voices
and hand claps.
The sound here is warm and feels
like the live performance that it is. The
presence is not outstanding, but it still
Michael Tearson
feels good.
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DEALER SHOWCASE
VALUEable

SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE.
Audioquest
Pioneei LaserDisc

Spectral

CWD

Marl Levinson

Well Tempered

Bryston

Van den

Magnum Dynalab

MII

Martin Logan
Klipsch

Entec

Rega

Vandersteen

McIntosh

Grado Signature

Celestion Sl

Adcom

Monster Cable

Wilson Audio

NAD

Caldorma Audio tabs

Spica

Component Guard

lint

roman

Mitsubishi Video

205-539-9806
Monday -Saturday loam to 6pm CST
All products priced al manufacturers suggested retail

[-I-l'

Call

E

...rOG,

Marantz
Dynalab

IV

RII

JA

... (213)

I

Systemdek

Straightwire Van den Hul Audioquest SME
Your unique audio specialist located at:
2740 E. Oakland Park Blvd.
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33306

90248

J

Sat 11am-6pm

UK/Sonata
ow
Scunderaftsmen
St

Krasottrid
Belles
Ftsgate
A mho Dynamics
A ulioquest

2901 Buford Hwy.

800-283-4644
rail or

f

f, r

LEGACY
SIGNATURE II

literature

NORTH DRUID HILLS RD.

Reel to Real Designs

404-325-1808

FAX: (305) 564-0774

Mon -Fri 11am-7pm

TI orens

Atlanta Sound Works
RT

Group

Aut turiuvl I)ealer.

makes, all models

K -Mod

(305)564-0772-0773

1310 Kinpsdae Ave.

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM
at 31.21 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, 1L 62702

B.I.C.

Accessories: Carnegie Two

(213) 370-81575
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

resign

719-1500
(TA

Thorens Mod Squad Lexicon
Signet Kljpsch Rotel Nitty Gritty
Tara Labs Livewire

Systems

Carver
B&B Research
Rave
Audio Dynamics
Boston Acoustic

Audio Dynamics
Mod Squad

Michell

Anbria
Grado

Dealer for:

Nestorovic
Dahlquist DBX Snell
Rauna Fostex

Turntables: VPI

BSW Polk NAD Celestion Carver
P3 Audio Kyocera M&K Denon Terk
Proton Pioneer Video ADS Tera
Caron Video Stax Magnum Linn Haller

SPEAKERS
REBUILT

Speakers: Sound Lab
JSE

f',c

18214 Dalton .Ave., Dept. Al I, Gardena,

"Only the finest in audio components"
Electronics: Accuphase Conrad
Johnson Jeff Rowland
Motif Muse
B and K
SAE

Adcon

RczFcrcncc

f=CT
..,rt,

performance for your dollar.

leyer Dynamic

Audio Systems

Major credit cards accepted

2212 Whitesburg Dr., Suite
Huntsville, Al 35801

de signed to give you the maximum

Audible Illusions Aucio Pro
Blaupunkt Bose
Celestion Gvnterpoint Crest
Dablquist
dhx 0CM
Dual Fosgate Grado Signature
!taller Ilarn an Kardon JIM. JSE lexicon
Magnum Dynalah Stud Squad WA: Niles
Nitty :kitty Ohnr Acoustics Unkyo
Audio
(!mobil Phi ips Precise Proton
PS Audio
Krvox SAE S\1F, Sonance Sony
Sumiko Stay
Straightwire Superphon
Talisman TM Teac Thorens Unpu Box
A'elodvne AYI
Wharfedale
AM;

Acoustat
Steve Campbell. owner

Prc ducts, Service and Consultation

1-

Dealers ... Just
as you're reading
this ad, so are
thousands of
buyers.
For complete
information on
placing your
ad, call
Carol Berman at
(212) 719-6338.
AUDIO'NOVEMBER 1989

FALL CLEARANCE

Audio Reeearch

Infinity

Meitner

Oracle

Haller

Vandersteen

KEF

Threshold

Rega Planar

Tandberg

Revox

kitty Gritty

Snell

CWD

Sony ES

Nakamicli

MIT

Sine V

Devon

Koetsu

Melodyne

Carver

Monster Cable

Adcom

Carver 4000T Preamp (S699), CT7
Preimp/Tuner, M.OT Amp, TX2 Tuner,

Rogers

Linn HiFi

Janis

AVF IOU Receiver,

NAD

Perreaux

I

It's that time of the year ... we need
more display space. This is your chance
to sike advantage of huge savings on
the following floor samples and recently
discontinued items.

6250 Receiver, 6200

Receiver.

BSW
Stax
401

Pacasound DIIX600 Cassette Deck,
TD0260 Tuner.
Harman Kardon Citation: all models.

Worcester

liar:man Kardon 825, 870 Amp/Preamp.

Telephone

Road

The

508

Framingham

Revox B2 IS Cassette Deck, B203 Timer/
Col trol, B286 Preamp/Tuner.

ultimate

879

Massachusetts

audio

3556

01701

store.

Natural Sound.

O'COIN'S
239 Mill Street, Worcester, MA 01602
508-791-3411 x315
Above items subject to prior sale.
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DEALER SHOWCASE
Aragon ... Apogee ... Audible Illusions
Audioquest ... Audio Research ...
Bryston
Canon ... Compact Discs
... Counterpoint ... Creek ... CWD .. .
Denon ... Dynavector ... Grado ...
lamo ... Lexicon ... Livewire .. .
Magneplaner ... Magnum Dynalab ..
Mariah ... Mark Levinson ... Mission
NAD ... Nova ... Pinnacle...
Revolver ... SME ... Sota ... Sumiko
... Sumo ... Stax ... Symdex ..
Vandersteen ... VPI .. .
And Much More!

...

.

.

HI FI Exchrc1E

,-

atir

THE FINEST IN HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

xnt

stt1tO

& 11lt en
The Most In Musical Enjoyment
For The Novice & Connoisseur

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
ADS

Apogee Arcici Anna -sphere
Audio Prism Audioquest Basis
Benz Curdas Cello Chesky
Chicago Speaker Stand Classé
Clearuudio Cogan Hall Creek Distech
Electron Kinetics Eminent Technology
Garrott Lantana Last Mugnan
Merrill Mod Squad Morch Nestorovic
Pro Ac Rega Reference Recordings
Sequerra Sheffield Lab Souther
Superphon Tara Labs Tice Audio
Vendetta Research

VMPS

VP!

MISSION
ONKYO
ORION CAR AMPS
PHILIPS
PINNACLE AUDIO
POLK AUDIO (car)
PROTON
SAE
SANSUI
SONANCE
SONY
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
STAX
TOSHIBA

KENWOOD
KICKER
MITSUBISHI

TRIAD
YAMAHA

Semd CliUr
i

:

#1.

Cre ALPHA STEREO
"Holiday
StuffStocking

Quality Components. Professional Installation & Service

-

®4,.

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"

Stuffers

'AudioQuest Sorbothane & Accessories
CD's & LP's by Telarc, Chesky, Albany
Records, Dorian, Sheffield, Mobile Fidelity, etc.
Cables by Monster, MIT, AudioQuest
And For Big Stockings
RPG Diffusers
ASC Tube Traps

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, Dual,
Mission, Celestion, Paradigm,

Soundstream, Audioquest,
Coustic, Monster Cable, Ortofon
Polk Audio, Alpine, AKG
Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

Monday -Friday IOam-8pm. Saturday loam-6pm
Mastercard. Visa. Discover. Amex

AUDIO

THE

New York's Custom Installation Experts!
AR Adcom Apogee Audible Illusions Audio
Research Bang & Olufsen Belles B&K B&W
Eminent
Dual
Dahiquist
Counterpoint
Janis
Technology Grado Harman/Kardon

JVC

Kinergetics Live Wire

Monitor Audio

Nakamichi
NEC
NAD
Monster/Genesis
Philips Pioneer Video Pioneer Elite Polk Audio
Proton PS Audio Shure Ultra Sony Spendor
Stall Straight Wire Systemdek Tara Target
TDL Thorens VPI And More of the Best!

AudioBreaktfiroughs
Amsterdam Arr.
New York, NY 10023
199

211/595.7157

66

15.4 Northrrn Bird.

Nanhassrl.NY

110.10

511627-7333

Turnhurr Commons
Woodhun,NY 11797
519/367-7171

1980 Central Ave.
Albany, NY 12205
518-452-3525

HI-FI

audio
The Best BRANDS
The Best SERVICE
The Best ADVICE
The Best PRICE

i

yy.

II

ot} 838-3444

AUDIO's
DEALER
SHOWCASE
The effective way
to target buyers.

II

345 Cornelia St., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822

-I

Meadtown Shopping Center

287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jet., N.J. 08550
(609) 799-9664

(207) 781-2326

AIWA
AKG
ALTEC LANSING
AUDIO CONTROL
AUDIO SOURCE
CERWIN-VEGA
CITIZEN
CWD
dbx
DCM
DENON
HAFLER
INFINITY (car)

Wadia

Yankee & More

FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

MONSTER CABLE

ADVENT

For details call
Carol Berman at
(212) 719-6338

4

OASIS

w

TAKE THE

-

Integrity and Service!
SPECIAL EVENT
PHILIPS IDTV
Join us on Wednesday,
November 15th from 6-9pm as
Philips factory personnel present

the newest generation of
Improved Definition TeleVision.
Reservations are mandatory for
this exceptional presentation, and
of course, refreshments will be
served.
We Specialize in Custom

Installations.

l

(914) 698-4444

875 Mamaroneck Ave.,
Mamaroneck, NY 10543

'

APPROACH
SOUND APPRO oR:
AUTHORIZED D ACARVER
ADS
DENON
DUAL
ALPHASONIC
HAFLER
AUDIO
INFINITY
CONTROL
BOSTON
ORTOFON
ONKYO
ACOUSTICS
BANG &
& MORE
OLUFSU SHOWROOM
VISIT

APPROACH
NY

THE

6067 JERIC

SOUNDMMACK,

5;

6-499.768

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989

DEALER SHOWCASE

C

2006 Chestnut S ., Phila, PA 19103
(215) 563-4660
Complete Audio Video Store for
All Levels of HiFi Enthusiasts

Acoustic Energy
Adcom
Apogee
Arcam

BAK Componen

ADVENT
ARISTON

GRADO

AUDIO DYNAMICS
BOGEN

JBL
MONSTER CABLE

CAMBRIDGE

PASO

CELESTION

SONY HIFI/VIDEO

S

Cambridge

HAFLER

..

We proudly represent:

Ariston
Audioguest

Featuring:

DISCWASHER

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

ELECTRONICS
INC.

Celestion
Counterpoint
Dynavector
Eminent Tech.
Goldring
Grace
Grado
Infinite Slope

TECHNICS
AND MORE!!

Kimber Kable

Rogers

Kinergetics
Klyne

Rotel

Koetsu

Snell

Lazarus
Maplenoll
MFA Systems

Soundcraftsmen

Micro Seiki
Mission/Cyrus
M&K Sound
Mod Squad
NAD
Oracle
Parasound
PS Audio
Rega Planar

Royo Audio

Sound Lab
Stan
Straightwire

Sumito SME
Super phon
Systemdek
Target
Triad Design
Van Den Hui
VPI

Well Tempered

SOUND SERVICE CO.

MAIL ORDER INVITED

Bustlettn Ave.
(215)725.11r -7B

Philadelphia PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

8010

Accepting Visa 8 Mastercard

OMNI SOUND

Introducing

Texas' New
Definitive Reference
ADS Analogic Ariston
I3rystonClasse' Duntech
Dynavector Esoteric Goldring
IlalesKrv/l Digital Luxman
MIT MordauntShort
Oracle Rotel Snell

For the

sound
mind

Analogic Design Gnup
ASC Tube Traps
Athena
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
Avalon Acoustics
Chicago Speaker Sand
Clearaudio
Duntech
Eminent Technology
Forte' Audio
Grado
Jell Rowland Design Group
Kimber Kable
MIT
Monster Cable
Nifty Gritty
Onkyo
Precise Acoustics

Proton

'IO

INSIGHT
Located in Dallas Texas
214/437-4167

as selective
in where you
buy as you
are in what

Be

you buy.
VAIUEJIO
AUDIO'NOVEMBER 1989

PS Audio
Sony ES
SOTA
Souther
Spectrum
Spica
Thiel
Threshold

DALLAS, TEXAS...214/931-6664

Acous-at

Arago,

Aristo
Audib e Illusions
Audio guest
1

B&K

CAL

Celestlon
conra i-johnson
Creek
Eminent Technology
Gradc
H eybrook
Kimber Kable
Koets 4
Madrigal Carnegie
Magn tm Dynalab
MIT Meitner
M ons-er
ProAc
PS Audio
Ouad

Rhode Island's
State -Of-The -Art
Audio Store.

O ukl&Iver

Rega Planar

Rotel
SM E

Sonorraphe
Spendor
Spica
STAX

Supe-phon
Vand.rsteen
VPI

VTL

Well- empered

304 Thayer Street

Providence. RI
14011 521-1140
Open %ion -M

iii: Sat it -

Dealers ... Just
as you're reading
this ad, so are
thousands of
buyers.
For complete
information on
placing your
ad, call
Carol Berman at
(212) 719-6338.

4833 Keller Springs Road (75248)

We know they're hard to
resist. Guaranteed lowest
prices in the universe. Every
day's a sale day. Big, bigger,
biggest.
But, buying a serious audio
or video component isn't the
same as buying a
dishwasher or microwave.
And that's why AUDIO
recommends you visit an
independent A/V specialty
retailer when shopping for
equipment.

A/V product is the heart of
his business, not a
"profitable or trendy"
sideline. That means the
independent dealer will
always be more concerned in
helping you select the proper
equipment than he will be
helping himself to a
commission.
So, be as selective in
wheya you buy as you are in
what you buy. Support your
independent specialty dealer.

The Equipment Authority
167

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
LINE ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO MAGAZINE, P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346-Ot, Stamford, CT 06925

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING PAYMENT FOR FULL AMOUNT.
Agency discounts do not apply to line advertising.

CLOSING DATE -First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
GENERAL INFORMATION -.Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name. Company Name, Full
street address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and
telephone number. Classified ads do not carry Reader
Service Card Numbers.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY CAMERA READY ART.
PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON
ANY AD REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.
ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:

Carol A. Berman, AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
FOR RATES 8 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
DISPLAY ADS: Carol Berman (212) 719-6338
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS: 800-445-6066

Aaaannouncingggg!! Aaaannouncingggg!!

MOSCODE
HYBRID HAFLER

AUDIO CLASSICS

Precision Stereo Components Bought -Sold-Traded Repaired -Modified -Updated-Appraised. AMPLIFIERS:

Tube
POWER AMPS -Enjoy the benefits of Moscode
Technology with a Moscode " Conversion for Hailers. Call/
Write: SOUND SERVICES. 238 Liberty Ave.. New Rochelle.
NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.
'

Audio Abode. Dallas sensible alternative, features products by Audioquest, Aural Symphonics. BSK, BEL, Chesky,
Clearaudio. Eminent Technology. Focus, Maplenoll, Melos.
Morrison. Quicksilver. Reference. Sheffield, Superphon.
Tice. VPI and others. Auditions by appointment, evenings
and weekends. (214) 369-2092.

AUDIO RESOURCE HAS MOVED to its new 4400 sq. ft.

store at 3133 EDENBORN AVENUE. METAIRIE.
LOUISIANA 70002. We now have five private listening rooms
where you can audition one of the LARGEST SELECTIONS
of HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT in the country. AUDIO
RESOURCE continues to offer precision -matched tubes,
plus sales, service. and restoration of vintage components.
Call or write for information on our products and services
AUDIO RESOURCE. 3t33 EDENBORN AVE. METAIRIE.
LA 70002. (504) 885-6988.
CASH PAID FOR STEREO VIDEO EQUIPMENT 8 CD'S.
BUY-SELL-TRADE. AMEX DISCOVER MC. STEREO VIDEO EXCHANGE. 485 ROUTE 1. EDISON. NJ 08817 (201)
985-1616. FAX: (201) 985-7574.

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. New and used. Foreign and domestic.

Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.

Conrad -Johnson M V50 ($1685) 51000. Premier B ($5950)
S3900: Haller DH120 Demo (5425) $349, XL280 Demo
($675) $575. XL600 Demo ($1195) $995: Krell KMAt00 II
(56000) $3500. KSA100 II ($3650) $2500: McIntosh MC30
S2-300. MC50 pr. $500. MC60 $550. MC225 5700, MC240
5800. MC250 5400, MC2250 ($2495) $1700. MC2300
S1700. CD PLAYERS: Magnavox: McIntosh MCD7005
($1599) $1200: Revox B225 (51150) 5525 EQUALIZERS:
Audio Control C101 ($429) $399, Octave (5179) 5149. Richter Scale 5349. Ten 5229, Ten Plus ($329) $295: Cello
Pallette ($12.864) $7.500: McIntosh M0101 $99-175,
M0102 $60. M0104 ($500) 599-285. M0107 (5650) 5400.
HEAD AMPS: Audio -Research MCP33 (51395) 5700. IN1

TEGRATED AMPLIFIERS: McIntosh MA230 $399:
MA5100 5400, MA6100 $500-600. PREAMPLIFIERS:
Cello Etude ($1200) $800: Conrad -Johnson PV 5375, PV4
($495) $375; Haller DH110 Demo ($500) $399. Iris Demo
(S800) 5679: Krell KRS1A ($8200) 54900: McIntosh C11
1

5700.C20$600.C245250,C31V(51895)51500.C325850.
C33 ($2495) 51500, C34V (52195) 51800; Threshold FET
tenrh1($2200) St 500. PROCESSORS: Audio Control Phase
Coupled Activator ($279) $239: dbx 110 NEW (599) 549:
Lexicon CP1 (51295) 51050. CP2 ($895) $799. RE-

CEIVERS: McIntosh MAC1700 $450, MAC1900 ($949)
5500. MAC4t 00 51050, MAC4275 (51798) 51200. SPEAKERS: Acoustat Spectra 33 ($2250) 51999: Apogee Duetta
Signatures ($3735) 52585: Castle Durham (5575) 5475: JSE
Infinite Slope Used 2 (52295) 51400: McIntosh ML1C $500.
ML2C (51598) 5700. ML4C ($2400) $900-1800. XLtW
(5549) 5375, XR5-19 $900, XR6 5800: Velodyne 1200
($895) $815. ULD12 (511951 51095, ULD15II ($1795)
51669. ULD1811 (52595) $2395. TAPE DECKS: Tandburg
TCD330 $300. TEST EQUIPMENT: Audio Control SA3050A
3 Octave Real Time Analyzer (5965) $877: McIntosh AA2
Room Analyser 5700. M13 $500, MPI4 $1400: Sound Technology 1000A 51500. 1701A (54950) $3250. TUBES: Many
major brands. TUNERS: Magnum Dynalab FT101 Demo
($698) 5599. 205 Demo ($229) 5199. FT 101A Demo
(51195) $995: McIntosh MR55 5100.350. MR65B
5200-500. MR66 5350. MR71 5600-750, MR73 5450, MR75
(51349) $800. TUNER PREAMPS: McIntosh MXt10
$250-500. MX1t2 5450. TURNTABLES: Dual CS5000
($569) 5359. Audio Repairs -Updates -Modifications by Clif
Ramsey. former Senior Service Technician at McIntosh with
over 25 years experience. FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program. Major Credit Cards accepted. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. Fri., AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176 Walton, NY. 13856
1

INVESTORS WANTED: On Dec. 20. 1989, the most advanced and unique acoustic generating device will be available to the discriminating esoteric audiophile. This state of
the art speaker shall be the best and like no other Period.
(Pat. Pend.) For more information on the concept of becoming associated with this speaker company, please send
515.00 to: AWH. P.O. Box 591. Bellport. N.Y. 11713.

KEEP YOUR

PROM
Unlike other fine furniture, new speaker cabinets are usually protected
with just a coating of wax. And that wax, along with your wood's
beautiful lustre and color can fade out over time.
But now there's TFÍE GUARDIAN'" -the only product
specifically formulated to restore, protect and maintain your
speakers rich, hand -rubbed finish with a unique blend of moisturizers oils, conditioners, and a patented sun -screen. Order
THE CiaUARDIAN'" today -and keep your speakers looking
as good as they sound! 8 -oz. long-lasting
peaker
bottle only $12.95 (includes shipping). Send
check or money order to Speaker Mate'", P.O.
Mate Box 900124, Atlanta, GA 30329, (404) 248-1829.
168

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

607-865-7200

-Audio Advertiser for

over

a

Decade

-

"THE CONNECTION" professional high definition termination for 12 guage to 10 guage speaker cable. New design
developed after six years of research. Tapered, unique.
rectangular shape with anti-slip connecting notches and
treble enhancement grooves. Fits push terminal or spring
clip connectors. Five times more massive with twenty times
more surface contact than standard round pin. IMPROVEMENTS OVER PREVIOUS DESIGNS ARE: 1) Increases
and expands audibility of bass and treble, 2) Enhances
imagery. 3)Improves time alignment and seperation. May be
Crimped on, soldered on or both. An inexpensive upgrade
that can be heard. $15 per four pack, $25 per eight pack, plus
53 shipping and handling per order. Send orders to: JACK'S
TERMINATIONS, 10646 West Sundance Mountain, Littleton, Co. 80127 or phone (303) 973-0292.

WADIA DIGITAL

Lowest Prices In U.S.
"We will not be undersold."
Authorized Dealer
OEM Audio 8 video, 9330 Georgia Avenue. Silver Spring,
MD 20910. (301) 589-1191

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Authorized Dealer for:

11

DUNTECH/MERLIN
Lowest Prices In U.S.

1-1

We will not be undersold

Authorized Dealer
OEM Audio 8 Video, 9330 Georgia Avenue. Silver Spring.
MD 20910 (301) 589-1191

800-438-6040
FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS

1620 South Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28203

HOUSTON HIGH END

704-376-0350

THE ESOTERIC EAR is your only outlet for the finest in

AMERICAN AUDIO ARAGON ARISTON
AUDIOPRISM
AUDIOOUEST AUDIOSOURCE BEYER
B&W CAMBRIDGE CELESTION CHICAGO
COUNTERPOINT CRAMOLIN DAHLOUIST GRADO
KOSS MAGNUM DYNALAB
MAY AUDIO MEITNER
MOD SQUAD NILES RATA ROTEL SENNHEISER
SHURE SONRISE
SUMIKO SUMO SUMO ARIA
SYSTEMDEK TERK TWEEK VAN DEN HUL
VAMPIRE VPI WBT ZETA AND MORE. ALL MAJOR
AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AND COMPACT DISCS. ASK
ABOUT OUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DIVISION.
AKG

DAT-We have legal

DAT with

full warranty.

home audio! Expert consultation. home-style sound
rooms, no pressure atmosphere. Free newsletter. Fea-

turing: SimplyPhysics-VPI-SOTA

EMINENT

PREMIER

TECHNOLOGY-TALISMAN

AUDIOOUEST- PHILIPS- MAGNUM ROTELMELOS DISTECH-MOD SQUAD PRODIGY

ATTENTION
DENON CUSTOMERS

VANDERSTEEN-COUNTERPOINT-KRELLAPOGEE-MARTIN LOGAN

Audiophile LPs 8

Not everyone offering Denon
productsfor sale is an authorized
Denon dealer. This has great
significance to you as a potential

CD's-Audiophile Magazines.
13194 VETERANS MEMORIAL PARKWAY

713-537-8108

LJ e:

Denon customer.
Demon America's warranty applies
to the original purchase only. Denon
products sold by non -authorized
dealers are not covered under this or
any other warranty.
Additionally, some of this equipment
may have been designed for foreign
markets and therefore will not meet
Denon America's specifications.
So lock for the Authorized Denon
Dealer Sticker before you buy.

MOSCODES. FUTTERMANS, AUDIO RESEARCH SP3. 6
8 8'S MODIFIED 8 SERVICED BY GEORGE KAYE.
Moscode Designer-Tremendous improvement. Protect
your investment. SOUND SERVICES. 238 Liberty Avenue.
New Rochelle. NY 10805. 1914) 633-3039.

FOR SALE
AAA-AUDIO ELITE

G/L

WISCONSIN!!!
DENON, HAFLER. PS AUDIO. YAMAHA. BBK. JSE. NAKAMICHI. PROTON, CARVER. ONKYO. ADS. VPI. DCM,
SPECTRUM, SONOGRAPH. AR. FRIED. NITTY GRITTY,
SUMIKO. THORENS. KEF. ADCOM, SUPERPHON.
SNELL. MBK. LUXMAN BOSE. PHILLIPS. DCM. VELODYNE and any others you desire (414) 725-4431.
CALL US WE CARE!!!
IN

AAA -CALL US LAST! LUXMAN CARVER. ADS. NA-

(

KAMICHI. DENON. BOSTON ACOUSTICS. ADCOM. PS
AUDIO, HAFLER. AR. B 8 K. ONKYO. KEF. PROTON,
SNELL. DCM, YAMAHA, INFINITY, JSE- SPICA, SUPERPHON, M 8 K. BOSE MAGNAVOX. VPI. SONOGRAPH,
SUMIKO. THORENS. VELODYNE. WHY CALL US LAST?
414.727-0071. WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

`
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EILEEN FARRELL SINGS RODGERS & HART

(RR -32)

Number two in our new series with La
Farrell is breathtaking! Hear fourteen classic and rare Rodgers and Hart songs,
arranged by Loonis McGlohon. The warm
cabaret jazz sound is enhanced by guest art-

4

ist Joe Wilder, whose magnificent trumpet
contributes so much to each album in the
series. Another sonic masterpiece, recorded

ll

by Prof. Johnson.

Reference Recordings

To find your nearest
AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810 (9:OOam - 5:OOpm EST)

AAA-NAKAMICHI. LUXMAN, CARVER. BOSTON

ACOUSTICS. DENON. AR, ADCOM, PS AUDIO. HAFLER,
ADS, B 8 K, ONKYO. KEF. PROTON, SNELL, DCM,
YAMAHA. INFINITY, VELODYNE. JSE. SPICA. SUPERPHON. M 8 K. PHILIPS. VPI. BOSE. SONOGRAPH. SUMIKO. FRIED, THORENS. PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF
OTHERS 414-727-0071.

Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 355-1892
Al audio and music stores, or factory direct:
CO or LP $16.98; cassette 59.98; CheckNisa/MC
Free catalogue/reviews. Dealer inquiries invited.
IN CANADA: May Audio Marketing (5141 651-5707

For Purists Only.
"This preamp has no equal. It excels in every Important area and
does many things no other preamp Shave heard can do. This Is e
breakthrough component In Its realistic nxas.caHty, eye-opening
sound-staging, and Intknate dynamic communication"
M. erne, Sound. L4._- NO. 4. 1 W

Listen.
Now, anyone can build

_J
519.95
superior loudspeaker from
1.75
scratch. All the help you'll need.... handling

t

a

A

OLD COLONY SOUND
Bet 243, Dept. LDA, Peterborough,

N11

A

f

03458

NAME

SI

I

STREET

CITY

ST

Corn-ergent AudioTectr)ology

ZIP

CREDIT CARD TELEPHONE (MC/VISA):

603-924-6371 or 924-6526, (9-4

24

EST, N -F)

Faxon Drive West Henrietta NY 14586

716359-2700
I
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FOR SALE

Accurate Supérb Imaging. Only $155 Per Pair.

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, PS AUDIO. HAFLER. YAMAHA. 68K. CARVER,
AR, NAKAMICHI. SUPERPHON. LUXMAN, THORENS,
MSK. SNELL. SPECTRUM, INFINITY. ONKYO. PROTON.
KEF, SONOGRAPH, FRIED. NITTY GRITTY. SUMIKO,
BOSE, PHILLIPS. DCM. VELODYNE and any others you

French made AUDAX TITANIUM tweeter
AUDAX 6th" woofer GOLD plated binding
posts Hand soldered, SOLID CORE wiring
15 day home trial program.

FJ

_

$155 PER PAIR plus $10 for shipping.

t

Call for information or order at 512/251-7701
Visa, MasterCard or Money Order

dana
P.O. Box

1

AA/SOUND ADVICE

Austin, Tex. 78757

CALL US!!

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

Celntion
Ariemn Audinxeo
tune
Euphonic Techrrokre
ET

Gifted
Listener

CROSSOVERS

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

Ne, Gin Onlex
Promo
Phnom Arme*.
Sunk,, SME
Smoot
SOTA
Mine

Tilimr

Audio

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS

The/Mold

Dolmen«

Koeuu

Lie.tre

Boob Remrdiep Anexare

Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.

5866

Old Centreville Road

Centreville, Virginia 11020

703.818.8000

ABSOLUTE POLARITY/LEVEL BALANCE infinite resolution remote controller for virtual direct-wire auditioning by the
serious Audiophile. Change polarity instantly, select alternate inputs. make precision level balance adjustments from
your favorite listening position. The Thornton Controller
Model 100- $985 from TBG Productions. P.O. Box 34710.
San Francisco, CA 94134. FAX (415) 468-5481. PHONE
(415) 467-5697.
ACCESS TO QUALITY AUDIO. Components. Accessories.
Cables. DISCOUNTS! Professional CD Mods, Superior,
B&K Preamp and Amp Modifications. (517) 269-2430.

QUALITY AUDIO.

FOR SALE

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

Deeewsaey

1

OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

LOW PRICES/FAST DELIVERY! CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BOSTON ACOUSTICS. LUXMAN, PS AUDIO, HAFLER. ADS. MBK. ONKYO. BSK. PROTON.
DCM, SNELL. BOSE. VELODYNE, PHILIPS. AND
MUCH MORE! 414-727-0071.

audio
del» audio model

desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414) 725-4431. Menasha.
Wisconsin.

.

AAAAH! FREE UPS SHIPPING! BBK. PS AUDIO. CELESTION. SUPERPHON, ARISTON, ORTOFON, ONKYO. EXPERT CONSULTATION ASK FOR AUDIO DEPARTMENT.
THRESHOLD AUDIO. 605 HEBRON. NEWARK -HEATH.
OHIO 43056. (614) 522-4501.

Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397.9668

ADCOM and B8K MODIFICATIONS
by MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Musical Concepts, enjoying our 10th successful year.
brings unmatched expertise to Adcom and B&K. Our
record is clear! When our products are reviewed. they're
compared to the best (The Absolute Sound- #551 Now
owners of B&K and Adcom can enjoy the kind of sound
that has made Musical Concepts a "runaway" success!
Adcom modifications from 5195, B&K from 5219. options include special wire connectors and dual -mono.
Musical Concepts. One Patterson Plaza, St. Louis. MO.
63031. 314.831-1822, DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
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WeberWire

was created by
Jeff Weber,

E..

100 kHz

loudspeaker loads

phase noise

0.00053 Ohm/ft.
for transmission and
return paths combined!
Current capacity

100 RMS amperes,
500 pk. amperes

Inductance
0.024 mH/ft.
8 ft. lengths exhibit
less

than 0.2 dB loss at

170

Balanced -lamina
Pure silver surfacing
on oxygen -free
copper balances skin
effect resistance to
maintain constant
resistance to the
highest frequencies

Teflon` insulation
Maintains a 2.1
dielectric constant
from dc to 100 kHz.
(Other insulations
may vary by as much
as 100% over this

range.)

-

--

DYNAVECTOR, ENTEC GARROTT. EPOS. KEF CUSTOM
SERIES. KIMBER KABLE. LEXICON. MAGNUM DYNALAB.
MERLIN, MISSION CYRUS, THE MOD SQUAD. NILES. PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO, REGA PLANAR, STAX, SONRISE CABINETS. SONANCE, TERA VIDEO. TARGET STANDS. VE-

-

with typical High -current

Capacitance
0.2 nanoFarads/ft.
record producer,
enable use without
as a completely neu- external"damping"
networks
tral transfer path
between amplifier
WeberWeave
and loudspeaker to distributes impedfacilitate evalance characteristics
uation of original
to suppress resonance and reduce
master tapes

Resistance

AFFORDABLE HIGH -END AUDIO, ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, AUDIOOUEST-LIVEWIRE. ASC TUBE
TRAPS. TARA -LABS. B&K SONATA, CELESTION,

,,

Grammy' winning

WeberWire is
superior in every
characteristic:

ADS.. NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
BBW. KEF, HARMON KARDON, N.A.D.. LUXMAN. HAFLER, TANDBERG, ADCOM. DENON, KLIPSCH, YAMAHA,
D.B.X.: INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER OUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC.. EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818) 243-1168.

terminations
Gold plated con-

LODYNE. FOR FREE BROCHURE AND LITERATURE

nection hardware
exceeds welding
requirements

CALL-301-890-3232 FAX 301-890-3819 J S AUDIO ONE CHILDRESS COURT. BURTONSVILLE. MARYLAND 20866 AUDITION BY APPOINTMENT, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 10AM TO
7PM. SATURDAY 11 T05, VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN

'Trademark of DuPont

EXPRESS.

Fig. ]

Transmission characteristics for 15 ft.

AFFORDABLE HIGH-END. NEW AND DEMO UNITS: 138K.
Musical Concepts. Angstrom, Merlin. Kinergelics. Straight Wee.
Chicago Stands. Echo Muffs. ARIEL. Carmel. IN 46032. Vea
MC. (317) 846-9766 or (317) 841-7154. 5-10 pm.

of WeberWire- f1
source, 80 resistive

load-coenmunicating a 100 kHz square
wave. The upper
limit of WeberWire
is just beginning
to be observed as
the extremely high
harmonics of the
overshoot from the
signal generator
(upper trace) are
noticeably reduced.
Nevertheless, the

bandwidth of

WeberWire permits
the wave itself to
be reproduced without tilt or other
anomaly.

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, MAGNAVOX OWNERS!

Exclusively
distributed by
InConcert division

Threshold
Corporation

12919 Earhart Ave.,

Auburn,
CA 95603.
800-888-8055

Audio by Van Alstine builds complete new higher performance
circuits for you. Not "modifications." but original new engineering
designs that eliminate transient distortion. have no on or off
thumps, are durable and rugged, and sound closer to live than
anything else at a rational price. Our complete do-it-yourself
rebuild kits start at 5200, including all new PC cards. Complete
wonderfully -musical factory wired amplifiers, preamplifiers. tuners. CD players. and a great $99 phono cartridge. Write or call for
our new illustrated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine. 2202 River Hills
Drive. Burnsville. MN 55337. (612) 890-3517.

BUY/SELL IN THE MONTHLY AUDIO VIDEO TRADER.
$15 yr SAMPLE Si a SASE. FREE ADS! 330 S. MAIN
WAKE FOREST, NC 27587
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1Low-Price Accessories

FOR SALE
AUDIO ARCHIVES IN SAN DIEGO. We sell MERLIN SIGNATURE speakers (Cardas -wired). CARDAS cables, WINGATE
Class -A amps. CONVERGENT SL-1 REFERENCE TUBE PREAMPS. SOUND ANCHOR stands. Other High-End Items (619)
455-6326
AUDIO BEST: NEW LOCATION WITH TWO SOUND ROOMS
BETTER THAN EVER: LA. ORANGE. SAN BERNADINO.
CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: CELESTION SL -700,
COUNTERPOINT SA3000. TARALAB, PS4.6 100C. MIT CVT'
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AMPLIFIER, MODSOUAD PRISM CD.
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 33
WOOFER: SPICA ANGELA:
WELL-TEMPERED; VELODYNE. MAGNUM; FOSGATE: BBK.

Only....169.95
Your records will
Sound better and last longer,

RECORD CLEANING

SUPERPHON, MUSIC REFERENCE. PALANTIR. SPECTRUM. RAUNA. SOUNDLAB, VPI. MAPLENOLL. SYSTEMDEK. GRADO, ALPHASON, GARROTT. VDHUL. MONSTER.
STRAIGHTWIRE. (714) 861-5413, APPOINTMENT.

SOLUTIONS

Torumal Tm -7044
Supeetleaner

Nifty Gritty

-Fiat'

6o1

AUDIO NEXUS= QUALITY

16 01

14 95

16 o1

12 95

32 oz
1 gal

16.95

16 o1

1195

lgai"

3995

24 95
49 95

INC

ASC

Fluxbuster FB-1

Tube
Traps

Demagnetize you- MC cartridge for

Call for

FB-1 Flu buster

and

209 95

1601

Electronic
Stylus Cleaner

.l
J=

SALE....19.95

n

11 95

al Sraius

AD CD FEET

1495

AS

StyMse

95

WI

VMS bead

7

Cbanren

7

Energy -absorbing sorbothane

9i

16 96.

cuaief

®

9s

GRADO Cartridges

Cartridge
Alignment

19w
I1E1
Sputum Rant PKI

Gauge

LIZ OT2
bmt srriu

24.95

CD Feet

2200

(4)

Large Feet (4)

SHURE
GAUGE

canes IOW Jam CDs'
JDI

Ill

Mon, boo

102 Clare very
403 Phil Woods
4028 Glum Rio After Dan
J029 Sonia Nonstop Io B,ua
Reference Neurein/.
or CDs

E.

AudioPnsm antenna
141-0
.. 49 95

Stylus
Forte
Gauge

11500

(202) 342-0400

Woe

J.

14 98

104114 98

IW1149e

(bl

Ili

14 98

(101 14

98

15

911

18507

(10rN)

Canuteibmmo
Jaº+r PemSnot
Three 8IirrO Mee

Spagru

OP/

1295

Water Muso

11p1 12 95

loe

canai

HA1C7010

Target Racks 8 Stands
$IrMs

20'

14900

3T

P53

31

219%
21500
15900
21500
29900

TTS

33'
13

TT51

40'

TT

Ir

Anhcrone Blues
ONs 5

test LPs

16 95

15*

TIP
TOES

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids MI 49503
FAX 616 451 0709 Service 616 451 3868

CDs 23 95

I?

I

Gras Dame, VMS Iraeanre Mil
krpn mercenneds

Ca.

SPEAKER CABLES

650
or

wood

eº5
C.ID 'or Chace Deer.
sal eal000. ARCICI

Carde Datecr Live*
lata labs 5pra 6 Irme
As One

111

n

Mia

Monee,

GI

1

Quad Slane

21000
23500

Vander.

895

Own stands

DELUXE POWERCORDS
Gras

LEAD

Specialty
Stands

Powerord

0995

ns

o0
69 95

II

DrIen Po.e0.49,

II

BALLOON

ASCxl Sumes
86Mr01M
(5163

3999,
17500

od ESL

17500

50.50 Anchor Rena
Vadersleen llc
21995
Mapllla
29995
86WI01M
39995

HEADPHONES

Turn Table
Stand
249 95

SILVER
SOLDER
I
999

ID

124001

119 95

A2401Á

95 00

79%
1500

Monster
XTerminato-e

Wonder Solder
NOW IN 2706

Beyer Dynamic

WIG

TRT

r

l

\II

7195

=1

Speeeer

Last longs a sound better
than original tubes.
Complete sets.
F

G

I SOUR" Tina fear.

4

Boxes

99 95

29900

Shipping Charges
UPS, Insured, 48 States

Q

85 00
125 00

....... Call

Accessories: One Item 4.95
Each Extra Item
1 25
'Turntables, Stands
12.95
"Electronics
8.95

Cal

CP SA -5

65 00
175 08

7500

CPSA12

.

179 ºs

CP SA 20

Dena PAS 30

69 95

rune,

1800 wan output

e

79 95

Repelp0,
2 sure 1200 min
ouepu1120e ''21995 220,
'24995
SC 1800 6 outer 3 sane Ion audio and "de.
220

6995

M2

PV2

causo
CPSA3or7

SwI¢ning

Reduces Vibration,
Improves Sound
39 95

UPS International Alt to the Far Fast.
Europe, New Zealand and Australia.

1-800-942-0220
/ Visa / Mastercard / Discover

55 00

Super.

1995

ARC

301!

79 95

nyAl Minoet

59 95

ARC

5e6

Moscode 150100

ARC

Set

6495
8500

ARC

SPrI

11001.

VPI Brick

Amex

n 95
14995
76995

Cl Amps

Clean up your power!
Protection and better sound

bolo. Poo,

129 95

Replacemem ear lusnons

9145 5011 Specul
SRN Pro

RAM Vacuum Tubes

Niles Audio 1

4 720 looser
226040,
ISOBAR 6 6 ounel 3 5995111eem9
ISOBAR 81 bad« loupe Memo

18995
14995

8o1990
801660
801550

A.M.

IGí706

Cal

Monster Vandeneful

Custom

To loe weed.

wood i0,ter
1eT T4 Toe

1

.

INTERCONNECT CABLES

Caldas 'Mon esonant. powercor4

POWER STRIPS

4

advisor, Inc.

/

1

Target

alJ

Accessories

Innet
14.24027

15 9e

Aural

311505
20
14995

Mastercard / Discover

V sa /

1-800-942-0220
audio

ludic, 1795
RP,/ 3495(00(1695
14411795
loll 1795

Jail
Jaº

8 Counlerteet

RS

16.

11.120/2T

I1

WW1

Ores

M

T12
713

Amex /

(oca 15*

Prow..

3 More

ISOBAR

171

A Sunnis Sonatas
Winds of War aad Peace

12 95

HMC1050 ta

loan 15*

(10,CI 1590
110041159e

es 9s

Panago+

G

14.95

154114 99

Grace Cathedral Csiow
BMno.00Rnescu Sonatas
5 Wou'eiul 91,2

(Ipl

boon.

WEST 21ST AVENUE. EUGENE OR 97405. (503)
344-3696:OR WAVETRACE TECHNOLOGIES, 4215 EAST
BAY DRIVE. #1205C. CLEARWATER, FL 34624. (813)
536-2904.

T

79.95

Only

Ii0,411195

(Mi

Panal Resorllegs

OAP/9

DESCRAMBLERS. SALE USE REGULATED BY FEDERAL LAW. T.J. SERVICES. (313) 979-8356.

CD PLAYER AC CORDS

951

(Irvw11995
10,41 l4 99

Trail Record
WIlwn 4Nr0 Center Sup.
Sheelese

Nana Jones Haney PMey

Memo.

1031 18 95

CABLE TV WIRELESS REMOTE CONVERTERS/

OUR TEFLON 8 PURE COPPER LINE CORD ALLOWS
YOUR MODIFIED OR STOCK PHILIPS PLAYER TO
BREATHE EASIER. HEAR THE MUSICAL IMPROVEMENT
OR YOUR MONEY BACK! $79.00. SUPERMODS. 2375

Ile

Tens Pi

(Ip114 95

50.11.11 ICMo Drums
Moscow Se s

Ic4118 95

CABLE TV CONVERTERS-DESCRAMBLERS BARGAIN
HEADQUARTERS! ZENITH, TOCOM, JERROLD. HAMLIN, OAK. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA. ORDER YOURS
TODAY! VISA -MC -COD. (800) 327-8544.

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1989

Deroni

A

Donuss,

CDs

Wall Shelves

CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Jerrold, Oak, Scientific Atlanta. Zenith. and many others. "New" MTS Stereo Add
on: Mute 8 Vol.. 400 and 450 owners! Visa, Mastercard,
American Express. B 8 B Inc., 4030 Beau -D -Rue Drive,
Eagan, MN 55122. (1-800-826-7623).

249 95

APPA-1

Antenna

Illy

LA Four Gawp Rome
Parare Pou

/

SHOW STOCK -SAVE UP TO 50%
Shipped in their original cartons, these show stock units
are performance perfect, with full two year warranty, but
have very minor cosmetic flaws. They can be seen and
heard at our showroom in Washington D.C.. or write for
more information.
R.C.S. AUDIO INTERNATIONAL, INC.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20007

Sumiko
Tweek

Antennas

Minimum order 2 LPs or

RACKS

BRITISH FIDELITY SALE

L

GI
99 95

.

MCI,n,ou

Peaanintana

BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy sell. trade, consign
most high end products Audio Doctor. 1518 W Commercial.
Buffalo. MO 65622. 417 345-7245. COD-VISA -MC. Newsletter.

34.95

FM

CDs Please

ingale, MobileFidelity. Opus3. Propnus. Reference. Sheffield. ThreeBlindMice. WaterLily. Verany. Wilson. Vector
Electronics. Box 82404. Portland, OR 97282-0404.
(503)233-2603. Visa MC Amex COD.

)t

Reg. 39.95

LAST Reco d Care
el Power Cleaner
Preserarrve
03 Rep Limner

Weed,

BBK, ST-202 5499. Kimber. Synergistic, Kinergettcs. Au
diolab. Merlin. TubeTrap. Fluxbuster 5139- Target, CdSaver
$9. Cramolin. Tweek $15. AudioOuest. JoLida 12AX7 510,
MagnumDynalab. AudtoPrism. LP CD's: 'Basho's Pond-.
Athena. Chesky. DMP. Dorian. HarmoniaMundi. Night-

S49 95

AO

2495

AUDIO NOUVEAU
THE NEW WAVE IN VALUE FOR THE DOLLAR EQUIPMENT.
FEATURING: MIRAGE. BSK. COUNTERPOINT, SONY ES.
DAHLOUIST, NAD, TADDEO. MONSTER, THORENS. REGA.
MICHELL. TARGET. SOUNDSTREAM, CONCORD. AUDIOPHILE AND MORE. 71 SOUTH MAIN ST.. CANANDAIGUA.
NY 14424 (716) 394-6180 AMEX VISA MC.

4 COlor,
Box al 11

STYLUS CLEANER

_ o

149 95

220240v

pn,es

SHEETS

rr
ea.

® aa

best sound.

models

Protrac

DB

Counterpoint Eminent Technology Forte Feed Jamo
JSE Kimber Kable Klyne Magnum Dynalab Melos MIT
Monster Cable Musical Concepts Nitty Gritty Premier
PS Audio Precise Rotel Rowland Research SME
Sonographe Sony ES' Sola Stax Systemdek -Talisman
Alchemist Vandersteen
Vendetta SUMMIT, NJ. (201)
277-0333.

25 Rings
50 Rings

Record Cleaner

1495

Apogee Ariston ALdioquest Bel B&K British Fidelity

14 95

2'x2'or

24 95

Nifty Gritty Purifier 12:

Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers 8
COUNTERPOINT electronics

12 Rings

SONEX JRs

"149 95
"199 95
"279 95

C0B262 Player whemote
COB582 wrnew snip
C08586 Changer/new chip

IMPROVE
CO SOUND!

machine

r

Magnavox CD Players

Monster Sound Rings

RECORD DOCTOR
Vacuum -powered
record -cleaning

ARC Amps

109 95
Cal

Mosco4e600

Ouxlihr

Monos

190e Dampers

6500
14º95
26095
250

Caaud lo

advisor, Inc.
225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
FAX:616-451-0709 Service:616-451-3868

-

:SORB

FOR SALE
CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR: ACOUSTAT, Audio Control. Lexicon. JBL, Nitty Gritty, M&K, Oracle,
Proac, Proton, Stan, Thorens, Dahlquist. Haller, Monster
Cable, Belles. CWD, dbx. Fried. Harman Kardon, Onkyo,
Grado, Celestion, DCM, Duntech, Niles, Citation, Kinergetics. Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143.

YOURSELF

Sorbothane has an incredible ability to absorb
energy. This allows AudioDuest Sorbothane products

-

to effectively damp and isolate all vibration sensitive
equipment
CD/laser players and audio and
video electronics.

I

O. Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92672 USA
Tel: 714498.2770 Fax: 714.498.5112
P.

,

ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
B&W, KEF, HARMON KARDON, N.A.D., LUXMAN, HAFLER. TANDBERG. ADCOM, DENON. KLIPSCH. YAMAHA.
D.B.X.; INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC.. EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818) 243-1168.

CASH for USED AUDIO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650. The
Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Road. Jenkintown. PA

BRANDS AND
MODELS ON DISPLAY

KRELL 'ALTAIR'
POWER AMP

19046.

Cello Audio Suite preamp, premium phono, aux. outputs.
sell for 57,000.00. Apogee Divas. anthracite. $4.800.00. Call
(508) 692-7417.

DUNTECH
SOVEREIGN

(715) 735-9002.

II

WADIA DIGITAL
CAL

a

`

TEMPEST1010

II

CA260 DUAL MONO TUBE AMPLIFIER -10 DAY

MONSTER CABLE

HOME AUDITION -MADE WITH REAL McINTOSH
TRANSFORMERS-SAVE!! FACTORY DIRECT -IN
STOCK -CLASSIC AUDIO. LTD., 238 LIBERTY AVE..
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

SIGMA SERIES
MIRAGE M.1
ONKYO TG -10
FM TUNER
1917 S. WEBSTER

e

HI-FI HEAVEN

AmbianceTMYo

GREEN BAY, WI 54301

(414) 437.8727

Ambiance is an ultra-compact speaker that
proves high performance. small size and low
cost need not be mutually exclusive. Factory
direct from Cambridge SoundWorks for $109-

FOR SALE

$129 each (plus freight), depending on finish.

Counterpoint SA -3.1 preamp, 5650.00. Counterpoint

1-800-AKA-H1F1. In Canada 1-800-525-4434.
154 California Street. Newton. Massachusetts 02158

SA -3000 preamp, new. sealed. retails for 51.895. sell for
$1.275.00. Entec SW1 subwoofer. $995.00, Goldmund
Sludietto turntable with T-5 Tonearm. 52.300.00. Audio by
A.J. Conti. (603) 888-6017.

V

Audio Advisor's New "Record Doctor" vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95

Doctor" exclusively from Audio Advisor cleans records right for
only 5169.95.

-for

Serious audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum -clean their records
less surface noise and fewer ticks and pops. Sound Is clearer,
cleaner... the music more natural. Your amplifier doesn't have to
amplify noise!

Longer record life

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints. Debris is sucked up, NOT
picked up from one part of the record and left on another.
"I can't believe how good my records sound. Record Doctor
gets rid of the grunge that was getting between me and the
music," says D.P.G., Brooklyn, NY.
"You are right. Record Doctor does the job just as well as an
expensive machine," writes D.K. from LA. "And I'd rather rotate
the records myself anyway!" (Expensive machines have an extra
motor to rotate records. Rotate them yourself and save!)

172
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'

DON'T UPGRADE THAT COMPONENT! Unlock its sonic
potential with COMPONENT SILENCER. Lower overall
noise floor, improve dynamics, and achieve greater transparency. Most cost effective (530.00 average) enhancement for
amplifiers, pre -amplifiers. CD players, power supplies. and
vacuum pumps. ACOUSTIC TECHNOLOGIES. BOX 2,
BLAUVELT NY 10913. 914-352-8810, ALL INQUIRIES
RETURNED!

You don't have to spend 5300 or more to clean your records
right-liquid application and vacuum suck -up. New "Record

Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer pushes
particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves. You protect irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years to come. The "Record Doctor" pays
for Itself!

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS
"EPOCH", with dual -mono outboard supply and sound
rated "Best of Summer CES by many!' ERA" replaces
and improves CD -3 TPS (reviewed The Absolute
Sound'" #521 separate analog supply. superb imaging,
transparent! The "ENIGMA". so much for so little! Complete new "582" chassis. 1yr. warranty! "ENIGMA"
5595. ERA" $895. EPOCH" 51195. We'll modify 16
bit Philips Magnavox!
ADCOM, B&K AND HAFLER MODIFICATIONS BY
MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Inductorless, refined, transparent! Many former tube
lovers are using our amplifiers" Haller modifications
from 5149, B&K from 5219iinstalled. Adcom (GFA-555.
545. 535) from 5195 installed. Options, include special
wire connectors, Dual -Mono.
NEW STANDARDS
TEFLON
MC -2 preamplifier retrofits Haller, B&K and
Adcom preamps. Why Is the MC -2T replacing $5000
tube preamps? MC -2T is the ultimate price
performance standard!
SuperConnect IIH You cant buy better! $55 1M pair.
DEALER
MUSICAL CONCEPTS
SEND
INQUIRIES ONE PATTERSON PLAZA FOR
INVITED
REVIEWS/
ST. LOUIS, MO 63031
314-831.1822
BROCHURE
'

Your Records will sound better
and' last longer.

Get serious

CLASSIC AUDIO, LTD.

SPECIAL EDITION

The

DUNTECH SOVERIGN 2001 LOUDSPEAKERS. Japanese
Ash Finish. Mark II crossovers. Mint condition 59,950. (213)
934-1817 PST. Leave Message.

Record Doctor,.

You get the complete package: vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid -all for only $169.95
(220v version $189.95) plus 58.95 shipping & handling in US.
Satisfaction guaranteed -no other machine near this price cleans
records better.

Charge

It!

Amex / Discover / MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434

O

o

audio

QC7VISor,

inc.

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616 451-3868 FAX 616-451-0709

DYNACO ST70 UPGRADES. Gold EL34 Sockets. 1215
Microfarad on -board solid state B e triode output. more.
Complete service. DoReTech Audio Services. Box 6054,
South Hackensack. NJ 07606-4354. (201) 233-2659.
.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS. SUBSONIC FILTERS for
mono stereo subwooters. bi-amp, tri-amp. Free flyer: ACE
AUDIO. #532 5th STREET. EAST NORTHPORT, NY
11731-2399.
GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: Since 1977 we have provided
expert service on GAS equipment, from repairs to complete
rebuilds. Expert service on ALL high -end equipment. One
year guarantee. GASWORKS 5563 Kendall Street, Boise.
Idaho 83706 (208) 323-0861.
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CALL US
LAST

FOR SALE
HAFLER, TEXAS BIGGEST DEALER. TOBY CORPORATION. Also ROTEL. TOBY HI -TECH HOME. CAR SPEAK-

ERS, SATELLITE. SUBWOOFER SYSTEMS. (817)
732-6301. 2060 Montgomery: Fort Worth 76107.

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE

HIGH -END, LOW PRICES. ADSBANG 8

OLUFSENCARVERDBXDENONH

K

NAKAMICHI AND MANY MORE' FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. TECH ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS. SINCE 1981. GAINESVILLE. FL (904)
730-3885.
HOLIDAY ANALOG EXCELLENCE SPECIALS-Rega

Planar3 table

w

Ortofon MC200u 120 moving -coil

transformer ($1200) 5695. Dual CS431 table wrOrtofon
X3MC ($420) $295. Also. new and demo clearance: Rotel
RCD82OBX2 CDplayer (5750) 5495. BBVJ DM 1800 speakers (S1200) $695. Mission 763 speakers ($600) $375. Energy22 Reference Oak Designer speakers ($1180) $795. Call
for other specials. The King's Stereo. 1275 Wabash. Springfield, IL 62704. (217)787-5656.
HOUSTON TEXAS: ALCHEMIST. AURAL, SYMPHONICS.
CELESTION, EMINENT. TECHNOLOGY SPEAKERS, EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY. FORTE, KISEKI, MIT. TALISMAN.
TARGET, TARA LABS, THRESHOLD. VMPS. VAN DEN
HUL. WELL TEMPERED. Audiophile LP's and CD's and
more' Evenings and Weekends by appointment. FREE
NEWSLETTER. STEREOWORKS. 713-497-1114.
IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE! Quality. hand -made accoustic
absorption panels. 2 x 4, off-white or light -blue. $39.00 each.
UPS included. Brent Williams Applied Technologies. 570
Woodlawn Drive, Marietta. GA 30067. 404-565-8112.
IS LISTENING TO YOUR CD PLAYER A PAINFUL EXPERIENCE? If you do not find yourself emotionally involved in
the performance. you should consider CD player modifications. We have circuits and accessories that will transform
your player into a liquid, dulcet, tonally accurate source.
Products include Select D/A converters. Digital Filters, FET
Opamps. Damping. Isolation devices and more. Call
1-800-648-6637 for details and catalog. Soloist Audio 348
Tuttle. S.A.. TX 78209.

MCINTOSH: BUY/SELL
WANTED: MCINTOSH. MARANTZ. AUDIO RESEARCH.
DYNACO. LEVINSON. KRELL. ALTEC, JBL. TANNOY. CJ.
SEOUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC. TUBE 8 SOLID

STATE. BUY -SELL -TRADE. MAURY CORE. (713)
728-4343. 12325 Ashcroft. Houston. TX 77035.

LOWER
LOUDSPEAKER

DISTORTION

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

AUDIO & CAR STEREO

á

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
FAST DELIVERY (516)
FULL WARRANTY

499-7680

`rn

o
i;

Dorn! A_,ooTaoe
We have digital audio home, portable and
professional cassette recorders and tapes
(blank & prerecorded) IN STOCK NOW!
We were the first U.S. company to import
both CD and DAT into the U.S. We carry
various DAT decks and offer the latest models
as soon as they become available. We also
carry DAT Rax 60, solid oak cassette holder.

Audio Gallery
(213) 829-3429
2716 Wilshire Blvd

,

Santa Monica, CA 90403

FOR SALE
JAY'S AUDIO. NEW HAMPSHIRE'S AFFORDABLE AU.
DIO DEALER. AMPS, PREAMPS, SPEAKERS, TURNTABLES, CABLES AND CD PLAYERS. WILL BUY MINT
USED HIGH-END EQUIPMENT. (603) 883-1982.

JBL 6810S VIDEO PROJECTOR, 100 -inch ceiling floor
mountable. S -VHS. RGB, 178 -Channel tuner, remote. outstanding picture. like new, boxed. cost $5500. sell 53600.
Sumo Andromeda -II amplifier, factory sealed carton, warranty, cost $1500, sell $1000. John (213) 837-2731.

The new Special Edition of the VMPS Tower II,
one of the most highly reviewed speakers of the
decade (both a "Recommended Component" of
Stereophile magazine Ap 89 and a "Best Buy"
in Auc io s full review Jun 891, combines luxury
features and updated cabinetry into a convenient, owcost system of outstanding musicality, lowbass extension, and dynamic range
A flushmounted ribbon supertweeter. Focal
"Supe -dome" inverted harddome tweeter, and
polycone ferrofluid midrange (like the three 12"
woofe-s designed and built by VMPS in the
USA) form a vertical array in a stunningly finished,roundedge cabinet treated with Sound -

coat for 10-15dB broadband reduction

YOUR SOURCE FOR
QUALITY AUDIO

At Lyric, you'll find more great components to choose from. And along with all the brands
and models on display, more knowledge and experience. More service, too. Which explains
why more people around the world make

lyric their

choice for high -quality audio.

Let us help improve your system with state-of-the-art models from more than 50 manufacturers. \'e supply 220 volt equipment, and all speaker models are available for export.
Arision
Accuphase
Audio Research
B nW
Bryston
Cal. Labs
Carnegie
Carver
Celestion
Classe
Conrad -Johnson
I)ynavector
Entec
Infinity (including IRS) JVC JSE Infinite Slope Koetsu
Goidmund
Magneplanar M & K
Manley .'Nark Levinson Mirage MIT Mod Squad Mondial Monster Cable Motif
NAI)
Nakamichi
Oracle
Pioneer
Proton
Quad
Rego
Renos
Rogers
Shure
SME
Sonance
Sonogr-aphe Sony liS Sota Spectral Stax \andersteen \elodyne VPI \-IT- Well Tempered and other fine brands

11 Lyric
iluiys\'i.lc
I
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1221

Lexington Ave.

New York NY 10028
212-439-1900
800-848-4981

2005 Broadway
New York. NY 10023
212-769-4600

146 East Post Road
White Plains, NY 10601
914-949-750(1

in

spuricus panel vibration. All Wondercap/polypropytene crossovers, hybrid silverptate Teflon
solidcore/large gauge stranded internal wiring,
biamp/biwiring capability. and user adjustable
bass damping guarantee maximum performance
and flexibility in any environment and with a wide
variety of associated equipment.
Hear VMPS at the dealers listed below. or write
for brochures and test reports on the floor standing MiniTower Ila ($369ea kit, $479ea
assem). the standard Tower II ($439ea kit.
$599ea assem). the Super Tower/ R ($699ea
kit $E69ea assem), the new Super Tower III
($38E5 pr kit, $4795 pr astrm) our Urrer
Subveoofers, two OSO Series bookshelf
speak=' s and John Curl s breakthrough SCP2a
phono predmp ($22501.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div (tone Audio

3412 Erlc Ct.

El Sobrante Ca 94803
(415) 222-4276

Hear VMPS at The Listinmq Studio Boston Par Trny
Sound Parsippany NJ Dynanvt Sound Washington DC
Essen al Audio Winchester Vii Arum can Audio Greenville
SC Au.lr) by Caruso Miami Fl Stereoworks Houston T.
Parker Enterprises Garland T Stereoland Natrona Hts
Pa Audio Specialists South Bend In Shadow creek Ltd.
Mnnez oohs Mn, Encore Audio Lees Summit Mo High Per or ',ante Audio Madison Wi Posh Audio. Lake Oswego Or
Reference Sound Eagle Rock Ca Sounds Unique San Jose
Ca Ultimate Sound San Francisco Ca Custom Audio
Novatt Ca P ¡Irate Line Home Ent ertaionrent Stockton Ca
It one Coffin El Sobrante Ca Sound Room Vancouver BC
Can
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KOrTSU

For information on Koetsu moving coil cartridges, the world's
finest, please contact the exclusive American importer:

Koetsu USA, Inc.

USA

South Military Trail, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
Telephone: 305-698-6102 Fax: 305-480-6410

712

----

"-

-

.

MIT cables, custom terminations, Camacs. XLR balanced.
hl -flexibility tonearm sets, Shotgun CVT: MIT hookup for
internal rewiring: Athena PolyPhasors: ATMA-SPHERE OTL

amplifiers. CLEMENTS speakers. VENDETTA RE

If You Purchased Any High
End Audio Component

Without Calling Us
We Have a
For You.

AS -ONE" INTERCONNECT

SYMPHONIC CONDUCTORT4
SPEAKER CABLES
MISSING-LINKTM
AUDIOPHILE A.C. POWER CABLE
DIFFERENTIAL BALANCED INTERCONNECT

Cap,

FAX

AUDIO Mail
OUTLET
End
Order Store
The High
P.O. Box 673

Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550

408.2706033
408.270.6039
UNIT' 3

FOR SALE

IN CANADA INTERLINEAR 105 RIVIERA DR

MARKAM ONTARIO L3R 5J7 416 479 1893

MC2300-51195., MR67-5225.. MCEA230-5225..

FOR SALE

NAKCA5-5350.. THRESHOLD STASIS3 (125 Channel,
Class A)-$950.. TANDBERG 3006A Warranty-$550.
Born Again? John 3:1-18. 30 day guarantee.(313)
949-4567. John

LIVE WIRE CLOSEOUT SALE! 50% OFF ON AUDIO QUEST TYPE 12 SPEAKER CABLE! LIMITED SUPPLY!
CALL FOR PRICES 8 ORDERING INFORMATION. HCM
AUDIO, 1-800.222-3465. 1-916-345-1341 VISA MC AMEX.
McINTOSH. JBL (ALNICO), Krell. M. Levinson, and other
high end audio components. Let us find your hard to get
items. Call John Wolff. 313-229-5191 (24hrs. machine)

SEARCH. VAN DEN HUL GRASSHOPPER, ASC Tube
Traps: Wonder Caps -solder -wire: Resistas: Edison Price.
Odyssey. Tiffany connectors: Simply Physics Tone Cones 8
Isodrive: many accessories -mod parts. $1 catalog ($3 overseas): Michael Percy, Box 526. Inverness. CA 94937: (415)
669-7181.
MONSTER CABLE PRODUCTS AT LOW PRICES' CALL
FOR PRICES F. ORDERING INFORMATION. HCM AUDIO,
1-800.222-3465. 1-916-345-1341 VISAiMC AMEX.

-Sy,zp`O,z«s
2016 F1,ntbury Court
San Jose. Calrlornia 95148

FOR SALE
McINTOSH Bought-Sold -Traded -Repaired. FREE Catalogue See our ad at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO
CLASSICS, POB 176MM, Walton, NY 13856.
607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade

McINTOSH...MARANTZ
WANTED: McIntosh. Marantz. Western Electric. Fairchild, other tube components from the 50's 8 60's. ALSO
SPEAKERS: W.E.. Altec. Patricians. Hartshelds.
Jensen.... Buy. Sell 8 Trade ... Richard. Box 521,
Belmont. MA. 02178. 617-484-5784.

Does your system sometimes sound
different for no apparent reason?

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES 8 SUPPLIES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. AUTHORIZED DEALER.
CALL FOR PRICES 8 ORDERING INFORMATION. HCM
AUDIO. 1-800.222-3465. 1-916-345-1341. VISA MC
AMEX.

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1-800-222-3465,
AUDIOQUEST * B&K * BOSE ' CELESTION '
GRADO SIGNATURE * HARMAN KARDON
JBL ' MONSTER ' NITTY GRITTY ' PREMIER ' SONY * SOTA * STAX STRAIGHT WIRE
SUMIKO ' SUPERPHON ' PLUS
MANY ACCESSORIES. CALL FOR FREE
PRICE LIST! HCM AUDIO, 1015 MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 (916) 345-1341
VISA MC/AMEX

PAUL HEATH AUDIO
Audible Illusions. BBK. Classe Audio Cardas. Theta.
Iverson Eagle 400. Gryphon, Dynalab. Epos. PS Audio.
Philips Audio -video. Melos. MFA. MIT. Mod Squad.
Merlin. TDL. Quicksilver. VP', Well -tempered. Llnaeum.
Precise. Deltec. Kuzma. Mentmore. Townsend Rock
Reference. 217 Alexander, Rochester, NY 14607.
(716) 262-4310.
SAN FRANCISCO AREA-IRRESISTIBLY priced audiophile components. Shippedidelivered. New used. World's
best CD Players speakers electronics cables turntables.
1548 Center Rd. Novato, CA 94947 (415) 898-1464.

The reason could be your power. A refrigerator
or air conditioner, even in another part of the
house, may cause voltage to vary whenever they
kick on or off. Or you may be getting line noiseelectrical interference that your preamplifier and
amplifier amplify and send on to your speakers.
Solution? Tripplite LC -1800. It regulates voltage so it's constant-not too low, not too high.
Full voltage-even in brownouts. LEDs show you
what Tripplite is doing!
Tripplité s patented ISOBAR circuits provide
three -banks' of isolation, two receptacles per
bank. You can eliminate interference between critical components. It's like putting your CD player,
preamp, and power amp all on separate lines.
Sonic benefits may be subtle... but real.

lf4 Si8lx4Hl/tSiqiiaBl
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Protection, too
And Tripplite prevents spikes and power from
damaging your equipment. This protection is absolutely essential if you leave any of your gear on
all of the time.

Trippe-No

Risk!
a Power
Try the Tripplite LC -1800 for 30 days. If not
satisfied with the performance (and protection),
return it for a full refund of your purchase price.
Made in USA by Trippe Manufacturing Co., Est.
1922. Only $299.00 plus $9.95 shipping in the
US. If you want a clean musical signal, stars with
clean, consistent power. Order now.
Take
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Charge It! Amex / Discover / MC/ Visa

1-800-942-0220

O O audio
aovisor, inc.
225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids, MI 49503

616-451-3868 FAX 616-451-0709

The best place to
be seen is where
people are looking.
And each month, both
enthusiasts & dealers
read AUDIO's
Classifieds for
information.

AUDIO's Classifieds

-where consumers
shop and dealers buy.
For complete information.
call Carol Berman at
(212) 719-6338.
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ESOTERIC SOUND DEMO SALE
Counterpoint SA4 Monoblock Amps: $2800
Audio Research MCP33 Head amp: $550
VPI HW 19 Deluxe Turntable/Alphason
HR 100S Tonear /Myabi MC Cartridge/
Powerline conditioner: $1975 package
SPEAKERS-Hartley Concertmaster:
$2450, Essence Amethyst 30: $1550,
Janis System 3A Subwoofer: $750,
KEF C95: $950. C55: $400.
COVENTRY COMMONS RTE 347,
STONY BROOK, NY 11790 5 /6-689-7444

ESOTERIC SOUND

-1101ll

Invites You to Experience

4-

`

MUSIC WITHOUT BOUNDARIES

.

.

..

-
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New Coherence One
Series II

Audition electronics by the

ROWLAND
JEFF
U
DESIGN
G

Fi

On Display: Models I, 3, 5
& 7 amplifiers and the
Coherence preamp.

P

O

High End Components For The Audio Perfectionist

FOR SALE

PS AUDIO

-

ALTEC LANSING APOGEE BARCLAY BEDINI COGANSOUND SYSTEMS LTD.
TALL CO( NTERPOINT ESSENCE HARTLEY JANIS
COVENTRY COMMONS Rte 347
KEF LEXICON SIARANT7. 94 PRECISE PULSAR
STONY BROOA, N.Y. 11790
ROTEL JEFF ROWLAND SIIAHINtAN WADIA AND MORE
516/589-7444
I

SUPERB!

Fast, FREE shipping! Knowledgeable, friendly service!
Audire, Chesky- CWD, Fried. Grado. Kinergetics, Mirage,
Monster Cable (M -series). Quad, SME. Sota. Spica. Stax
Straightwire, Thorens, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO.
593 King Street, Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803)

723-7276.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,

NEW AND IMPROVED EARS BY

SERIOUS /i.a&,/uAA

subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, II. 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

$24.sá Modular speaker systems that
offer high accuracy and

Great Gift!

rMRpo
CLARITYs

Wear

COCOS

Savings to 40%. Nobody beats our prices. Midfi to

0'4,11'051

co

highend. Over 150 product lines. Free Shipping. Full US
Warranty. Quality Audio 902-582-3990 7-10pm Eastern Time.

What price Performance?

crudity
leather

flexibility!
Prices start at $450.00

Serious
Listeners:
AT HOME
CONCERTS

Lantana

THEATER
LECTURES

ORIGINAL USTENING ENHANCEMENT TOOL
We guarantee you will near the difference!
Send check or money order for 524.95 to:
Serious Listeners P.O. Box 565 Burlingame, CA 94011
Phone Orders: 800-326-1201 Dealer inquiries welcome
THE

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT! If it's a much -in -demand audiophile product. we're likely to have it for immediate
shipment. Consult with one of our quiet experts or lust
order U.S.-warranteed components directly. VISA,
MC. Ask for Steve K. or Dan W. SQUARE DEAL. 456
Waverly Ave., Patchogue, N.V. 11772 (516) 475-1857.

SUPERHON & PROAC

SOLID CORE CABLES, TARA LABS and MUSIC
METRE-Custom Terminations Barclay Creek. Epos
ES14, Musical Concepts, Target. WELL TEMPERED. VISA
MC. AUDIO EXCELLENCE, LIVERPOOL NY. (315)
451.2707.
TRANSCENDENCE THREE-Finally musical reality!
Announcing the stunning original new hybrid Fet-Valve designs from Audio by Van Alstine. The Fet-Valve Ampiliflers.
the Fet-Valve Preamplifiers, and the Fet-Valve CD Players. A
perfect combination of tubes for voltage gain and power lets
for current gain, each used ideally! The result is musical
reality-the closest approach to live music in your home
short of bringing in the musicians. One listen and you will be
satisfied with nothing less. Now ultimate musical enjoyment
is much less expensive. Write or call for our illustrated
catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive,
Burnsville. MN 55337. (612) 890-3517.

TUBES FROM THE AUDIO DEN
6CA7,EL-34
12AU7
S17.00
S 7.50
6CG7r6F07
8.95
12AX7
7.50
6DJB
7.95
7.50
5751
6L6 GC
15.00
6550
25.00
12AT7
6.50
7199
15.00
Matched pairs available. Hundreds of types in stock
Please add 10% for shipping and handling. AUDIO DEN
Ltd., 2021 Smith Haven Plaza, Lake Grove N.Y. 11755.
516-360-1990

USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT: Aragon 2004, Audio Research SP -15, Counterpoint SA -11 and SA -20. Infinity IRS
Gama, Lurne turntable. Vandersteen 4a; speaker wire and
interconnects from MIT. Monster and Llvewire. Call Audition
Audio for pricing and details at (801) 467-5918. Visa. MC,
Amex accepted.
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P.O. Box 1958

Garden Grove. CA 92642
(800) 234 - TADS (8237)

FOR SALE
STRAIGHT WIRE CABLES IN STOCK! CALL FOR PRICES
8 ORDERING INFORMATION. AUTHORIZED DEALER.
HCM AUDIO, 1-800-222-3465. 1-800-345-1341 VISA/MC
AMEX

FOR SALE
Want

But no amplifier input! Unique selectors give
the input capability you need for any audio accessory. Write
today for details. JEL. 409 Angus Blvd-5A. Warner Robins.
A CO?

GA. 31088.

onographe IS value
The SC FET preamplifier and SA 120 power amplifier
redefine value in audio. Designed and manufactured in the
US by conrad-johnson design, the SC and SA 120, at under
$1700 for the pair, make more affordable than ever the
quality, value, and musicality for which conrad-johnson is
internationally recognized. Add the best-buy" SD cd
player or the award -winning SG3 turntable and the
remarkable SL21 loudspeakers for a complete, matched
high end system for under $3300.
I

I

I

the conrad-johnson group
2800 R Dorr Avenue
Fairfax, VA 22031 703-698-8581
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LOUDSPEAKERS

MAGNAVOX

rerik

cd

Act ate=

'.-11~~1`''1

o

W.

YOU DON'T NEED
TO RUN YOUR
STEREO TV
THROUGH YOUR
STEREO SYSTEM!

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

$179.88

CDB582
CDB586
CDB473

Ste,rut

NOW YOU DON'T
NEED TO BUY
NEW SPEAKERS
9 FOR YOUR
,lá STEREO TV, AND...

Low Price
Super Deal

)z
HA

Special prices on closeouts & factory renewed models. Call. We will
not be undersold.

",

PHILIPS

When in Boston, visit us.
We stock & display

IDTV

CDV

CD PLAYERS

Visit the world's smallest Hi -Fi shop for new:
FRIED

SOTA

PARADIGM
LEXICON
APATURE

MAGNAVOX

SONY ES
CARVER
MONSTER

HAILER

SUMIKO
PLC- Pyramid

JBL

STAR

PHILIPS

AR

ORX

AUOIOQUEST

MERLIN
ACOUSTAT
GRADO

PS AUDIO

THONENS
PREMIER

PIONEER LV

TARGET

SI.2 (120 watts max.) $49.95
SI-3 (900 watts max.) $69.95
R.F. Engineering, Inc.

Cambridge,

02139

MA

-617-547-2727

Apogee Aragon Boston r., aunt s B&W Celesoon CWD on.
. fen toetsu Krell Magnum
151
berg, reed Haller Intro
Meaner Aleutian MIT Mod Saud A', ,, ,ter NAD Onkyo Onotnn Rom
Snare SME Snell Sony ES SOTA Sra. Sureste Velodyne We I tempered
Dual

,

1

.t

Sound & Music

Sates b Semce

351 Pleasant St

Nonnampton MA 01060.10131584.9541

P

y'

ASS SPEAKERS offers high-end speaker components, kits
and systems in the Bay Area and mail order. We have all of
the legends: Audax. Dynaudio. Scan-Speak. SEAS. Morel.
Peerless, Focal. Eton, VMPS, others. Free literature. ASS
Speakers, 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110.
ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
B&W, KEF. HARMON KARDON, N.A.D., LUXMAN, HAFLER. TANDBERG, ADCOM, DENON, KLIPSCH. YAMAHA,
D.B.X.; INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS -AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818) 243-1168.

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

o
.
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
WEST FOURTI

STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324
116

ENGLEWOOD, CO 80151.

DYNAUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS & KITS. We believe SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY promotes itself, and invite you to
discover for yourself. ADVANCED AKUSTIC, 4555 Pershing,
Suite 33184. Stockton, CA 95207. Catalog Si or Call
1.209-477-5045.

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

='.

40p CATALOG. $2. GOLD SOUND, BOX 141A,

LOUDSPEAKERS

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

BEST SELECTION-50 HOME SUBWOOFER, CAR &
PRO SPEAKERKITS. JBL, B&W, AUDAX. MOREL. PEERLESS, SEAS. VIFA, 24DB ELECTRONIC CROSS -OVER,

DIGIFORCE 12" SPEAKER CABINETS mach new SPL
levels. Driven at 10 watts, blows out matches!!! Cabinets
handle 1000 watts. Catalog for cabinets -kits -drivers with
blue prints $15. NOYZ SPEAKERS, P.O. Box 243, Bolingbroke, GA 31004 (912) 994-6074.

(415) 641-4573.

Acouslal

AUDIO CONCEPTS INC. is the leader in fine speaker kits.
Save 50 75%. 30 day full money -back guarantee. 12 models
from $129.90 pair. Call toll -free 1-800-346-9183 for catalog.
Audio Concepts Inc. 901 S. 4th St. La Crosse. WI. 54601.

9215 Lowell Blvd.
N'eetmioater, CO 80030
cell collect (909) 430-8281

HARMAN CARSON

Q. AUDIO
95 Vassar Street

METI

We'll show you how to build it! From
bookshelf to horns to electrostatics.
Classic kits and new designs. A rich
mix of how-to and theory. From the
world's only magazine devoted to
loudspeakers. Only $35 for two years
(12 issues). 1 year for $20 (6). U.S. $
only. Outside U.S., add $4/year for
postage.
Speaker.SrBullder
Box 494, Dept. A84, Peterborough, NH 03458

The SI.2 is a completely automatic speaker switch
that allows you to connect your stereo TV and stereo
system to your existing pair of hi'S speakers.
You
don't need to buy a separate pair of speakers for your
TV and you don't need to run your TV through your
stereo's auxiliary input. The SI.2 will automatically
detect which component is trying to run the speakers
and lock the other out. thus preventing any damage
to either stereo component or the speakers. The SI.2
is easily installed and its compact design allows it to
be hidden behind the stereo system to provide years
of reliable use. Call today to order or for the name
of your local dealer.

0

HIFI

ALL YOU NEED IS
THE SI -2!

Can't afford the loudspeaker
of your dreams?

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS

State-of-the-art! Amazing performance price! FREE shipping. Knowledgeable, friendly service! Audire. Chesky,
CWD. Grado, Monster, PS. Quad. Sola. Spica. Stax. Thorens, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street.
Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
LEGACY -1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL
DESIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system
you'll ever own. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands off
to a 30mm European dome. Vocals are recreated by the
most remakable cone driver anywhere. A multichambered, slot -loaded dual woofer configuration extends bass response to 16 Hz. Biampable through
Tiffany gold binding posts and high definition cable.
Elegant 43" tower design. Ten year warranty. $1648rpr
shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial. RTRD. 3021 Sangamon Ave.. Springfield, IL 62702. 1(800) 283-4644.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse. Focal. Peerless, Eton, Vita. more! Crossover
parts -design books also. Catalog $1. Meniscus, 2442 28th
St. S.W. Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.
SOUND ANCHORS

Specialty Audio Stands
SOUND ANCHORS stands come PREFILLED with special
materials to dampen resonances and add mass, you don't
have to fool with sand or shot. SOUND ANCHORS stands
are engineered to interface with your specific components
and speakers so they sound their best ... period. Special
stands are available for these speakers. Vandersteen 2-C,
B& W 801 Matrix, Spica TC-50, Sona Panorama and now
Magnepan models MG 2C 2.5 and MG 3A. For information
and the name of your nearest dealer please call (407)
724-1237.

CD PLAYERS

I

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Knowledgeable, friendly service! Finest brands. FREE shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street. Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
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CD PLAYERS
PHILIPS REFERENCE STANDARD COMPACT DISC
PLAYERS, CDV-CD VIDEO PLAYERS. DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS. AUDIO VIDEO RECEIVERS. DIGITAL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS. DIGITAL TUNERS. CAS-

SETTE DECKS. IDTV IMPROVED DEFINITION

TELEVISION. COLOR MONITOR RECEIVERS, PROJECTION TELEVISIONS. DIGITAL SUPER VHS HI -Fl VCR'S.
CAMCORDERS, FOR INFORMATION CALL301-890-3232
J S AUDIO ONE CHILDRESS COURT, BURTONSVILLE.
MARYLAND 20866

COMPACT DISCS

-

Ay

made in u.s.a.

_y

"AND GOD CREATED GREAT WHALES" (Hovhaness);
Whale songs with orchestra. Cd $16.95. Cassette $10.98
($2./shipping). CRYSTAL RECORDS. Sedro-Woolley, WA
98284.

What do the Library of Congress, the
Smithsonian Institute, hundreds of
radio stations, record stores and
libraries have in common?
They all use VP1 Record Cleaners to
clean their valued records.

ARCHITECTURALLY
DESIGNED

"VPI-THE PROS CHOICE!"

Classical style CD cabinets. hand -made 01 solid oak.
FREE brochure. ZEAL HARDWOOD DESIGN CO..
Dept. All. 4 Benjamin Road. Lexington, MA 02173.
(617) 861-1705.
COMPACT DISCS-AT LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES. Now
in our 5th year. CATALOG: Send $2.00. Oz Warehouse,
1575P Hwy 29. Lawrenceville, GA 30244.

ATTENTION RECORD COLLECTORS

VPI Industries Inc., 77 Cliffwood Avenue, #3B, Aberdeen, NJ 117721
Tel: 201-946-8606
Fax: 201-946-8578

COMPACT DISC PRICES STARTING AT $5.99. SEND Si
FOR CATALOG, REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER. HARRIS
HOUSE OF MUSIC, BOX 388759, DEPT. AU, CHICAGO. IL
60638

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

Soundwave

It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims
of advertisers, including product availability
and existence of warranties. Therefore, the
following information Is provided for your pro-

Baffleless Loudspeakers

tection:

Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, including brand, model, color
1.

REFLECTION FREE SOUND

or finish, accessories and rebates included in the

Soundwave loudspeakers have the
open, seamless, and transparent sound
of the best "panel" (electrostatic,
ribbon, and planar) speakers, while
offering the superior dynamic range
and extended bass response of the
best "dynamic" designs. And they offer
a stereo image that is second to none.

price.

2.Understand the seller's return and refund policy, including the allowable return period and
who pays the postage for returned merchandise.

Understand the product's warranty. Is there
manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a
U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller
itself offer a warranty? In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the warranty
period, where will the product be serviced, what
do you have to do, and will the product be repaired
or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of
the written warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including
cancelled checks, receipts and correspondence.
For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order date, expected delivery date and salespersonb name.
5.1f the merchandise is not shipped within the
promised time or if no time was promised, 30
days of receipt of the order, you generally have the
right to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your order or the
merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all
the pertinent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from
the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local U.S. Postal
Service.
3.
a
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A revolutionary patented design,

achieved by the utilization of acoustic
intensity mapping techniques. Sound
wave loudspeakers have a unique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive
units, and a 180 degree radiation pattern. The result is sound so natural
and three dimensional, you'll think there are live musicians performing
in your listening room.
"...The net result was a big, smooth, open sound, exceptionally free from typical box
coloration." -Jim Stoneburner, Stereophite, Vol. 12, No. 7, July 1989
"Soundwave loudspeakers create a breathtaking stereo image, possess extraordinary
dynamic range, and are harmonically correct; they're the most musical I've ever
heard," says Dr. Christopher Rouse, world famous composer.

For further information, write Soundwave Fidelity Corp.
Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 (716) 383-1650

3122
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COMPACT DISCS

SINGERS!

REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

POLYPROPYLENE

'.1111.11.0.111

CAPACITORS

1',.11iti

. Same day shipping

Free Catalog of CD's.

iiWe are pleased to announce that
we have in stock CNAT£Jl41Ro41X

-

1100 DISCOUNT per disc on orders
of 10 or more.
52S0for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call Toll -Free to order:

METALLIZED
POLYPROPYLENE

CAPACITORS of exceptional
quality and excellent price. This
type of dielectric has been characterized by Walter Jung and
IIRichard Marsh as "outstanding"
when compared with all other
dielectrics in the areas of:
Dissipation factor @ 20° C: <.01 %.
Dielectric absorption factor at
20 °C: < .01%.

Good self healing characteristics of

'

you order
before 12:hoonEDT.
-if

1-800-333-4422
SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS:
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform li.e
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound,

P.O. Box 616, Clifton Park, NY 12065
518-383-4855
(011-10MDISC TACT

04

ów

Ppt~Esl

ENTRE

'

Dept. AU -3, 7980 LT Parkway

(404) 482.4724
Lithonia, GA 30058
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sarni
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE: M041482.2485.

polypropylene dialectric

-High Current Capacity

IISo

Excellent Overvoltage and Pulse
handling capability
Low self inductance
Excellent stability
Leads- Tinned pure copper
multistrand insulated sleeves, radial
or axial as indicated.
Superior high frequency
characteristics
Insulation resistance @ 20" C
:>100K megohms/mfd
Temperature range: -25° C to+85° C.
Working Voltage: 250 VDC or higher.
Test Voltage: 2.15 times rated voltage

Capacitance tolerance: +/- 5%:
(grading of pairs to 1% available)
All axial lead caps are "Fast Cape';
a newer version of the Chateauroux
with lower disapation factor,
improved transfer function and
lowered parasitics.

I

Dimersiorts in mm:
2 µfd:
18D, 28 L

4µíd:
8µ(d:

11

18D,
22D,
12 µfd: 26D,
15µfá: 28D,
25 µfd: 321A
35 µfd: 35 D,

42 D,
45 D,
50D,
54D,
54D,

66 L
71 L
71 L

47 L
47 L

50 µfd:
70 pfd:
80 µfd:
100 µfd:
12D Irfd:

47L

1501rfd:60D,

83L

53 L
66 L

180 pfd: 58D,
200 trfd: 60 D,

IO8 L

33L

Audiophile Prices
1.0
1.5

µLi'

2.0

25

3.0

il

3.3
4.0
4

7

$2.00
2.10
2.15
2.20
2.30
2.40
2.60
2 75

15.0'

2.80
3.05
3.10
3.25
3.70
4.20
4.60
5.30

20.0

6.80

25.0

7.55

4.0

5.6
6.0

7.0'
8.0

10.0'
12.0

30.0

35.0
40.0

45.0'
50.0

60.0
70.0'
80.0
100.0
120.0
150.0
200.0

L
83 L
71

108L
9.00
10.50
11.30
12.50
14.00
15.70
10.60
20.50
25.50
31.25
37.00
47.00

Pairs matched to within
1% of each other, add

10%. 10 or more
pieces of same value;
deduct 10%.
'axial leads

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

1

BOX 4283
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53711

COMPACT DISCS

machine pin

FREE CATALOG NEWSLETTER. CD's. DAT. Cassettes,
Reel. Write to DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS, 14-R Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.
NEW AGE, PROGRESSIVE AND ELECTRONIC MUSIC
COMPACT DISCS. Catalog $2. LASER HOUSE, Dept -121.
P.O. Box 71005, Madison Heights, MI 48071-0005.

TEST YOUR SYSTEM WITH CD'S from Pierre Verany, CBS
Labs. etc. Catalog, details: DB SYSTEMS, P.O. BOX 460
RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.
THOUSANDS OF EUROPEAN CD's unavailable in USA
plus many more! Send Si (refundable) for listing/newsletter
to COMPACT DISC INTERNATIONAL, P.O. Box 8561-G.
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33443-8561 or call (305) 481-8817.

IIIIIII,-t-tlllllll, Ellllllll,lllllll,8
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IC sockets. Price: 5124 95 plus 55.00 SAH.

Information: 203 431-6434

EUPHONIC

technology

Credit Card Orders: 1-800.444.1428

&11

Danbury Road
Ridgefield, Cr 06877
19

WANTED TO BUY
AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP 55 for McIntosh. JBL parts and
systems, M Levison. Krell. ARC, and Similar high quality
products. Call John Wolff- (313) 229-5191 eves. EST or
anytime on machine.
DON'T CALL First- MARANTZ. McINTOSH. all tube components, vintage speakers. esoteric hi -end. Outbidding everyone on certain items. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282 afternoons.

SOTA Panorama: Small is Beautiful
To neutralize the loudspeaker
drivers mole only with
enclosure
the music -that is the first task of the
SOTA design team. Minimize colorations
at the source and you neutralize all sorts
of room gremlins.
That is wttal SOTA does best. We neutralize gremlins. Using mass, rigidity and
all the energy controls for damping
resonances that made us America's preeminent turntable maker, we propose to
transfomi the small monitor just as SOTh
turntables redefined the high end turntable world eight years ago. Our goals:
Resolution and coherence second to
none, especially in bass extension.
Compatibility with the widest range
of electronics and moms.
A gorgeous form equal to the gorgeous performance.

-so

FAX: (608) 831-3771
VOICE: (608) 831-3433

SUPER DAC!
SUPER linear Premium Chip sets with the fabulous T081541851
CROWN SAC mated with the SAA7220PIB. Improves resolution on
all 16 -bit Philips/Magnavox CD players. Set includes gold-plated,

SQT'es

o
The result of our research: the optimum "truncated pyramid- shape; all
curved corners to minimize refraction:
and heavily -braced, laminated 1%" thick
walls. ('lots, the latest kevlar drivers and
ultimate crossover components. The classic two-way speaker may never he the
saute.

P.O. BOX 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707
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WANTED TO BUY

TRADE IN AND
TRADE UP

Challenging Prices For Last Call: Sequerra. McIntosh.
Marantz. Quad. Audio Research, Western Electric. Westrex.
Vintage speaker systems, units, from Tannoy. JBL. Altec. EV.
Jensen RCA LC -1A, W.E. Tel.: (818) 701-5633. David Audio
City. P.O. Box 786.Northridge. CA 91328-0786.

<

Li

Convert your old AudioQuest cartridge to one of our
current state-of-the-art models. Our very liberal trade
in policy allows you from 35% to 125% of the value
of your cartridge towards a new AQ cartridge. Any
AudioQuest MC cartridge ever made qualities!

.~4

WILL PAY RETAIL for all tube MARANTZ or used McINTOSH tube or solid state. Need not work. (504) 885-6988
I

days.

ff44441I

Nis
IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME! McIntosh, Marantz Tube
components, Western Electric. Altec, JBL, Jensen, Tannoy
Lan-Gevin Trusonic Raw speaker. Tube etc.. top cash. Henry
Chang. 309 E. Garvey Ave., Monterey Park. CA 91754. (81 8)
571-6274 LAX.

a

PO. Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92672 USA
Tel: 714.498.2770

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid State, Western, JBL. Altec. Tannoy, EV,
Jensen. Speakers 8 Horn, EMT Turntable. OrtoIon. Arm.
Temma-(516) 997-7633, (516) 496-2973.

All

the best.

tow -Cost Accessories

Krell Audio Research B&W
ProAc Thiel Cello Koetsu
Meitner SOTA Versa/Dynamics

WANT-JBL Hartsfield, EV Patrician, Brociner Transcendent. Singles OK. Larry Dupon, 2638 W. Albion, Chicago. IL
60645. (312) 338-1042 evenings.

For Turntables:

Grado ZTE+

Linn

$20

I

Grab firnr, MCZ. TLX

Duntech Aragcn
Analogic Design Dahlquist
...and many more!

T..ppliie LCI200. 18110
OBX bx, 3 bx. 120 di', 4U0
Shipping: It fins item. 5/
1

$20

Call
$49
Call
Call

d

rut* e,,,,, item

Call

Cdr I-800-233-8375 for specials list

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS!! SIXTH ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
SALE Get Mobile Fidelity's new releases!! (if they're still
available): Pink Floyd-MEDDLE, Jethro Tull -THICK AS A

193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ

20 Olcott Square
Bernardsville, NJ

201 744-0600

201 953-9777

BRICK. Blind Faith-BLIND FAITH and all other MFSL.
Reference Recordings, Nautilus. Chesky. Also one complete
Audiophile Album collection (1000 L.P.$). SOUND ADVICE.
8215 Grand Ave.. Kansas City. MO 64114. (816) 361-2713.
Visa and Mastercard accepted. Show Mobile Fidelity
support-Purchase new releases!

AUDIO UNLIMITED

1203 Adams Ave./La Grande, Oregon 97850
13031 963-5731
9.6 M-TH

-

The performance of `exotic" for the heart
of your music system
Critical music'listeners
agree that porté corn-

AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S

GII

For Speakers:
Chicago RT-75
Chicago Hercules
Naiac LS -7000
Monster Cable, Audioquesi
Van den Hul. Vampire

Well -Tempered
WANTED: MARANTZ, McINTOSH. WESTERN, JBL. ALTEC OLD EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY. 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE. TORRANCE.
CA 90502. Joe: (213) 320-7020. 9am-5pm.

oudioquest

Fax: 714498- 5112

-

.

ponents furnish a level
of performance camparable to state -of -the-

art "exotics

IN PRINT

.The Forté Mode r2 pre-

amplifier provides gain for
either moving cell or moving magnetcarrldges
with a single ultra -low
noise stage. "5rnight-line"
circuit design, doss A
operation tiroughout, the
highest quality ports, and
.

Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recording, Sheffield Labs.
Chesky, Wilson. M 8 K, American Gramophone. Proprius. OPUS 3. Gemini. Super Analogue, Concord. ATR
Mastercut. Harmonia Mundi. Linn Re -cut. EMI. Waterlilly, North Star. Odin. Japanese and British Imports
(Ips), Many TAS recommended LP's !

separate power supply
assare that the phase and
amplitude characteristics
of the source mcterlol are
precisely rrointsined.
a

"i

OUT OF PRINTS
Nautilus. Super Disks, Nimbus. UHOR. Lynta, MFSL.
Stones, Sinatra Boxes. Direct to Disc by Crystal Clear,
Umbrella, EMI. RCA LSC. Mercury SR. Casino Royal,
CBS Mastersounds, Etc.

'

;,

The Fore Model lo pure -For more information on
class A. o: Model 3 high
these Forte products, write:,
bias class AB power ampli- Forte Audio,
fern con be used to biromp, 12919 Earhart Avenue,
bi-wire, o- conventionally
Auburn, California 95603,
drive any high -accuracy
or call 1(806) 888 8055.
budspeal er-even those
Forte products ore exclu-

considered
a load.

"difficult" as

-

slvely distributed by

Stated the -art musical
accuracy coupled with the

kellabilifrof superior parts

and construction make
these Fore components
division of Threshold
worthy afconsideration for Corporation.
any high performance
music system.
.

AUDIOPHILE CD'S

4

MFSL Gold "Ultra Disk". Bainbridge "Colossus", Elite
"Stereo play". Three Blind Mice. East Wind, plus the
above labels.

ACCESSORIES BY:
Nitty Gritty, LAST, Audio Quest

r..

ALSO: ONE STOP distributor pricing for Audio Record
store, offering all brands above The LARGEST inventory and FASTEST service!

.

3-

Call for catalog

Acoustic Sounds
P.O. Box 2043
Salina, Kansas 67402
913-825-8609
FAX 913-825-0156

AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct -to Disc, Halfspeed. Ouiex

II

Recordings. 2000 available. Great

Prices-example: Donald Fagen Nightfly' (sealed) $30,

Model 3
amplifier
Model la
amplifier
Model 2
preamplifier

'

Now $14.00! Elusive Disc. 233 N. Rampart. Los Angeles

90026. (213) 388-7176.
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Say "G'day"
Q

shipping the same wonderful XDS tapes
that American duplicators have grown to
know and love. The same music -grade
tape that the big recording companies
(Phillips, EMI, & overseas divisions of
RCA) purchase for their pre-recorded
cassettes.
As for our famous genuine chrome
tape ... that gets an ad of its own, right
next to this one.
Order today on our 800 line!
(price each)
QUANTITY

25

100 500

Music Grade C12

.37
.43
.47
.53
.62

.26
.32
.35
.40
.50

.24
.28
.32
.35
.42

.43
.49
.53
.60
.70

32
.38

.30
.36
.38
.43

C32
C47
C62
C92

Good

Stuff!

Music -PLUS C12
The

Better

Stuff!

22
12

C32
C47
C62
C92

.41

.47
.57

.51

Norelco-type clear plastic boxes,
sturdy commercial grade

.18 .16 .14
A) Self-adhesive, white cassette

labels
B) Blank inserts

$3.00 per hundred

$3.00 per hundred

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE 1 (800) 972-0707
Local (305) 429-9225
FAX ORDERS: (305) 429-9214
F.O.B. Deerfield Beach, FL. Taxes (if any) plus shipping extra. CALL FOR SHIPPING CHARGES &
LARGER QUANTITY PRICES.

'Minimum quantities are 25 per size, and may

TDx

OCTAVE

2/2145

2 IN

-

The

3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. UPS

in

1.100

We call it our "Music -PLUS" grade, but
you'll call it the best -sounding tape you
ever heard, short of genuine chrome. Its
custom formulation at the high end of
produces a higher frenormal bias
quency response and lower noise level
than the heavily advertised brands. The
result is a noticeably smoother sound,
the best in its class.
Of course, we're still stocking and

-

SERVICES

BLANK TAPE

to Greencorp's
new tape
from Australia.

be

mixed to get the larger quantity discounts.
'Orders of 6,000 or more shipped road freight at
cost.
We accept company or personal checks, or
VISA, MASTERCARD, and AMERICAN
charges
EXPRESS.
Prices subject to change without notice.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If not satis-

fied for any reason, return the cassettes
within 30 days for a full refund.

GREENCORP USA

1:
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1-900-245-6000
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220 SPRING ST. BUTLER PA 16021
DEMON. TUT% TRIAD. OAT CALL

TAPE WORLD

O

AFFORDABLE SPL MEASUREMENTS-A sound pressure level standard will be calibrated & shipped postage paid.
Send 524.00 to: INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING, BOX 16385,
ROCKY RIVER, OH 44116. C.O.D. 52 extra!

Audio Repairs and Restorations by Clif Ramsey, former
Senior Service Technician at McIntosh with over 20 years
experience. AUDIO CLASSICS POB 176AR. Walton. NY
13856. 607-865-7200, 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade

-

SPEAKER REPAIR. 4" to 18" speakers reconed. Orban
Audio, 119 7th St., N.W., North Canton, OH 44720. (216)
497-9932. 6pm - 9pm EST.

AMPEX REELS -USED ONCE: 1800'.-10 Reels: 525.00.
Sample. 52.50 Also: New MAXELL reels,cassettes. AUDIO
TAPES. Box 9584E. Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555,

RETAIL MART

VISA MC.

DECALS/EMBLEMS
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, PINS. DECALS.
Free catalog'quotes. Rush sketch. STADRI. 61AU JANE
STREET. NEW YORK. NY 10014. (212) 929-2293.

RECORDS
RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS. INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES. OPERA
BOXES. LASER DISK BOXES, ETC. FREE CATALOG.
CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 662. COLUMBUS.
OHIO 43201.

HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY: Audition Audio
features speaker systems by Magneplanar, Vandersteen,
Celestion. Spica. Infinity IRS. Electronics by Audio Research (new Classic 30 & 60 in stock), Mark Levinson,
Aragon. Counterpoint. NAD, Adcom, Luxman. Front ends by
Versa Dynamics, VPI. Well -Tempered. SME AR. Accuphase
CD players. Also Sumiko. MIT, Audioquest, etc. Three hardwired sound rooms including a new room built for the Infinity
IRS. 2144 Highland Dr., Suite 125, SLC, UT 84109. (801)
467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted
WE HAVE THE FINEST SHOWROOM in our area with
the best selection of audio video components available.
We represent Adcom, Infinity, Thorens. NAD, Polk,
Yamaha. Canton. Luxman. Klipsch, SONY ES. and
more. CONTINENTAL SOUND. 98-77 Queens Blvd..
Forest Hills, NY 11375. (718) 459-7507.

CAR STEREO

Now in all 5 lengths:

Greencorp's
genuine chrome tape!
This is the same outstanding tape that
took the American market by storm.
Manufactured in our Australian plant,
this tape is coated with Dupont's chromium dioxide powder, which is formulated in the U.S. and then shipped to
Greencorp in Sydney.
The end product is genuine CD grade chrome tape, which performs far
better than so-called "chrome -bias" ferric oxide tapes. The difference is instantly audible, especially if there are
quiet moments (no sound) in the recordings you plan to make or duplicate.
Order your genuine chrome tape today; it's the real thing.
(price each)
100 500
.40 .38
.47 .45
.50 .47
.55 .52
.78 .74

QUANTITY 25
Genuine Chrome C12 .52
The
"
"
C32 .58
"
Best
"
C47 .62
"
"
Stuff!
C62 .68
"
C92 .92
For Ordering information, terms
tions, see adjacent ad.

&
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GREENCORP USA

"STEREO WORLD" is your discount mallorder source
with super deals on your car stereo needs. Lines include: Technics, Panasonic, JVC, Sony, Pyle Pioneer,

Sherwood, Philips, Clarion, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt,
Bazooka, JBL, Kenwood, Denon, Alpine, and many
others. Please call or write for free catalog. Free UPS in
48 states. 10AM-6PM Mon -Fri. Visa/MC; COD extra. "Celebrating our 3rd year." P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950
(914) 782-6004.

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble Products At
Home. Call For Info. 504-641-8003 Ext. 5737. (Open 7 days).

INVENTIONS WANTED
A NEW IDEA? Call NATIONAL IDEA CENTER of Washington D.C. FREE INFORMATION--1(800) 247-6600 EXT.155.
Come see THE INVENTION STORE!!

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, TECHNOLOGY WANTED FOR
PRESENTATION TO INDUSTRY AND EXHIBITION AT
NATIONAL INNOVATION EXPOSITION.

1

-800 -288 -IDEA.

INVENTIONS/NEW PRODUCTS/IDEAS WANTED: Call
TLCI for free information 1-800-468-7200, 24 hoursdayUSA CANADA.

MISCELLANEOUS
TERMPAPER assistance. 15,278 papers available! 306 page catalog -rush 52.00. Research, 11322 Idaho
#206AD. Los Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800)
351-0222 (California: (213) 477-8226).

DAT
WE OFFER DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS with one

180

The Right Stuff from Down Under.

The Right Stuff from Down Under.

Suite 105, 1015 W. Newport Center Drive
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442

Suite 105, 1015 W. Newport Center Drive
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442

year warranties. SONY, JVC, TECHNICS, and more! Home.
studio and portable. State of the art sound for 5995 & up!
NEW: DATRAX-60 attractive. solid oak. DAT storage unit.
AUDIO GALLERY, 2716 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA
90403. (213) 829-3429.
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Your
our search for
refineñent will end here.
Brown Electronic Labs

-ei

2530 Berryessa Rd., Suite 14tá, San Jose, CA 95134

R

1.

specialize in hard to find
phone cartridges and origfinal replacement styli only!!
We

CALL TOLLFREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND v15A/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (Ste) 5991112

II-

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.
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LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. A, Box 158

MAIL ORDER
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valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon Sat 9 am.8 pm
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MAIL ORDER

Our speaker cables and interconnects bring the muse: back to you!

Upgrades for Thorens turntables 8 Grado cartridges
Corktone Planer '.1at, Ft Dustcover weight and more

...
ADS., NAKAMICHI. CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
KEF, HARMON KARDON, N.A D.. LUXMAN. HAF.
LER. TANDBERG, ADCOM. DENON. KLIPSCH. YAMAHA.
D.B.X.: INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS-AUTOMATED PRICING AND IN FORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST
(818) 243-1168.

Complete catalog E3.00, relundabie with purchase
1925 Massachusets

.4vcnue. CambridFe.

MA

(6171354M»BBW.

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN LAMBDA $1,395. PRO LAMBDA
(x3) $799, PRO LAMBDA (#1) $499. SIGN SRM1MKII
$1.000. SIGN SRD7 $675. GRACE 747 $129. F9E (SUPER) $129. F9ERUB / 5195: DENON 103D: DYNAVECTOR
23RS II $295: FRI MK3F $235: STG. PEPPER UHOR $169:
ZEISS BINOCULARS: ALL UNUSED: (212) 966-1355.

THE ACOUSTICOVER: A unique sound enhancing dust
cover for turntabes. THE SANDTRAP: An isolation base for
turntables. CD payers and tube electronics. Beautiful hand crafted designs The Wall Works. RD #1, Box 503, Sanfords
Ridge Road. Glens Falls. NY 12801. (518) 798-1844

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable. oak units boll LP'S. CD's and tapes Free Mallorder

Brochure. (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.OBox 330101. San Francisco. CA 94133.

Firm (Reader Service No.)
Acoustat (7)
Acoustic Research (8)
Acous!ic Sciences (5)
Adcom (1)
Altec Lansing (9)
American Acoustics (10)
American Wood Products
Apogee Acoustics (4)
Audio Dynamics (11)
Audio Research (12)
Audiostream (13)
B & K (14)..,
BBE Sound, Inc. (6)
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AMP'
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If you Dion an Adeonl. B&K, or Hailer
stereo amp, you've got fine sound, for a
low price. Now, after long research-and
cons
factors dificeerswe've made strategic modifications to
dramatically enhance their sound. With
Professional \tod Service's exclusive
technology, your amp will sound as
smooth and clean as amps for double the
price! Bass will he more powerful, mids
and highs clearer, less distorted.
Call us,

7

o

!
i.

yo

__2',-- u
r

we'll pick up your amp.

Call us and we'll send CPS to pick up
your amp at home or work. Or send us
your amp with $199.95 plus $11.95
shipping. Our technicians will modify.
spec out your amp and return is ('PS,
insured. Sat isfac ion guaranteed.

1-800-334-0295

sr

\ mex.Visa/ 1!C/Discover

i

Professional Mod Service. Inc.
-

l

-4---'
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225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids. MI 49503
616-451-3527 FAX 616-451-0709
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If you've vowed not to compromise

this time around,

consider the rich rewards of owning Carver. Each component includes unique innovations designed to confront and
solve real -world sonic problems.

Power unleashed: Simultaneous high current/
high voltage output. The TFM-25 is capable of delivering more simultaneous current, power and voltage into a
wider range of speaker loads than any other competitively
priced design: 225 watts per channel into 8 ohms
20-20kHz with no more than 0.5%THD. Its patented
Magnetic Field Power Supply can draw up to 200% more
line current, store more joules of energy in its unique distributed capacitance system, and then deliver up to 500%
more current during musical peaks. With the right speakers,
this kind of serious power can achieve a full restoration of
the robust percussive attacks and lightning transients so

supr

necessary to achieving musical realism from digital sources.

Accuracy and musicality through Transfer
Function Modification. Over the past two decades, Bob
Carver has worked on the problem of replicating one power
amplifier's sonic signature in another dissimilar design.
Through thousands of hours of painstaking tests and modifications, he has been able to closely match the TFM-25's
transfer function with that of his highly acclaimed
$17,500.00 Silver Seven vacuum tube reference power
amplifier. When you hear the warm, natural sound of the
TFM-25, you'll know that Transfer Function Modification is an audible reality.
New flexibility in a classic preamplifier design.
The Carver C-16 is at once a purist, "straight-wire -with gain" design and a wonderful wealth of sonic options.
Including individual left/right tone controls with variable

POWERFUL

l

BE

MUSICAL

ACCURATE

E

ASTER

OUR AWN
SONIC D'ESTINY.

411.II
I.1
I

I.
turnover, full -band Spectral Tilt,
I.
and of course Sonic Holography'
with a new Blend control that further extends the remarkable spacial restoration abilities of this exclusive Carver technology.
ACCD turns "dirty" FM into fresh air. Unlike any
competitive tuner model, the Carver TX -12 can actually
transform a noisy, multipath distortion -ravaged FM signal
into clean, hiss -free music with full stereo separation. The
key is the TX -12's Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM
Detection circuitry. A lengthy name for a wonderfully fast
soiutíon to expanding your listening possibilities. When
you experience ACCD's effect, you may consider the
TX -12's full remote control, 20 FM/AM presets with preview scan, stereo/mono switch and dual antenna inputs,
mere icing on the cake.
.

'''''

"

Hear why we stack up ahead of
the competition. The TFM-25, C-16
and TX -12 are just three of over a dozen

new Carver designs. Each is designed to
rekindle your sense of musical wonder. It all
begins with a visit to your nearest Carver dealer.
To receive White Papers on

Simultaneous High Current High

Voltage Transfer Function Modification and Sonic Holography' details

of Spectral Tilt and the name of your nearest Carver Dealer,
call 1-800-443-CAVR, 8-5 PM Pacific time.

J\RVER
CARVER CORPORATION, LYNNWOOD, WASHINGTON, U.S.A.
Distributed in Canada byeVOLUTION
wuoio INC. 1-(416847.8888
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In the AR tradition, another milestone.
AR's designers and engineers achieve the

ideal:

European Elegance... Exquisite Sound ... Affordable
Prices. The quintessence

Premiered in Europe

of both sight and sound.
available in America.

- now

KIXSTC
MICH

TIMELESS INNOVATION
xTELIDrrE ACOUSTIC

RESEARCH

